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Preface 

Our purpose in writing this book has been to introduce you to the 
concepts and techniques of interfacing digital computers to analog 
electronic devices. Actually, the ideas presented in this book can 
probably be extended to interfaces and programs for many types of 
computers. We have concentrated upon interfacing analog-to-digital 
and digital-to-analog converters to an 8080/8085-based microcom
puter. The designs and programs are equally applicable to all of the 
8080-type microcomputers, the 8080A, 8085, Z80, etc. It has not 
been our purpose to detail the inner workings of the analog and 
digital converter modules, but rather, to treat them the way we now 
treat the integrated-circuit digital electronic devices such as those in 
the SN7400 transistor-transistor logic (ITL) family or the CD4000 
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) family. 

You will not learn how to build analog-to-digital or digital-to
analog converters in this book. We have chosen, instead, to show 
you how to use the modules and devices that are already commercially 
available. We present many examples of converter interfacing with 
complete hardware schematic diagrams and program listings. Perhaps 
one of these designs will answer one of your needs with little addi
tional work on your part. H you require something special, we hope 
that you will find that the concepts presented are applicable to your 
work. H so, we have done our job. 

We have assumed that you will be able to condition (amplify, fil
ter, etc.) your analog signals so that they ate compatible with the 
A/D converters that we present in the examples, and that you will 
be able to use the voltages that are output by the .D/ A converters that 
we have used. The topics of signal conditioning, filters, noise, ground 



loops, and amplifiers are beyond the scope of this book. We are look
ing forward to presenting thes~ topics in future books. 

If you are interested in the internal operation of A/D and DI A 
converters, there are two good references available which will help 
you understand how they work. These are: 

Analog-Digital Converter Notes, D. H. Sheingold, ed., 
Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062, 1977. 
Data Conversion Handbook, Donald B. Bruck, Hybrid 
Systems Corporation, Burlington, MA 01803, 1974. 

In all of the examples, we have tried to use commercially available 
converter modules or integrated circuits (chips). There are dozens of 
analog/ digital module and device manufacturers, some of whom are 
mentioned in the following units or in the appendices. Our choices of 
specific manufacturers, or specific modules, were made at random, but 
with an eye toward presenting those modules which are easy to use 
and which provide a number of interfacing schemes. " 

The choke of specific modules does not imply our endorsement 
and it should not be taken to mean that these modules may neces
sarily be the best ones for your specific applications. 

We have assumed that you have had some experience programming 
microcomputers at the assembly language level, and ~hat you are 
familiar with the 8080's internal registers and I/0 operations. Both 
the memory-mapped and the accumulator I/0 techniques will be dis
cussed, although we tend to favor the accumulator I/O technique be
cause of its simplicity. You should be familiar with the use of latches 
at output ports, the use of three-state buffers at input ports, and the 
use of various decoder circuits for device address decoding. All of the 
examples and experiments assume the use of an 8080-based micro
computer with an uninverted, bidirectional data bus. 

The program examples in the text and in the experiments are shown 
in the byte-:per-line output that is produced by the Tychon Editor I 
Assembler (TEA) that was written by Dr. Christopher A. Titus. 
We find that it is much easier to read and interpret than the instruc
tion-per"'.line outputs of other assemblers. Although we favor the octal 
numbering system, along with the Heath Company and others, the 
TEA program can also provide a hexadecimal format. Write to Chris 
if you would like more information about TEA. 

We have found wide acceptance of our books in formal classes as 
well as by individual users, worldwide. Selected books are being 
translated into German, Japanese, French, Italian, Chinese and Ma
laysian. If you are interested in further details concerning these trans
lations, or in translating the books into other languages, please con
tact us. 



The Blacksburg Continuing Education Series™ continues to ex
pand with additional titles being added in the past few months. A 
list of the current series is given inside the front cover of this book. 
We continue to be interested in identifying and working with authors 
who think that their book ideas would fit into the Blacksburg Continu
ing Education Series. If you have an idea that you are interested in 
working on, please contact us here in Blacksburg. 

Many of the concepts ·that are presented in this book have been 
incorporated into the material taught at seminars that are presented 
by Tychon here in Blacksburg. Three courses are currently being 
taught: Microprocessor Interfacing (628), Introduction to Assembly 
Language Programming for 8080/8085 Processors (685), and Inter
mediate Assembly Language Programming for 8080 I 8085 Processors 
( 687). If you are interested in these courses, write to The Course 
Director, Tychon, Inc., Box 242, Blacksburg, VA 24060. Courses 
are also provided through the Center for Continuing Education and 
the Extension Division at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg, VA. Call Dr. Linda Leffel at (703) 951-6208 
for further information. 

We have received assistance from a number of companies that have 
provided information, technical assistance, and permission to repro
duce information from their data sheets and books. We would like to 
acknowledge the assistance of ADAC Corporation, Analog Devices, 
Inc., Burr-Brown Research Corporation, Data Translation, Inc., 
Datel Systems, Inc., National Semiconductor Corporation, Signetics 
Corporation, and Siliconix. 

We also greatly appreciate the efforts of Mr. Murray Gallant, 
president of E&L Instruments, Inc., and his continuing support in 
this writing. 

JONATHAN A. TITus, CHRISTOPHER A. TITUS, PETER R. RoNY, 
AND DAVID G. LARSEN 
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Interfacing 
Digital-to-Analog 

Converters 

INTRODUCTION TO THIS UNIT 

1 

Most digital-to-analog converters (DACs or D/ A converters) may 
be considered to be voltage or current output devices. The output is 
in direct proportion to the value of the digital input, generally in bi
nary form. In this unit you will see how digital-to-analog converters 
are interfaced to microcomputers and some of the uses to which the 
analog outputs may be put. The DI A converters are treated as mod
ules and we will consider ourselves to be ignorant of their internal 
operation. Understanding how the converters actually work may be 
important, but we do not believe that it will greatly increase your 
interfacing and software development skills. 

OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit you will be able to do the following: 

• Calculate the step-voltage for any n-bit DI A converter having 
an output range of x volts. 

• Describe the operation of a simple 8-bit D/ A converter interface. 
• Describe how D/ A converters may be used to generate the fol-

lowing types of output: · 
Positive and negative ramps ( sawtooths) 
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Triangular waves 
Square ·waves 
Complex waveforms 

• Design an interface for a double-buffered, 10-bit D/ A converter. 
• Write software to control two D/ A converters for an X vs. Y 

display of a data. file. 

Most digital-to-analog converters (DACs or D/A converters) pro
vide an analog output that is proportional to some type of digital 
input. Typical digital inputs are in binary code and each individual 
input may have only one of two values, a logic 1 or a logic 0. If we 
consider a 4-bit D/ A converter with input bits A, B, C and D, which 
have binary weights of 1, 2, 4 and 8, respectively, we find that there 
are 16 possible states from 00002 to 111 h, inclusive. Let us assume 
that each binary input will contribute a voltage to the total· which is 
proportional to its binary weight. The easiest voltages to use in this 
example are A = 1 volt, B = 2 volts, C = 4 volts and D = 8 volts. 
If a binary 0 is present in a particular column, the corresponding 
voltage is not added to the total. If a binary 1 is present, then the 
voltage is added to the total. 

In this 4-bit D/ A converter the voltage range will be from zero 
volts to 15 volts, as shown in Table 1-1. 

D=I 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
l 
1 

Table 1-1. Four-Bit DI A Converter With Voltage 
Range From 0 Volts to 15 Volts 

Binary Code Input Output Voltage 

C=4 8=2 A=l (Volts) 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 l 1 
0 l 0 2 
0 1 1 3 
l 0 0 4 
l 0 l 5 
1 l 0 6 
l l l 7 
0 0 0 8 
0 0 1 9 
0 1 0 10 
0 1 1 11 

l 0 0 12 
1 0 l 13 

l 1 0 14 

1 l l 15 

Most real D/ A converters use a series of resistors in an R, 2R, 4R, 
8R, etc., binary weighted combination or in an R-2R ladder-type 
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network. The ladder network of R and 2R values is preferred be- . 
cause of the ease of manufacture and improved electrical character
istics. The voltages are switches electronically, but a discussion of 
how this is done is beyond our scope. Current-output D/ A con
verters are also available, their general advantage being fast settling 
time, generally a few hundred nanoseconds. For a further discussion 
of D/ A converters and factors such as linearity, offset, and resolution 
we recommend the references mentioned in the introduction. These 
and other technical terms are defined in Appendix 1. 

Digital-to-analog converters usually have transistor-transistor logic 
('ITL) compatible inputs which make them very easy to interface to 
the standard 7400-series logic and most microprocessor or. micro
computer intergrated circuits. Some of the newer D /A converters are 
available with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) 
or emitter-coupled-logic (ECL) compatible inputs. Although straight
binary coded DI A converters will be used in all of our examples and 
in the experiments, converters do come with other types of coded 
inputs. The types generally available are: 

• Two's Complement 
• Complementary Binary 
• Complementary Offset Binary 
• Offset Binary 
• Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) 

These codes may be useful in some applications but we have found 
that the binary-coded converters are the ones most widely used in 
microcomputer interfacing. Voltage outputs of 0-10 volts, 0-5 volts, · 
±2.5 volts, ±5 volts and ± 10 volts are common. In short, the variety 
of D /A converters is so great that you can probably find one that 
will answer your specific needs. For nonstandard ranges, an opera
tional amplifier with the necessary gain may be used to "customize" 
the output voltage to your needs. Few people design and build their 
own DI A converters because of the wide variety available. Con
verters with digital inputs of 8, 10, 12 and 14 binary bits are common 
with prices ranging from about $15 to several hundred dollars. 

D/ A CONVERTER OUTPUTS 

When a parallel digital input is presented to a D/ A converter, the 
converter will respond by outputting a corresponding voltage that 
is proportional to the value of the digital input. How can we deter
mine what the output voltage will be for a given n-bit D /A converter 
with a range of x volts? 

We will start by using a D/ A converter with eight inputs coded in 
straight binary and with an output voltage range of 0 to 1 volt. The 
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Table 1-2. Output Voltages for Various Binary Inputs 
on a O· to 1-Volt Scale D/ A Converter 

Binary Input Output Voltage (Volts) 

00000000 0.00390625 
00000001 0.00781250 
00000010 0.01171875 
00000011 

.. 
0.01562500 

00000100 0.01953125 

········ .......... 

........ .......... 
11111011 0.98046875 
11111100 0.98437500 
11111"101 0.98828125 
11111110 0.99218750 
11111111 0.99609375 

eight bits, n, provide 256 values from 0 to 255. The output can be. 
divided into 256 individual steps of 0.00390 volt, or 3.9 millivolts 
per step. We can now determine the voltage output by the D/A con• 
verter for any input value, X: 

Vout =Output Voltage= (1-volt full scale)· (X/256) 
or the following formula may be used: 

Vout =Output Voltage= (X steps)· (0.00390 volt/step) 
Some of the output voltages by the 0- to 1-volt full scale DI A 

converter are shown in Table 1-2. · 
It is important to note that while the D /A converter used in this 

example has a specified range from 0 to 1 volt, the analog output 
does not actually reach one volt. The reason for .·this becomes ap
parent if we examine the "weights" or voltages assigned to each. of 
the eight bits. Since we are using the binary numbering system, each 
bit is an integral power of two. Thus when we go from the most 
significant bit (MSB), or the left-most bit, to the least significant bit 
(LSB), or the right-most bit, each bit position will have a weight that 
is one-half that of its left neighbor and twiee that of its right neighbor. 

12 

Let us now consider the actual voltage weights assigned to the bits: 

Full-Scale Voltage = 1 Volt 
Least Significant Bit 0.00390625 = %56 volt 

0.00781250 = %28 volt 
0.01562500 = %4 volt 
0.03125000 = ~2 volt 
0.06250000 = %6 volt 
0.12500000 = % volt 
0.25000000 = * volt 

Most Significant Bit 0.50000000 = Y2 volt 



GENERATING ANALOG OUTPUTS 

The D/ A converter modules will quickly convert the binary value 
applied at the inputs to a voltage, but these inputs must be maintained 
for as long as the output voltage is required. If we attempt to inter
face a D/ A converter to a microcomputer system simply by connecting 
the 8-bit data bus to the eight D/ A converter inputs, we would ob
serve a constantly changing voltage output by the DI A converter. The 
various output voltages would be caused by the many different 8-bit 
values presented to the DI A converter's inputs as the microcomputer 
uses the bus to transfer data and instructions. It is not only necessary 
to present the data to the D /A converter's inputs, but it must also be 
held or captured for as long as it is needed. A simple latch circuit 
may be used to capture the data from the data source, usually the 
microcomputer's data bus. Digital-to-analog converters generally re
quire little more than latches and device decoding circuitry, plus the 
converter itself, for a complete interface. 

+ 5V GNO +15V 

24 7 9 +1:sv 
07 5 

06 4 2 

05 
19 3 

20 4 
04 OAC 6 

VouT 03 
8 5 12 

02 
9 6 9881 

DI 
18 7 

DO 
16 17 8 

23 -15V 

416 OHMS 

027 __ __, 

Fig. 1·1. Interfacing a Datel DAC·98BI D /A converter to an 8080·based microcomputer 
using a latch circuit. 

A typical D/ A converter interface is shown in Fig. 1-1. A Datel 
Systems, Incorporated DAC-98BI module is used as the 8-bit D/ A 
converter. The DAC-89BI has a current output, so circuitry has been 
added to provide a 0- to 1-volt output range. 
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For more information about device decoding and device addressing 
such as that used in Fig. 1-1 to activate the latch, we refer you to 
Introductory Experiments in Digital Electronics and 8080A Micro
computer Programming and Interfacing, Book 2, Unit No. 17. 

There are many uses for the analog outputs generated by com
puters using circuits similar to the one shown in Fig. 1-1. Some of 
these are listed below: 

• Drive a servo motor 
• Drive a strip-;chart recorder 
• Control a voltage-to-frequency converter 
• Control a programmable power supply 
• Drive an analog meter 

In some applications, it is necessary to produce a linearly increasing 
voltage ramp to be used to control a test process, move a recorder 
pen, or move an oscilloscope beam. In the following example we will 
use the D/ A converter to generate a linear ramp. 

GENERATING A VOLTAGE RAMP 

The voltage ramp output by a D /A converter is probably the 
simplest output that may be generated using fairly simple software. 
Even with a limited number of 8080 instructions in your software 
vocabulary, you can probably suggest a method of generating the 
linearly increasing binary values which are to be output to the D /A 
converter. In this example we will use the D/ A converter which has 
been interfaced to the 8080-based computer, as shown in Fig. 1-1. 
An OUT 027 instruction transfers the contents of the 8080's A register 
to the DI A converter's latch circuit. 

One of the easiest techniques that we can use to generate a ramp 
output uses one of the register increment instructions. A typical ramp 
is shown in Fig. 1-2 . 

.. 

Fig. 1·2. Typical ramp wavefonn. 

By incrementing the value in one of the 8080's registers and then 
latching it in the D/ A converter's latch circuit, the 256 steps may 
be generated in about 3.2 milliseconds (this assumes an 8080 clock 
rate of 500 nanoseconds). The time period of each ramp and thus 
the slope may be slowed down by introducing a time delay subrou-
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tine into the ramp generation software. The software in. Example -1-1 
shows the steps neeessary to generate the -ramp, while the software 
in Example 1-2 shows how a time delay may be introduced by using a 
call to a time delay subroutine. The time delay subroutine may be a 
series of no-operation instructions (NOPs) or it may be a more com
plex, programmable time delay, which may answer many needs. In 
this second example, a general-purpose time delay subroutine has 
been written and assemble4. 

/EXAMPLE 1-1 
/TYPICAL SOFTWARE FOR A POSITIVE RAMP OUTPUT 

*003 000 
003 000 074 START, INRA /INCREMENT THE CONTENTS OF A 
003 001 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 
003 002.007 . 027 / DAC'S DEVICE CODE 
003 003 303 JMP ·, /KEEP DOING IT AGAIN AND AGAIN 

·003 004 000 START 
003 . 005 003 0 

/EXAMPLE 1-2 
/POSITIVE RAMP OUTPUT SOFTWARE WITH TIME DELAY 

*003 000 
003 000 061 LXISP /LOAD A .STACK ADDRESS .SO THAT 'SUBROUTINES 
003 001 377 377 /MAY BE USED 
003 002 003 003 
003 003 ·074 LOOP, INRA /INCREMENT A 
003 004 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO DAC 
003 005 027 027 
003 006 315 CALL /CALL THE TIME DELAY SUBROUTINE 
003 007 014 DELAY 
003 010 003 0 
003 011 303 JMP /DO IT AGAIN 
003 012 003 LOOP 
003 013 003 0 

/THIS IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE 

003 014 365 DELAY, PUSHPSW /SAVE REG A & FLAGS 
003 015 325 PUSHD /SAVE D&E 
003 016 021 LXID /LOAD THE TIMING BYTES 
003 017 065 065 /065 TO REGISTER E 
003 020 001 001 /001 TO REGISTER D 
003 021 033 DEC, DCX:D /DECREMENT REG PAIR D 
003 022 172 MOVAD 
003 023 263 ORAE /IF D OR E IS NON-ZERO, WE 
003 024 302 JNZ /DECREMENT THE PAIR AGAIN 
003 025 021 DEC 
003 026 003 0 
003 027 321 POPD / GET REG VALUES BACK 
003 030 361 POPPSW /RESTORE A & FLAGS, TOO 
003 031 311 REY /RETURN 

15 



Fig. 1..3. Expmnded linear output of D/ A 
. voltage converter. 

It is important to remember that the D /A converter is still gen
erating discreet voltage step outputs of 0.0039 volt, so that when the 
linear output is expanded it appears as shown .in Fig. 1-3. 

The time period, t, depends upon how fast we want to have the 
computer output the analog information. The time delay subroutine 
shown in Example 1,..2 could be used to increase the time period, t, 
to several seconds. Filtering or integrating the voltage may be useful 
if the step function is not acceptable and a more linear output is 

· necessary. In most applications, the output is left unfiltered, although 
amplification may be used to increase the range to 0 to 10 volts or 
perhaps to a range of 0 to 2.35 volts for a specific application. 

In some applications, a negative ramp may be needed that decreases 
from a high potential to a low potential. This may be accomplished.by 
adding an inverting, unity-gain amplifier and some additional com
ponents to the D /A converter interface, thus providing a hardware 
solution. In our case, it is more reasonable, however, to change the 
software to decrement the register, thus causing the output to the D /A 
converter to decrease in value. This is the software solution. The 
software for the negative ramp is shown in Example 1-3. 

003 000 075 
003 001 323 
003 002 027 
003 003 303 
003 004 000 
003 005 003 

/EXAMPLE 1-3 
/TYPICAL SOFTWARE FOR A NEGATIVE RAMP OUTPUT 

*003 000 
START, DCRA 

OUT 
027 
JMP 
START 
0 

/DECREMENT THE CONTENTS OF A 
/OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 

/KEEP GOING 

Of course, the additional call to the time delay subroutine could have 
been added, but we have not shown it in this example. 

You should note that when one of the 8080's 8-bit, internal regis
ters contains 377, or 1111111 h, and is incremented, it becomes 000, 
or 000000002• Thus, the largest value becomes the smallest value in 
one step to start the ramp at the "bottom" again. Likewise, when 000, 
or 000000002, is decremented it becomes 377, or 11111111, the 
smallest value becoming the largest value, again in a single step. No 
additional software is necessary to reinitialize the register to these 
starting values. 
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COMPLEX RAMP OUTPUTS 

There may be applications in which a complete sweep, i.e., from 
minimum to maximum value, of the ramp's output is not needed. For 
example; suppose that we have interfaced a D/ A converter to our 
computer and that the converter's output ranges from 0 to 10 volts 
full scale. Our application requires that the output sweep· between a 
specific low voltage limit and a specific high voltage limit. In this 
example, we will set the lower limit at 2.0 volts and the higher limit 
at 8.0 volts. Using the full 0- to 10-volt range, we could use opera
tional amplifiers to attenuate the output range and to offset it, too. 
We will use software instead. 

This is a typical "hardware/software tradeoff." If an operational 
amplifier scheme is used, more hardware is added to the system and 
it becomes more difficult to change the high and low limits than if 
software is used. The hardware solution still has merit, though, since 
it will compress the 256 voltage points into smaller increments when 
output through the added operational amplifiers. This means that the 
2.0- to 8.0-volt range will be divided into 256 points or steps. The 
software solution will result in the usual 0.0039 volt steps for a 0- to 
1-volt D /A converter or 0.039 volt steps for a 0- to 10-volt D /A 
converter. 

The first task in solving this problem is to determine the binary 
values of the limiting voltages. This may be done empirically by 
breadboarding a D/ A converter and slowly increasing the binary 
inputs and noting their values when the D /A converter's output 
reaches 2.0 and 8.0 volts. The limits may also be calculated as follows: 

10 Volts Full Scale Output _ O 0390 It/ te 
256 Steps · - · vo s P 

and 

2.0Volts 
. 0.0390 volt/step= 5 t.3 steps 

It is, of course, impossible .to have fractional steps. The only steps 
that are allowed are those with integral values between 0 and 255. 
We must decide if we want the lower limit to be 51 steps ( 1.989 
volts) or 52 steps (2.028 volts). In this case the 1.989-volt value is 
acceptable as the lower limit. In a similar way we determine that the 
upper voltage limit is represented by 205 steps. 

The software shown in Example 1-4 will start at the lower limit 
and increase the voltage output by the D /A converter to the upper 
limit of 8.0 volts in discreet 39~millivolt steps. 
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Table 1-3. Upper and lower Voltage limits and 
Their Binary, Octal, and Hexadecimal Equivalents 

Voltage Steps Binary Oda I 

2.0 (1.989) 51 00110011 063 
8.0 (7.995) 205 11001101 315 

/EXAMPLE 1-4 
/RAMP OUTPUT WITH UPPER & LOWER LIMITS 

*003 000 
003 000 076 START, MVIA /LOAD REG A WITH STARTING VALUE 
003 001 063 063 /063 = 051 DECIMAL = 2.0 VOLTS 
003 002 323 LOOP, OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 
003 003 027 027 
003 004 074 INRA /INCREMENT THE VALUE 
003 005 000 NOP /THREE NOP'S LEFT FOR ADDITION OF 
003 006 000 NOP /A CALL TO A TIME DELAY 

·003 007 000 NOP 

Hex 

33 
CD 

003 010 376 CPI /COMPARE THE VALUE TO THE UPPER LIMIT 
003 011 315 315 /315 = 205 DECIMAL = 8.0 VOLTS 
003 012 302 JNZ /IF NOT EQUAL, DO THE LOOP AGAIN 
003 013 002 LOOP 
003 014 003 0 
003 015 303 JMP /IF EQUAL,· REINITIALIZE AND DO IT 
003 016 000 START /AGAIN 
003 017 003 0 

The software. shown in Example · 1-4 will cause the DI A converter 
to output a maximum voltage· which is within 39 millivolts of the 
upper limit. This occurs since the comparison between the limit value 
and the actual register value is performed after the register is incre
mented, but before the value is output to the D/ A converter. If the 
DI A converter's output is to actually reach the upper limit, the com
parison value must be changed from 315 to 316. 

This simple program may be used to cycle a ramp between any 
two voltages that are within the range of the DI A converter's output 
voltage. The ramp may also be a negative,.,going one by using the 
decrement instruction, comparing the register value to the lower limit 
and when it is reached, resetting the register to the upper limit. 

The slope of the output is determined by the time required for 
the computer to execute all of the instructions. Three no-operation 
instructions (NOP=OOO) are provided in Example 1-4 so that a 
call to a time delay subroutine may be inserted. For optimum speed, 
the NOPs should be removed and the program condensed. 

The time delay subroutine could be a more complex program than 
a simple time delay loop. A flag, interrupt, or other stimulus could 
govern whether or not the computer proceeds to the next step. Soft-
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ware could also be added to wait for an external event. to take place 
before starting another ramp cycle. 

TRIANGULAR WAVE OUTPUT 

The previous software examples for ramp generation could serve 
as the basis for additional software which permits the D /A con
verter to generate a triangular wave output. In this example, a com
plete 0- to 10-volt full scale triangular wave output will be assumed. 
The first attempt at a program that will output this type of a wave
form is shown in Example 1-5. 

/EXAMPLE 1-5 
/TRIANGULAR WAVE OUTPUT PROGRAM #I 

003 000 257 
003 001 074 UP, 
003 002 323 

*003 000 
XRAA 
INRA 
OUT 

/CLEAR REG A 
/INCREMENT REG A 
/OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 

003 003 027 
-003 004 302 
003 005 001 
003 006 003 
003 007 075 
003 010 323 
003 011 027 
003 012 302 
003 013 007 
003 014 003 
003 015 303 
003 016 001 
003 017 .003 

027 
JNZ 
UP 
0 

DOWN, DCRA 
OUT 
027 
JNZ 
DOWN 
0 
JMP 
UP 
0 

/IF STILL NON-ZERO, KEEP GOING 

/DECREMENT REG A 
/OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 

/IS IT = O? 
/NO, GO DOWN ONE MORE 

/YES, START UP AGAIN 

If we attempt to run this program, a "glitch" is observed at the apex 
of the triangle. The glitch is caused by the program. After increment
ing the count register to its maximum value of 377, the software must 
again increment it to 000 and output it to the D /A converter before 
the JNZ instruction is used to test the value. 

When the value 000 is reached, the JNZ instruction is "ignored" 
. and the DOWN section star:ts its execution. The illustration in Fig. 
1-4 shows what the D/ A converter's output would look like when 
executing the software from Example 1-5. These examples assume 
an ideal output from the D/ A converter. 

The glitch may be removed by simply reversing the position of the 
INRA and the OUT 027 instructions. The modified software, shown 
in Example 1-6, will produce a reasonable triangular wave output. 
This new program, Triangular Wave Output Program #2, now 
checks the incremented value prior to the output instruction, pre-
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Fig. 1-4. D/A convertw output when software from Example 1-5 is executed. 

venting the output of the sequence of values 377, 000, 377 generate( 
in the first program, Example 1-5. 

I EXAMPLE 1-6 
/TRIANGULAR WAVE OUTPUT PROGRAM #2 

*003 000 
003 000 257 XRAA /CLEAR REG A 
003 001 323 UP, OUT /OUTPUT VALUE IN REG A TO DAC 
003 002 027 027 
003 003 074 INRA /INCREMENT REG A 
003 004 302 JNZ /IF NOT ZERO, GO UP AGAIN 
003 005 001 UP 
003 006 003 0 
003 007 075 DOWN, DCRA /DECREMENT REG A 
003 010 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 
003 011 027 027 
003 012 302 JNZ /IF NOT ZERO, GO DOWN AGAIN 
J03 013 007 DOWN 
003 014 003 0 
003 015 303 JMP /IF ZERO, GO UP 
003 016 001 UP 
003 017 003 0 

There is, however, another problem with this second program. The 
high value of 377 and the low value of 000 are both output to the 
DI A converter twice in succession, giving the triangular output a 
plateau at the high and low points. These plateaus, illustrated in Fig. 
1-5, are twice as long as the other voltage steps generated by the 
software. 

This problem, too, is caused by the software. After the value 3 77 i~ 
output to the D/ A converter by the OUT 027 instruction in the UP 
software loop, the accumulator, or A register, is incremented to 000, 
checked by the JNZ instruction and then decremented back to 377. 
This value is then output in the DOWN section of the program. Thus, 
the value 377 has been output to the D/ A converter twice. Clearly 
some modification must be made in the software to correct this. 

The software shown in Example 1-7 has some additional incre
ment and decrement instructions to eliminate the "double output" of 
the values 377 and 000. This program provides "glitchless" outpu1 
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Fig. 1-5. Triangular output with high and low plateaus. 

of a triangular wave. It should be noted that there are probably a 
number of other software solutions to this problem. 

/EXAMPLE 1-7 
/TRIANGULAR WAVE OUTPUT PROGRAM #3 

003 000 323 UP, 
003 001 027 

*003 000 
OUT 
027 

003 002 074 
003 003 302 
003 004 000 
003 005 003 
003 006 075 
003 007 075 
003 010 323 
003 011 027 
003 012 302 
003 013 007 
003 014 003 
003 015 074 
003 016 303 
003 017 000 
003 020 003 

INRA 
JNZ 
UP 
0 
OCRA 

DOWN, DCRA 
OUT 
027 
JNZ 
DOWN 
0 
INRA 
JMP 
UP 
0 

/OUTPUT REG A TO DAC 

/INCREMENT REG A 
/IF NOT ZERO, GO UP AGAIN 

/IF ZERO, DECREMENT IT TO 377 
/DECREMENT IT AGAIN 
/OUTPUT IT TO DAC 

/IF NOT ZERO, GO DOWN AGAIN 

/IF ZERO, INCREMENT IT TO 001 
/GO BACK UP AGAIN 

The triangular wave output by the software shown in Example 1-7 
has equal positive and negative ramp periods since the two software 
loops, UP and DOWN, contain the same number of instructions with 
equal execution times. For nonsymmetrical outputs where slopes are 
to be different, NOP instructions or calls to time delay subroutines 
could be easily added to the program. For example, if 11 NOP in
structions are added to the DOWN loop between the OUT 027 and 
the JNZ instruction, the ratio of positive ramp period to negative ramp 
period is approximately 3 to 7. 

SQUARE WAVES AND OTHER OUTPUTS 

Square waves are generated easily by using a DI A converter and 
software to alternate between a low and a high voltage. The periods 
and frequencies may be determined in the software with either NOP 
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instructions or calls to time delay subroutines. A typical example of 1 

square wave output program is shown in Example 1-8. 

/EXAMPLE 1-8 
/TYPICAL SQUARE WAVE OUTPUT PROGRAM 

*003 000 
003 000 076 START, MVIA /LOAD REG A WITH LOWER LIMIT 
003 001 023 023 
003 002 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 
003 003 027 027 
003 004 315 CALL /DO A TIME DELAY ROUTINE 
003 005 021 DELAY 
003 006 003 0 
003 007 076 MVIA /LOAD REG A WITH UPPER LIMIT 
003 010 307 307 
003 011 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 
003 012 027 027 
003 013 315 CALL /DO ANOTHER DELAY LIKE THE ONE 
003 014 021 DELAY /SHOWN IN EXAMPLE 1-2 
003 015 003 0 
003 016 303 JMP /DO IT AGAIN 
003 017 000 START 
003 020 003. 0 

003 021 000 DELAY, 0 /DELAY SUBROUTINE IS LOCATED HERE 

By changing the software to use two different time delay sub 
routines, rectangular wave outputs may be generated. Pulses may alsc 
be generated by using a very short time delay program for the pulse 
and a much longer time delay program for the interval between pulses 
Depending upon the frequency of the 8080 microprocessor chip'1 
crystal clock, very short pulses may.be generated. Example 1-9 show1 
the software which may be used to generate a 20-microsecond-long 
10-volt pulse with a repetition rate of about 10 milliseconds. 

/EXAMPLE 1-9 
/TYPICAL PULSE OUTPUT PROGRAM USING A DAC 

*003 000 
003 000 076 LOOP, MVIA /LOAD REG A WITH HIGHEST VALUE 
003 001 377 377 
003 002 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 
003 003 027 027 
003 004076 MVIA /LOAD REG A WITH LOWEST VALUE 
003 005 000 000 
003 006 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 
003 007 027 027 
003 010 315 CALL /CALL A DELAY ROUTINE 
003 011 016 DELAY 
003 012 003 0 
003 013 303 JMP /GO BACK AND DO IT AGAIN 
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003 014 000 LOOP 
003 015 003 0 

003 016 000 DELAY, 0 
003 017 000 0 

/10 MILLISECOND DELAY MAY BE PLACED 
/HERE, SEE EXAMPLE 1-2. 

Complex waveforms may be generated by treating the square wave, 
the triangular- wave and the ramp output software as subroutines~ 
Linking these subroutines together with a series of call instructions 
and perhaps calls to time delay subroutines will produce complex 
outputs. These outputs are generally difficult to generate with standard 
test equipment and they may be useful for testing or cycling power 
supplies, electromechanical devices, etc. While the output may be 
slow, since it is limited by the execution speed of the 8080's instruc
tions, it would be difficult to generate these complex outputs in other 
ways. 

DATA DISPLAYS AND'OUTPUTS 

Many applications require that the computer be used to output a 
file of data for later evaluation. The data can take two forms: a list 
or numeric printout of the data or a graphic representation presented 
on a chart, drawing, etc. In many cases it will be much easier to dis.: 
tinguish trends and changes in the values th,at have been stored in 
the computer if the graphical output is chosen. The graph may be 
output to an oscilloscope, an X-Y plotter, or a strip-chart recorder. 
The example in Fig. 1-6 illustrates the difference between the numeric 
output and the graphic output. 

Our next task will be to develop a program to output some data in 
graphic form; A file of 8-bit binary words or bytes will be set up in 
the computer's memory between addresses 007 000 and 007 143, 
inclusive. This will provide us with 10010 points to display in some 
way. A strip-chart recorder is available which is compatible with the 
voltage output of the 8-bit D/ A converter previously interfaced to 
our 8080 microcomputer. The data points are to be output once and 
since the computer will be able to output all 100 data points much 
faster than the strip-chart's servo motor can respond, a delay of 100 
milliseconds will be inserted into the software between the output of 
each point. The output of all 100 points will take 10 seconds. 

To use a file of data stored in the 8080's memory, address pointers 
must be set up in the Hand L registers (register pair H) to provide 
the 16-bit address necessary to point to locations 007 000 through 
007 143. We will also need to have access to a subroutine that pro
vides the 100 millisecond delay; Although important in some applica
tions, we will ignore the time necessary to actually get the data from 
the memory and output it to the D/ A converter. This will cause the 
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Fig. 1-6. Difference between numeric out
put and graphic output. 

real time between points to be somewhat longer than 100 milliseconds, 
but by a negligible amount. A counter register is also needed to keep 
track of the number of points that have been output so that the pro
gram will stop when all 100 of the points have been plotted. Since 
subroutines are to be used, a stack area must be set up in read/write 
memory. It is a good idea to locate the stack in an area of read/write 
memory distant from that used for program and data storage. A flow
chart of the 100-point output software is provided in Fig. 1-7. 

The software for the 100-point plot program is provided in Ex
ample 1-10 in its fully assembled form: 
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/EXAMPLE 1-10 
/ONE HUNDRED POINT DISPLAY SOFTWARE 

*003 000 
003 000 061 LXISP /LOAD A STACK POINTER 
003 001 377 377 
003 002 003 003 
003 003 041 DISPLA, LXIH /LOAD A POINT COUNT 
003 004 000 DATAl /OF THE DATA STORAGE AREA 
003 005 007 0 
003 006 006 MVIB /LOAD A POINT COUNT 
003 007 144 144 /144 = 100 DECIMAL 
003 010 176 LOOP, MOVAM /GET AN 8-BIT DATA POINT 
003 011 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT 
003 012 027 027 
003 013 043 INXH /INCR THE ADDR 
003 014 005 DCRB /DECREMENT POINT COUNT 
003 015 312 JZ /IF DONE, GET OUT OF THE LOOP 
003 016 026 DONE 
003 017 003 0 
003 020 315 CALL /IF N\JT DONE, DO A 100-MILLI-
003 021 027 HUNMIL /SECOND DELAY 
003 022 003 0 
003 023 303 JMP /DO THE NEXT POINT 
003 024 010 LOOP 
003 025 003 0 

003 026 166 DONE, HLT /WHEN FINISHED DISPLAYING, HALT 

003 027 0-00 HUNMIL, 0 /100 MSEC DELAY SOFTWARE MAY BE ADDED 
003 030 000 0 /HERE. SEE EXAMPLE 1-2 FOR A TYPICAL 
003 031 000 0 /TIME DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*007 000 
007 000 000 DATA!, 0 /DATA STARTS HERE FOR 100 ADDRESSES 

This program will output the 100-point data file in approximately 10 
seconds, or 0.1 seconds per point. The 8080's B register or any other 
unused register may be used to count the 100 points, but is this really 
necessary? We certainly need a counter, but the L register is already 
being used as a counter since it is incremented in each loop through 
the software. It will increase from 000 to 143 during the course of the 
program. 

The L register may be used to perform two tasks: ( 1) to provide 
the low address of the data points and (2) to provide an increasing 
point ·count. By comparing the value contained in the L register to 
1448 we can determine when the file output has been completed. 
Remember that the 8080's comparison instructions do not alter either 
of the two data bytes being compared. 

In this example, the contents of the L register will be transferred to 
the A register and then compared to a data byte in a compare
immediate (CPI) instruction. There is no need to transfer the value 
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in the A register back to the L register since the data is copied during 
register-register transfers. 

In the software in Example 1-11,. the L register is used as the 
counter and as the low address value, thus permitting us to save the 
B register for future use. 

f EXAMPLE 1·11 
{IMPROVED 100-POINT DISPLAY SOFTWARE 
/SHOWING ONLY THE MAIN PROGRAM 

*003 000 
003 000 061 LXISP 
003. 001 377 377 
003 002 003 003 
003 003 041 DISPLA, LXIH 
003 004 000 DATAl 
003 005 007 0 
003 006 176 LOOP, MOVAM 
003 007 323 OUT 
003 010 027 027 
003 011 043 
003 012 175 
003 013 376 
003 014 144 
003 015 312 
003 016 026 
003 017 003 
003 020 315 
003 021 027 
003 022 003 
003 023 303 
003 024 006 
003 025 003 

INXH /INCREMENT MEMORY ADDRESS 
MOVAL /MOVE CONTENTS OF REG L TO REG A 

CPI /COMPARE IT TO 

144 /144 = 100 DECIMAL 
JZ /IF All POINTS DISPLAYED 
DONE /WE'RE DONE 
0 
CALL 
HUNMIL 
0 
JMP 
LOOP 
0 

HIGH SPEED CRT DISPLAYS WITH D/ A CONVERTERS 

In the previous example, the data stored in the 100-point, 8-bit 
data file was output only once, at low speed. There are many appli
cations where we may wish to output the data very quickly and often 
more than a single time. This is the case when a cathode ray tube or 
oscilloscope is to be used to display the data. 

By removing the three-byte call to the 100-millisecond time delay 
subroutine in the strip-chart output program, Example 1-11, the 100-
point data file could be output once, very quickly, perhaps to a stor
age oscilloscope. If, however, a normal oscilloscope is the only type 
available, the computer will have to be set up to output the data points 
again and again so that the display will be maintained. 

Instead of jumping to the address labeled DONE in the strip-chart 
software, Examples 1-10 and 1-11, the computer must be repro
grammed to repeatedly display the complete lOQ..point data file. This 
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may be. done by having the computer jump back to that point in the 
program at which the address of the data file is loaded into register 
pair H. This is shown in Example 1-12 in which the time delay sub
routine call has been removed. 

003 000 061 
003 001 377 
003 002 003 
003 003 041 
003 004 000 
003 005 007 
003 006 176 
003 007 323 
003 010 027 
003 011 043 
003 012 175 
003 013 376 
003 014 144 
003 015 302 
003 016 006 
003 017 003 
003 020 303 
003 021 003 
003 022 003 

/EXAMPLE 1-12 
/ONE HUNDRED POINT DISPLAY SOFTWARE FOR HIGH 
/SPEED DISPLAY DEVICES 

*003 000 
LXISP 
377 
003 

DISPLA, LXIH 
DATAl 
0 

LOOP, MOVAM 
OUT 
027 
INXH 
MOVAL 
CPI 
144 
JNZ 
LOOP 
O· 
JMP 
DISPLA 
0 

/LOAD A STACK POINTER 

/LOAD THE DATA ADDRESS 

/GET AN 8-BIT DATA POINT 
/OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 

/INCR .MEMORY ADDRESS 
/MOVE L TO A 
/COMPARE IT TO 100 DECIMAL 

/IF NOT EQUAL, DO IT AGAIN 

/IF DONE, REINITIALIZ:E AND 
/START IT AGAIN 

This program will display the 100 points in the data file again and 
again to provide a display which might look like this: 

I-- L _., 

t t t 
o II o 

When the data file is being displayed it is difficult to determine 
where the 100-point data file starts and where it ends. We can prob
ably assume that the file's length is L, since this is the distance be
tween repetitive features being displayed. The length might be more 
properly called the period, T, or liT, sinee it is a time period which is 
being measured on the oscilloscope. The top of the peak is probably 
not the start of the data file; the file might start at points a, b or c. 

Most data files will be discontinuous enough at their beginning 
and end so that the displayed file will not run together, but this pos
sibility exists and it must be considered. Some method of defining 
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the start of the data file is required. The first point in the file could 
be preset to a known value, say, 377, but this wastes one of the 
points and it may be "lost" in among the other data values in the file. 
An easy way to overcome this problem is to have the computer gen
erate an output which may be used to trigger the oscilloscope. It 
could also be used on a second trace, if one is available on the oscil
loscope, to identify the file's starting point. The output command 
could be inserted at the start of the DISPLAY software as shown in 
Example 1-13. 

003 000.061 
003 001 377 
003 002 003 
003 003 041 DISPLA, 
003 004 000· 
003 005 007 
003 006 323 
003 007 030 
003 010 176 LOOP, 

/EXAMPLE 1-13 
/GENERATING A TRIGGER PULSE IN THE DISPLAY 
/SOFTWARE 

*003 000 
LXISP 
377 
003 
LXIH 
DATAl 
0 
OUT 
030 
MOVAM 

/LOAD A STACK POINTER 

/LOAD THE DATA ADDRESS 

/GENE;RATE A TRIGGE;R PULSE; AT THE; 
/START OF THE; FILE; 
/GE;T AN 8-BIT DATA POINT 

The OUT 030 pulse is used to trigger the oscilloscope or to provide a 
"mark" at the start of the file (Fig. 1-8). 

FRO 

DAC 

M 

• 
~ 

Y TRIG1 ~ 

G~D 
-

(A) Triggering the oscilloscope. 

FROM YI --- ·o 
DAC 

(B) Providing a "mark.'' 

Fig. 1-8. OUT 030 pulse is used to trigger the oscilloscope or to provide a "mark" at 
. the start of a fl le. 

These techniques for the display of the data in the file rely upon 
the oscilloscope's time base or the strip-chart's motor to generate 
the time axis for the data output. This is accomplished by either mov
ing the oscilloscope's electron beam or the strip-chart's paper at a 
fixed, known rate. A second D/ A converter could also be used to 
provide the time base or X-axis information. 
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The second D/ A converter could be used to generate the ramp 
potential to move the oscilloscope's electron beam by using the soft
ware shown in Example 1-1. Using two D/ A converters to provide 
computer controlled output of both data and time-base information 
provides what is called an X-Y or X vs. Y display since the computer 
can control each axis independent of the other (Fig. 1-9). 

The software must now include program steps to generate the ramp 
as well as to output the data. For 100 data points, the X or time-axis 
D/ A converter will only have a range of 100/256th of its full scale 
range since only the first 100 voltage steps will be output. This limita
tion is overcome by using the oscilloscope's gain controls to expand 
the X-axis to fill the screen. The software which controls the X-Y 
display of data is provided in Example 1-14. 

/EXAMPLE 1-14 
/SOFTWARE FOR RAMP AND DATA OUTPUT USING A 
/DUAL D/ A CONVERTER INTERFACE 

*003 000 
003 000 006 DI SP LA, MVIB /SET UP A REGISTER FOR THE RAMP VALUES 
003 001 000 000 
003 002 041 LXIH /SET UP THE DATA ADDRESS 
003 003 000 DAT Al 
003 004 007 0 
003 005 004 LOOP, INRB /INCREMENT RAMP DATA 
003 006 170 MOVAB /MOVE RAMP DATA TO REG A 
003 007 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO X-AXIS DAC 
003 010 036 036 
003 011 176 MOVAM. /GET THE FIRST DATA POINT 
003 012 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO Y-AXIS DAC 
003 013 027 027 
003 014 043 INXH /INCREMENT MEMORY ADDRESS 
003 015 175 MOVAL /MOVE l TO A 
003 016 376 CPI /COMPARE IT TO 100 DECIMAL 
003 017 144 144 
003 020 302 JNZ /IF NOT ZERO, GET ANOTHER POINT 
003 021 005 LOOP /AND DISPLAY IT 
003 022 003 0 
003 023 303 JMP /All 100 POINTS OUTPUT, SO RE-
003 024 000 DI SP LA /REINITIALIZE AND DO IT AGAIN 
003 025 003 0 

*007 000 
007 000 000 DATA!, 0 /DATA STARTS HERE AND GOES FOR 100 
007 001 000 0 /POINTS 

Each time that the computer goes through the software loop, the 
value in the B register is incremented and output as the time-base or 
X-axis data. This software may work fairly well, but upon close ex
amination there may be streaks of light on the oscilloscope's screen. 
These streaks of light are caused by the short time that that each point 
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Fig. 1-9. Using twa 8·bit D/ A converters ta generate X· and Y-axis voltages far plotting 
or graphic display. 

is displayed in relation to the time that the oscilloscope spends in 
moving the electron beam to the next point's position. We may need 
to introduce a short time delay into the software, perhaps between 
the OUT and the INXH instructions, so that the beam will stop and 
"intensify" each point. This time delay might be a few NOP instruc
tions or an actual call to a time delay subroutine. 

This program is interesting since the value in the B register and 
the value in the L register will always be equal. In a previous example 
we saw that the value in the L register oould be used as both a counter 
and as a memory address. In this case the value in the L register may 
be used as the memory address and as the value for the X-axis D/ A 
converter. This eliminates the use of register B. 

Even if the data field is offset or biased to have a starting address of 
007 100, the value in the L register may still be used simply by 
subtracting (or adding) the offset prior to the use of the value as 
the data to be output to the X-axis D/ A converter. This mode of 
operation is shown in Example 1-15. 

003 000 061 
003 001 Jn 
003 002 003 
003 003 041 
003 004 100 
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/EXAMPLE 1·15 
/SOFTWARE FOR AN X-Y DAC DISPLAY OF DATA WHERE 
/THE MEMORY ADDRESS ALSO GENERATES A RAMP 

*003 000 
LXISP 
377 
003 

DISPLA, LXIH 
NEWPNT 

/SET UP A STACK 

/SET UP NEW ADDRESS POINTERS 



003 005 007 0 
003 006 175 LOOP, MOVAL /GET THE LOW ADDRESS 
003 007 376 CPI /COMPARE IT TO 144 POINTS (100 DECIMAL) 
003 010 244 244 /PLUS OFFSET OF 100 ADDRESSES (OCT AL) 
003 011 312 JZ /IF EQUAL, GO BACK AND START AGAIN 
003 012 003 DISPLA /IF NOT EQUAL, KEEP ON GOING 
003 013 003 0 
003 01'4 326 SUI /SUBTRACT THE OFFSET OF 
003 015 100 100 / 100 ADDRESSES (OCTAL. OFFSET) 
003 016 323 OUT /OUTPUT THIS AS THE RAMP DATA TO 
003 017 036 036 /THE X-AXIS DAC 
003 020 176 MOVAM /GCI A DATA POINT 
003 .021 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO T~E Y-AXIS DAC 
003 022 027 027 
003·023 315 CAU /WAIT A BIT SO THE BEAM CAN 
003 024 032 TIMER /INTENSIFY THE SPOT 
003 025 003 0 
003 026·043 INXH /INCREMENT THE MEMORY ADDRESS 
·003 021 303 JMP /GO BACK AND TRY AGAIN 
003 030 006 LOOP 
003 031 003 0 

003 032 006 TIMER, MVIB /lOAO B WITH A ·NUMBER 
003 033 200 200 
003 034 005 DCRB /DECREMENT IT 
003 035 302 JNZ /NOT ZERO, JUMP BACK 1 

·003 036 034 TIMER+2 
003 037 .003 0 
003 040 311 RET /COUNT=O, RETURN 

*007 000 
007' 100 000 NEWPNT, 0 /START OF THE NEW, OFFSET DATA FILE 

You may have asked yourself why we have chosen to add another 
DI A converter to the microcomputer when the external time bases 
provided by the oscilloscope and the strip-chart recorder worked so 
well. The utility of an X-Y display is that it allows the computer to 
do complex graphics which are not possible with Y-T displays. 

There are two types of X-Y data displays: (1) where the data is 
to be displayed using a uniform time base with constant time intervals · 
between each point and (2) where t\vo data files are used to define 
a point's position for drawings, maps, circuit layouts, etc. 

When used for the second .type of display, co-ordinate points are 
assigned to the various points on . the oscilloscope screen and it 
becomes possible to output squares, circles, alphanumeric characters 
and other shapes and forms not possible without two D /A converters. 
Using two, 8-bit D/ A converters there are 65,536 points which 
may be "addressed" by the eomputer through the D/ A converters. 
The utility and simplicity of a Y-T display is still maintained since 
one of the D/ A converters may still be used to output a ramp, as in 
previous examples. 
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. We will now discuss the use of two D /A converters to output X-Y 
data from two independent 100-point data files. The length of the 
files may be increased or decreased as needed. If the software is to 
be used with an X-Y plotter, pen-up and pen-down controls would 
have to be added to the interface and a time delay would be needed 
so that the servo motor could keep up with the computer. These have 
been implemented in the software. A flowchart has been used to 
illustrate the operation of. the program and a completely assembled 
software listing is also provided. The program· will continuously dis
play the data in the file. If the program is to be used with a plotter 
the necessary halt instruction should be added (Fig. 1-10). The halt 
instruction is used for plotter output with the final jump being used 
if the data points are to be output again. 

In most cases register H is used as the pointer to indicate which 
memory location will. be involved in data transfer to or from one of 
the 8080's internal registers. There are also instructions which allow 
the contents of register pair B or register pair D to be used as memory 
address pointers. In the X-Y data output software shown in Example 
1-16, register pair H is used to point to the Y-axis data file and regis
ter pair D is used to point to the X-axis data file. The Y-axis data 
file will reside between addresses 007 000 and 007 177 and the X 
axis data will reside between 007 200 and 007 377. This allows for 
data files of 128 points, although only 100 will be used in our example. 

When using an oscilloscope with the X-Y data display software in 
Example 1-16, the call to the WAITl subroutine may be eliminated 
by substituting three NOP instructions in place of the three-byte call 
instruction. The pen-up and pen-down commands may be useful if 
you wish to tum the oscilloscope's electron beam on and off. This is 
called Z-axis modulation. 

003 000 061 
003 001 377 
003 002 003 
003 003 041 START, 
003 004 000 
003 005 007 
003 006 021 
003 007 200 
003 010 007 
003 Oil 176 MORE, 
003 012 323 
003 013 027 
003 014 032 
003 015 323 
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/EXAMPLE 1·16 
/SOFTWARE FOR A DISPLAY OF X-Y DATA USING TWO, 
/INDEPENDENT DATA FILES, X DATA & Y DATA 

*003 000 
LXISP /SET UP A STACK 
377 
003 
LXIH /SET UP POINTER FOR Y DATA 
YDATA 
0 
LXID /SET UP POINTER FOR X DATA 
XDATA 
0 
NOVAM /GET Y DATA 
OUT /OUTPUT IT 
027 
LDAXD /GET X DATA 
OUT /OUTPUT IT 



003 016 036 036 
003 017 315 CALL /WAIT FOR PLOTTER TO MOVE 

003 020 100 WAITl 
003 021 003 0 
003 022 323 OUT /OUTPUT PULSE PUTS PEN DOWN 

003 023 030 030 /OR TURNS SCOPE BEAM ON 

003 024 315 CALL /WAIT FOR POINT TO. BE PLOTTED OR 

003 025 130 WAIT2 /INTENSIFIED 

003 026 003 0 
003 027 323 OUT /OUTPUT PULSE LIFTS PEN OR TURNS 

003 030 031 031 /SCOPE BEAM OFF 

003 031 043 INXH. /INCREMENT MEMORY POINTERS 

003 032 023 INXD 
003 033 175 MOVAL /GET LOW ADDRESS FOR Y DATA 

003 034 376 CPI /ARE ALL POINTS OUTPUT? 

003 035 144 144 
003 036 302 JNZ /NO, DO MORE 

003 037 011 MORE 
003 040 003 0 
003 041 303 JMP /YES, DISPLAY THE FILE AGAIN 

003 042 003 START /SUBSTITUTE A HALT FOR THE JUMP 

003 043 003 0 /TO OUTPUT THE DATA ONLY ONCE 

*003 000 
003 100 000 WAIT!, 0 /APPROPRIATE TIME DELAY GOES HERE 

*003 130 
003 130 000 WAIT2, 0 /AND HERE, TOO 

*007 000 
007 000 000 YDATA, 0 /THE Y-AXIS DATA STARTS HERE 

*007 200 
007 200 000 XDATA, 0 /THE X-AXIS DATA STARTS HERE 

/EXAMPLE 1-17 
/SOFTWARE FOR AN X-Y DATA DISPLAY USING A SINGLE 
/FILE CONTAINING X AND Y DATA 

*003 000 
003 000 061 LX!SP 
003 001 377 377 
003 002 003 003 
003 003 04 1 START, LXIH /LOAD THE MEMORY DATA POINTER 
003 004 000 XYDATA 
003 005 007 0 
003 006 176 LOOP, MOVAM /GET THE Y DATA 
003 007 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT 
003 010 027 027 
003 011 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE ADDRESS POINTER 
003 012 176 MOVAM /GET THE X DATA FROM THE NEXT LOC'N 

003 013 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT 
003 014 036 036 
003 015 315 CALL /THIS IS THE SAME SOFTWARE AS THAT IN 

003 016 100 WAIT! /EXAMPLE 1-16. 
003 017 003 0 
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003 020.323 
003 021 030 
003 022. 315 
003 023 130 
003 024 003 
003 025 323 
003 026 031 
003 027 043 
003 ·030 175 
003 031 376 
003 032 310 
003 033 302 
003 034 006 
003 035 003 
003 036 303 
003 037 003 
003 040 003 

001 ooo·ooo 
007 001 000 
007 002 000 
007 003 000 

OUT 
030 
CALL 
WAIT2 
0 
OUT 
031 
INXH 
MOVAL 
CPI 

/INCREMENT ADDRESS POINTER AGAIN 
/CHECK REG L 

310 
JNZ 
LOOP 
0 

/COMPARE · n TO DECIMAL 200 
/310 == 200 DECIMAL 

JMP 
START 
0 

*007 000 
XYDATA, 0 

0 
0 
0 

/DATA STARTS HERE WITH Y DATA 
/X-AXIS DATA 

NO 

/Y-AXIS DATA 
/ETC •..••.•• 

SET UP DATA FILE 
ADDRESSES 

OUTPUT X a Y 
DATA 

TIME DELAY 

PEN DOWN, DELAY, 

PEN UP 

INCREMENT FILE 
ADDRESSES 

YES 

I 

L~ HALT 

Fig. 1·10. The flowchart.for a geMral·x.y d"isplay software routine that may be usad 
·fo drive an X-Y ploHer with pan.,.p.ancl pan-down control. 
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The computer could have made use of a single data file in which 
the X-axis and the Y-axis information is placed in alternating memory 
locations, eliminating the need for the register pair D pointer address. 
An example of this type of file manipulation is shown in Example 
1-17. Remember that the single data file will be twice as long as 
either the X-axis or the Y-axis files that were used in Example 1-16, 
but that the same number of memory locations are required to store 
the entire file. One disadvantage of this type of "data filing" is that it 
will require additional software to access the points in the file for 
further manipulation. 

We have only provided examples of point plotting. Line plotting 
is much more complex since additional points must be plotted to 
"create" the straight line. Mathematical routines are generally used 
to add these points to a plot, filling in the "space" between two real 
data points. Line plots are beyond our present discussion. 

INTERFACING A 10-BIT D/ A CONVERTER 

Many applications that require analog outputs from a computer 
system will need more resolution than the one part in 256 that is 
provided by an 8-bit D /A converter, similar to the one used in our 
examples. There are 10-, 12- and 14-bit D/ A converters readily 
available and these, too, may be interfaced to microcomputers. 

How, you may ask, is it possible to interface a 10, 12-, or 14-bit 
device to an 8-bit computer? Actually, it is easier than it may appear 
at first glance. A 10-bit D/ A converter with a resolution of one part 
in 1024 will be used in this example. This is more than enough 
resolution for most applications .. 

To interface a 10-bit D/ A converter to an 8-bit computer, the 
interface is built so that the computer first transfers eight bits to the 
converter and then, in another operation and with separate circuitry, 
the computer transfers the final two bits to the converter. This first 
attempt at interfacing is shown in Fig. 1-11. 
The 10 bits of data that are to be displayed will be stored in two 
consecutive memory locations as shown: 

ADDRESS DATA BITS 
A D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl g~ 10-Bit Word 

A+l x x x x x x D9 
A+2 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl g~ 10-Bit Word 
A+3 x x x x x x D9 

X = Unused bit positions 
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OUT OD 

D7 
De 
DD 
D4 
D3 
D2 
DI 
DO 

OUT 015 

..--

15 

4 

LATCH 

I J"'L. 

--
10-BIT - Your 

LATCH D/A 

YJ"L 
Fig. 1-11. Block diagram of a lo.bit D/ A convartar interfaced to an I-bit computer. 

The eight least significant bits (LSBs) are stored in memory loca· 
tion A. The two most significant bits of the 10-bit data word arc 
stored in memory location A+ 1 in bit positions Dl and DO. The othe1 
six bits in this most significant bit (MSB) storage location are no· 
used. 

We have assumed that only one 10-bit D/ A converter has beer 
interfaced to the computer, although more could have been added 
Part of a typical 10-bit D /A converter output program is shown a! 
follows. It has been written to control the 10-bit D /A converter inter· 
face shown in Fig. 1-11. 

*000 000 
000 000 041 LXIH /LOAD MEMORY POINTER 
000 001 000 000 
000 002 007 007 
000 003 176 MOVAM /GET 8 LSB'S 
000 004 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM TO THE DAC 
000 005 054 054 
000 006 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE ADDRESS 
000 007 176 MOVAM /GET THE 2 MSB'S 
000 010 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM TO THE DAC 
000 011 055 055 

Suppose that the converter is now outputting the voltage corre
sponding to the 10-bit binary value 00111100002. The next 10-bi1 
binary value that is to be output to the converter is 010000101 h 
What will the output of the D /A converter look like when the com
puter outputs this new value, using the program section listed above~ 
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We would expect that the computer would cause the 10-bit DI A 
converter to output a new voltage that is somewhat higher than the 
current voltage now being output. The second binary value is larger 
than the first, thus the output voltage should be higher. While this is 
the end result of outputting the new data word, 0100001011 2, there 
is a "glitch" present in the output. 

The actual output is shown as follows, plotted with respect to time. 
The time scale is greatly exaggerated: 

I D/ A Data= 0100001011 

DI A Data= 001111000 

"'DI A Data = 0000001011 

Why do we observe this unexpected glitch and the data word, 
00000010112, associated with it? The glitch is observed because all 
of the bits in the new 10-bit word are not applied to the D/ A con
verter's inputs at the same time. The following portion of a program 
that may be used to update the D/ A converter illustrates what 
happens: 

LXIH /OLD DATA = 0011110000 
000 
007 
MOVAM /GET NEW DATA 
OUT /OUTPUT 8 LSB'S OF NEW DATA = 0000001011 
054 
INXH 
MOVAM 
OUT /OUTPUT 2 MSB'S OF NEW DATA = 0100001011 
055 

You will notice that the intermediate word, 00000010112, is "made 
up of" the eight least significant bits of the new 10-bit data word and 
the two most significant bits of the old data word. It is this "inter
mediate" 10-bit data word which causes the glitch. 

While we wish to output the data word, 01000010lb, to the D/A 
converter, the present interface can only transfer eight bits of data 
at a time. Thus, the MSBs of the old data word will always be present 
while the eight LSBs are being changed to those of the new data word. 
With the present hardware and software there is no way to avoid this 
problem. 

An additional 10-bit latch may be added to the interface to prevent 
the D/ A converter-from generating the glitch due to the "overlap" 
between the old and the new data words. The technique of using two 
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Fig. 1-12. A double-buffered 10-bit digital-to-analog converter using the 
Analog Devices AD561. 

latches in series is called double buffering. The complete interface: 
for a double-buffered D/ A converter is shown in Fig. 1-12. Th~ 
additional latch may be clocked or enabled with a separate OU1 
command, but it may also be set up so that the eight LSBs are trans
ferred to the D/ A converter's inputs when the computer outputs the 
two MSBs. In this example we have chosen to use a separate com
mand to control the 10-bit latch. 

The following sequence is used when data is being output to the 
10-bit D/ A converter: 

1. The eight LSBs of the new data word are transferred to the 
74100 latch that is connected to the data bus. The OUT 054 
command performs this function. 

2. The two MSBs of the new data word are transferred to the 
7475 latch that is connected to the data bus. The OUT 055 
command performs this function. 

3. The complete, new 10-bit data word latched in the 74100 and 
7475 latch is transferred to the 10-bit latch with an OUT 056 
command. The 10-bit latch is constructed with another 7475 
and another 74100 device. 

This type of a double-buffered interface uses the same type of soft
ware shown in the previous example, except that an additional output 
command has been added to provide the pulse necessary to enable the 
10-bit latch. 

/EXAMPLE l-18 
/TYPICAL 10-BIT DAC OUTPUT SOFTWARE 
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*003 000 
003 000 041 START, LXIH /SET UP DATA ADDRESS 
003 001 000 DATA 
003 002 007 0 
003 003 176 DAC, MOVAM /GET THE 8 LSB'S 
003 004 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM 
003 005 054 054 
003 006 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE ADDRESS 
003 007 176 MOVAM /GET THE 2 MSB'S 
003 010 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM 
003 011 055 055 
003 012 323 OUT /TRANSFER THE 10-BIT WORD TO THE DAC 
003 013 056 056 /ALL AT ONCE 
003 014 043 INXH /INCREMENT ADDRESS AGAIN 
003 015 175 MOVAL /GET THE L VALUE 
003 016 376 CPI /IS IT = 310? 
003 017 310 310 /310 = 200 DECIMAL 
003 020 302 JNZ /HAVE ALL 100, 10-BIT WORDS BEEN OUTPUT 
003 021 003 DAC /NO, DO MORE 
003 022 003 0 
003 023 303 JMP /YES, REINITIALIZE AND DO IT AGAIN 
003 024 000 START 
003 025 003 0 

*007 000 
007 000 000 DATA, 0 /8 LSB'S STORED HERE (WORD 1) 
007 001 000 0 /2 MSB'S STORED HERE (WORD 1) 
007 002 000 0 / 8 LSB'S STORED HERE (WORD 2), ETC. . . 

In one of the newer D/ A converter devices, the Analog Devices 
AD7522, the double-buffering is provided within the integrated cir
cuit. The AD7522 is shown in Fig. 1-13. Three device-select pulses 
are used with this device, an 8-bit transfer or low-byte strobe pulse 
(LBS, pin 24), a 2-bit or high-byte strobe pulse (HBS, pin 25) and 
a load D/ A converter pulse (LDAC, pin 22). 

Since the AD7522 has built-in double buffering, we have chosen to 
use it in many of the experiments presented in Unit 7. To make your 
interfacing tasks easier, it has been combined with the necessary gat
ing logic and amplifier circuit in the form of an Outboard which can 
be plugged into a solderless breadboard socket. The complete sche
matic for the LR-35 10-bit D/ A converter Outboard is shown in 
Fig. 1-14. A photograph of the LR-35 is shown in Fig. 1-15. 

We expect that manufacturers will continue to provide new and 
useful features within their D/ A modules to make interfacing easier 
in the future. Another recent development is the Signetics NE5018 
integrated circuit. This is a single, 22-pin device which incorporates 
the latch circuits, analog reference, and output amplifier along with 
an 8-bit D/ A converter. Interfacing requires two or three external 
components and a device select pulse. This device will be discussed 
in more detail in the experiments in Unit 7. 
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Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
Fig. 1·13. The Analog Devices AD7522 10.bit D/ A converter integrated-circuit schematic 

and pin configuration. 

MEMORY MAPPED 1/0 TECHNIQUES AND 
D/ A CONVERTERS 

The memory mapped input/output (I/0) technique may be readily 
applied to DI A converters such as those shown in the examples in this 
unit. To convert the interface circuits so that the memory-mapped 
I/0 technique is used rather than the accumulator I/0 technique, the 
OUT signals must be changed to the memory write signal, MW or 
MEMW, and the device addresses must be changed to 16-bit memory 
addresses rather than 8-bit I/0 addresses. The actual techniques of 
memory-mapped I/0 are covered in detail in Units 21 and 22 of In-
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Courtesy E&L Instruments, Inc. 
Fig. 1-14.. Schemaiic diagram ·of tho LR-35 lo.bit D/A converter Outboard®. 

troductory Experiments in Digital Electronics and 8080A Microcom
puter Programming and Interfacing, Book 2, published by Howard W. 
Sams & Co., Inc. The software examples must also be changed so that 
memory reference instrµctions are used to output data to the D/ A 
converters. The main :advantage of memory-mapped 1/0 is that 
there are a large number of 8080 instructions which may be used to 
transfer data between 1/0 devices and the 8080 chip. 

The new programmable peripheral interface (PPI} integrated cir
cuits, such as the Intel 8255, provide an easy means of implententing 
memory-mapped 1/0 for D/ A converters. These devices incorporate 
8-bit latches and they may be programmed to be either input or 
output ports. 

Using the PPl-type integrated circuits with D/ A converters that 
have more than eight bits of digital input may pose problems, since 
the PPI chips are not double buffered. The 10-bit D /A converter 
which required two sets of latches, Fig. 1-12, could . not be readily 
interfaced using a PPl-type chip. H a PPl-type chip was used, the 
output of the D /A converter would show glitches since the 10-bit 
data word would not be transferred to the 10 DI A converter inputs 
simultaneously. 
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Courtesy E&L · Instruments, Inc. 

Fig. 1-15. ·Photograph of the LR-35 Outboard®. 

It is our opinion that you will be better off by using standard TTL 
integrated circuits for your interfacing where the task is well defined 
or where more than eight bits will be transferred at one time. The 
D/ A converters with built-in double-buffered latches are your best 
choice if you wish to avoid interfacing problems with DI A converters 
having more than eight bits of input. You will find that the cost of 
the PPI-type interface chips will soon be equal to the price of con
verters with built-in latches and other interface elements. 

Both the memory-mapped and accumulator 1/0 techniques will 
be used in the experiments presented in Unit 7. You will find that 
both of the techniques are useful and that the choice of interfacing 
techniques depends upon your experience with hardware and soft
ware and also upon the problem to be solved. 

OTHER DIGITAL~TO-ANALO.G CONVERTERS 

Another digital-to-analog converter which. deserves attention is the 
Burr-Brown MP-10 module. This converter has been designed and 
built specifically for use with· 8080-type microcomputers such· as the 
8085, 8048, Zilog Z80, 8080A, and others. The MP-10 module is 
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.of particular interest since it incoporates two .8-bit D/ A converters 
within the module by using a programmable peripheral interface 
(PPI) integrated circuit similar to the Intel 8255 for the latch portion 
of the interface. The 8255 PPI chip has three ports . which may be 
configured as either input or output ports depending upon. the com
mands sent to it under software control. Thus, the chip is truly pro;.; 
grammable. · 
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Courtesy Burr-Brown Research Corp. 
Fig. 1·16. B.lock diagram of the Burr·Brown MP-10 dual, 8-bit D/A converter module. 

By incorporating this type of an integrated circuit into their MP-10 
D/ A converter package, Burr-Brown has been able to offer two 8-bit 
DI A converters in a one-inch by one-and-three-quarter-inch paclcage 
having 32 contact pins. A block diagram of the MP-10 module is 
shown in Fig. 1-16. 

The digital inputs to the MP-10 are all compatible with the TIL 
signal levels present on the microcomputer's address, data, and con
trol signal buses. The necessary device-address-decoding logic is pro
vided within the module. The MP-10 may be configured to respond to 
any one of four groups of addresses when the memory-mapped 1/0 
technique is used. Each of the four groups contains· three device ad
dresses which correspond to the three functions present within each 
module. 

The three functions are: (1) D/ A converter#l, (2) D/ A converter 
#2, and (3) the internal PPI control register. The addresses avail
able are as follows: 
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High Address 

xx l l l l l l 
xx l l l l l l 
xx l l l l l l 

Low Address 

l l l l BB 0 0 
l 1 l l BB 0 l 
1 l l 1 B B l l 

Function 

D/A #1 
D/A #2 

Control Register 

The address bits noted as "B" are defined by the user with hardwired 
connections so that up to four groups of addresses may be used with 
oile computer system. The "B" address bits are selected as either 00, 
01, 10, or 11. The "X" address bits are not used within the MP-10 
module. 

Whenever a programmable peripheral interface integrated circuit 
is used in an interface it is necessary to initialize it. The Burr-Brown 
MP-10 module is no exception and it is initialized by having the 8080 
computer transfer the control word 100000002 to the MP-1 O's con
trol register. This must be done prior to the use of either DI A con
verter. 

When the memory-mapped I/0 technique is used, either of the 
two following software examples may be used for the MP-10 ini
tialization: 

MVIA 
200 
STA 
CONTROL 
0 

LXIH 
CONTROL 
0 
MVIM 
200 

In the left-hand example, the 8080's A register is loaded with the 
control word which is then stored in the memory address specified by 
CONTROL, the address of the D/ A converter's control register. In 
the right-hand example, register pair H is loaded with the address of 
the MP-lO's control register and then the control word is transferred 
to the control register with the MVIM instruction. In these two soft
ware examples the notation "CONTROL" followed by "O" is used to 
represent the two 8-bit bytes of the 16-bit address assigned to the 
controlregisterwithin theMP-lOmodule, say, 00111111111100112• 

Since the two D/ A converters within the MP-10 module have been 
assigned successive addresses, two 8-bit bytes of data may be easily 
transferred, one byte to each converter, using the SHLD instruction. 
This is a three-byte instruction that is used to transfer the contents 
of the H and the L register to two successive memory locations, X 
and X + 1. The address, X, is specified in the last two bytes of the 
SHLD instruction. In this way, two D/A converters may be updated 
with new data by using a single instruction. 

The MP-10 module has no provision for decoding the two most 
significant address bits, Al5 and Al4. Thus, if the MP-10 module 
is to be interfaced using the memory-mapped I/0 technique, it will 
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be addressed in the last 256-byte block in each of the four 16K blocks 
of memory available within the 8080's memory space. This is seen 
with the aid of the following address chart: 

Address Decodin9 for the MP·lO D/A Converter Module 

High Address 

00111111 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10111111 
11111111 

Low Address 

11110000 
11110000 
11110000 
11110000 

The four addresses in the address chart will all address a single 
DI A converter. We have assumed that the "B .. address select inputs 
are both hardwired to logic zero. If you are using 16K or more 
memory in a single block this will cause problems since the same ad
dress may be assigned to a real memory location and to a DI A 
converter. 

To correct this problem we would suggest using the gating scheme 
shown in Fig. 1-17. This will have. the overall effect of "moving" the 

Al5 
Al4 

FROM 8080 

R/W-------

R/W 

Fig. 1·17. Using address gating to move the MP·lO converter memory to higher 
mem0ty addresses. 

addresses of the MP-10 D /A converters and control register to the 
last 256-byte block of memory addressable by the 8080, that is to 
say, within addresses 377 000 and 377 377 (FFOO and FFFF, 
hexadecimal). This modification requires a single SN7400 quad-NAND 
gate package. 

This circuit will enable the MP-lO's read/write input only when 
address bits A15 and A14 are both logic one. Since all of the other 
address bits, with the exception of A3 through AO, must be logic ls 
too, the addresses of the devices will be changed to: 

11111111 1111BBCC 

Here, the "B" address bits must still be defined and hardwired by 
the user and the "C" address bits are used to define the internal device 
that will be addressed. 

The MP-10 module may also be used with the accumulator l/O 
technique by substituting the 8080's OUT signal for the memory-write 
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signal applied to the MP-10. In this case, address inputs A13 through 
AS' must be hardwired to logic one. The addresses of the D /A con
verters and the control register are the same as those used in the 
memory-mapped examples, except that the high address is ignored. 
The low address is incorporated in the program as the second byte 
in the output instructions. Remember that if accumulator I I 0 is 
used, the control register within the MP-10 module must still be 
initialized with the value 100000002• 

When the accumulator 1/0 technique is used with the MP-10 
module, the following steps may be used to initialize the control reg
ister within the module: 

MVIA /LOAD THE A REGISTER WITH DATA 

200 /DATA = 200 
OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE CONTROL REGISTER 
CONTROL /EIGHT-BIT ADDRESS OF REGISTER 

Burr-Brown has made the microcomputer-to-converter interfacing 
task somewhat easier by incorporating the latches and device-address 
control logic within their MP-10 module. We expect that this trend 
will continue. 

It is important to remember, though, that while the interfacing may 
become easier, someone must still write the software necessary to 
make the interfaces operate correctly. 
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Interfacing 
Analog-to-Digital 

Converters 

INTRODUCTION TO THIS UNIT 

2. 

Analog-to-digital converters (ADCs or A/D converters) play an 
important role in many microcomputer systems. They allow a digital 
system to convert a voltage signal into a digital quantity that repre
sents the unknown voltage. This is particularly useful when tempera
ture, pressure, weight, position, distance, or some other unknown is 
to be measured and the measuring sensor has an output which is 
either an analog voltage or current. Hundreds of A/D converter 
modules are available in many configurations to solve general or spe
cific problems. This unit includes descriptions and examples of several 
types of converters and how they are interfaced to an 8-bit micro
computer. Software is also provided in the examples. 

OBJECTIVES 

• Describe the operation of a ramp A/D converter. 
• Describe the operation of a successive approximation A/D 

converter. 
• Develop software to input data from both ramp and successive 

approximation A/D converters. 
• Describe the interface required for an 8-bit and a 10-bit A/D 

converter module. 
• Describe the differences between delay loop, interrupt, and 

polled, real-time clock timers for data acquisition· programs. 
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• Discuss .the use of A/D and D/ A converters for data-acquisition 
and data-display applications. 

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS 

The most widely used types of analog-to-digital converters operate 
by matching or comparing an unkonwn voltage to a voltage produced 
by a digital-to-analog converter. The generation of the known voltage 
and ·the comparison process is straightforward. This unit will in
troduce software-based analog-to-digital conversion techniques and 
methods for interfacing modular A/D converters to microcomputers. 

Analog-to-digital converters are available with a variety of input 
and output configurations and with various features, such as three
state outputs and amplifiers already built into them. Most A/D con
verters are voltage measuring devices with input ranges of 0-5 volts, 
0-10 volts, ±5 volts or ± 10 volts. Some converters are available with 
all of these ranges or with a variable gain feature so that almost any 
voltage range can be measured. The outputs of A/D converters are 
usually compatible with transistor-transistor logic (TTL) levels, being 
coded in straight-binary or binary-coded decimal (BCD) form. 
Converters with two's-complement binary and offset binary are also 
available if these codes are needed. 

SOFTWARE A/D CONVERSION TECHNIQUES 

When working with microcomputers, or any small computer for 
that matter, it becomes apparent that there are many hardware/ 

-software tradeoffs which can be made. For example, the following 
operations may be performed with standard ·integrated circuits or 
with a series of software instructions: 

• Binary or decade counters • Code converters 
• Inverters • Flip-ft.ops 
• Shift registers • Multiplexers 

In fact, there are many other tasks that may be done by software or 
by using hardware. The analog-to-digital conversion process is one 
of the tasks which may be done equally well in either hardware or 
software. We will explore both the ramp-type A/D converter and 
the successive-approximation-type converter to see how the conversion 
process worksrand how it may be accomplished with software. 

LINEAR RAMP CONVERTERS 

The ramp-type of A/D converter operates by· matching an un
known voltage with the voltage represented by a steadily increasing 
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V UNKNOWN --------------1 COMPARATOR~ 

DIA CONV 

MSB 

DATA 

CLOCK 

LSB 

Q D 
COUNTER 

Fig. 2· 1. Hardware representation of • ramp-type A/ D converter. 

voltage ramp. The unknown voltage is constantly compared to the 
ramp voltage until they are found to be equal. When they are equal, 
the process is stopped. If counters are used with a D/ A converter to 
generate the ramp, the binary code present at the inputs to the DI A 
converter will represent the binary code for the unknown voltage. 
A block diagram representation of a ramp A/D converter is shown 
in Fig. 2-1. 

A short logic ~ro pulse is applied to the RESET input to clear 
both of the binary counters and the D-type flip-flop. When the flip
flop is cleared, its Q output is a logic one, enabling the NAND gate 
to pass clock pulses through to the binary counters. The parallel 
count applied to the D /A converter generates a ramp output. The 
ramp output and the unknown voltage are compared by the com
parator, which will output a logic one when the two voltage inputs 
are equal. The logic one output by the comparator will clock or pulse 
the flip-flop so that the Q output will become a logic zero, disabling 
the NAND gate and thus preventing any further clock pulses from 
reaching the counters. 

When the count is maintained, as indicated by the end-of-conver
sion or DONE flag being in the logic zero state, the eight parallel out
puts represent the binary code of the unknown voltage. The D input 
to the flip-flop is held at a logic one. A timing diagram for this type 
of ramp conversion process is provided in Fig. 2-2. 
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Fig. 2~2. Timing diagram f~ a ramp A/D convarter such as th..t. shown in Fig. 2· 1. 

We have assumed that the U1;1known voltage is within the range 
of the D/ A converter's ramp output. In converters of this type, syn
chronous counters are preferred to ripple or asynchronous counters. 
The synchronous counter's outputs will all change to their respective 
states simultaneously. This avoids counting spikes, which are pro
duced by ripple counters such as the 4-bit binary counter, the SN7493. 
If a BCD output is required, a BCD D/ A converter and BCD count
ers may be used. The SN74161 binary counter and the SN74160 BCD 
counter may be used in converters of this type. 

Since we have discussed interfacing an 8-bit D/ A converter to a 
microcomputer in a previous unit, we will now attempt to use it to 
generate the ramp under software control. Software might also be used 

· to test the state of the comparator's output. In this case an input port 
could be used to input the logical state of the comparator's output. 
A typical interface is shown in Fig. 2-3 in block diagram form. 

It is now possible to substitute software for hardware. The com
puter will be used to generate a ramp output by the D /A converter 

YuNICNDWN 

D7 

BUS 

DD 

CDMPARATOR 

TN 
Oil! 

INPUT TO 

PORT 

Fig. 2-3. A typical softwue-b•sed r•mp A/D .converter using a ·D/ A converter, ·an input 
, port, and a comparator. 
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using the software steps that were described in the previous unit. The 
comparator's output will be treated as an external flag which will be 
sensed or tested with logical and decision-making instructions. _ 

/EXAMPLE 2-1 
/TYPICAL SOFTWARE FOR A RAMP A/D CONVERTER 
/USING A D/A & COMPARATOR 

*003 000 
003 000 006 START, MVIB /SET B = 0 
003 001 000 ODO 
003 002 170 
003 003 323 
003 004 027 
003 005 333 
003 006 015 
003 007 346 
003 010 040 
003 011 302 
003 012 020 
003 013 003 
003 014 004 
003 015 303 
003 016 002 
003 017 003 
003 020 170 
003 021 323 
003 022 002 
003 023 166 

DALOOP, MOVAB 
OUT 
027 
IN 
015 
ANI 
040 
JNZ 
DONE 
0 
INRB 
JMP 
DALOOP 
0 

DONE, MOVAB 
OUT 
002 
HLT 

/MOVE B TO A 
/OUTPUT IT TO THE D/ A 

/INPUT THE COMPARATOR STATUS 

/MASK OUT UNWANTED BITS 

/STILL = O? 
/NO, WE HAVE A MATCH 

/YES, ADD I AND DO IT AGAIN 

/FINISHED, GET THE VALUE 
/OUTPUT IT TO A DISPLAY 

/THEN HALT 

The software shown in Example 2-1 will work with the hardware 
shown in Fig. 2-3, but the software is slow, taking up to 7 milli
seconds to perform a conversion since up to 255 passes through the 
DALOOP section of the program may be required; depending upon 
the unknown voltage. Higher voltages will take longer to convert 
than lower voltages since the ramp must be incremented further to 
reach the higher voltages necessary for an equal condition to exist. 

Conversion times would be even longer for higher resolution 10-, 
12-, or 14-bit converters implemented in this way. It should also be 
noted that the computer is dedicated to this task for the many milli
seconds that are required by the software to perform the conversion. 
Even for a slowly varying signal, the conversion may not be finished 
quickly enough to "catch" the portion of the signal that we wish to 
measure. 

For example, we can use a peak detector to signal that the maxi
mum of an instrument's output has been reached so that it may be 
digitized. The peak detector could be very sophisticated, or it could 
be a simple timer indicating to the A/D converter or to the computer 
that it must digitize the instrument's output. This relationship is 
shown in Fig. 2-4. 
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RESET o --------..--------
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Fig. 2-4. The timing relationship between the output of an instrument and the attempt by 

a ramp A/D converter to digitize the peak value. 

The RESET signal is generated by the instrument to indicate to 
either the hardware ramp A/D converter (Fig. 2-1 ) or to the com
puter that the maximum has occurred. The voltage that we wish to 
digitize is that present at point a. The converter or the computer 
senses this and starts to generate the ramp voltages. Since the ramp 
output changes slowly we find that during this time the instrument's 
output has also changed. 

The coincidence of the ramp output and the instrument's output 
actually takes place at b, some time after the peak value has passed 
by. If we blindly treat the digitized value as the peak value, the mea
surement will be in error by a considerable amount. We have not 
really measured the peak at all, but something that occurred after 
the peak appeared. 

The software-generated ramp A/D conversion technique is slow 
and it is· not a method which is usually used to perform A/D con
versions in microcomputers. The ramp A/D conversion technique is 
still valid, however, and there are prepackaged converter modules 
which have relatively fast conversion times and they are available at 
low cost. This makes them ideal for general experimental and lab
oratory use. 
Three examples are: 
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Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 
ADC 8S 8-bit, 1-millisecond conversion time 

Date! Systems, Inc., Canton, MA 02021 
ADC Econoverter 6-bit, 50-microsecond conversion time 
ADC 98A 8-bit, 20-microsecond conversion time 



The hardware and software interfacing techniques required to con
trol A/D converter modules such as these will be discussed in the 
Interfacing Analog-to-Digital Converters section of this unit. 

Successive-Approximation Converters 
In many cases, we wish to be able to perform analog-to-digital 

conversions accurately and in such a way that it will not take hundreds 
of microseconds or even milliseconds to do a simple 8- or 10-bit 
conversion. The successive-approximation technique is one that pro
vides both accuracy and speed. 

Let us examine how this technique works. We will assume that 
we wish to guess the value of a number in the range of zero to 255, 
the range possible with eight binary bits. If the ramp technique is 
used it may take many steps to reach the unknown number since each 
step is only one step above the previous one. In contrast, the succes
sive-approximation method performs tests that are based upon the 
weights of each binary bit position, going from the most significant 
bit (MSB) to the least significant bit (LSB). This method "homes in" 
on the unknown number in a very few tests. We will assume that a 
comparator is still available to indicate the greater-than or less-than 
conditions. 

The individual tests are performed with the binary weights such 
that the binary weight is added to, or excluded from, the total value 
depending upon the comparison of the accumulating total with the 
unknown number. Table 2-1 is an example of an 8-bit conversion of 
the number 113 into a binary equivalent. 

Table 2-1. Converting Decimal Number 113 Into a 
Binary Equivalent 

Test Value Response 

128 Too high, do not add it to the sum 
64 Too low, add it to the sum and. go on 
32 Sum of 64+32 is still too low, add it, go on 
16 Sum of 16+32+64 is still too low, add it 
8 Sum too high, do not add it 
4 Sum too high, do not add it 
2 Sum too high, do not add it 
1 Sum of 64+32+ 16+ 1 is just right 

Sum 

0 
64 
96 

112 
112 
112 
112 
113 

Since the'weights of each binary bit have been used in the approxi
mation, it becomes easy to convert the information in the previous 
table into a true binary representation of the decimal number 113. 
This is done by placing a one in each bit position that contributed to 
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the total and a zero in all those positions for which the weight wa~ 
not added to the sum: 

21 
128 

0 

26 
64 

24 
16 

23 

8 

0 

22 
4 

0 

2' 
2 

0 

20 

1 

The successive-approximation technique took only eight tests to 
match the unknown number, while the ramp method would have 
taken 113 tests. The successive-approximation technique only re
quires one test per bit. Thus, a 10-bit A/D converter, using the 
successive-approximation technique, would require only 10 steps to 
match any integer value between zero and 1024. 

In a successive-approximation converter, a digital-to-analog con
verter is used to provide the test voltages in discreet weighted steps. 
The D/ A converter may be controlled with either hardware or soft
ware. We will attempt a software solution and we will not discuss 
the logic circuits used to implement a hardware design. 

The computer interlace used in this example will be the same as 
that used with the software-based ramp converter (Fig. 2-3). No 
hardware modifications are required since the basic steps of output
ting the digital value and inputting the state of the comparator's 
output will be the same. 

The software method, or algorithm, is easy to visualize. The com
puter will start by having all of the D/ A converter's input bits set to 
logic zero. The most significant bit (MSB) will be set to a logie 1 
and then the comparator's output will be input and tested. If the D/ A 
converter has output a voltage that exceeds the unknown voltage, the 
comparator will indicate this condition with a logic 1 output. This 
will be sensed by the computer and the bit position being tested will 
be reset to zero. If the D /A converter's output does not exceed the 
unknown voltage the bit will remain at a logic 1. The next least 
significant bit will be tested in a similar fashion until all of the bits 
have been tested. 

The flowchart in Fig. 2-5 shows how the program could operate. 
While this may look like a long, complicated program, it may be 
simplified by using logical instructions, rotate instructions, and soft
ware loops. The actual program will use several of the 8080's 
registers: 

• Register A I/0 data transfers and bit manipulations 
• Register B Test data storage 
• Register C Accumulating result storage 
• Register D Loop counter 
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CLEAR THE D/A 

OUTPUT D7 =I 

YES 
SET D7= 0 

OUTPUT D6 =I 

SET D6= 0 

OUTPUT DO= I 

YES SET DO= 0 

DONE 

Fig. 2-5. Flowchart for a softwar'e-based successiv-pproximation A/D converter 
with eight bits. 

You may wish to follow the program step-by-step using paper and 
pencil to note the contents of each register as you go along, trying 
to match an unknown number. The DBUG program now contained 
in the Blacksburg Continuing Education Series, "DBUG; An 8080 
Interpretive Debugger" may also be used with a teletypewriter or ter
minal to follow the flow of the program. The completely assembled 
program is shown in Example 2-2. 

/EXAMPLE 2·2 
/PROGRAM FOR 8-BIT SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION 
/ A·TO-D CONVERTER 

*003 000 
003 000 227 START, SUBA / ClEAR A 
003 001 001 LXIB /LOAD REG PAIR B 
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003 002 000 000 le = o 
003 003 200 200 I B = 10000000 
003 004 026 MVID /SET UP COUNTER = 8 
003 005 010 . 010 

003 006 260 AGAIN, ORAB /OR A WITH B 
003 007 117 MOVCA /STORE DATA IN C 
003 010 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO DAC 
003 011 027 027 
003 012 333 IN /INPUT COMPARATOR STATUS 
003 013 001 001 
003 014 346 ANI /MASK OUT UNWANTED BITS 
003 015 040 040 
003 016 312 JZ /IS IT GREATER THAN UNKNOWN VOLTAGE?. 
003 017 025 OK /NO, GO TO OK 
003 020 003 0 
003 021 170 MOVAB /YES, GET TEST PATTERN 
003 022 057 CMA /COMPLEMENT IT 
003 023 241 ANAC /SET BIT TESTED TO A 0 
003 024 117 MOVCA /STORE DATA IN C 
003 025 170 OK, MOVAP. /GET TEST PATTERN 
003 026 037 RAR /ROTATE TEST PATTERN RIGHT 
003 027 107 MOVBA /PUT IT BACK 
003 030 171 MOVAC /GET THE DATA TO REG A 
003 031 025 DCRD /DECREMENT LOOP COUNT, D = O? 
003 032 302 JNZ /NO, TEST THE NEXT BIT 
003 033 006 AGAIN 
003 034 003 0 
003 035 166 DONE, HLT /HALT WITH FINAL VALUE IN REG A 

This program performs an 8-bit successive-approximation conver
sion. Programs for more than eight bits become more complex sine€ 
multiple bytes are required for the test-bit patterns and the accumulat
ing result. A 10-bit successive-approximation A/D converter experi
ment is included in Unit 7. Of course, a 10-bit D/ A converter i! 
required, too. 

Using the software shown in Example 2-2, an 8-bit conversion wiU 
take about 240 microseconds (we have assumed a 500-nanosecond 
8080 clock). The conversion time will be the same, regardless of th€ 
value of the unknown voltage being digitized, since each bit positio11 
must be tested. The sampling and digitizing may be represented a! 
shown in Fig. 2-6. 

If you look at Fig. 2-6 carefully, you will notice that some ol 
the voltages output by the D /A converter were above the unknow11 
voltage and others were below the unknown voltage. The matchin~ 
process takes place until the D /A converter's output finally "home! 
in" on the unknown voltage. 

The successive-approximation A/D converter may be applied tc 
the instrument signal digitizing problem first shown in Fig. 2-4, 
where a ramp-type A/D converter was used to digitize a peak volt-
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Fig. 2-6. Tunfng ili•enm for • succe..W-pproximlllion A/D converter. 

age. When a faster, successive-approximation A/D converter is ap
plied to the problem, the outputs look like those shown in Fig. 2.:.7. 

Again the software-based, successive-approximation converter is 
too slow to "catch" the actual peak value and the actual value present 
at the end of the conversion is lower than the real peak value; There 
is an important difference between the attempts of the ramp A/D 
converter and the successive-approximation converter to perform the 
conversion. When the ramp converter was used, the conversion was 
completed when the ramp voltage and the instrument's output ·co
incided. When the successive-approximation A/D converter is used 
there is coincidence, but the converter is still testing bits when the 
coincidence occurred. The conversion process will continue until all 
of the bits have been tested. This means that the final four or five bit
testing sequences will attempt to match the decreasing instrument 
output. Thus, at the end of the successive-approximation conversion 

Fig. 2·7. Tuning rml•tionship between the 
output of mn Instrument •nil th• •Hempt 
of • softw•re-beseil, successive-approxim•· 
lion A/D converter to iligltin the peak V 

volt•&•· 

Tl ME 
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there is a large difference between the actual instrument output and 
the value provided by the conversion software. This is a real problem 
and it must always be considered when there is the possibility of the 
signal changing faster than the converter can keep up with it. There 
are ways to solve this problem, as you will see later. 

There are some applicatfons where it may be effective to use a 
software-based, successive-approximation A/D converter. However, 
successive-approximation A/D converter modules with high conver
sion speeds are available at moderate cost. Here are some representa
tive samples from three manufacturers: 

Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 
ADClOZ 10-bit 10-µsecond conversion time 
AD7570 10-bit 20-µsecond conversion time 

Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson, AZ 85734 
ADC80AG-10 10-bit 18-µsecond conversion time 
ADC80AG-12 12-bit 25-µsecond conversion time 

Datel Systems, Inc., Canton, MA 02021 
ADCHY12BC 12-bit 8-µsecond conversion time 

With the exception of the Analog Devices AD7570 converter, al 
of the others have many input ranges, ±2.5 volts, ±5 volts, ± H 
volts, 0-5 volts and 0-10 volts being typical. The AD7570 device 
is interesting since it is a monolithic complementary metal-oxide semi
conductor circuit with three-state outputs. It is easily interfaced tc 
microcomputer systems. Many A/D converter modules are available 
with various output codes. The binary and binary-coded decima 
(BCD) codes will be the only ones considered in this book. 

It has been our purpose in this section to show you how the ram1 
and successive-approximation analog-to-digital conversion method: 
work and to show you how software may be used to perform the 
conversions. Most people will be interested in interfacing some o 
the converter modules rather than in using the software-based con 
verters. The next section of this unit describes the interfacing cir
cuitry and software used with modular A/D converter interfacing 

INTERFACING A/D CONVERTER MODULES 

While the software-controlled A/D converters may be useful ii 
some situations, most users will probably choose the prepackage. 
AID converter modules. In this section we will investigate how ru 
8-bit and a 10-bit A/D converter module may be interfaced to : 
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microcomputer. We will also discuss what we can do with the con
verter and such things as data-display files and data-acquisition timing. 

Interfacing an 8-Bit Converter 
Most analog-to-digital converters do not perform conversions one 

right after another as fast as they can, so there is more to A/D con
verter interfacing than just requesting a value and inputting it. Con
verters will generally perform a single conversion when they are 
signaled to do so by the computer. This signal is a ITL-compatible 
START or CONVERT pulse, which is easily generated under soft
ware control. The pulse may be either a logic zero or a logic one, 
depending upon the individual converter module chosen. 

Since the A/D converter takes some time to perform the conver
sion, from a few microseconds to many milliseconds, we must not 
expect that the unknown signal has been digitized as soon as the 
START pulse has been received by the A/D converter. In most cases 
the A/D converter will have a status or flag output, which indicates 
that it is BUSY or that it is DONE. When the converter signals that 
it is done, the digital outputs are a true representation of the un
known voltage. 

A typical interface for an 8-bit A/D converter requires an 8-bit, 
three-sta:Nbf fut port for the data, a three-state input port for the 
DONE/ flag and an output pulse to start the converter. A typi-
cal interface is shown in Fig. 2-8. The software which may be used 
to control the module is also shown in Example 2-3. The program 
is written as a subroutine that starts a conversion within the A/D 
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Fig. 2-8. A typical 8-l:tit A/D converter module interfaced to a microcomputer. 
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converter module by pulsing the START input and that senses the 
condition of the DONE/BUSY flag. When the conversion is com
pleted, the 8-bit value is input into the 8080's A register. 

The subroutine does not store the data in the computer's memory, 
but leaves it in the A register. Steps to store the data in a memory 
location could be added if they are needed. Actually, interfaces and 
software for 8-bit A/D converters are fairly simple. 

The 8-bit A/D converters have a definite place in some systems, 
but some users require more resolution, or the ability to divide their 
signals into smaller portions, as provided by 10- or 12-bit A/D 
converters. These converters are more difficult to interface since 
multiple bytes are required for data transfer and data storage. Since 
these multibyte devices are the more general case, we have chosen 
to explore them in more detail than the 8-bit converters. 

000 000 323 CONV, 
000 001 037 
000 002 333 TEST, 
000 003 066 
000 004 346 
000 005 200 
000 006 312 
000 007 002 
000 010 000 
000 011 333 
000 012 065 
000 013 311 

I EXAMPLE 2-3 
/TYPICAL 8 BIT ADC CONTROLLED SUBROUTINE 
/EIGHT BIT BINARY VALUE IS RETURNED IN 
/THE A REGISTER . 

*000 000 
OUT /START THE CONVERTER 
037 
IN /INPUT THE STATUS BIT 
066 
ANI /MASK OUT ALL UNWANTED BITS 

200 
JZ /IS IT DONE? 
TEST /NO, FLAG = 0, TEST AGAIN 
0 
IN /YES, FLAG = l, INPUT DATA 

065 
RET /DONE, RETURN WITH VALUE IN A 

Interfacing a 10-Bit A/ D Converter 

The 10-bit A/D converters are used in situations where their reso
lution of one part in 1024 is required. Interfacing a 10-bit A/D 
converter to a microcomputer is not difficult since the same interface 
elements used with the 8-bit A/D converter are still used with the 
10-bit device. Three-state input ports are used .to input data and flag 
information and an output pulse is still used to start the conversion 
process. 

Input and output of data words that are longer than eight bits re
quires that the data be transferred in two or more 8-bit bytes. This 
was the case for the 10-bit D /A converter that was described in 
Unit 1; two 8-bit bytes were used to transfer data to the 10-bit con
verter, even though only two bits in one of the data words were used. 
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DONE I BUSY 

ADC 

7402 

09 
DB>----~ 

07 1---~lr'--i 
06 1-----1=1 
De 1----4"'1 
04 1-----i=t 
03 1----+=-1 
021----~ 

7404 

") TO 80110 DATA 
BUS 

DI 
DO 

066 

D7 
DB 
D5 
04 

TO 8080 DATA 
05 
D2 BUS 

DI 
DO 

065 

IN 

Fig. 2-9. A typical 10-bit A/D converter module interfaced to an 8-bit microcomputer. 
through the data bus. 

When we attempt to interface a 10-bit AID converter to the com
puter, we may find that an additional input port is required for the 
two additional bits of data. We can use the same type of interface as 
that used with the 8-bit AID converter since there are spare, unused 
bits available on one of the input ports. The complete interface is 
shown in Fig. 2-9. 

Since two bytes of data are to be input, the software used· to con
trol the AID converter must be changed to reflect this. A complete 
program listing is provided in Example 2-4. 

The AID converter's status flag output may be tested in the same 
way that it was tested in the 8-bit A/D converter program, with an 
AND instruction being used to mask out the unwanted bits. However, 
if two of the unused bits of the three-state input port used for the 
flag condition input are now being used to input data, too, the AND 
operation will "destroy" the two data bits and this information will 
have to be input once again. An addition instruction has been chosen 
to replace the AND instruction. By adding a one to the most signifi
cant bit, an overflow or carry will take place if the MSB is a one. 
If the MSB is a :z;ero, no carry will take place. This is a particularly 
useful operation for us since zeros will be added to the other bit 
positions. It should be noted that 0 + X == X, so the other seven bits 
will be unaffected by this addition operation. 

Additional instructions have been incorporated in the software 
shown in Example 2-4 to store the AID converter's data within the 
B and C registers. Register B will contain the AID converter's two 
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most significant bits in positions Dl and DO. Register C will contain 
the other eight bits, D7 through DO. 

The program also includes PUSH and POP instructions so that 
the contents of the A register and the flags are preserved during the 
A/D converter control process. In cases such as this, it is useful to 
have the main program call the ADC subroutine and then store . the 
data, rather than having the ADC subroutine perform all of these 
functions. This will keep the ADC subroutine as general as possible 
so that other sections of the program may have access to it, too. 

003 000 365 ADC, 
003 001 323 
003 002 037 
003 003 333 TEST, 
003 004 066 
003 005 306 
003 006 200 
003 007 322 
003 010 003 
003 011 003 
003 012 107 
003 013 333 
003 014 065 
003 015 117 
003 016 361 
003 017 311 

I EXAMPLE 2-4 
/ADC INPUT ROUTINE FOR A 10-BIT 

*003 000 
PUSHPSW 
OUT 
037 
IN 
066 
ADI 
200 
JNC 
TEST 
0 
MOVBA 
IN 
065 
MOVCA 
POPPSW 
RET 

/CONVERTER. TWO MSB'S RETURNED IN REG B 
/AND THE 8 LSB'S RETURNED IN REGISTER C 

/SAVE REG A & FLAGS 
/START A CONVERSION 

/INPUT STATUS & 2 MSB'S 

/ADD 1 TO THE FLAG BIT TO 
/CAUSE A CARRY IF IT IS SET 
/NO OVERFLOW, CHECK IT AGAIN 

{FLAG = 1, SO SAVE MSB'S 
{INPUT LSB'S 

{STORE THEM IN REG C 
/RESTORE REG A & FLAGS 
/RETURN 

Two additional programs are also provided, Example 2-5 and Ex
ample 2-6. In each, instructions are provided to store in read/write 
memory the data obtained from the 10-bit A/D converter. The pro
gram in Example 2-5 shows one way in which this may be done. If 
registers B and C contained needed values before this subroutine was 
called, the data stored in these two registers will be "lost" since the 
registers are also being used in the ADC subroutine for temporary 
data storage. 

004 000 061 
004 001 000 
004 002 060 
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/EXAMPLE 2-5 
/THIS PROGRAM CALLS THE "ADC" SUBROUTINE 
/AND THEN STORES THE 10 BITS OF DATA IN 
/A FILE IN R/W MEMORY 

*004 000 
LXISP /LOAD A STACK POINTER VALUE 
000 
060 



004 003 041 LXIH /LOAD THE MEMORY POINTER 
004 004 000 000 /LOW ADDR= 000 
004 005 061 061 /HIGH ADDR= 061 
004 006 315 CALL /CALL THE CONVERSION ROUTINE 
004 007 000 ADC 
004 010 003 0 
004 011 161 MOVMC /STORE THE 8 LSB'S IN MEMORY 
004 012 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE ADDRESS 
004 013 043 MOVMB /STORE THE S MSB'S 
004 014 160 INXH /INCREMENT AGAIN 
0:>4 015 000 0 /ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE WILL CONTINUE 
004 012 043 INXH /FROM THIS POINT 

The program shown in Example 2-6 shows how PUSH and POP 
instructions may be used in the main program to save the contents of 
the B and C registers and then restore the values after the ADC sub
routine and the data storage section of the main program have com
pleted their execution. The PUSHB and POPB instructions could not 
be used in the ADC subroutine if we wished to have access to the 
10-bit value from the A/D converter. If the PUSHB and POPB in
structions are. used in the subroutine, the following sequence woul~ 
take place whenever the ADC subroutine is used; the old values in 
the B and C registers would be stored on the stack, the B and- C 
registers would be used for storage of the A/D converter's data, the 
pop operation would then restore the old values back into registers B 
and C and the return operation would return control to the main 
program. Thus, the data from the A/D converters would not be avail
able. You must always be cautious in your use of the stack operations. 
Remember: The stack pointer must be set to an available area of 
read/write memory before any stack operations are used. 

004 000 061 
004 001 000 
004 002 060 
004 003 041 
004 004 000 
004 005 061 
004 006 305 
004 007 315 
004 010 000 
004 011 003 
004 012 161 
004 013 043 

/EXAMPLE 2-6 
/THIS SOFTWARE WILL PERFORM A CONVERSION 
/AND STORAGE OF THE DATA, BUT REGISTERS 
/B & C ARE PRESERVED 

*004 000 
LXISP /LOAD THE STACK POINTER 
000 
060 
LXIH /LOAD THE MEMORY POINTER 
000 
061 
PUSHB /SAVE REG B & C ON THE STACK 
CALL /CALL THE CONVERSION ROUTINE 
ADC 
0 
MOVMC /THIS STORES THE DATA 
INXH 
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004 014 160 
004 015 043 
004 016 301 
004 017 000 

MOVMB 
INXH 
POPB 
0 

/THIS RESTORES REG B & C 
/ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE WILL BE 
/ADDED HERE 

USING A/D CONVERTERS FOR DATA ACQUISITION 

Using analog-to-digital converters with microcomputers allows data 
to be acquired at a maximum rate of about 20,000 points per second. 
This approximation was made using an 8-bit converter with a simple 
input program and program steps which would be used to store the 
data and perform various software "overhead" tasks such as count
ing the number of data points acquired. Data cannot be acquired for 
very long if this data acquisition rate is to be maintained since the 
computer will quickly run out of available read/write memory in 
which to store the data. Slower data rates of 10 to 25 points per sec
ond are more reasonable for many measurements. 

In this section, we will examine the use of a small computer to 
acquire temperature data from a greenhouse over a 24-hour period. 
Temperature data will be taken every 10 minutes using a 10-bit A/D 
converter which has been interfaced according to the schematic pre
sented previously in Fig. 2-9. 

We will assume that the sensor is normalized to have an output of 
0-5 volts, which is the range of the A/D converter's analog input. 
A thermocouple or bridge circuit could be used, but newer, solid
state devices such as the National Semiconductor LM391 l tempera
ture-controller chip might be easier to use; the LM39 l 1 provides a 
voltage output that is directly proportional to degrees centigrade 
(Celsius). 

Since the data from the temperature sensor is to be acquired over 
a 24-hour period with a IO-minute interval between points, 144 mea
surements will be made by the 10-bit A/D converter. Each 10-bit 
binary value will require two 8-bit memory locations for storage. The 
computer is expected to store the data for the 24-hour period and 
then halt so that the data may be examined. 

A IO-minute time-delay program has been written and it will be 
used to "delay" the computer between the acquisition of the tempera
ture values. The actual time required to execute the data acquisition 
steps and the data storage steps, plus the time needed by the con
verter to perform the conversion is small ( 100 to 200 microsecends) 
when compared to the 10-minute time interval between temperature 
readings. The IO-minute time delay program is a. general one and it 
does not take these relatively short periods into account. A completely 
assembled data-acquisition program is provided in Example 2-7. 
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/EXAMPLE 2-7 
/DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM FOR A 10-BIT 
/ADC SAMPLING 144 POINTS AT ONE POINT 
/EVERY 10 MINUTES 

*003 000 
003 000 061 START, LXISP /LOAD STACK POINTER FOR SUBROUTINES 
003 001 377 377 
003 002 003 003 
003 003 026 MVID /LOAD D AS A 144 POINT COUNTER 
003 004 220 220 /22.Q = 144 DECIMAL 
003 005 041 LXIH /LOAD H & L AS MEMORY POINTERS 
003 006 000 000 
003 007 002 002 
003 010 323 CONVERT, OUT /START A CONVERSION 
003 011 037 037 
003 012 333 TEST, IN /INPUT FLAG BIT 
003 013 066 066 
003 014 306 ADI ;/ADD l TO FLAG BIT TO CAUSE 
003 015 200 200 f A CARRY IF IT IS SET 
003 016 322 JNC /NO OVERFLOW, CHECK IT AGAIN 
003 017 012 TEST 
003 020 003 0 
003 021 107 MOVBA /SAVE THE MSB'S 
003 022 333 IN /INPUT 8 LSB'S 
003 023 065 065 
003 024 167 MOVMA /STORE THEM IN MEMORY 
003 025 043 INXH /INCREMENT MEMORY POINTER 
003 026 160 MOVMB /STORE 2 MSS'S, TOO 
003 027 043 INXH 
003 030 025 DCRD /DECREMENT THE POINT COUNT 
003 031 312 JZ /IS IT = O? 
003 032 073 DONE /YES, DONE 
003 033 003 0 
003 034 315 CALL /NO, CALL TIMER DELAY 
003 035 042 DELAY 
003 036 003 0 
003 037 303 JMP /GO BACK AND DO IT AGAIN 
003 040 010 CONVRT 
003 041 003 0 

/THIS IS A 10-MINUTE DELAY SUBROUTINE 
003 042 365 DELAY, PUSHPSW /SAVE REGISTERS AND FLAGS 
003 043 305 PUSHB 
003 044 325 PUSHD 
003 045 021 LXID /DO 1200 LOOPS OF 0.5 SEC EACH 
003 046 260 260 /DELAY LOOP 
003 047 004 004 
003 050 001 TIME!, LXIB /DELAY TIME LOOP 0.5 SEC 
003 051 303 303 /CONSTANTS FOR 500 NSEC CLOCK 
003 052 242 242 
003 053 013 TIME2, DCXB /DECREMENT REG PAIR 8 
003 054 170 MOVAB /GET B 
003 055 261 ORAC /OR IT WITH C 
003 056 302 JNZ /IF NOT 0, DO IT AGAIN 
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003 057 053 TIME2 
003 060 003 0 
003 061 033 DCXD /DECREMENT SECOND COUNTER 
003 062 172 MOVAD /GET D 
003 063 263 ORAE /OR IT WITH E 
003 064 302 JNZ /IF NOT DONE, GO BACK TO 
003 065 050 TIME! 
003 066 003 0 
003 067 321 POPD /RESTORE REGISTERS & FLAGS 
003 070 301 POPB 
003 071 361 POPPSW 
003 072 311 RET /RETURN AHER 600 SECONDS 

/THE PROGRAM HALTS HERE WHEN IT IS "DONE." 
003 073 166 DONE, HLT /END OF PROGRAM 

DATA-ACQUISITION TIMING 

The program provided in Example 2-7 will work well, acquiring 1 

10-bit temperature value every 10 minutes, but the DELAY subrou 
tine will "tie-up" the computer and prevent it from doing other tasks 
In a program such as this, the computer is dedicated to the tempera· 
ture measurement software, but there are hardware and software 
methods which will help to eliminate this problem. 

You will quickly find that software timing loops monopolize the 
computer's time. Certainly the computer cannot be perfomiing othei 
software tasks while it is also executing a time-delay program. Foi 
short time delays it may be possible to use the computer solely for the 
delay of the program. Even long delays such as the 10-minute DE 
LAY subroutine are acceptable if the computer has no other tasks tc 
perform. If interrupts are used in a computer system and a program 
mer has relied upon software time-delay loops, the actual time delay! 
may be longer than expected. This happens when the time-delay looJM 
are interrupted by an external device. Since the interrupting device'! 
software will require a finite amount of computer execution time, the 
overall time delay becomes longer than anticipated. In some system1 
this is an important consideration. 

In the greenhouse temperature measurement example, there arc 
currently no interrupting devices connected to the computer. To avoic 
future problems, it might be best to consider an alternative to the 
time-delay software such as that used in the DELAY subroutine. 

An external real-time clock will be used instead of the software de· 
lay loop for timing the 10-minute intervals. This type of a clock i! 
independent of software execution time and it will accurately time 
periods which will not be affected by interrupts. Generally, a crysta 
oscillator and an appropriate series of digital divider or counter cir· 
cuits are used to provide a series of accurate frequencies or time pe· 
riods. A typical clock is shown in Fig. 2-10. 
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OSCILLATOR ···-si-· 
10 MHz I MHz 100 KHz I Hz 

Fig. 2~10. Block diagram of a stable crystal oscillator and frequency dividers used in a 
reef.time clock circuit. 

Additional dividers or counters (they perform the same function) 
could be added to the crystal clock to provide other time periods or 
frequencies. The greenhouse temperature data-acquisition system 
would require a 10-minute, or 600-second, period, so additional 
counters would be needed. Many fast data-acquisition systems would 
require only the higher frequencies. 

The time periods provided by a real-time cl9ck are usually sensed 
in one of two ways; with a polled flag that is sensed under program 
control or with an interrupt that is independent of program control. 
Both methods are important and they will be discussed in detail. 

Polled Flag Timers 
In this example of a polled flag timer, a simple flip-flop will be used 

to detect the positive edge of one of the crystal clock's divider outputs. 
The clock period is assumed to be 10 minutes, so a positive edge will 
occur only once every 10 minutes. The necessary circuitry to imple
ment a simple polled flag timer is shown in Fig. 2-11. 

IK z D 5 2 +!5V Q 

7474 
FROM 3 CK 

REAL-TIME 

CLOCK 

~ 
61.r 

~ 10 MIN"""' 7432 7432 

----------ITT 
'-----IN 

-----------Qijf 
Fig. 2·11. A typical interface for a polled Rag timer. The state of the Rag is input to 

the computer on the data bus, bit DO. 

A short software example that illustrates the use of an external 
flag-timer circuit is shown in Example 2-8. When this portion of the 
program is executed, the status of the flag is input and tested. If the 
flip-flop's output is a logic zero (still timing), the computer exe-
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cutes instructions that cause it to jump around the A/D converte1 
control steps to CONT where it continues program execution. If the 
flip-flop's output is a logic one (timer finished), the computer exe
cutes the calls to the ADC and the STORE subroutines. The ADC 
subroutine inputs the AID converters 10 bits of data and the STORE 
subroutine stores the data in read/write memory. This software would 
be incorporated in the computer's main program, MAIN TASK. The 
ADC subroutine has been encountered before in Example 2-4. The 
STORE subroutine is not illustrated since we are not sure how we 
want to store the data. This will be explored in further examples. 

I EXAMPLE 2-8 
/FLAG SENSING SOFTWARE USED WITH THE ADC 
/SUBROUTINE AND A STORE SUBROUTINE 

*003 126 
003 126 333 IN /INPUT THE TEST FLAG 
003 127 173 173 
003 130 346 ANI /MASK OUT All OTHER BITS 
003 131 001 001 /MASK= 00000001 
003 132 312 JZ /NO FLAG, CONTINUE 
003 133 145 CONT 

003 134 003 0 
003 135 323 OUT /CLEAR THE FLAG FLIP-FLOP 
003 136 173 173 
003 137 315 CALL /FLAG FOUND, DO A CONVERSION 
003 140 000 ADC 
003 141 100 0 
003 142 315 CALL /STORE THE DATA IN MEMORY USING 
003 143 000 STORE /THIS CALL TO A STORAGE SUBROUTINE 
003 144 200 0 /WHICH YOU ADD TO THE PROGRAM 
003 145 000 0 /CONTINUE WITH THIS INSTRUCTION 

/IF NO FLAG IS FOUND OR AFTER AN 
/ADC INPUT 

In the second example of a polled flag timer's software, Example 
2-9, a single subroutine, ADCSTR, is used to replace the ADC and 
STORE subroutines discussed in Example 2-8. The new ADCSTR 
subroutine is completely transparent since all of the registers that will 
be used are first stored in the stack with PUSH instructions and late1 
restored with POP instructions. The ADCSTR subroutine will per
form a single, 10-bit conversion using the A/D converter previously 
interfaced to the computer. The 10-bit data value is then stored in 
locations 005 000 and 005 001. This software does not set up a data 
file, although that could be done. Only the current 10-bit data value 
is retained. Perhaps the MAIN TASK program uses it in some way, 
adding it to the data in the data file_ 
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I EXAMPLE 2-9 
/TYPICAL FLAG SENSING SOFTWARE USED WITH 
/THE ADC AND STORE SUBROUTINES 

003 126 333 
003 127 173 
003 130 346 
003 131 001 
003 132 312 
003 133 142 
003 134 003 
003 135 323 
003 136 173 
003 137 315 
003 140 000 
003 141 010 
003 142 000 CONT, 

*003 126 
IN 
173 
ANI 
001 
JZ 
CONT 
0 
OUT 
173 
CALL 
ADCSTR 
0 
0 

*010 000 
010 000 365 ADCSTR, PUSHPSW 
010 001 305 PUSHB 
010 002 345 PUSHH 
010 003 323 OUT 
010 004 037 037 
010 005 333 CHK, IN 
010 006 066 066 
010 007 306 ADI 
010 010 200 200 
010 Oil 322 JNC 
010 012 005 CHK 
010 013 010 0 
010 014 117 MOVCA 
010 015 333 IN 
010 016 065 065 
010 017 041 LXIH 
010 020 000 NEWVAL 
010 021 005 
010 022 167 
010 023 043 
010 024 161 
010 025 341 
010 026 301 
010 027 361 
010 030 311 

0 
MOVMA 
INXH 
MOVMC 
POPH 
POPB 
POPPSW 
RET 

*005 000 
005 000 000 NEWVAL, 0 
005 001 000 0 

/INPUT THE TEST FLAG 

/MASK OUT ALL OTHER BITS 
I MASK= 0000000 I 
/NO FLAG, CONTINUE 

/CLEAR THE FLAG FLIP-FLOP 

/CALL A SUBROUTINE TO INPUT AND 
/STORE A NEW VALUE IN A MEMORY 
/LOCATION CALLED NEWVAL 
/CONTINUE WITH THIS INSTRUCTION 
/IF NO FLAG IS FOUND OR AFTER AN 
/ADC INPUT 

/SAVE REGISTER A & FLAGS 
/SAVE REGISTERS B & C 
/SAVE REGISTERS H & L 
f ST ART THE CONVERTER 

/INPUT STATUS BIT 

/CHECK THE FLAG 
/BY ADDING l TO IT 
/IF NOT DONE, CHECK AGAIN 

/2 MSB'S ARE SAVED IN C 
/INPUT B LSB'S 

/SET UP MEMORY POINTERS 

/STORE THE 8 LSB'S 
/INCREMENT THE MEMORY POINTER 
/STORE THE 2 MSB'S 
/RESTORE THE REGISTERS 

/RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 

/8 LSB'S STORED HERE 
/2 MSB'S STORED HERE 

When the flag's logic-one state is detected and when the computer 
starts to execute the ADCSTR subroutine, it will take some time for 
the computer to complete the tasks in the ADCSTR subroutine and 
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resume execution of the MAIN TASK program at symbolic address 
CONT. The time taken to execute ADCSTR will delay the execution 
of the MAIN TASK program. In this case, the time is not significant, 
but it is precisely this uncertainty in computer program execution 
times that led to the development of the real-time clock. 

In both of these software examples (Examples 2-8 and 2-9), the 
flag-checking and decision-making steps had to be added to the 
MAIN TASK program so that the timer could , be checked, and its 
condition acted upon by the computer. H the MAIN TASK program 
is executed very quickly, so much the better, but lengthy tasks may 
cause some uncertainty in the time delay since it is impossible to 
know when the computer will get bac,k to the added flag-checking 
portion of the program. The real-time clock itself is independent of 
the software being executed, but software is still needed to check the 
flag. If MAIN TASK can go through this portion of the program 
every 50 or 100 milliseconds, then the maximum time between tem
perature readings would be 10 minutes and 1/10th second. If, how
ever, MAIN TASK takes a few minutes to get back to the flag-check
ing steps, the maximum time between temperature readings may be 
12, 13, or more minutes. This is unreasonable. 

Interrupt Timers 

Interrupts appear to be an attractive alternative to flag timers since 
the interrupts will be serviced almost immediately by the computer. 
If interrupts are to be used with an 8080-based system, it will be our 
responsibility to enable the interrupt and to construct an interrupt 
flag and an interrupt instruction port so that a single-byte restart in
struction, RST7, will be gated into the 8080 when an interrupt occurs. 
We will assume that there is only this single interrupting device. 

You should recall that a restart instruction will cause the 8080 
microcomputer to call a subroutine at a special vector address. In this 
case, it will be a call to the subroutine at location 000 070. This 
means that a restart instruction of 377 (RST7) must be gated into 
the 8080 when the interrupt is acknowledged. Remember: A stack 
must be established in read/write memory before you use restart 
instructions. 

The same flag circuitry used with the polled flag timer will be used 
in this example. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2-12. You will note that 
the only difference between this circuit and the polled flag circuit 
(Fig. 2-11) is the addition of an interrupt signal, TO INTERRUPT. 
This is connected to the 8080 microprocessor chip's interrupt-input 
pin, pin 14. An interrupt-instruction port is shown in Fig. 2-13. An 
SN74S240 8-bit, three-state buffer has been used to supply the 377 
instruction (RST7) when the buffer is enabled with the interrupt ac
knowledge signal, INT A. 
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Fig. 2-12. Interrupt ftag circuit. The ftag may be tested using either an Interrupt or a 
polled software operation. 

A positive edge applied to the clock input of the D-type fliJrfiop 
will now cause an interrupt that will be serviced or acknowledged by 
the 8080 immediately after it finishes executing its current instruction. 
This response time is in the order of a few microseconds. When the 
8080 acknowledges the intemipt, the RST7 instruction is gated onto 
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Fig. 2·13. Interrupt-Instruction port set up for the RST7 or 377 instruction. An SN74$240 
integrated circuit is used as a three-state input. 
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the data bus and into the 8080's instruction register where it is de
coded to instruct the 8080 to perform the call to the subroutine start
ing at address 000 070. The analog-to-digital converter's service pro
gram starts at that address. 

The interrupt-service subroutine shown in Example 2-10 has some 
interesting features. Notice that the A/D converter is started before 
the two PUSH instructions· are executed. Since the OUT instruction 
does not alter any of the 8080's registers, this is certainly valid. Start
ing the conversion first saves time since the converter will be per
forming the conversion while the two PUSH instructions are being 
executed. When an 8080 with a 500-nanosecond clock period is used, 
this saves 11 microseconds, so the A/D conversion is almost complete 
if we are using a fast, successive-approximation A/D converter such 
as the Analog Devices AD 7570. The LHLD instruction loads regis
ter pair H with the address to point to the data storage locations. This 
adds another eight microseconds to the time between the start of the 
conversion and the end-of-conversion :flag-checking steps. 

If enough instructions are placed between the command used to 
start the conver;u,S~ocess and· the commands used to check the state 
of the DONE/ flag, the flag checking may not be necessary. 
The converter will have completed the conversion process by the time 
that the computer is ready to input the data. In this case you may be 
able to do away with the flag-checking steps and input the data di
rectly. This technique should be used only when you know exactly 
how long· the conversion process will take and when that time is 
shorter than the time that the computer will require for its software 
"overhead" tasks. 

The software in Example 2-10 will continue to input and store tem
perature values every 10 minutes until we disable it in some way. 
Additional software might be added to count the 144 data points over 
24 hours, or this could be included in the MAIN TASK program. 
MAIN TASK could access and use the address value stored at POINT 
to determine how many points had been input and stored. The point-

. counting software might also have been added to the A/D converter 
service subroutine, ADCSVC. The program may be disabled simply 
by disabling the interrupt enable flag with a disable interrupt instruc
tion, DI, 363. This brings up an important point. Only an enable
interrupt instruction and a load-stack-pointer instruction are needed 
in MAIN TASK to implement this interrupt-based solution to the 10-
minute timing problem. There is no. software to check a flag or to 
delay the execution of MAIN TASK. 

The second interrupt software example (Example 2-11) is com
plete, since it includes instructions which are used to build a 144-point 
data file and the program will branch to DONE when all of the points 
have been acquired. 
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/EXAMPLE 2-10 
/10-BIT ADC INTERRUPT SERVICE SUBROUTINE 
/DATA FILE STARTS AT THE ADDRESS STORED AT POINT · 

*000 070 
. 000 070 323 ADCSVC, OUT /START THE CONVERTER 

000 071 037 037 
000 072 365 PUSHPSW /SAVE THE REGISTER & FLAGS 
000 073 3.45 PU SHH /SAVE REGISTERS H & L 
000 074 052 LHLD /GET MEMORY POINTERS INTO H. & L 
000 075 000 POINT /SO THE DATA MAY BE STORED 
000 076 120 0 
000 077 333 TEST, IN /INPUT THE FLAG BIT 
000 100 066 066 
000 101 306 ADI /ADD A 1 TO THE FLAG BIT 
000 102 200 200 
000 103 322 JNC /IS IT A 1? 
000 104 077 TEST /NO, NOT DONE YET 
000 105 000 0 
000 106 107 MOVBA /YES, ADC DONE, STORE 2 MSB'S IN B 
000 107 333 IN /INPUT 8 LSB'S 
000 110 065 065 
000 111 167 MOVMA /STORE THEM IN MEMORY 
000 112 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE MEMORY POINTER 
000 113 160 MOVMB /STORE THE 2 MSB'S IN MEMORY 
000 114 043 INXH /INCREMENT MEMORY POINTER AGAIN 
000 115 042 SHLD /SAVE THE STORAGE AREA ADDRESS 
000 116 000 POINT 
000 117 120 0 
000 120 341 POPH /RESTORE REGISTERS H & L 
000 121 361 POPPSW /RESTORE REGISTER A & FLAGS 
000 122 323 OUT /CLEAR THE INTERRUPT FLAG 
000 123 173 173 
000 124 373 El /RE-ENABLE THE INTERRUPT 
000 125 311 RET /RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 

*120 000 
120 000 000 POINT, 000 /THIS IS WHERE THE ADDRESS OF THE ADC 
120 001 020 020 /STORAGE AREA IS KEPT. IN THIS PROGRAM 

/THE STORAGE AREA STARTS AT 
/ADDRESS 020 000. YOU COULD PLACE YOUR 
/OWN POINTER ADDRESS HERE, BUT THESE 
/TWO LOCATIONS MUST BE IN R/W MEMORY 

/EXAMPLE 2-11 
/THIS IS THE ADC INTERRUPT SERVICE SOFTWARE 
/WITH THE ADDITIONAL STEPS FOR A POINT 
/COUNTER AND EXIT TO A "DONE" ROUTINE 
/WHEN ALL POINTS ARE ACQUIRED 

*000 070 
000 070 323 ADCSVC, OUT /START THE CONVERTER 
000 071 037 037 
000 072 365 PUS HP SW /SAVE REGISTER A & FLAGS 
000 073 325 PUSHD /SAVE REGISTERS D & E 
000 074 305 PUSHB /SAVE REGISTERS B & C 
000 015 345 PU SHH /SAVE REGISTERS H & L 
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000 076 052 LHLD /GET THE POINT COUNT 

000 077 002 COUNT 

000 100 120 0 

000 101 353 XCHG /EXCHANGE REG PAIR D & H 

000 102 052 LHLD /GET MEMORY POINTERS INTO H & L 

000 103 000 POINT /SO THE DATA MAY BE STORED 

000 104 120 0 
000 105 333 TEST, IN /INPUT THE FLAG BIT 

000 106 066 066 
000 107 306 ADI /ADD A 1 TO THE FLAG BIT 

000 110 200 200 
000 111 322 JNC /IS IT A 1? 

000 112 105 TEST /NO, NOT DONE YET 

000 113 000 0 
000 114 107 MOVBA /YES, ADC DONE, STORE 2 MSB'S IN B 

000 115 333 IN /INPUT 8 LSB'S 

000 116 065 065 
000 117 167 MOVMA /STORE THEM IN MEMORY 

000 120 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE MEMORY POINTER 

000 121 160 MOVMB /STORE THE 2 MSB'S IN MEMORY 

000 122 043 INXH /INCREMENT MEMORY POINTER AGAIN 

000 123 025 DCRD /DECREMENT POINT COUNT 

000 124 312 JZ f ALL POINTS TAKEN? 

000 125 146 EXIT /YES, GO TO EXIT 

000 126 000 0 

000 127 042 SHLD /SAVE THE STORAGE AREA ADDRESS 

000 130 000 POINT 

000 131 120 0 
000 132 353 XCHG /EXCHANGE REG PAIRS D & H 

000 133 042 SHLD /SAVE THE POINT COUNT 

000 134 002 COUNT 

000 135 120 0 

000 136 341 POPH /RESTORE REGISTERS H & L 

000 137 301 POPB /RESTORE REGISTERS B & C 

000 140 321 POPD /RESTORE REGISTERS D & E 

000 141 361 POPPSW /RESTORE REGISTER A & FLAGS 

000 142 323 OUT /CLEAR THE INTERRUPT FLAG 

000 143 173 173 
000 144 373 El /RE-ENABLE THE INTERRUPT 

000 145 311 RET /RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 

000 146 341 EXIT, POPH /RESTORE THE REGISTERS 

000 147 301 POPB 

000 150 321 POPD 

000 151 361 POPPSW 

000 152 063 INXSP /INCREMENT STACK POIITTER PAST 

000 153 063 INXSP /THE RETURN ADDRESS 

000 154 000 DONE, 0 /PLACE ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE HERE 

/AND ON UP 

*120 000 

120 000 000 POINT, 000 /THIS IS WHERE THE ADDRESS OF THE ADC 

120 001 120 020 /STORAGE AREA IS KEPT. IN THIS PROGRAM 

/THE STORAGE AREA STARTS AT 

/ADDRESS 020 000. YOU COULD PLACE YOUR 
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120 002 000 COUNT, 000 
120 003 220 220 

/OWN POINTER ADDRESS HERE, BUT THESE 
/TWO LOCATIONS MUST BE IN R/W MEMORY 

/THE POINT COUNTER IS STORED HERE IN THE 
/SECOND BYTE. THE FIRST BYTE IS NOT USED. 
/220 = 144 DECIMAL 

This program is slightly more complicated than the program shown 
in Example 2-10 since we are going to branch out of a subroutine 
and we have no intention of using the return address stored on the 
stack during the computer's execution of the restart or one-byte call 
instruction. Two stack-pointer-increment instructions are used to 
move the stack pointer beyond the two addresses used to store the 
complete, two-byte return address. If you wish to have the computer 
use the return address, simply remove the two INXSP instructions 
and substitute two no-operation instructions in their places. 

The area of memory at symbolic address DONE has been left open 
so that an output or display software routine could be added to out
put the 144 temperature readings. You should note that by branch
ing to DONE, you will probably cease operation of the MAIN TASK 
program. 

Real-time clocks are very useful peripherals to have on a small 
computer system where accurate timing is important. Clocks may be 
as simple as the oscillator and counter chain that we have discussed 
previously, or more complex devices such as the Intel 8253 program
mable interval-timer integrated circuit or the Texas Instruments TMS-
5501 multifunction 1/0 controller integrated circuit; each of these. 
devices having programmable registers that may be set to a particular 
count. After the programmed number of counts has taken place, the 
device will either generate an interrupt or set a flag which may be 
sensed with software commands. Counting rates are determined by an 
external crystal clock. 

USING THE DATA 

Once the data from the temperature sensor has been acquired and 
stored in the computer's memory, we must decide what we want to do 
With it. It could be output to a teletypewriter for a supervisor's rec
ords, but this may not be meaningful since the data is stored as 10-bit 
binary voltage values and not as temperatures. Additional routines 
could be added to the software to convert the 10-bit binary data to 
temperatures, but a simpler output means is available. 

We will use a 10-bit D/ A converter to output the data to a small 
oscilloscope for display after the 24-hour data acquisition period. 
This will give the farmer or nurseryman a profile of the temperature 
over the past 24 hours. The data might also be output to a strip-chart 
recorder to form a permanent record. 
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The software to be used for the display of the 10-bit values is siini
lar to that provided in Example 1-18. In this next software example, 
we will use the 10-minute software delay loop since it simplifies the 
overall software. Interrupt or flag timers could be used, but we have 
chosen not to use them for simplicity in the example. The software 
duplicates the program steps shown in Example 2-7, except that the 
·display steps have been added in place of the halt instruction at 
DONE. The complete program is provided in Example 2-12. 

003 000 061 START, 
003 001 377 
003 002 003 
003 003 026 
003 004 220 
003 005 041 
003 006 000 
003 007 002 
003 010 323 
003 011 037 
003 012 333 
003 013 066 
003 014 306 
003 015 200 
003 016 322 
003 017 012 
003 020 003 
003 021 107 
003 022 333 
003 023 065 
003 024 167 
003 025 043 
003 026 160 
003 027 043 
003 030 005 
003 031 312 
003 032 100 
003 033 003 
003 034 315 
003 035 042 
003 036 003 
003 037 303 
003 040 010 
003 041 003 

CONVRT, 

TEST, 

/EXAMPLE 2-12 
/DATA ACQUISITION & DISPLAY PROGRAM FOR 
/144 POINTS 
*003 000 

LXISP /LOAD STACKER POINTER FOR SUBROUTINES 
377 
003 
MVID 
220 
LXIH 
000 
002 
OUT 
037 
IN 
066 
ADI 
200 
JNC 
TEST 
0 
MOVBA 
IN 
065 
MOVMA 
INXH 
MOVMB 
INXH 
DCRB 
JZ 
DONE 
0 
CALL 
DELAY 
0 
JMP 
CONVRT 
0 

/LOAD D AS A 144 POINT COUNTER 
/220 = 144 DECIMAL 
/LOAD H & LAS MEMORY POINTERS 

/START A CONVERSION 

/INPUT FLAG BIT 

/ADD 1 TO FLAG BIT TO CAUSE 
/A CARRY IF IT IS SET 
/NO OVERFLOW, CHECK IT AGAIN 

/SAVE THE MSB'S 
/INPUT 8 LSB'S 

STORE THEM IN MEMORY 
/INCREMENT MEMORY POINTER 
/STORE 2 MSB'S, TOO 

/DECREMENT THE POINT COUNT 
/IS IT= O? 
/YES, DONE 

/NO, CALL TIMER DELAY 
\...._ 

/GO BACK AND DO IT AGAIN 

/THIS IS WHERE THE 10 MINUTE DELAY 
/SUBROUTINE WOULD GO 

003 042 000 DELAY, 0 
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*003 100 
003 100 041 DONE, LXIH /RESET THE ADDRESS POINTER 
003 101 000 000 
003 102 002 002 
003 103 026 MVID /RESET THE POINT COUNTER 
003 104 220 220 
003 105 176 LOOP, MOVAM /GET THE 8 LSB'S 
003 106 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM TO THE DAC 
003 107 054 054 
003 110 043 INXH /INCREMENT MEMORY POINTER 
003 111 176 MOVAM I GET THE 2 MSB'S 
003 112 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM, TOO 
003 113 055 055 
003 114 323 OUT /STROBE THE DOUBLE BUFFERED 
003 115 056 056 /DAC MODULE 
003 116 043 INXH /INCREMENT POINTER AGAIN 
0::>3 117 025 DCRD /DECREMENT POINT COUNT 
003 120 312 JZ /IS IT= O? 
003 121 100 DONE /YES, REINITIALIZE AND DISPLAY 
003 122 003 0 /THE FILE AGAIN 
003 123 303 JMP /NO, KEEP GOING 
003 124 105 LOOP 
003 125 003 0 

This software will work nicely to display the data for the past 24-
hour period, but it is limited in its usefulness, since new data will not 
be displayed until the current 24-hour period has elapsed and all 144 
of the new temperature readings have been acquired. Can the program 
be modified so that instead of displaying the data only at the end of 
the 24-hour acquisition period it continually updates the data and 
displays the data for the past 24 hours? Fig. 2-14 shows what a typi
cal updated display might look like. 

While these updated displays are somewhat exaggerated, they do 
illustrate what the hardware and software will be required to do. New 
temperature points or readings are added to the display on the right 
side as they are acquired and old points are removed from the left 
side of the display. This means that only data from the latest 24-hour 

(A) Time to. (B) Time t1. (C) Time t2. 

Fig. 2·14. An updated dlspl•y showing the data at three times, t0, t., and t2• 

The d•t• -ms to "move'' from right to left. 
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period are displayed. The movement of the data in the display storage 
area of read/write memory is shown graphically as follows: 

ADDRESS 

000 000 
002 001 
002 002 
002 003 

TIMES 
t+10 t+20 

x x+2 x+4 

x+1~ ___.,,,,_X+3-;:::::::---~x+5 
x+2..----_.._......,.x+4,...........--___...--x+6 

x+3 x+5 x+1 

Note that data values at X and X+l are both lost at t+lO, because 
each temperature value is 10 bits, requiring two, 8-bit bytes for 
storage. 

New points are added to the end of the temperature data file and, 
since the oscilloscope's beam moves from left to right, the latest tem
perature value to be acquired is displayed on the right of the display. 
The software necessary to move the data down by two positions is 
shown in Example 2-13. Only 143 of the data points need to be 
moved since the · 144th point will be the latest reading added to the 
end of the data file. However, it is just as easy to move 144 data 
points. 

/EXAMPLE 2·13 
/THIS SUBROUTINE MOVES THE DATA VALUES 
/DOWN TWO ADDRESSES IN R/W MEMORY 

*003 000 
003 000 052 UPDATE, LHLD /GET THE FILE ADDRESS 
003 001 100 POINT 
003 002 003 0 
003 003 072 LOA /GET THE POINT COUNT 
003 004 102 COUNT 
003 005 003 0 
003 006 137 MO VEA /STORE IT IN REG E 
003 007 043 INXH /INCREMENT ADDRESS TWICE 
003 010 043 INXH 
003 011 006 NXTPNT, MVIB /SET B= # BYTES PER POINT 
003 012 002 002 
003 013 116 BYTE2, M(NCM /GET THE DATA 
003 014 053 DCXH /DECREMENT THE ADDRESS TWICE 
003 015 053 DCXH <.--._ 

003 016 161 MOVMC /PUT THE DATA THERE 
003 017 043 INXH /MOVE ADDR UP BY THREE 
003 020 043 INXH 
003 021 043 INXH 
003 022 005 DCRB /ALL BYTES DONE? 
003 023 302 JNZ /NO, DO ANOTHER TRANSFER 
003 024 013 BYTE2 
003 025 003 0 
003 026 035 DCRE /YES, DECREMENT POINT COUNT 
003 027 302 JNZ /MORE POINTS? 
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003 030 011 NXTPNT /YES, DO ANOTHER ONE 
003 031 003 0 
003 032 311 RET /NO, RETURN 

*003 100 
003 100 000 POINT, 0 f ADDRESS POINTER IS STORED HERE 
003 101 000 0 /IN THIS EXAMPLE 
003 102 000 COUNT, 0 /POINT COUNT IS STORED HERE 

If we are to use the computer to continuously display the tempera
ture data and update it as new temperature values are acquired, it 
should be obvious that the computer cannot also be used to pedorm 
the 10-minute time-delay subroutine operations which we reintro
duced in Example 2-12. 

We will now treat the display steps as the MAIN TASK program 
and we will use an interrupt timer to signal the end of each 10-minute 
period. The,A/D converter software and.the file-updating subroutine 
(Example 2-13) will be part of the interrupt service subroutine. 

Two flowcharts, Figs. 2· 15 and 2-16, show the execution of the dis
play and interrupt programs. The interrupt may occur at any time 
during the execution of the display software, so the flowcharts do not 
show a direct connection to the interrupt service subroutine, INTSVC. 

The main operating program now displays the latest 144 tempera
ture values stored in the data file. The A/D converter acquires new 
values and the file is updated only when the interrupt timer signals 
that a 10-minute · period has elapsed. The data in the file will be set 
initially to zero, using the software instructions at CLEAR. This will 
produce a straight line when the data is displayed by the oscilloscope. 

Fig. 2-15. The MAIN TASK program will 
continuously display all of the 144 temper

ature values. 

CLEAR THE FILE 

INITIALIZE POINTERS 

UPDATE ADDRESS 

NO 
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CLEAR INTERRUPT FLAG 

PUSH REGISTERS 

MOVE DATA FILE 

INPUT A/D DATA 

POP REGISTERS 

ENABLE INTERRUPT 

RETURN 

Fi9. 2-16. lnterrupt-bllSed A/ D converter 
end dete..flle manipulation pr09rem. 

In this manner, false temperature readings due to the "random data" 
found in the computer's read/write memory upon power-up will not 
occur. 

003 000 061 
003 001 370 
003 002 004 
003 003 373 
003 004 052 
003 005 054 
003 006 003 
003 007 072 
003 010 060 
003 Oil 003 
003 012 137 
003 013 257 
003 014 167 
003 015 043 
003 016 167 
003 017 043 
003 020 035 
003 021 302 
003 022 013 
003 023 003 
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START, 

CLEAR, 

I EXAMPLE 2-14 
/THIS IS A COMPLETE INTERRUPT BASED DATA 
/ACQUISITION PROGRAM WITH THE DISPLAY SOFT
/WARE USED AS THE "MAIN TASK" 

*003 000 
LXISP 
370 
004 
El 
LHLD 
POINT 
0 
LOA 
COUNT 
0 
MO VEA 
XRAA 
MOVMA 
INXH 
MOVMA 
INXH 
DCRE 
JNZ 
CLEAR 
0 

/LOAD STACK POINTER 

/ENABLE INTERRUPT 
/GET THE ADDRESS OF THE DATA FILE 

/GET THE POINT COUNT 

/MOVE IT TO REG E 
/CLEAR A 
/STORE IT 
/INCREMENT THE POINTER 
/DO IT AGAIN 

/DECREMENT THE COUNT 
/IF COUNT IS NOT 0 
/CLEAR THE NEXT LOCN 



003 024 052 DISPL, LHLD /GET THE FILE ADDRESS 
003 025 054 POINT 
003 026 003 0 
003 027 072 LOA /GET THE POINT COUNT 
003 030 060 COUNT 
003 031 003 0 
003 032 137 MOVEA /MOVE IT TO REG E 
003033 176 MORE, MOVAM /GET THE 8 LSB'S OF A POINT 
003 034 323 OUT /OUTPUT TO DAC 
003 035 054 054 
003 036 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE ADDR POINTER 
003 037 176 MOVAM /GET THE 2 MSB'S OF A POINT 
003 040 323 OUT I OUTPUT TO THE DAC 
003 041 055 055 
003 042 323 OUT f STROBE THE DAC 
003 043 056 056 
003 044 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE ADDR AGAIN 
003 045 035 DCRE /DECREMENT THE COUNT 
003 046 302 JNZ /MORE POINTS TO BE OUTPUT? 
003 047 033 MORE /YES 
003 050 003 0 
003 051 303 JMP /NO, ,DISPLAY IT All AGAIN 

. 003 052 024 DISPL 
003 053 003 0 

003 054 000 POINT, 000 /LOW ADDRESS OF THE DATA FILE 
003 055 020 020 /HIGH ADDRESS OF THE DATA FILE 
003 056 036 NEWPNT, 036 /FIRST ADDRESS OF THE LAST 
003 057 021 021 /TWO WORD DATA POINT 
003 060 220 COUNT, 220 /NUMBER OF DATA POINTS, UP TO 
003 061 000 000 /377 = 255 DECIMAL 

/220 = 144 DECIMAL 

/THIS IS THE ADC SUBROUTINE. IT STARTS A 
/CONVERSION, WAITS FOR THE DONE FLAG AND 
/STORES THE DATA IN THE LAST LOCATION IN 
/THE FILE 

003 062 323 CONVRT, our /START A CONVERSION 
003 063 037 037 
003 064 333 CHK, IN /INPUT THE FLAG BIT 
003 065 066 066 
003 066 306 ADI /ADD A 1 TO IT 
003 067 200 200 
003 070 322 JNC /IF NO CARRY, CHECK AGAIN 
003 071 064 CHK 
003 072 003 0 
003 073 117 MOVCA /STORE THE 2 MSB'S 
003 074 333 IN 
003 075 065 065 /INPUT THE 8 LSB'S 
003 076 052 LHLD /LOAD THE ADDRESS OF THE 
003 077 056 NEWPNT /NEW OR LATEST POINT 
003 100 003 0 
003 101 167 MOVMA /STORE 8 LSB'S 
003 102 043 INXH /INCREMENT THE ADDRESS 
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003 103 161 MOVMC /STORE 2 MSB'S 
003 104 311 RET 

/THIS SUBROUTINE MOVES THE DATA VALUES 
/DOWN TWO ADDRESSES IN R/W MEMORY 

003 105 052 UPDATE, LHLD /GET THE FILE ADDRESS 
003 106 054 POINT 
003 107 003 0 
003 110 072 LOA /GET THE POINT COUNT 
003 111 060 COUNT 
003 112 003 0 
003 113 137 MO VEA /STORE IT IN REG E 
003 114 043 INXH /INCREMENT ADDRESS TWICE 
003 115 043 INXH 
003 116 006 NXTPNT, MVIB /SET S= #BYTES PER POINT 
003 117 002 002 
003 120 116 BYTE2, MOVCM /GET THE DATA 
003 121 053 DCXH /DECREMENT THE AElDRESS TWICE 
003 122 053 DCXH 
003 123 161 MOVMC /PUT THE DATA THERE 
003 124 043 INXH f MOVE ADDR UP BY THREE 
003 125 043 INXH 
003 126 043 INXH 
003 127 005 DCRB f ALL BYTES DONE? 
003 130 302 JNZ /NO, DO ANOTHER TRANSFER 
003 131 120 BYTE2 
003 132 003 0 
003 133 035 DCRE /YES, DECREMENT POINT COUNT 
003 134 302 JNZ /MORE POINTS? 
003 135 116 NXTPNT /YES, DO ANOTHER ONE 
003 136 003 0 
003 137 311 RET /NO, RETURN 

/INTERRUPT SERVICE SUBROUTINE FOR THE REAL 
/TIME CLOCK. 

*000 070 
000 070 323 INTSVC, OUT /CLEAR INTERRUPT FLAG 
000 071 173 173 
000 072 365 PUSHPSW /SAVE FLAG AND REGISTERS 
000 073 305 PUSHB 
000 074 325 PUSHD 
000 075 345 PUSHH 
000 076 315 CALL /MOVE THE DATA DOWN A POINT 
000 077 105 UPDATE 
000 100 003 0 
000 101 315 CALL /DO A CONVERSION 
000 102 062 CONVRT 
000 103 003 0 
000 104 341 POPH /RESTORE THE REGISTERS 
000 105 321 POPD 
000 106 301 POPB 
000 107 361 POPPSW 
000 110 373 El /RE-ENABLE INTERRUPT 
000 111 311 RET [RETURN TO THE MAIN TASK 
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The time spent servicing the interrupting device, the A/D con
verter in this case, will be short since a fast, successive-approximation 
converter is used. For other converters that may take longer, say a 
digital panel meter which may take 0.1 second, the time spent in the 
interrupt service portion of the program becomes long. To avoid 
spending long periods of time in the interrupt service software, and 
thus away from the MAIN TASK program, a multilevel or priority 
interrupt scheme may be used. 

When using a converter or other interrupting device that has a 
long response time, two interrupts may be used. In the case of the slow 
AID converter, one interrupt would be caused by the clock and the 
other would be caused by the A/D converter when it finished a con
version. The interrupt caused by the clock at 10-minute intervals 
would vector or point the computer to a subroutine which would only 
start the A/D converter, clear the clock's interrupt flag, re-enable the 
interrupt and then return to the MAIN TASK which displays the 
data in the file. When the slow A/D converter completed a conver
sion, it would interrupt the 8080, but with a different restart instruc
_tion, say RST6. The interrupt setvice subroutine pointed to by the 
RST6 instruction starts at address 000 060. This subroutine is used 
to update the data file, input the data from the A/D converter, and 
then store the data in the file. In this way the computer can effectively 
use the time during which the conversion is being performed for other 
tasks. The only assumption that we have made is that the converter 
will have finished its current conversion before the next conversion is 
requested by the interrupting time. Thus, we could not use a converter 
with a conversion time of 0.1 second with a data acquisition system 
that will require more than 10 points per second. The greenhouse 
data acquisition system will have 10-minute periods between conver
sions so even a very slow A/D converter could be used. The use of 
interrupts has been covered in greater detail in Unit No. 23 of Intro
ductory Experiments in Digital Electronics and 8080A Microcom
puter Programming and Interfacing, Book 2, published by Howard W. 
Sams & Co., Inc. 

A circuit for two interrupts is shown in Fig. 2-17. The clock will 
generate an inteB~Yand the RST7 instruction while the A/D con
verter's DONE/ U flag will generate an interrupt and the RST6 
instruction. Remember that the RST7 instruction is a 377 and the 
RST6 instruction is a 367. This scheme is not a priority interrupt. We 
have assumed that the clock and the A/D converter will not interrupt 
at the same time. 

The software necessary to implement the above multi-interrupt sys
tem is shown in Example 2-15. The display software in the MAIN 
TASK program and the UPDATE subroutines are not affected by the 
change to a two interrupt system. The clock l!ervice routine, 
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CLKSVC, replaces the interrupt service subroutine, INTSVC, shown 
in Example 2-14. The A/D converter's interrupt service subroutine, 
ADSVC; is new. The old A/D converter program, CONVRT, is not 
used. You should note that the new A/D converter subroutine, 
ADSVC, does not contain any flag checking steps. Why? The A/D 
converter's DONE flag will now generate the interrupt restart instruc
tion, RST6, so that the computer vectors directly to the ADSVC sub
routine when the conversion is complete. 

IK 
+6 2 D 7474 

CLOCK 

+ 5 -'1111/YKir--..;.;;12=-t D 7474 

DONE/ BUSY ---11-1 

~ 

7400 

.----,L__JJ""'----- TO INTERRUPT 
(8080 PIN.14) 

+5V GND 

10 74LS 244 

18 D7 
16 D6 
14 

12 
05 
D4 
03 TO DATA 

7 

• oz 
DI 
DO 

19 

iN'fA 

BUS 

Fig. 2-17. Simple Interrupt scheme for two interrupting devices, - generating • RST6 
instruction (367) and the other generating a RS17 instruction (377). The interrupts cannot 

be simult.neous for proper operation of this circuit. 

/EXAMPLE 2-15 
/INTERRUPT SUBROUTINES FOR CLOCK AND 
/CONVERTER 

*000 060 
000 060 303 ADSVC, JMP /NOT ENOUGH ROOM HERE, SO GO TO 
000 061 100 AHEAD f A HIGHER ADDRESS SO WE DON'T RUN INTO 
000 062 000 0 /ADDRESS 000 070, THE OTHER INTERRUPT 

/VECTOR ADDRESS 

*000 070 
000 070 323 CLKSVC, OUT f CLEAR THE CLOCK'S INTERRUPT FLAG 
000 071 173 173 
000 072 323 OUT /START A CONVERSION 
000 073 037 037 
000 074 373 El /RE·ENABLE THE INTERRUPT 
000 075 311 RET /RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 

*000 100 
000 100 323 AHEAD, OUT /CLEAR THE CONVERTER'S INTERRUPT 
000 101 174 174 /FLAG 
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000 102 305 PUSHB /SAVE REGISTERS 
000 103 325 PUSHD 
000 104 345 NOP 
000 105 000 NOP 
000 106 000 PUSHH /SAVE H & L 
000 107 365 PUSHPSW /SAVE A & FLAGS 
000 110 315 CALL /MOVE THE DATA DOWN ONE POINT 
000 111 105 UPDATE /OR TWO LOCATIONS TO MAKE ROOM 
000 112 003 0 /FOR THE NEW POINT 
000 113 052 LHLO /GET MEMORY POINTER FOR NEW 
000 114 056 NEWPNT /DATA POINTS 
000 115 003 0 
000 116 333 IN /INPUT 8 LSB'S' 
000 117 065 065 
000 120 167 MOVMA /STORE THEM 
000 121 043 INXH 
000 122 333 IN /INPUT 2 MSB'S 
000 123 066 066 
000 124 167 MOVMA /STORE THEM, TOO. 
000 125 361 POPPSW /RESTORE REGISTERS 
000 126 341 POPH 
000 127 321 POPD 
000 130 301 POPB 
000 131 37~ El /RE-ENABLE INTERRUPT 
000 132 311 RET 

If you look carefully at the programs provided in Example 2-14 
and Example 2-15, you will see that good use has been made of the 
8080's SHLD, LHLD, and ST A instructions. These instructions have 
allowed us to store address and counter information in read/write 
memory in a set of locations which are accessed by the programs. 
The address of the latest temperature point, for example, is stored in 
location NEWPNT and in the next location as well. Remember that 
an address is 16 bits, requiring two 8-bit bytes of storage. When using 
an address storage technique such as this, it becomes easy to change 
the starting address of the data file stored at POINT, and the number 
of points in the data file, the count being stored at COUNT. We must, 
however, calculate the addresses of the last two locations in the data 
file which are to be used to store the newest data point. Keep in mind 
that the address of the last point will not vary once it is determined, 
since the latest data will always be stored in the same place in the file: 
the last two locations. 

In many applications data storage needs change, so the starting 
addresses of the data file, the number of points in the data file, and 
the addresses of the locations to be used for storage of the last data 
point will also change. Instead of calculating and recalculating these 
addresses each time that the program is used in a different application, 
we can rely upon the computer to do this for us. 
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In the next software example, Example 2-16, the software at 
START (from Example 2-14) has been changed so that the program 
will now calculate the addresses of the last data point (two locations) 
once the starting address of the data file and the number of data points 
to be acquired are stored in POINT (two address bytes) and COUNT 
(one count byte). These values could be input through front panel 
controls, a teletypewriter, or they could be preset by the programmer. 
Since the remainder of the software from Example 2-14 will remain 
the same, only the changes between addresses START and CLEAR 
have been shown in Example 2-16. Remember that if the starting 
address of the file and the number of data points to be acquired will 
be changed, the memory area used to store the values at POINT, 
NEWPNT, and COUNT must be read/write memory. 

Some of the software steps shown in Example 2-16 could have been 
combined into other subroutines, but we have avoided doing this to 
keep you from having to "jump" back and forth between various seg
ments of the program as you follow through the steps in the example. 
We hope that you will disect these programs and attempt other soft
ware solutions which may be more efficient or applicable to your spe
cific needs. 

003 000 061 START, 
003 001 370 
003 002 004 
003 003 373 
003 004 '052 
003 005 060 
003 006 003 
003 007 046 
003 010 000 
0)3 011 051 
003 012 353 
003 013 052 
003 014 054 
003 015 003 
003 016 031 
003 017 053 
003 020 053 
003 021 042 
003 022 056 
003 023 003 
003 024 052 
003 025 054 
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/EXAMPLE 2· 16 
/SOFTWARE TO INITIALIZE ADDRESS AND COUNT 
{(MAY BE USED WITH EXAMPLE 2-14) 
/THIS ASSUMES THAT TWO BYTES ARE USED 
/FOR EACH DATA VALUE 

*003 000 
LXISP /LOAD STACK POINTER 
370 
004 
El /ENABLE INTERRUPT 
LHLD {NOW, CALCULATE LAST POINT'S ADDR 
COUNT /GET THE COUNT 
0 
MVIH /SET REG H TO ZERO 
000 
DADH /ADD IT TO ITSELF (DOUBLE IT) 
XCHG /PUT DOUBLED VALUE IN D & E 
LHLD /GET STARTING ADDRESS OF THE FILE 
POINT 
0 
DADD /ADD THE ADDRESS COUNT 
DCXH /SUBTRACT 2 
DCXH 
SHLD /SAVE ADDRESS OF LAST POINT IN 
NEWPNT /NEWPNT 
0 
LHLD /GET ADDR OF DATA FILE 
POINT 



003 026 003 0 
003 027 072 LOA /GET THE POINT COUNT 
003 030 060 COUNT 
003 031 003 0 
003 032 137 MO VEA 
003 033 257 CLEAR, XRAA /AND SO ON FROM HERE ON OUT 

*003 054 
003 054 000 POINT, 0 /IF YOU EXPECT TO MAKE CHANGES, AND YOU 
003 055 000 0 /WISH TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, THESE 
003 056 000 NEWPNT, 0 /LOCATIONS MUST BE IN READ/WRITE 
003 057 000 0 /MEMORY 
003 060 000 COUNT, 0 

The software examples provided for the greenhouse temperature 
data--acquisition application have all assumed a maximum count of 
256 data points. This has simplified the program since only single
precision or one-byte math operations have been required to count 
the points. If you wish to work with larger files of data, the programs 
will have to be modified. 

CLOSING THE LOOP-CONTROL APPLICATIONS 

The greenhouse temperature measurement example illustrates how 
a small computer may be used in an open-loop application, or one 
that does not require any control. The data and control signals flow 
in one direction; to the computer. We would now like to explore the 
possibility of closing the loop and allowing the computer to perform 
some type of control function to keep the temperature within certain 
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Fig. 2-18. The use of a solid-state relay to control a fan under program control. The OUT 
306 command turns the fan on while the OUT 317 command turns off. 
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limits. A fan for cooling and a heater are available and each may be. 
controlled by the computer. A typical control interface is shown in 
Fig. 2-18 where a solid-state relay is used to control the fan. A sllni~ 
lar interface would be used to control the heater. 

The control program could be written as a subroutine, which might 
be added to the A/D converter's interrupt service subroutine, 
INTSVC, right after the CONVRT subroutine is called. Thus, the 
control operation would be performed ·based upon the newest tem
perature value. We will add a simple control subroutine with arbi
trary values of 001 035 for the low set point and 002 310 for the high 
set point. Remember that these are both octal equivalents of the 10-bit 
values 0100011101 and 1011001000, respectively. Depending upon 
the temperature sensor used, these values could correspond . to the 
temperature values of 15°C (59°F) and 25°C (77°F). 

/EXAMPLE 2·J7 
/SUBROUTINE FOR HEATER/FAN CONTROL 

*003 200 
003 200 323 STPNT, OUT /FAN OFF 
003 20J 3J7 3J7 
003 202 323 OUT /HEATER OFF 
003 203 320 .320 
003 204 052 LHLD /GET THE HIGH JO-BIT VALUE 
003 205 25J HIVAL 
003 206 003 0 
003 207 J7'4 MOVAH /THESE STEPS FORM ITS NEGATIVE 
003 210 057 CMA /VALUE 
003 31J 127 MOVDA 
003 212 175 MOVAL 
003 213 057 CMA 
003 2J4 137 MCVEA 
003 215 023 INXD 
003 2J6 052 LHLD /GET THE LOW JO-BIT VALUE 
003 217 253 LOYAL 
003 220 003 0 
003 22J J74 MOVAH /THESE STEPS FORM ITS NEGATIVE 
003 222 057 CMA /VALUE, LESS J 
003 223 107 MOVBA 
003 224 J75 MOVAL 
003 225 057 CMA 
003 226 1J7 MOVCA 
003 227 052 LHLD /GET THE N·EW DATA VALUE 
003 230 255 NEWPNT 
003 23J 003 0 
003 232 345 PUSHH /STORE IT 
033 233 03J DADD I ADD D&E TO H&L 
003 234 322 JNC /IF NO CARRY, CHECK FOR A TOO LOW 
003 235 243 TO LOW /VALUE 
003 236 003 0 
003 237 323 OUT /CARRY, MUST BE TOO HIGH, SO 
003 240 306 306 /FAN ON .. 



003 241 341 POPH /GET H OFF THE STACK, DON'T USE IT 
003 242 311 RET 
003 243 341 TOLOW, POPH /GET H BACK TO TEST VALUE 
003 244 011 DADB 
003 245 330 RC /IF THERE IS A CARRY, OK 
003 246 323 OUT /NO CARRY, TOO LOW 
003 247 307 307 /HEATER ON 
003 250 311 RET 

003 251 310 HIVAL, 310 /low 8 BITS OF HIGH SET POINT 
003 252 002 002 /HIGH 2 BITS OF " 
003 253 035 LOVAL, 035 /LOW 8 BITS OF LOW SET POINT 
003 254 001 001 /HIGH 2 BITS OF " 
003 255 000 NEWPNT, 0 
003 256 000 0 

The control subroutine, STPNT, will perform the comparisons and 
either turn the fan or heater on or off as required. Each device could 
be turned on for a preset period or they could be turned on and left 
on until the next temperature reading is taken. The actual method 
used would depend upon the size of the greenhouse. A small green
house might overheat or overcool if either device is left on for the 
entire 10-minute sample period. The program in Example 2-17 has 
assumed a large greenhouse, so the fan or the heater will remain on 
for the entire 10-minute sample interval. 

While this may seem like a simple example, since the temperature 
could just as easily be controlled by a thermostat, the display and 
control program can be very useful. The temperature value for .each 
point could be integrated to provide a value for degree days, an indi
cation of the heat produced by the sun on a given day. With the cur
rent emphasis on solar heating and cooling, this type of computer sys
tem could be used for solar collector positioning and pump sequenc
ing control, as well as for data acquisition. A report from the Copper 
Development Association mentions the use of a Tektronix Model 31 
programmable calculator for just this purpose;* 

* CDA Decade 80 Solar House, Application Data Sheet, Cooper Develop
ment Association, Inc., 405 Lexington Avenue, New York 10017, 1977. 
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Dual-Slope 
Analog-to-Digital 

Converters and Digital 
Panel Meters 

INTRODUCTION TO THIS UNIT 

3 

The low cost of digital panel meters (DPMs) is making them an 
attractive means of interfacing analog signals to small computers. 
They provide a direct readout of the units measured and many 
models have binary-coded decimal (BCD) outputs, which facilitate 
interfacing. The dual-slope integrating analog-to-digital conversion 
technique is generally used in digital panel meters. Dual-slope A/D 
converters are also available in a variety of prepackaged modules. 
The dual-slope conversion technique has some advantages over the 
ramp and successive-approximation conversion techniques that make 
it attractive in some applications. 

DUAL-SLOPE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS 

The dual-slope conversion method operates upon the principle of 
indirectly measuring an unknown voltage by converting it to a time 
period. A block diagram of a typical dual-slope converter is shown in 
Fig. 3-1. 

When a conversion ·is to be performed, the dual-slope converter 
connects the unknown voltage to an integrator circuit through an 
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Fig. 3-1. Slock diagram for a typical dual-slope, analog-to-digital converter with 
8-bit output. 

electronic switch. The control logic allows the integrator to integrate, 
or sum, the voltage for a fixed period, Tl. At the end of this period, 
the integrator's input is switched by the control logic to a stable ref
erence voltage with a polarity that is opposite to that of the unknown 
signal being measured. Since the input to the integrator is now nega
tive, this has the effect of subtracting from the sum accumulated dur
ing the integration period, Tl. 

Since the reference potential is known and stable, the slope of the 
integrator's output will be constant with respect to time. The dual
slope converter measures the time period, T2, that is necessary for the 
integrator's output to reach zero volts. These timing relationships are 
shown in Fig. 3-2. The timing for two different voltages, A and B, is 
shown. 

When a higher input voltage, A, is applied to the integrator the 
sum accumulated at the end of the integration period, Tl, is also 

INTEGRATOR 

OUTPUT 

fig. 3-2. Timing diagram for a dual-slope analog-to-digital converter. 
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larger. Since the reference potential remains the same, and thus the 
"discharge" slope remains the same, the time necessary for the inte
grator's output to reach zero increases to T3. Thus, higher unknown 
voltages give proportionally longer discharge periods, an indirect mea
surement of the unknown voltage applied to the converter. 

During the discharge period, the clock signal is gated through the 
control logic to the counters. The period, T2, is measured as the 
number of pulses counted at a rate of, for example, 100 pulses per 
volt. The accumulated count then becomes an indirect measure of the 
voltage applied to the dual-slope converter. For a longer discharge 
period, T3, the pulse gate is open for a longer period and more pulses 
are counted, indicating a higher unknown voltage. The clock rate and 
the control logic are set so that the voltage applied as an input to the 
converter and the clock pulses gated through the control logic are 
proportional. 

The counters may be decimal ones for use in a digital panel meter 
(DPM), or they may be binary devices for computer and control ap
plications where a BCD readout is not required. 

The dual-slope conversion technique is analogous to measuring the 
flow rate of water coming out of a pipe by filling a bucket for 60 sec
onds. The volume of water collected is an indication of the flow rate, 
but instead of measuring this directly, the bucket is emptied at a fixed 
rate of, say, one liter per second. The flow rate is then indirectly found 
by using the following formula: 

Emptying time . 
Unknown Flow Rate = 60 d x 1 hter/second secon s 

For voltages this converts to: 
T2 

E;n =Tl X (Vret) 

The Tl period is the integration time and the T2 period is the dis
charge period. 

Most A/D converter users will purchase dual-slope converters 
rather than attempt to construct them themselves. Some representative 
samples are: 
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Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 
ADC 1100 372 digits 42-millisecond conversion time 

Range of ±0.1999 volt 
ADC 1411 14 bits 40-millisecond conversion time 

Range of ± 10 volts 

Analogic Corporation, Wakefield, MA 01880 
AN 2313 10 bits . 6.7-millisecond conversion time 
AN 2317 14 bits 67-millisecond conversion time 

Both devices have a range of ±2 volts. 



Datel Systems, Inc., Canton, MA 02021 
ADC ElOB 10 bits 1.25-millisecond conversion time 

Ranges of ± 1, ±5 and ± 10 volts 

Dual-slope A/D converters can take a long time to perform a single 
conversion since the unknown and reference integration periods may 
be long. Some of the less expensive 10- and 12-bit models have con
version times of from 5 to 10 milliseconds, while higher resolution 
units can perform conversions every 100 to 120 milliseconds. In spite 
of their relatively slow speed, dual-slope A/D converters can be very 
accurate. 

By integrating an unknown voltage over a specific period of time, 
random and periodic noise may be integrated, or summed, to zero. In 
other words, the noise is averaged. For example, consider the mea
surement of the signal, shown in Fig. 3-3, at point X. The voltage is 
supposed to be a fairly steady de level, but superimposed upon it is 
some 60-Hz ripple or noise. 

Fig. 3-3. Diagram of an expected signal 
output and the actual signal output, show· 
ing 60-Hz noise superimposed upon the 

signal. 

(
EXPECTED OUTPUT 

X ,,........ACTUAL OUTPUT 

v ........ c:=:-::-.. / 
'=1 .. Tl~ 

TIME 

H a fast, successive-approximation converter is triggered to start a 
conversion at point X, the digitized value will be too high. A dual
slope analog-to-digital converter will be quite insensitive to the 60-Hz 
noise if the integration period, Tl, is an integer multiple of the 60-Hz 
period of 16.67 milliseconds. 

The 60-Hz noise does not affect the dual-slope converter's final 
digitized value since the average of the input signal is what is actually 
converted, as shown in Fig. 3-4. The integrated value, or the area 
under the curve shown in Fig. 3-4, is equal to the area under the 
straight, dashed line since the 60-Hz noise both adds to and sub-
tracts from the accumulating total. In the same way, random noise is 
averaged, decreasing the possibility of sampling and converting a 
signal during a noise spike. This is called normal-mode noise rejec
tion, which is defined as the elimination of noise superimposed upon 
a single-ended or one-wire signal. 

Many dual-slope A/D converters are set up for 60-Hz normal
mode noise rejection of about 40 dB. Models are also available for 
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Fig. 3-4. Integration of a signal with 60-Hz noise superimposed upan it. Integration is 
performed for one 16.66-millisecond pariod. 

50-Hz normal-mode noise rejection, 50 Hz being the line frequency 
used elsewhere in the world. 

Dual-slope A/D converters are easily interfaced to microcomputers 
using the same techniques that were developed for interfacing suc
cessive-approximation converter modules. The control and data sig
nals are so similar that there is no need to cover this subject further. 
The only real difference between dual-slope and successive-approxi
mation converters is in the conversion technique used. Our main in
terest in dual-slope converters concerns their use in digital panel 
meters. 

DIGITAL PANEL METERS 

Digital panel meters (DPMs) are analog-to-digital converters that 
are slightly different from those discussed previously, since a display 
is an integral part of the converter. Most digital panel meters are bi
nary-coded-decimal devices. The use of a DPM is frequently prefer
able to the use of another type of A/D converter, particularly in those 
applications where a visual, decimal indication of voltage, pressure, 
temperature, or some other variable is needed; a numeric readout is 
part of all digital panel meters. 

Many DPMs are used to replace magnetic movement or analog 
meters of one type or another. As such, they do not necessarily lend 
themselves to computer interfacing, since the BCD code is used and 
parallel digit outputs may not be available. Some DPMs have features 
which make it possible to interface them to computer systems. The 
basic requirements for DPM interfacing are: 

• Parallel digit outputs in transistor-transistor logic (TTL) com
patible form. 

• A status signal to indicate the end of an A/D conversion, also in 
TTL-compatible form. 

Most digital panel meters, unlike other A/D converters, are free
running devices. This means that they are constantly performing con-
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versions to update the displays. These conversions are controlled by 
an internal clock, but many DPMs have an external connection so 
that interfaces and other devices may command the DPM to perform 
a conversion. Since the parallel digit outputs from the DPM will be in 
binary-coded-decimal (BCD) form, a quick review of the BCD cod
ing system is provided in the next section. If you are already familiar 
with the BCD numbering system, you may wish to skip the next sec
tion. This is only a review of the BCD numbering system and not a 
detailed examination. 

BINARY-CODED-DECIMAL NUMBERING 

In the.binary-coded-decimal numbering system, the decimal group
ing of the digits is retained, but each digit is converted into its equiv
alent binary number without regard to its actual decimal position 
within the number. In this way, a seven is always indicated by 01112, 

whether it is the seven in 107 or. the seven in the number 7325. The 
range of digits is always limited to zero through nine; 

The binary-coded-decimal numbering is easily performed with the 
aid of Table 3-1. After you perform a few conversions, you should 
be able to do additional conversions without the aid of the table. 

Table 3-1. Binary Coded Decimal Numbering 

Dedmal Digit Binary ·Code 

0 0000 
1 0001 
2 0010 
3 0011 
4 0100 
5 0101 
6 0110 
7 0111 
8 1000 
9 1001 

Two examples of decimal-to-BCD conversions are provided: 
Number to be converted = 7325 

0111 = 7 0011 = 3 0010 = 2 0101 = 5 

Number to be converted = 8039 

1000 = 8 0000 = 0 0011 = 3 1001 = 9 

It is important for you to realize that since each decimal digit v&lue 
zero through nine may be represented by four binary bits, an 8-bit 
microcomputer could store two BCD digits in each 8-bit memory loca-
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tion. This is very useful since it will have the storage space needed if 
we were to assign each digit its own memory location. When two BCD 
digits are stored together in this way we call the data packed BCD 
data. Software is most often used to pack and unpack the data. 

DIGITAL PANEL MmR CONSIDERATIONS 

Most of the general-purpose digital panel meters are 3~:r or 4%
digit devices. The on~half ·digit indicates that the most significant 
digit may be either. a zero or a one. Thus, for a 3%-digit DPM, the 
range would be from 0000 to 1999. Some DPMs have a unipolar 
range of from zero to their full scale, say, + 1.999 volts, while other 
DPMs have a bipolar range which ·goes from a negative full scale 
value to a positive full scale value,. for example, ± 1.999 volts. 

Other digital panel meters may . be programmed to have various 
ranges with a resistor ·or external digital connections being used to 
determine the range. Some of the newer digital panel meters are auto
ranging. These DPMs automatically select the correct input range, 
and can convert analog signals in the ranges of ±19.99 volts, ±1.999 
volts, and ±199.9 millivolts. The autoranging DPMs are slightly more 
expensive than the fixed range units, but they are particularly useful 
in applications where signals may vary over several voltage decades. 

Digital panel meters are generally thought of as having long con
version times when compared to the fast successive-approximation 
and ramp A/D converters. Most DPMs will take several milliseconds 
to perform a conversion and repetition rates range from about 2 to 
about 20 conversions per second. For some systems this may be con
sidered slow, but in many other systems where high-speed A/D con
versions are not necessary, DPMs are widely used. In our green
house temperature measurement example, a 3%-digit DPM could have 
been used just as successfully as the 10-bit successive-approximation 
A/D converter. Samples were taken every 10 minutes, and it is doubt
ful that the temperature would undergo quick changes during the 
multimillisecond conver8ion time required by a DPM. 

We can summarize this section by listing the important attributes 
of digital panel meters: 

• Parallel BCD outputs, TTL-compatible (optional on some units) 
• Available in various ranges, some of which are programmable 
• End-of-conversion (BOC) flag output 
• External conversion start input (optional on some units) 
• Slow; 2 to 20 conversions per second 
• Digital display of data in volts or other engineering units 
• Low cost A/D converter with built-in analog signal condition~ng 
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DIGITAL ·PANEL METER INTERFACING 

Digital panel meters are interfaced to computers in a manner which 
is very similar to that used in the previous A/D converter interfacing 
examples. The outputs from the DPM are available in parallel, TIL
compatible form and the DPM provides an end-of-conversion flag 
output to indicate that the parallel digital outputs are valid and that 
they may be sampled by the computer. Depending upon the DPM 
being interfaced, either the internal DPM logic or the computer will 
provide the pulse to initiate a conversion. 

In some DPMs, however, there are other signals that must be con
nected as well. Some of these signals may be hard wired to either a 
logic one or a logic zero in order to select a range, program a decimal 
point on the display, etc. These inputs do not require any further 
action and it is doubtful that· they would ever be changed once they 
are hard wired in a system. 

There may be other important signals output by the DPM to indi
cate range, overflow, polarity, etc. These signals are not generally 
found in small. modular converters, so we have not discussed them 
in any of the previous A/D converter interfacing examples. 

We will provide two examples of digital panel meter interfacing; 
( 1) a simple interface using a standard DPM with a single range, and 
(2) a more complex example in which an autoranging DPM is used. 
These interfaces are not limited to DPMs alone, since other BCD data 
sources may be interfaced in a similar manner. ·Frequency meters, 
clocks, event counters, and other devices, including analytical instru
mentS such as spectrometers and chromatographs, fall into . this 
category. 

Digital Panel Meter. Interfacing Example No. 1 

In this example, a digital panel meter with a single bipolar range of 
±1.999 volts will be interfaced to an 8080-based microcomputer. The 
DPM to be used in this example is an Analog Devices, Inc., AD2009 
3~-digit DPM. 

The software. to acquire data from the AD2009 will be written as 
a general-purpose subroutine that may be used by other programs. 
The hardware will be constructed such that each BCD digit will have 
its own three-state input port. The AD2009 may be operated in either 
an externally triggered or an internally triggered mode. We have 
chosen to use the internal trigger, which will perform six conversions 
per second (or one conversion every 167 milliseconds). The external 
trigger may be useful when it is necessary to have the DPM perform 
a conversion upon command of the computer. 

With the aid of the internal trigger, the software will be able to in
put the BCD data from either the conversion that has just taken place 
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or from the conversion currently taking place. Thus, if the computer 
happens to request data from the DPM just after a conversion has 
been completed, the data will be available and input into the com
puter. If, however, the computer requests data while the converter sec
tion of the DPM is processing the analog signal, the computer must 
wait until the end of the current conversion before the new data will 
be available. This will give us a maximum uncertainty of 167 millisec
onds between data points. In most slow applications, this is acceptable. 

Interfacing the AD2009-The AD2009 digital panel meter has a 
number of input and output lines that are compatible with the stan
dard TTL levels present in the 8080-based computer that we are 
using. Some of the DPMs signals do not need to be controlled by the 
computer so they may be hard wired to either a logic zero or a logic 
one, depending upon the control needed. The important interfacing 
signals for the AD2009 are as follows: 

Digital Outputs 
BCD Data 
OVERRANGE {Most significant digit) 

Logic 1 = Onnn volts 
Logic 0 = lnnn volts 

n = 0 through 9 
OVERLOAD Logic 1 = In range . 

Logic 0 = Out of range 
POLARITY Logic 1 = Positive voltage input 

Logic 0 =Negative voltage input 
STATUS Logic 1 =Converting (Busy) 

Logic 0 = Done 

12 lines 
1 line 

1 line 

1 line 

1 line 

Digital Inputs 
HOLD Logic 1 =Normal conversion mode 1 line 

Logic 0 = Hold data, disable trigger 

The HOLD input is very useful in this application, since it allows 
the computer to disable the conversion process so that the data may 
be read under program control. When the DPMs HOLD input is 
asserted at logic zero, no further conversions can take place and the 
data outputs are held steady or latched so that they may be read. 

The interface for the AD2009 has been constructed using four 
4-bit, three-state input ports. The three BCD digits are input one at a 
time under software control. The four status signals, OVERRANGE, 
OVERFLOW, POLARITY, and STATUS are input through a sep
arate 4-bit, three-state input port. Even though the 8080 is an 8-bit 
computer, it can still easily handle smaller 4-bit bytes. While it may 
appear inefficient to interface the DPM in this way, it is easy to do 
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and it costs about the same as two 8-bit input ports. You will notice 
that a flip-flop is included in the interface to control the state of the 
DPMs HOLD input. An OUT 061 instruction forces the DPM into 
the HOLD state while an OUT 060 instruction removes the HOLD 
signal and allows the DPM to function normally. A complete sche
matic of the DPM interface is shown in Fig. 3-5. The pinout of only 
one of the 8095 three-state buffers is shown in the diagram. The re
maining devices have exactly corresponding pin configurations. 

Software for the AD2009-Software to control the AD2009 digi
tal panel meter interface is probably the most important part of the 
overall scheme. The following requirements must be met by the gen
eral-purpose DPM interface control subroutine: 

1. Input the data from the DPM. 
2. Store the data in five successive memory locations: 

Location Data 
n Polarity bit (Sign) 

n+ 1 Overrange Bit 
n+2 lOOs 
n+3 10s 
n+4 ls 

3. If an OVERLOAD condition exists, exit from the subroutine 
back to the main program with the CARRY bit set to a logic 
one, otherwise return with the data stored in read/write memory 
and the CARRY bit equal to a logic zero. 

The polarity bit and the overrange bit will be stored in bit position 
DO in their respective memory locations. The remaining seven bits in 
each location will not be used. Remember that the carry bit is an 
internal 8080 flag, generally associated with the accumulator or A 
register. . 

It will be the responsibility of the main program that calls the DPM 
subroutine to check the carry flag for an overload condition. Since 
the decimal point is understood to be between the hundreds and the 
thousands digits, there is no need to store a character to represent the 
decimal point. 

The DPM subroutine software would have to be modified to detect 
and to act upon an overload condition if the subroutine is to be used 
under interrupt control. Since interrupts may occur at any time, we 
could not be sure that the currently operating software would be able 
to act upon an overload condition. Remember, too, that if the carry 
flag is changed during the subroutine and an interrupt service sub
routine returns to the main program with the carry, or other registers, 
in the wrong state, the effect upon the program may be disastrous. 
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Fig. 3-5. The complete inteiofaca for the Analog Devices AD2009 digital panel meter. 

Most DPM applications will be slow enough not to warrant the use of 
an interrupt. 

The complete DPM subroutine is shown in Example 3-1. The sub
routine monitors the STATUS line to determine that the DPM has 
completed its current conversion. Once the end-of-conversion condi
tion is sensed, the HOLD line to the DPM is asserted and the com
puter inputs the BCD data. The computer prpgram first checks the 
OVERLOAD input since an overload condition will mean simply set
ting the carry :ftag to a logic one and returning to the main program. 
Only if an overload condition is not found will the computer progress 
to the data input· and storage steps. 

030 000 345 DPM, 
030 001 305 
030 002 041 
030 003 000 
030 004 040 
030 005 016 
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/EXAMPLE 3· 1 
/SIMPLE DPM INTERFACE CONTROLLER SUBROUTINE 

*030 000 
PUSHH /SAVE REGISTERS ON THE STACK 
PUSHB 
LXIH /POINT TO STORAGE AREA 
STORE 
0 
MVIC /SET UP A MASK FOR THE 4 LSB'S 



030 006 017 017 I MASK=OOOOl 111 
030 007 333 TEST, IN /INPUT AND TEST STATUS BIT 
030 010 060 060 
030 011 346 ANI /CHECK STATUS 
030 012 010 010 
030 013 302 JNZ /IF NOT DONE, TEST AGAIN 
030 014 007 TEST 
030 015 030 0 
030 016 323 OUT /DONE, PUT DPM IN HOLD MODE 
030 017 060 060 
030 020 333 IN /INPUT UPDATED STATUS 
030 021 060 060 
030 022 107 MOVBA /STORE IT 
030 023 346 ANI /TEST FOR OVERLOAD 
030 024 002 002 
030 025 302 JNZ /IF NO OVERLOAD, GO ON TO OK 
030 026 034 OK 
030 027 030 0 
030 030 301 POPS /IF OVERLOAD, RESTORE REGISTERS 
030 031 341 POPH 
030 032 067 STC /SET THE CARRY AND 
030 033 311 RET /RETURN 
030 034 170 OK, MOVAB /GET THE STATUS WORD 
030 035 037 RAR /ROTATE POLARITY BIT TO DO 
030 036 037 RAR 
030 037 346 ANI /MASK OUT ALL ELSE 
030 040 001 001 
030 041 167 MOVMA /STORE IT IN MEMORY 
030 042 043 INXH /INCREMENT MEMORY POINTER 
030 043 170 MOVAB /GET STATUS AGAIN . 
030 044 346 ANI /MASK OUT ALL BUT OVERRANGE BIT 
030 045 001 001 
030 046 167 MOVMA /STORE IT 
030 047 043 INXH 
030 050 333 IN /INPUT NEXT DIGIT 
030 051 061 061 
030 052 241 ANAC /MASK OUT UNWANTED BITS 
030 053 167 MOVMA /STORE IT 
030 054 043 INXH 
030 055 333 IN /DO IT FOR NEXT DIGIT 
030 056 062 062 
030 057 241 ANAC 
030 060 167 MOVMA 
030 061 043 INXH 
030 062 333 IN /DO IT FOR LAST DIGIT 
030 063 063 063 
030 064 241 ANAC 
030 065 167 MOVMA 
030 066 323 OUT /CLEAR THE HOLD MODE 
030 067 061 061 
030 070 067 STC /CLEAR THE CARRY WITH A SET 

030 071 077 CMC /AND COMPLEMENT 
030 072 301 POPB /RESTORE REGISTERS 

030 073 341 POPH 
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030 074 311 RET 

040 000 000 STORE, 
040 001 000 
040 002 000 
040 003 000 
040 004 000 

/DPM DATA STORAGE AREA. THIS MUST BE IN 
/A READ/WRITE MEMORY AREA 

*040 000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

/SIGN STORED HERE 
/ lOOO'S (OVERRANGE em 
/lOO'S 
/JO'S 
/l'S 

Digital . Panel Meter Interfacing Example No. 2 

li1 this example we have chosen to use an automatic ranging or 
autoranging digital panel meter with three measurement ranges of 
±19.99 volts, ±1.999 volts, and ±0.1999 volt (±199.9 millivolts). 
The Datel Systems, Inc., Model DM2000AR will answer these needs. 

The following digital outputs and inputs are provided for interfac
ing or other external use: 

Digital Outputs 
BCD Data (Three digits) 
"~" Digit Data 
POLARITY Logic 1 = Positive voltage input 

Logic 0 = Negative voltage input 
OVERFLOW Logic 1 = In range 

Logic 0 = Out of range 
DONE Logic 1 =Converting (Busy) 

Logic 0 = Done 
DECIMAL POINT 

Range= 19.99 volts, logic 0 at pin A6 
Range = 1.999 volts, logic 0 at pin AS 
Range= .1999 volt, logic 0 at pin A7 

Note: Only one signal is at logic zero at one time. 

Digital Inputs 
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MODE RANGE Logic 1 = External range 
Logic 0 = Autorange 

Rl and R2, External Range Control 
Range= 19.99 volts, Rl = 0, RO= 1 
Range= 1.999 volts, Rl = 1, RO= 0 
Range= .1999 volt, Rl = 0, RO = 0 

Note: RI = RO = 1 is not allowed. 
START A positive transition resets the DPM 

A negative transition starts a conversion 
Minimum pulse width = 100 nanoseconds 

12 lines 
1 line 
1 line 

1 line 

1 line 

3 lines 

1 line 

2 lines 

1 line 



INTERNAL START 
Logic 1 =Run 
Logic 0 = Stop 

1 line 

There are a few other connections to the DM2000AR, but they are 
not used in this interface configuration. The microcomputer interface 
must be able to start a conversion, sense that the conversion has been 
completed, and input the data. In this case, there are 13 numeric data 
lines ior the 31/:i digits, one line for overload, one line for polarity, 
and three lines for decimal point position. The DM2000AR's DONE 
flag must also be input. 

We have decided to hard wire the RANGE MODE signals, Rl 
and RO, to ground, or logic zero, and the INTERNAL ST ART signal 
to +5 volts, or logic 1, to configure the DPM in the autoranging mode. 
Some of these digital inputs could be controlled by the computer, if 
that is desired, by using a latched output port to provide the neces
sary logic signals. In the current application, this is not necessary. 
The DPMs conversion is started with an OUT 200 pulse provided by 
gating OUT with an unused device address, 200. 

We have chosen to use accumulator I/0 for this example, although 
memory-mapped I/0 is equally valid in ail application such as this. 
A typical interface for the DM2000AR is shown in Fig. 3-6. This 
interface uses three 8-bit input ports constructed with Texas Instru
ments SN74LS244 three-state buffers. Since this is a relatively new 
integrated circuit, a schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3-7. 

Device codes of 200, 201, and 202 have been assigned to the 
three-input ports. You should be able to see direct similarities between 
this interface, the interface for the 10-bit A/D converter presented in 
Unit 2, and the previous DPM interface. The software is also similar. 

Software for the DM2000AR DPM-The software used to control 
the DM2000AR digital panel meter can be very simple or it can be 
complex, depending upon the task to be performed. Again, the three 
basic tasks are: 

• Start a conversion. 
• Sense the end-of-conversion flag (done). 
• When done, input the data. 

The major difference between the DM2000AR and the AD2009 
digital panel meters is that the DM2000AR has additional outputs 
for decimal point position, an indication of the voltage range cur
rently in use by the DPM. Since the DM2000AR was chosen for 
this application, we must assume that this information is useful. 

In this example we will actually use the DPM, the microcomputer; 
and the interface to construct a data logger. Data loggers are devices 
or systems that store data in a form that will be useful at a later time 
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Fig. 3-6. The complete interface for the Datel Systems DM200AR digital panel meter. 

when the data is actually evaluated. Data loggers usually do not make 
decisions based upon the data they are collecting, so they do not 
require a sophisticated computer for data processing. The microcom-
puter will answer this need nicely. · 

In this case, we will print the data being collected on a teletype
writer for later evaluation. Since most automatic send/receive (ASR) 
teletypewriters will also punch characters on a paper tape at the same 
time that the numbers and letters are. being printed, it is possible to 

SN54LS244 IJI SN74LS244 (J, NI 

Courtesy Texas Instruments Inc. 
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Fig. 3-7. Schematic diagram of the SN74-
l5244 three-state buffer intagnted circuit. 



generate a complete, permanent, ·computer-compatible record of the 
information logged. 

Now that the DPM has been interfaced to our microcomputer; as 
shown in Fig. 3-6, it is necessary to develop software to perform the 
logging functions. The software requirements are: 

• Start logging the data only after a switch is closed. 
• Sample the data at a rate set by an external clock. The sample 

rate will be from two samples per second to one sample per 
minute. 

• Print the data as ±nnnn, with the decimal point in the correct 
position for the voltage range being measured. 

• Print five columns of data across the teletypewriter's page with 
three spaces between columns. 

• Print "OVER" when an overtlow condition exists. 

We will assume that you will be able to provide the clock circuit 
and the switch closure· to logic zero or ground. These concepts have 
been discussed in Unit 2. The switch closure will also be used to reset 
the clock circuit to synchronize the clock to the computer. In this . 
way we will be sure that the first clock period starts at t = 0, and not · 
at some other time. The clock rate is determined by connecting the 
clock flag to the proper oscillator-divider network output, as shown 
previously in Figs. 2-10 and 2-11. Two of the unused bit positions at 
Input Port 202 are used for sensing the switch closure and the clock 
flag. Bit position D 1 is assigned to the switch while bit position D2 
is assigned to the clock flag. Since a flip-flop flag is used in the timer 
circuit, a flag-clearing pulse must be provided in the interface. In · 
this case we have chosen to make the OUT 200 pulse perform two 
functions; not only will it start a conversion in the DM2000AR DPM, 
it will also clear the clock flag flip-flop. 

The clock and flag circuitry will not be discussed further. Our main 
emphasis will be on the software necessary to perform the data
logging functions. A simplified :flowchart is shown in Fig. 3-8. The 
software will actually be somewhat more complex since the BCD data 
must be converted into the ASCII codes corresponding to each deci
mal digit, the sign must be output as a+ or a -, and the decimal point 
must be placed correctly between the digits. The overtlow must also 
be detected and acted upon. 

The conversion of BCD data into the corresponding ASCII code 
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) is straight
forward. The ASCII code is the one used with most teletypewriters 
and terminal devices. The 8-bit binary ASCII codes and their octal 
equivalents for the decimal characters zero through nine are shown 
in Table 3-2. It should be easy to see that the last· four bits in each 
ASCII code are the BCD equivalent of the decimal digit being repre-
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INPUT SWITCH 

STATUS BIT 

OUTPUT 3 SP 
ND 

OUTPUT DATA 

INPUT TIMER 

STATUS BIT 

~-'Y_E_S - START DPM 
CLEAR FLAG 

INPUT DPM'S 
:>t----1 

DONE FLAG 

YES >---.i DO A CR B LF 

YES 

Fig. 3-11. The ftowclunt for the dab-logger control program. 

Table 3-2. ASCII Characters and Their Octal Equivalents for the 
Decimal Digits Zero Through Nine 

ASCII 

Decimal BCD Binary Octal 

0 - 0000 10110000 260 
1 0001 10110001 261 
2 0010 10110010 262 
3 0011 10110011 263 
4 0100 10110100 264 
5 0101 10110101 265 
6 0110 10110110 266 
7 0111 10110111 267 
8 1000 10111000 270 
9 1001 10111001 271 

sented. The conversion takes place simply by adding the value 
101100002, or 260s, to the BCD value. 
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The software for the teletypewriter output and data formatting is 
more complex than the data-acquisition portion of the program. It is 
shown in flowchart form in Fig. 3-9. A complete program listing for 
the data-acquisition and output program used in the data logger is 
provided in Example 3-2. 

ENTER 

CHECK OVER

FLOW BIT 

OUTPUT 3 SP 

GET NEXT PNT 

TYPE 

·TYPE DIGIT 

YES TYPE "OVER" 

>--........ GET NEXT POINT 

YES 
TYPE 11+11 

YES 
TYPE 

>-Y_E_s __ DO A CR a LF 

GET NEXT PNT. 

Fig. 3-9. The. flowchart for the teletypewriter portion of the data-logger control program. 

Some of the software that is used in the data logger example may 
be of interest since it can be used in other related problems. Three 
of the software sections are discussed in the following sections. 
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HANDLING BCD DATA 

Binary-coded-decimal data requires only four bits per digit, so 
rather than "wasting" the other four bits in each 8-bit word, the data 
is packed as two 4-bit BCD data words per 8-bit word. This is done 
initially at the interface by inputting two 4-bit BCD digits at each 
8-bit input port. In each case, the most significant digit (MSD) of 
the two is represented in bit positions D7 through D4. To convert 
these four bits into the ASCII character that represents the correct 
digit, the bits D7 through D4 are rotated to the right and into bit 
positions D3 through DO. This new data word is then logically ANDed 
with 000011112 to mask-out the unwanted bits D7 through D4. Addi
tion of 101100002 to the four bits of the data, now in bit positions 
D3 through DO, converts the BCD digit into the corresponding ASCII 
code. 

/EXAMPLE 3-2 
/USING THE MICROCOMPUTER AS A DATA LOGGER 

*030 000 
303 000 061 LXISP 
030 001 377 3n 
030 002 030 030 
030 003 315 CALL /START WITH A CLEAN LINE 
030 004 163 CRLF 
030 005 030 0 
030 006 333 TEST, IN /TEST FOR THE SWITCH CLOSURE 
030 007 202 202 
030 010 346 ANI 
·030 011 002 002 
030 012 302 JNZ 
030 013 006 TEST 
030 014 030 0 
030 015 056 INIT, MVIL /INITIALIZE THE COLUMN COUNT 
030 016 005 005 
030 017 333 TIMER, IN /TEST FOR THE TIMER FLAG 
030 020 202 202 
030 021 346 ANI 
030 022 004 004 
030 023 312 JZ 
030 024 017 Tl.MER 
030 025 030 0 
030 ~ 323 OUT /CLEAR TIMER FLAG & START DPM 
030 027 200 200 
030 030 333 FLAG, IN /TEST FOR THE EOC FLAG 
030 031 202 202 
030 032 107 MOVBA /STORE STATUS BITS 
030 033 017 RRC 
030 034 332 JC 
030 035 030 FLAG 
030 036 030 0 
030 037 333 IN /CONVERSION FINISHED, INPUT THE 
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030 040 200 200 /FIRST EIGHT BIT WORD 
030 041 137 MO VEA /STORE IT IN REG E 
030 042 333 IN /INPUT THE SECOND EIGHT BIT WORD 
030 043 201 201 
030 044 127 MOVDA /STORE IT IN REG D 
030 045 170 MOVAB /GET THE STATUS BITS 
030 046 346 ANI /TEST FOR OVERFLOW 
030 047 010 010 
030 050 312 JZ /IF OVER, JUMP 
030 051 220 OVER 
030 052 030 0 
030 053 170 MOVAB /GET THE STATUS BITS AGAIN 
030 054 016 MVIC /SET REG C FOR "+" 
030 055 053 ''+" 
030 056 170 MOVAB /GET THE STATUS BITS AGAIN 
030 057 346 ANI /TEST FOR THE SIGN 
030 060·020 020 
030 061 302 JNZ /JUMP iF SIGN IS + 
030 062 066 PLUS 
030 063 030 0 
030 064 014 INRC /IT IS - SO ADD 2 
030 065 014 INRC 
030 066 171 PLUS, MOVAC /GET THE + OR -
030 067 315 CALL /PRINT IT 
030 070 245 TIYOUT 
030 071 030 0 
030 072 315 CALL /CHECK FOR A DECIMAL POINT 
030 073 176 DECM 
030 074 030 0 
030 075 172 MOVAD /SET UP THE FIRST CHARACTER 
030 076 017 RRC 
030 on 011 RRC 
030 100 017 RRC 
030 101 017 RRC 
030 102 315 CALL /PRINT THE NUMBER 
030 103 210 NU MO UT 
030 104 030 0 
030 105 315 CALL /CHECK FOR ANOTHER DECIMAL POINT 
030 106 176 DECM 
030 107 030 0 
030 110 172 MOVAD /GET THE NEXT NUMBER 
030 111 315 CALL /PRINT THE NUMBER 
030 112 210 NUMOUT 
030 113 030 0 
030 114 315 CALL /CHECK FOR THE LAST DECIMAL POINT 
030 115 176 DECM 
030 116 030 0 
030 117 173 MOVAE 
030 120 017 RRC 
030 121 017 RRC 

030 122 017 RRC 
030 123 017 RRC 
030 124 315 CALL /PRINT THE LAST NUMBER 
030 125 210 NUMOUT 
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030 126 030 0 
030 127 173 MOVAE f GET THE LAST NUMBER 

030 130 315 CALL 
030 131 210 NUMOUT 
030 132 030 0 
030 133 055 COUNT, DCRL /HAVE FIVE COLUMNS BEEN PRINTED? 

030 134 312 JZ /IF SO, JUMP 

030 135 155 NXTLIN 
030 136 030 0 
030 137 046 MVIH /IF NOT, PRINT 3 SPACES 

030 140 003 003 
030 141 076 MRSP, MVIA 

030 142 040 040 
030 143 315 CALL 
030 144 245 TTY OUT 

030 145 030 0 
030 146 045 DCRH 
030 147 302 JNZ 
030 150 141 MRSP 
030 151 030 0 
030 152 303 JMP f AFTER 3 SPACES DO ANOTHER POINT 

030 153 017 TIMER 

030 153 030 0 

/THIS ROUTINE OUTPUTS A CARRIAGE RETURN AND 

f A LINE FEED AND POINTS BACK TO THE 
/REINITIALIZING SOFTWARE 

030 155 315 NXTLIN, CALL 
030 156 163 CRLF 
030 157 030 0 
030 160 303 JMP 
030 161 015 INIT 
030 162 030 0 

/OUTPUT A CARRIAGE RETURN AND LINE FEED 

030 163 076 CRLF, MVIA 
030 164 015 015 
030 165 315 CALL 
030 166 245 TTY OUT 
030 167 030 0 
030 170 076 MVIA 
030 171 012 012 
030 172 315 CALL 
030 173 245 TTY OUT 
030 174 030 0 
030 175 311 RET 

/SUBROUTINE TO TEST DECIMAL STATUS BITS 
f AND OUTPUT A "." IF ONE IS FOUND 

030 176 170 DECM, MOVAB /GET THE STATUS WORD 

030 177 027 RAL /ROTATE IT 
030 200 107 MOVBA /PUT IT BACK 
030 201 330 RC /IF A CARRY IS FOUND, RETURN 

030 202 076 MVIA /NO CARRY, TYPE A "." 

030 203 056 056 
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030 204 315 
030 205 245 
030 206 030 
030 207 311 

030 210 346 
030 211 017 
030 212 306 
030 213 260 
030 214 315 
030 215 245 
030 216 030 
030 217 311 

030 220 345. 
030 221 041 
030 222 261 
030 223 030 
030 224 176 
030 225 376 
030 226 000 
030 227 302 
030 230 236 
030 231 030 
030 232 341 
030 233 303 
030 234 133 
030 235 030 
030 236 315 
030 237 245 
030 240 030 
030 241 043 
030 242 303 
030 243 224 
030 244 030 

030 245 365 
030 246 333 
030 247 021 
030 250 346 
030 251 004 
030 252 312 
030 253 246 
030 254 030 
030 255 361 
030 256 323 
030 257 020 
030 260 311 

CALL 
TTY OUT 
0 
RET 

/CONSTRUCT AN ASCII NUMBER FROM THE 
/BCD VALUE PRESENT IN 4 LSB'S OF REG A 

NUMOUT, ANI 
017 

/MASK OUT UNWANTED BITS 

OVER, 

MLOOP, 

OUTPUT, 

ADI 
260 
CALL 
TTY OUT 
0 
RET 

/ROUTINE TO OUTPUT "OVER" If AN OVERFLOW 
/CONDITION IS FOUND 

PUSHH 
LXIH 
MSGI 
0 
MOVAM 
CPI 
000 
JNZ 
OUTPUT 
0 
POPH 
JMP /TREAT THIS AS A REGULAR OUTPUT 

COUNT /SO COUNT IT 
0 
CALL 
TTY OUT 
0 
INXH 
JMP 
MLOOP 
0 

/TELETYPE OUTPUT ROUTINE 

TTYOUT, PUSHPSW 
IN 
021 
ANI 
004 
JZ 
TTYOUT+ l 
0 
POPPSW 
OUT 
020 
RET 
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030 261 040 MSG 1, 040 
030 262 117 117 
030 263 126 126 
030 264 105 105 
030 265 122 122 
030 266 040 040 
030 267 000 000 

The four bits originally stored in bit positions D3 through DO in 
the packed 8-bit word are not rotated, but are instead ANDed with 
OOOOlllb and then added to 101100002 to construct the ASCII 
equivalent. An example may be helpful in understanding this: 

MMMMLLLL M = Most significant digit, four bits 
L = Least significant digit, four bits 

Once the data word has been rotated four bit positions to the right, 
it looks like this: 

LLLLMMMM 

This is then ANDed with the data word 000011112: 

LLLLMMMM 
0000 1 1 1 1 

OOOOMMMM =Result of AND operation 

Now, 101100002 is added to the result of the AND operation to yield 
the ASCII equivalent of the BCD character, MMMM: 

OOOOMMMM 
+10110000 

101 lMMMM =ASCII equivalent for the BCD digit, MMMM 

DECIMAL-POINT DETECTION 

The decimal point's position is determined by a one-out-of-three 
code output by the digital panel meter. Since the decimal point can 
be located in any one of three positions, i.e., 1234 or 1.234 or 12.34, 
and since the teletypewriter will print from left to right, it is neces
sary to check for the presence of the leftmost decimal point first. 
The decimal point's position is indicated by having one of the three 
decimal-point outputs at a logic zero. The output that is at a logic 
zero indicates this according to the convention previously described 
in the Digital Outputs section of Digital Panel Meter Interfacing Ex
ample No. 2. The decimal-point information is input by the computer 
at Input Port 202 and it has the following representation: 
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0 0 0 X X X X X Status and Flag Word 

t t t 
t t +-19.99-volt range 
t +-1.999-volt range 

+-.1999-volt range (199.9 millivolt&) 

The program stores this combined Status and Flag Word in the 
8080's B register. The DECM subroutine is used in three places to 
test for a decimal point and to output a decimal point if it detects 
.a logic zero in the current bit position that it is testing. The DECM 
subroutine rotates the decimal-flag bits into the 8080's carry flag and 
then tests them with a return-if-carry instruction, RC. 

The RC instruction causes a return to the main program if no 
"decimal point" is found in the bit position undergoing the test. If, 
however, the carry is set to a logic zero as a result of the bit rotation, 
indicating that the "decimal point" has been detected, additional soft
ware steps output a decimal point to the teletypewriter so that it fills 
the next character position in the voltage being printed. After the deci
mal point is output, the computer returns control to the main program. 

MESSAGE SOFTWARE 

One of the requirements of the data logger's . software is to have 
the computer type "OVER" on the printer if an overflow condition 
exists .. The software at symbolic address OVER does this by point
ing to the message storage area, MSG 1. The data stored at MSG 1, 
and in the five following memory locations are the ASCII characters: 

MSGl, 040 Space 
117 0 
126 v 
105 E 
122 R 
040 Space 
000 Null 

A typical "in-range" output will take six character positions for 
the sign, the four digits, and for a decimal point. The "OVER" mes
sage will also take six character positions since we have included the 
four letters and two spaces, one before the message and one after it. 
The last character is a null, or all zeros. This signals the software in 
the OVER portion of the program that it has reached the end of the 
ASCII message file which is to be output. 

The OVER subroutine is a general-purpose one that you may find 
useful elsewhere in your programming. It is much more flexible than 
the teletypewriter output that would be generated by: 

MVIA /Load register A with data 
040 /ASCII for a space 
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CALL /Call the teletypewriter 
TTYOUT I subroutine 

0 
MVIA {Do another character 

117 
CALL 

TTYOUT 
0 

etc 

It is also much easier to change the message to be output by chang
ing the ASCII "string" of characters stored in successive memory 
locations in a buffer area of memory rather than changing a portion of 
the main program, such as that just listed. 

These and other software techniques will be the subject of future 
books, authored by Dr. Christopher A. Titus. Detailed and well
documented examples will be the rule in these forthcoming Sams 
books. Dr. Titus is with Tychon, Inc., Blacksburg, VA. 

SOFTWARE MODIFICATIONS 

The data-logging program presented in Example 3-2 works well 
for many applications, but some users may find that modifications are 
necessary before it can be used· in a particular situation. Here are 
some of the typical modifications that may be made to the data log
ging program: 

1. More columns of data are required per printed page. The number 
of columns of data is preset at the INIT symbolic address, with 
the data byte that immediately follows the MVIL instruction. For 
10 columns of data, the new value that would follow the MVIL 
instruction would be 012. Remember that these. are octal values. 

2. More spaces are required between data values. The number of 
spaces between the columns has been preset to three in the COUNT 
portion of the software with an MVIH instruction. The number of 
spaces between columns may be chai;iged by changing the data 
byte immediately following this MVIH instruction. 
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To eliminate the spaces between the columns completely, you 
can substitute a jump address TIMER in the first three bytes of 
the software steps at symbolic address MRSP: 

Old Program Steps New Program Steps 

MRSP, MVIA MRSP, JMP 
040 TIMER 

CALL 0 

Only the first three bytes of MRSP are shown since these are the 
only ones that will need to be changed to eliminate the spaces be-



tween the output columns. Remember that since an unconditional 
jump has been inserted in the MRSP program, the following old 
bytes (instructions and data) do not have to be changed since the 
computer cannot get to them. This is often called a patch in a pro
gram. Some data-processing programs may require the elimination 
of the spaces between columns, particularly if you are generating 
a paper tape of the data for later use. 

3. Changing the output message. If you do not like the OVER mes
sage that is output by the program to indicate an overflow condi
tion, the ASCII message file may be changed by specifying new 
ASCII characters, starting at symbolic address MSG 1. Remember 
to end your message file with a null character, 000, to terminate 
the printing of the message. Do not exceed six characters if you 
wish your columns to be properly aligned. 

Some computer programs, such as BASIC or FOCAL,* may 
be used to evaluate the data punched onto paper tape by the data
logger software. The format of the data punched onto the tape 
must be such that it is understood by these programs. This means 
that the "OVER" message may cause problems since the data 
processing program may try to evaluate the ASCII characters for 
each letter as a data value. The message may be changed to output 
a single character, say "$'', for an overflow condition. The value 
of ±0.000 could also be output by default to indicate the over
flow condition. 

Some data-processing programs may require the elimination of 
the carriage-return and the line-feed subroutine, since these may 
be recognized by the data-processing program as characters that 
represent the end of the data file. Removal of the carriage-return 
and line-feed subroutine is easily accomplished by placing a return 
instruction, RET, at the symbolic address CRLF. Other programs 
may require a carriage-return and a line-feed subroutine after each 
data point. 

These changes, and others, are readily made in the software listings 
that we have provided. Please use it and make modifications to it as 
you wish. 

In this unit we have provided you with information about the dual
slope type of analog-to-digital converters. Taking this a logical step 
further, we have introduced you to the concepts of using a digital panel 
meter as an A/D converter with binary-coded-decimal outputs. You 
will find that digital panel meters are particularly useful in those ap-

* FOCAL is a registered trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation, 
Maynard, Massachusetts. 
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plications that will require a visual indication of the signal (or 
quantity) being measured by the computer. Outputs of this type can 
be particularly reassuring to human operators. We have provided 
·two examples of how BCD data may be stored or used. 
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Miscellaneous Conversion 
Techniques 

INTRODUCTION TO THIS UNIT 

4 

There are a number of conversion techniques used in analog-to
digital converters besides the ramp, successive-approximation, and 
dual-slope techniques previously described. These additional A/D 
conversion techniques are not in as widespread use, but they do find 
use in special situations. Therefore, we feel that it is important that 
you are at least 'ftlmiliar with their operation before we present new 
topics. 

VOLTAGE-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 

The voltage-to-frequency (v/f) converters are not as widely used 
as the other techniques discussed previously, i.e., the ramp, suc
cessive-approximation, and dual..:slope methods. They find use in 
systems with a large dynamic range of input voltages, generally sev
eral decades, where the conversions can be slow and where sensors 
that generate voltage outputs may be some distance from the measur
ing device or computer. 

The voltage-to-frequency converters operate by converting a volt
age input to a frequency output, where the frequency is directly pro
portional to the input voltage. Th~ frequency output is generally a 
standard logic-compatible voltage for transistor-transistor logic 
(TTL) circuits or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor 
(CMOS) devices. The output is either represented. by ·a series of 
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(A) The !'atel VFV series device. 
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Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. _ 
Fig. 4-1. Typical voltage-to-frequency converter devices. 

pulses or a square wave at the frequency generated by the particu
lar voltage input. The linearity for v/f converters is generally 0.05% 
over the specified operating and temperature range of the particular 
device in use. 

Typical voltage-to-frequency devices are the Datel Systems, Inc., 
VFV series and the Analog Devices, Inc., AD537. Each of these de
vices has a maximum frequency output that is between 100 kHz and 
150 kHz. Both devices may also function as frequency-to-voltage 
converters to reconstruct the voltage being measured from the fre
quency originally generated by a voltage-to-frequency converter. The 
Analog Devices integrated circuit may also be operated in the bipolar 
mode, so that voltages with both positive and negative components 
can be measured. A split or dual power supply is required for this 
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mode of operation. Both the VFV and AD537 devices are illustrated 
in Fig. 4-1. 

Measurements of analog signals are made simply by counting the 
number of pulses or clock transitions per unit time, generally one 
second. A simple 4- or 5-digit decade counter may be used to display 
the result of a conversion. A binary counter may also be used if a 
binary count is more applicable, as would be the case in computer 
interfacing. Conversion times are generally long, since counts must 
be totalized. Conversion rates of 10 measurements per second are 
possible, with longer measurement times of one to 10 seconds being 
used if more resolution is required. 

Even though the v /f counters are slow when compared to the fast 
conversion speeds of successive-approximation converters, the v /f 
converters are frequently used where it is necessary to integrate a 
signal over a relatively long period. The v /f converters are always 
performing conversions, so that integration amounts to totaling the 
counts produced over the time period of interest. 

The use of v /f converters in integration schemes provides an easy 
way to measure the area under a peak output by an instrument. Since 
an integration sums the input over a period of time, periodic noise 
signals superimposed upon the voltage being measured may be inte
grated to zero. 

Interfacing v /f converters to microcomputers is straightforward 
since only a counter is needed. The v /f conversion technique is 
particularly useful when the voltages to be measured or digitized are 
some distance from the computer. Only two wires are required to 
•transmit the frequency information to the computer from a remote 
measuring site. The use of line drivers and line receivers makes this 
technique particularly insensitive to noise. 

The Analog Devices AD537 voltage-to-frequency converter is a 
particularly interesting device since it is low-cost and since it has 
many applications. It can be interfaced with most of the common 
logic families, it can be multiplexed, and it can operate in a true two
wire configuration where power for the device is actually obtained 
from the wires that carry the frequency signal. This is an important 
consideration in remote monitoring applications since each sensor 
will not require an individual power source. 

The AD537 v /f converter has a linear, temperature-proportional 
output available so that the AD537 integrated circuit alone can be 
used as a temperature sensor; converting temperature to frequency. 
A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 4-2. The output changes at a rate 
of 10 Hz per degree when the integrated circuit is used with the com
ponents shown. Component values are for Celsius or (Fahrenheit). 

As mentioned. previously, when a v/f converter is used in a com
puter interface, either· a. binary or a decade counter may be used to 
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accumulate the frequency value. In some applications, both may 
be used. In the circuit shown in Fig. 4-2, a decade counter may be 
used for a direct readout of degrees, ·while a binary counter is used 
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Fig. 4-2. The use of the Analog Devices AD537 v/f converter as a temperature sensor. 

at the same time to provide a computer with a binary value of the 
temperature. 

FLASH CONVERTERS 

The fiash, or simultaneous conversion, technique operates by 
comparing the unknown voltage signal to be digitized with a series 
of preset reference potentials. The comparisons take place simulta
neously. Thus, for an n-bit conversion, 211- l comparators are re
quired. For an 8-bit conversion, 255 comparators and references 
would be required. A single, stable reference is used with a resistor 
ladder to provide the necessary comparison voltages. The reference 
input of the first comparator is set to ~me-half of the step voltages, 
with all of the remaining comparators' reference inputs set to be one 
voltage step above the previous one. The block diagram of a flash 
converter is shown in Fig. 4-3. The encoder section converts the out
puts of the comparators into a 6-bit binary code. 

The outputs provided by the comparators would have to be en
coded in some way to provide a binary output that is representative 
of the unknown voltage being measured. The gating can be complex 
for converters having seven or more bits. 

Since one comparator is used for each voltage step, this conversion 
technique is useful only in high-speed 4-, 5-, or 6-bit converters. The 
conversion time is limited by the comparators' response time and the 
speed of the logic circuits that perform the code conversion. 
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Combinations of the flash techniq'Qe and a feedback D/ A con
verter are used to increase the resolution possible to more than eight 
bits, but the conversion speeds are slower and the costs are higher 
than they would be for a 6-bit :flash converter. When a D/ A con
verter is used for feedback in a :flash converter, the converter is 
called a simultaneous ripple converter or ,a simultaneous feedback 
converter. The block diagram for this type of a converter is shown 
in Fig. 4-4. 

The simultaneous feedback converter operates by using two 4-bit 
flash converters similar to the converters shown in Fig. 4-3. These 
are shown in Fig. 4-4 as 4-bit A/D ·#1 and #2. The unknown ana
log input voltage is first digitized to four bits of resolution using 4-bit 
flash A/D # 1. For an input range of zero to one volt, this would be 
a resolution of one part in sixteen, or 15 voltage steps of 66.7 milli
volts per step. 

We will assume that the unknown voltage is 690 millivolts so that 
we may examine the operation of the simultaneous feedback con .. 
verter shown in Fig. 4-4. The first 4-bit flash A/D converter ( # 1) 
can only resolve the unknown signal into sixteen possible outputs 
representing the fifteen voltage steps between zero and one volt. This 
is the 66.7-millivolt step discussed previously. The possible voltage 
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Fig. 44. Block diagram for a typical simultaneous feedback converter. 

steps found within the 4-bit flash converter are listed in Table 4-1. 
Remember that the first comparator's reference voltage is one-half of 
the step voltage and that all of the other comparators have inputs of 
one voltage step above the previous one. 

Table 4-1. Possible Voltage Steps Within the 4-Bit Flash Converter 

Step Voltage (mV) Step Voltage (mV) 

15 967 7 433 
14 900 6 366 
13 833 5 300 
12 767 4 233 
11 700 3 166 
10 633 2 100 
9 566 1 33 
8 500 

The unknown input of 690 millivolts falls between Step 10 and 
Step 11. Comparators 1 through 10 indicate that the unknown input 
voltage is greater than their reference inputs as noted in Table 4-1, 
so the code corresponding to the last comparator that senses. the 
"overflow" condition becomes the code that represents the unknown 
voltage. In this case, 10 = 10102. Note, .that there is no "comparat01 
zero." If none of the, comparators indicate an "overflow," the decod
ing logic will output the code for zero, 000011 • 
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The voltage used as the reference at the 10th comparator is only 
633 millivolts, so the remaining difference of 57 millivolts between 
the comparator's reference and the unknown voltage being measured 
goes unresolved, so far. 

The binary code output by the first 4-bit flash converter is applied 
to the inputs of a 4-bit digital-to-analog converter. The converter is 
set up to generate· a voltage that is equal to the reference voltage for 
the last comparator that indicates an overflow condition. In this case 
that is comparator 10, so the 4-bit D/ A converter outputs 633 milli
volts. This voltage is subtracted from the unknown voltage by using a 
differential input amplifier. The amplifier outputs the difference be
tween the unknown signal and the reference potential of the last com
parator in the overflow state. In this case the difference is: 

690 millivolt unknown signal 
~ millivolt reference to last overflow comparator 

57 millivolt difference 

The 57-millivolt difference is equal to the "unresolved" portion 
of the unknown signal that we mentioned before. The second 4-bit 
flash converter is set up to resolve these small differences of up to 66 
millivolts, the maximum voltage that would go unresolved by the first 
4-bit flash converter. 

In this type of a converter, a flash converter first resolves the un
known signal as best it can with four bits of resolution. The difference 
between the unknown signal and the closest approximation by ·the 
first A/D converter is passed along to another flash converter through 
a DI A conversion and voltage subtraction process. 

Since flash converters are still used in this type of a converter, 
there are many comparators within the system. The general rule 
when using the simultaneous feedback converter is that Q compara
tors are required, where: 

Q = 2! (n/2J+l] - 2 

n = number of bits of resolution 

For the 8-bit converter system illustrated in Fig. 4-4, 30 compara
tors are required. It is important to note that even though a 4-bit 
DI A converter was used in this scheme, it must still be accurate to at 
least eight bits, or one part in 256, to preserve the accuracy of the 
system. All of the components in this type of a system must be at least 
as accurate as the total resolution required of the system. If this con
dition is not met, there will be significant errors in the digitized out
puts. 

A further refinement of this simultaneous feedback converter is 
the variable threshold flash converter technique. This conversion 
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technique is beyond our present scope; it is thoroughly discussed in 
Motorola Application Note AN-702, Motorola Semiconductor'. 
Products, Inc., Phoenix, AZ 85036. 

The only other type of converter that we will mention is the track
ing converter. This type of converter may be thought of as a fast 
ramp A/D converter that can generate a pc)sitive and a negative ramp 
through the use of up-down counters. The converter continuously 
follows the input voltage by using the comparator's output, as per a 
normal ramp converter, to indicate whether the ramp should go up 
or down to reach the unknown voltage. The digital outputs are always 
active, indicating the current digital value of the unknown input. 

There are probably other conversion techniques, but they are not 
directly applicable to computer interfacing. The discussion of the 
ramp, dual-slope, successive-approximation, and voltage-to-frequency 
converters probably covers 95% of the converter types in use today. 
Faster successive-approximation A/D converters are becoming avail
able and they may soon match the speed of some flash-type 
converters. 
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Sample-and-Hold 
Circuits and Multiplexer 

Devices 

INTRODUCTION TO THIS UNIT 

5 

The purpose of this unit is to introduce you to the use of sample
and-hold circuits and multiplexers in analog systems. You will find 
that sample-and-hold circuits are particularly useful when you are 
trying to use an analog-to-digital cqnverter to measure varying sig
nals. Multiplexers are quite often used in applications where a single 
A-D converter is being used to acquire data from a number of 
sensors. 

SAMPLE.AND-HOLD CIRCUITS 

Sample-and-hold devices (S/H) or sample-and-hold amplifiers 
(SHA) are analog circuit elements that are the analog equivalent of 
the digital latch. Sample-and-hold circuits are used when we wish to 
sample an analog signal and then hold it steady at a particular point 
so that a particular voltage of interest may be measured or used else
where in a system. The operation of an ideal sample-and-hold device 
is shown in Fig. 5-1. In this example, the S/H output follows, or 
tracks, the voltage input during the SAMPLE period and it holds the 
latest analog voltage when it switches to the HOLD mode. In Fig. 
5-1, the input and output voltage lines have been offset slightly for 
clarity. 
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Ute simplest sample-and-hold circuit is a capacitor and a switch. 
The low-leakage types of capacitors (polystyrene or teflon) are pre
ferable to the other types available. This first attempt at a sample
and-hold circuit is shown in Fig. 5-2. 

~=-or-- Your 

....-------;;-SAMPLE 
~ 

v,N ~ .. __ s...,' ... H--~ •out 

MODE-----f 

'--1..HOLD 
fig. 5-1. Inputs and output for sample-and-hold device showing both the SAMPLE and 

HOLD modes of operation. 

In this first attempt at a sample-and-hold circuit, the capacitor will 
start to charge or discharge to make V OUT equal to V rn once the 
switch is closed. The capacitor charges at a predetermined rate, so 
the voltage present at the output, V ouT, will not instantaneously fol
low, or track, the input voltage, Vrn. In this case, we have also as
sumed that the unknown voltage source can supply the charging cur
rent required by the resistor-capacitor network. The resistor shown 
in the diagram may have a very low resistance; the resistance sup
plied by the switch and the interconnections. It must also be remem
bered that loads on the capacitor's output will also tend to discharge 
the voltag~ present. 

v,N ____/. _ _./'111:.fti .... "'"_I.,__.. Vour 

IC 
':' 

fig. 5·2. The use of a capacitor and a switch to construct a sample-and-hold circuit. 

Most sample-and-hold circuits are more complex, using high
impedance field-effect transistor (FET) input operational amplifiers. 
A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 5-3. 

The mode-control switch shown in Fig. 5-3 is typically a diode 
bridge switch or a field-effect transistor switch. For a further discus
sion of sample-and-hold devices, including their design and operat
ing characteristics, we recommend the Siliconix Incorporated book, 
Analog Switches and their Applications4. 
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c 

Fig. 5-3. A typical Hmpl-nd-hold circuit using op.,.tlonal ampliers. 

USING SAMPLE-AND-HOLD DEVICES 

Sample-and-hold devices have several purposes in digital-to-analog 
and analog-to-digital converter applications. Sample-and-hold de
vices may be used to: 

• Hold an analog signal steady so that an A/D conversion may be 
performed. 

• Simultaneously sample . many analog inputs for later measure
ment (requires one S/H device per input). 

• Deglitch a D/ A converter's output to eliminate output voltage 
spikes or settling transients. 

• Distribute one D/ A converter's output to several points where 
voltages must be maintained constantly. 

The second and the fourth uses listed are becoming less important 
than they were two or three years ago. This is because it is now 
probably less expensive to dedicate an analog-to-digital converter 
to each input to.be measured and to have one digital-to-analog con
verter per output, depending upon the specific application. 

Sample-and-hold devices are frequently used to deglitch the out
puts from D/ A converters by providing analog double buffering. 
Once the D/ A converter has performed the digital-to-analog conver
sion and its output has settled to within the desired percentage error 
range, the D/ A converter's output is sampled and held with an S/H 
module. The output of the S/H device is then presented to the volt
age receiving device, or the device which would normally be con
nected to the D/ A converter. This type of operation is particularly 
useful where fast D/ A converter response is needed, but glitches 
can not be tolerated. Video displays that use D/ A converters to po
sition the electron beam are often deglitched in this way. 

The more usual use of sample-and-hold. devices is to sample and 
hold an analog signal at a particular point while it is measured by 
an A/D converter. A sample-and-hold device would be particularly 
useful in an instrumentation problem where an instrument's output 
changes too quickly to be measured by either a successive-approxi-
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maJion or a ramp A/D converter. You may recall that this was the 
case in Unit 2 in the examples in which the software controlled suc
cessive-approximation and ramp converters attempted to digitize a 
"peak" output. 

When a sample-and-hold device is used prior to the input of the 
unknown signal to a comparator (in the case of a software-controlled 
AID converter), or to an A/D converter module, if one is used, the 
digitization may proceed to give an accurate representation of the 
unknown peak voltage. The block diagram in Fig. 5-4 shows how 
this might be implemented. The SAMPLE signal from the computer 

INSTRUMENT ___ --t 
S/H ----TO A/0 

OUTPUT 

"PEAK" 
(FROM INSTRUMENT) 

D Q1-----

O= HOLD 
I= SAMPLE 

---,,----"SAMPLE 0 

(FROM COMPUTER) 

Fig. 5-4. Block diagram for a typical umple-and-hold computer interface. 

allows the S/H module to sample the unknown signal. When the peak 
is reached, the instrument generates the PEAK signal, forcing the 
S/H device into the hold mode. 

The timing diagram shown in Fig. 5-5 shows the timing relation
ships between the signals used to control the S/H device shown in 
Fig. 5-4. The instrument's analog output is also shown, as is the out
put of the S/H device. The sample-and-hold input and output are 
offset for clarity. 

Now, either a slow ramp A/D converter or a fast successive-ap
proximation A/D converter could be used to provide the correct 
digital value for the voltage present at the "peak" output. The sam
ple-and-hold device will maintain the voltage until it can be mea
sured. 
·. . The use of sample-and-hold front ends with A/D converters 
greatly increases their capability to measure changing signals. With
out using a sample-and-hold circuit, even fast converters can only 
be used to measure very slowly changing signals. For example, the 
maximum frequency of a sine wave which can be measured with a 
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Fig. 5-5. A typical timing diagram for • sampi..nd-hold module under instrument 
and computer control. 

10-bit, 10-microsecond A/D converter to an accuracy of ±1 LSB 
is 16 Hz2• This assumes that the A/D converter is attempting to mea
sure a full-scale input signal. 
The frequency/ converter relationship may be expressed mathemati
cally: 2 

For an accuracy of±% LSB, the rate of voltage change is: 

Which is equal to: 

tJ.. V ~ % Full Scale Voltage 
!J..t 2n 

tJ.. V ~ Full Scale Voltage 
At- 2 n + 1 

Thus, for a 10-volt full-scale A/D converter, this rate of change 
must be less than 5 millivolts per 10 microseconds, or 500 volts per 
second. 

To calculate the maximum frequency for a particular voltage 
range, the following formula may be used: 

!J..V Tt =(Input Range) · (211'f) 

In this formula, the input range is usually the full-scale range of 
the A/D converter and the frequency, f, is the highest frequency 
that will not exceed the tJ.. V / !J..t rate of change. 

These calculations should show you the utility of sample-and-hold 
devices and why they are often used with analog-to-digital convert
ers. In the previously discussed data acquisition example, in which 
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greenhouse temperatures were being measured, the temperature 
probably do not change quickly enough to require the use of a sarn 
ple-and-hold device. In other situations, sample-and-hold front end 
are the general rule. 

I- ACQUISITION -I 
TIME 

:~ • SLEW RATE 

OFFSE}..- OUTPUT 

Fig. 5-6. Representation of acquisition time, offset, and slew rete. 

Sample-and-hold devices are not ideal, and there are some tem 
that will help you better understand .their limitations and uses. Thes 
are listed as follows, keyed to Figs. 5-6, S-7, and 5-8. 

DC Offset 
This is the difference between the input and the output voltages c 

the device when the input is grounded. It is usually expressed i 
millivolts. The offset may be adjusted to zero with external con 
ponents, but ·the offset will generally change with changes in tim 
and temperature. 

SAMPLE HOLD 

Fig. 5-7. Representation of epertunt time, aperture. uncertainty, end settling time. 

Acquisition Time 

The sample-and-hold is a nonideal device and it requires a defini1 
period of time to actually acquire and track the analog input on< 
it is placed in the sample mode. The acquisition time is the time r1 
quired to go from the hold state to the tracking state, where tl 
output remains within 0.01 % of the input. The acquisition time 
generally a few microseconds. This may also be called the settlir. 
time when the sample-and ... bold is already in the sample mode. 
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Slew Rate 

This defines the maximum rate of change for the output and it is 
expressed as volts per second. The slew rate is a limitation imposed 
by the charging rate of the capacitors used to store the voltage, and 
the actual slew rates of the operational amplifiers used in the circuit. 

Fig. 5-8. Representation of linearity, decay rate, and feedthrough. 

Aperture Time 

This is the time period required by the device to go from the 
sample mode into the hold mode, once the hold command has been 
received. Sample-and-hold devices do not go from one mode to the 
other instantaneously. When going from the sample to the hold mode, 
sampling continues for a few nanoseconds. 

Aperture Uncertainty 

The aperture uncertainty is the variation in the aperture time 
from device to device. This uncertainty is generally limited to a few 
nanoseconds. 

Linearity 

The linearity describes the variation of the output from the ex
pected output over the entire output voltage range of the sample-and
hold device. This is the difference between the INPUT and the 
IDEAL OUTPUT shown in Fig. 5-8. This may also be called a 
gain error, and it is expressed as a percentage, say, 0.01 % . It may 
also be expressed as the deviation in the plot of input vs. real output 
from a "best straight line." 

Decay Rate 

Since the sample-and-hold circuit incorporates a capacitor for 
storing charge, the capacitor will tend to discharge to zero stored 
charge over a period of time. The discharge rate is a function of 
switch leakage current and the current required by the other circuit 
elements connected to the capacitor. The decay rate or droop rate 
is expressed as millivolts per second. 
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Feedthrough 

The feedthrough of a sample-and-hold device is an indicatiot 
of the level of the input reaching the output when the S/H devic1 
is in the hold mode. This may be expressed as a percentage, or it 
decibels, db. 

Small-Signal Bandwidth 

This describes the frequency at which the output of the sample 
and-hold is attenuated by 3 dB with respect to the input. This mean: 
that the output is attenuated by about 30%. This property is no 
illustrated in the figures. Figs. 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8 are adapted fron 
those found in the Analog-Digital Conversion Handbook. 1 

There are limitations to the capabilities of sample-and-hold de 
vices. Those devices that have short acquisition times use smal 
capacitors and, thus, the voltage droop rate will be large. The use o 
larger capacitors means that the acquisition time will be longer, bu 
the voltage droop rate will be less. When high acquisition speeds anc 
long hold times are required in an application, two sample-and-boll 
modules may be used. The first sample-and-hold module will quick.I~ 
acquire the analog signal at the point of interest and the second sam 
pie-and-hold module, ·connected to the output of the first, will the1 
acquire and hold this stable signal. The second S/H requires longe 
to acquire the voltage presented by the first device, but since a larg1 
capacitor is used, the droop rate of the output will be low. An ex 
ample of this cascaded sample-and-hold is shown in Fig. 5-9. 
You should remember that in this type of a cascaded S/H configura 
tion, the overall sampling rate will be determined by the sum of th1 
sampling rates of both S/H devices. 

There is a variety of commercially available sample-and-hold de 
vices that will simplify analog circuit designs. The following device 
are representative of the many different types available: 

Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 

SHA-5 General Purpose 
SHA-IA General Purpose 

Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson, AZ 85734 

SHC80KP Low Cost 
SHM60 High Speed 

Datel Systems, Inc., Canton, MA 02021 

SHM-LM2 Low Cost, Integrated Circuit 
SHM-CM General Purpose, ±12-volt range 
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Courtesy National Semiconductor Corp. 
Fi9. 5-9. Using two sampl-nd-hald devi- in a cncaded configuration far a high 

acquisition speed and low droop rate. 

Hybrid Systems Corp., Bedford, MA 01730 
SH703 Low Cost 

Intersil, Inc., Cupertino, CA 95014 
IHS 110 Low Cost, Integrated Circuit 

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, CA 95051 
LF389 Low Cost, Integrated Circuit 

Teledyne-Philbrick, Dedham, MA 02026 
Model 4853 High Speed 

MULTIPLEXERS 

In many analog-to-digital converter applications, it becomes too 
expensive to dedicate one A/D converter to each sensor. An alter
nate approach is to share one A/D converter among several sensors. 
This is called multiplexing, since many signal sources share a com
mon transmission path to a single receiving device, in this case the 
A/D converter. 

A multiplexer may be as simple as a rotary switch having multiple 
taps, or positions, or as complex as a microwave communication 
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Fig. 5-10. A simple rotary switch multiplexer showing four possible Input signals, 
any one of which may be switched to the output. 

multiplexer used by the telephone companies. In each case, th1 
communication path is dedicated to one signal for a short period ol 
time before switching to the next signal to be transmitted. In eacl 
case, one and only one signal uses the transmission path at any om 
time. A multiplexer may be thought of as a simple switch, as showr 
in Fig. 5-10. 

Multiplexers are a relevant topic when discussing A/D converters 
but our purpose in this section is not to provide a deep understand· 
ing of the multiplexer devices themselves. We are interested in somf 
uses of analog switches or multiplexers, particularly those applica· 
tions which lend themselves to switching a number of analog signal! 
to a single A/D converter. For more details about the devices them· 
selves and their operating characteristics, we suggest two references 
Data Conversion Handbook2 and Analog Switches and Their Appli· 
cations. 4 You will find that the data sheets for individual multiplexe1 
and analog switch devices also contain useful information abou1 
specific applications. 

Eledromechanical Multiplexers 
The simplest analog multiplexers are mechanical switches or patd 

cables which may be switched by hand to arrange the necessary sig· 
nal paths. These switching schemes are not very convenient for data· 
acquisition applications where you may be interested in switchin! 
between channels or analog sensors at a rapid rate. 

Relays provide a good compromise since they are small and an 
easy to tum on and turn off with standard transistor-transistor logic 
(TTL) levels or with standard TTL driver devices such as the SN· 
7545 lA dual peripheral driver integrated circuit: Some small-signal 
reed relays are available in dual in-line packages (DIPs), the size ol 
14- or 16-pin integrated~circuit devices. 

Reed-type relays are generally the ones chosen for use with low
level signals because they are sealed and they . have low contact re
sistance. Mechanical relays have contact bounce, which occurs dur· 
ing contact opening and contact closing and appears to the circui1 
as short, multiple openings and closings of the contacts. The contac1 
bounce period is short, a few milliseconds, but this can introduce noise 
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in the analog signal if the signal is measured during this time. Low
level currents cannot "clean" the metal contact surface the way 
higher currents can, so the contact resi~tance may increase over a 
period of time. Relays with mercury-wetted contacts are available 
for low-level signal switching, with the mercury acting to make a 
clean, low-resistance, metal-to-metal contact which is not appreciably 
affected by aging. 

Reed relays are available in a variety of configurations, such as 
single-pole, single-throw ( spst); single-pole, double-throw ( spdt); 
and so on. Generally, the spst-type are used for single-ended analog 
signal multiplexing. Prices for reed relays range between $3 ·and $20, 
depending upon the quality and the contact configuration needed. 

Mechanical devices do have limitations that should be considered. 
One of the main problems is mechanical wear to the contacts, since 
the contacts do come under stress during each contact closure. Thus, 
they have. a definite lifetime. Consider a ·dry mechanical reed relay 
with a minimum life of 100 million operations; At a rate of 10 sam
ples per second or 10 opening and closing actions per second, there 
would be a minimum of 3000 hours of operation, or 125 days of 
operation, before the probability of a contact failure is very great. 
Granted, this is the minimum life, and most relays will last longer. 
However, this "short" lifetime may be a problem, particularly in 
remote data-acquisition applications. Reed relays are acceptable for 
use in many analog multiplexing applications, but they should be 
considered carefully. 

Electronic Multiplexers 
There are many different types of semiconductor devices that may 

be used for signal switching, although metal-oxide semiconductor 
(MOS) devices have found the greatest use in low-level signal 
switching or multiplexer applications. The semiconductor fabrication 
technology is not a part of our discussion, but you should be aware 
of the terms complementary-metal-oxide semiconductor <CMOS) 
and metal-oxide semiconductor, field-effect transistor (MOSFET), 
two technologies used to manfacture semiconductor signal-switching 
and multiplexing devices. 

Some of the advantages of semiconductor switches over other 
types of switches that make them practical for use in multiplexers 
are: 

• Small size, standard dual-in-line packages (DIPs) 
• Directly compatible with TTL signals for switching 
• Built-in, on-board digital. decoders for channel select 
• Positive and negative signal input (bipolar signals) 
• High-speed switching 
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• Long life, no mechanical wear 
• Low contact resistance, less than .100 ohms 
• High off-state resistance, typically 109 ohms 

SEMICONDUCTOR ANALOG MULTIPLEXER CONSIDERATIONS 

Semiconductor switches are not ideal devices and they, too, have 
some limitations or constraints which must be considered prior tc 
their use in multiplexer circuits. Almost all analog switches that use 
semiconductor devices to perform the switching function require twc 
power supplies, typically + 15 volts and -15 volts. Signal inputs can· 
not exceed. these power-supply potentials without damaging the 
device. 

Early semiconductor switches were susceptible to a problem callee 
latch-up, which caused them to act as though they were silicon con· 
trolled rectifiers (SCRs). Once they were turned on to pass a signal 
they refused to tum off until the input signal reached zero volts. Since 
the signal input could not be counted upon to go to ground potential 
the switches remained in the on state indefinitely, or until the powe1 
was removed from the system. 

Many of the semiconductor devices, particularly the CMOS anc 
MOSFET switches, are easily damaged by static electrical discharge! 
such as ihose produced by synthetic fabrics, rugs, etc. Newer desigm 
incorporate static-protection devices within the multiplexer integrate( 
circuit. 

There are some properties of semiconductor multiplexers which 
are best described by short definitions: 

Crosstalk 

This is the measure of the amount of a signal which is being inpu1 
to an "off" channel, but which appears at the output of the multiplexer, 
superimposed upon the signal of interest that is passed through the 
"on" channel. This is a direct function of the frequencies of the sig
nals being input to the multiplexer. Since the switches are capaci
tively coupled on the integrated circuit, some of the signals "leak" 
through to other channels. Crosstalk will increase with the frequencies 
of the signals input to the multiplexer. This is similar to the feed
through problem associated with sample-and-hold devices. 

Settling Time 

The settling time measures the time necessary for the multiplexer's 
output to be within a certain error percentage of the input signal once 
the channel is selected, or turned on. This must be specified as either 
the semiconductor switch's switching time · plus the analog output 
settling time, or as the analog output settling time alone. 
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Throughput Rate 

This rate is a measure of the fastest channel-to-channel switching 
rate which may be used if the rated accuracy, generally 0.01 %, is to 
be accepted. This takes into account the settling time of the device. 

Bandwidth 

This defines the ability of the multiplexer to pass a signal at a. 
particular frequency once the multiplexer's channel is turned on. The 
bandwidth is the -3-dB point. This is equivalent to the small-signal 
bandwidth associated with sample-and-hold devices. 

Switching Transients 

When a multiplexer is switched from one channel to the next, and 
one of the channels is turned off, a switching transient occurs. These 
voltage transients or spikes appear at the multiplexer's output and they 
may cause inaccurate measurements if the output is sampled, digi
tized, or integrated during this time. The switching transients may 
be removed, if necessary, by using a sample-and-hold device between 
the output of the multiplexer and the input of the measuring device. 

MULTIPLEXER SIGNAL INPUTS 

There are a wide variety of signal sources that can provide outputs 
to be multiplexed. These outputs·can·include low-level thermocouple 
signals and high-level pressure transducer outputs, de and ac outputs, 
high-frequency and low-frequency outputs. These types of signals 
may all be multiplexed successfully, although some premultiplexer 
and postmultiplexer signal conditioning may be· required. 

low-Level Signals 

Low-level signals may require amplification before they are input 
to a multiplexer, since transient signals may be large enough to cause 
significant errors in the low-level multiplexer output. If necessary, 
the resulting multiplexed and amplified ·signals may be attenuated 
after being multiplexed. If amplification cannot be used due to a 
wide range of signal inputs, a postmultiplexer filter could be used 
to remove any unwanted noise generated by switching transients. 

Differential Signals 

There are often cases where the signal to be measured does not 
exist as a single voltage that is referenced to ground potential· in the 
usual way. In these cases, the signal exists as the difference between 
two voltages and it is called a differential signal. The unknown sig
nal may have a very low potential when it .is compared to the actual 
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voltages present on the two inputs. For example, you may have two 
signal voltages, 5.37 volts and 5.35 volts. The difference is 0.02 
volt, providing the signal that is of interest to us. This signal is very 
small when compared to the two potentials, 5.37 and 5.35 volts. 

A differential-input instrumentation amplifier. may be used to re
cover the difference, yielding a single output, the voltage to be mea
sured. The single output can then be multiplexed and routed to an 
AID converter for digitization. When a large number of differential 
signals are to be measured in this way, it becomes expensive to pro
vide each pair of differential-input lines with its own instrumentation 
amplifier. A good solution to this problem is to use a double-pole 
multiplexer, which has two independent sets of switches that open 
and close at the same time. The double-p0le multiplexer is used to 
switch both lines of a differential input signal through the multiplexer 
to a common differential-input instrumentation amplifier. In this 
way, a single instrumentation amplifier may be "shared" among many 
differential signal sources. 

An example of differential, or double-pole, multiplexing is shown 
in Fig. 5-11.4 In this example, no channel decoding is provided since 
only two switches are used. 

00307 

LOGIC LOGIC 1 • C .... NEL I 
CONTROL LOGIC 0 • CHANNEL 1 

Courtesy Siliconix, Inc. 
Fig. 5·11. A two-channel differential-Input multiplexer circuit with a differential-tnput 

ampli6er being used to provide a singl-ded output. 

The type of configuration shown in Fig. 5-11 may also be used 
when both differential and nondifferential, or single-ended, signals 
are being multiplexed and connected to the same signal receiver, 
whether it is an amplifier, A/D converter, or other device. The single-
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ended inputs have their second input referenced, or connected, to a 
local analog ground point. 

MULTIPLEXER APPLICATIONS 

Analog switches may be used in almost any circuit which requires 
a voltage switch. Typical applications for analog switches include 
their use in D/ A converters, programmable gain amplifiers, filters, 
and integrators. Our main interest in these switches centers around 
their use in analog multiplexers used to switch multiple signal inputs 
to a common point for amplification and digitization. There are two 
types of switching devices that we will consider: those without de
coders and those with decoders. 

Switches Without Decoders 
Some analog switches, such as the Texas Instruments TLl 82C and 

the Analog Devices 7510, 7511, and 7512 devices, have control in
puts for each switch. The pin configurations for these integrated cir
cuits are shown in Fig. 5-12. This type of analog switch requires a 
logic one or a logic zero to actuate each switch. These switches find 
use in applications where more than one switch is to be actuated at 
one time, or where individual switch control may be needed. 

Another multiplexing example is shown in. Fig. 5-13. In this cir
cuit, four thermocouples are being multiplexed in a differential mode. 
The two differential multiplexer outputs are connected to a common 
differential-input amplifier. Each thermoco!!Rl~ is switched-and-con-

-~-nected~t<rthe amplifier oy applyingthe appropriate level to the CK 
input for the selected thermocouple. The switches are individually 
controlled, so it is possible in this configuration to connect more than 
one thermocouple to the amplifier at one time. In this example you 
should note that although low-level thermocouple signals are being 
multiplexed, no preamplification or other signal conditioning is used. 

Switches With Decoders 
Switches used for analog signal multiplexing are generally more 

useful when they are equipped with built-in or on-chip decoder cir
cuits. These decoder circuits accept a parallel binary input and then 
turn on, or actuate, the correct switch corresponding to the binary 
code applied. The binary code can only represent a single value at 
one time, so only one switch at a time is actuated. Some examples 
of switches with decoders are shown in Fig. 5-14. The truth tables 
for these devices are also shown. The AD7506 is a 16-channel device 
and the AD7507 is an 8-channel device. 

When using analog multiplexers with on-chip decoders, it is still 
the user's responsibility to provide the correct code for the channel 
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2S 20 NC NC 2A Vee Vref 

-1s 10 NC N~----~~ _Vee \IL,_L_ 
Courtesy Texas Instruments, Inc. 

1 (A) T~xas Instruments TU 82C. -

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. · 
, (Bl Analog. Devices Aois10 series. 

Fig. 5-12. Pin configurations for typical 
multiplexer integrated circuits that do not 

contain decoding logic. 

required. Many decoder circuits also provide an enable connection. 
This type of an input allows the multiplexer scheme to be expanded 
to include a larger number of selectable channels. A typical example 
is the 32,-channel multiplexer circuit shown in Fig. 5-15. In this ex
ample, a Siliconix DG506 multiplexer is used. Note the use of the 
enable input, pin 18. This input is used to allow switching between 
the two multiplexer devices by enabling one and disabling the other. 
Actually, this is immaterial to the user, since the enable input may 
be thought of as simply another address input. '-By using the enable 
inputs and additional TTL decoder integrated-circuits, the multi
plexer may be expanded almost indefinitely. 

MULTIPLEXER INTERFACING 

In many data-acquisition applications, where a number of analog 
inputs are to be digitized, multiplexers are used so that a single A/D 
converter may be shared among the inputs. In this type of a system, 
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Courtesy Siliconix, Inc. 
Fig. 5-13. A thermocouple multiplexing example using four thermocouples as the 

signal sources and an instrumentation amplifier for signal recovery. 

it is the responsibility of the designer and programmer to allow the 
computer to have the ability to select the proper channel of the 
multiplexer. 

The multiplexers with on-chip decoders are probably the wisest 
choice since we can avoid the need for additional logic for switch 
selection. It will be necessary, however, to have an output port or 
latch available so that the channel code may be output by the com
puter and latched for as long as it is needed. The latch outputs are 
simply connected to the channel address inputs on the multiplexer 
device. If the multiplexer scheme shown in Fig. 5-15 is to be used 
with a computer interface, the latch's outputs would be connected to 
the address inputs, A4 through AO. These would be connected 
through the latch to the computer's data bus lines, D4 through DO. 
The binary data word latched at the output port would control the 
channel selected. 

While a standard latched output port will provide the multiplexer 
control necessary, there may be a better or more appropriate type 
of "latch" to use in this type of circuit. An SN74193 programmable, 
up-down binary counter will provide a number of useful functions 
not found in a latch alone. These functions are: 

• Parallel latching of a count value 
• Ability to increment the count 
• Ability to decrement the count 
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Fig. 5-14. Block diagrams and truth tables for typical multiplexers with on-chip decoders. 
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Fig. 5-15. Circuit diaigram of• 32-chllnnal •nalog multlpl•xar using tha Siliconix DG506 
multiplex•r intagr•ted circuits ••d •n inverter. 

• Ability to clear the count to zero 

With these capabilities, we may now load a multiplexer channel 
number in the SN74193 counter, and we may also increment or 
decrement the count to switch from channel to channel in a sequen- . 
tial fashion. The count may also be cleared to reset the multiplexer 
to Channel 0. A typical interface for a 16-channel programmable 
multiplexer is shown in Fig. 5-16. 

Remember that the multiplexer is under software control and that 
we can write our programs to take advantage of this flexibility. Soft
ware to sequence through the 16 channels is fairly simple; we only 
need to ·generate a command to increment the count stored in the 
SN74193 counter. In some cases, it may be necessary to sample a 
number of analog channels, but they may not be contiguous or se
quential. For example, it may be necessary to scan and digitize the 
signals present on Channels 9, 3-; 5, 2, 9, 3, 5, 2, etc. Software to do 
this is shown in Example 5-1. 
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Fig. 5-16. A microcomputeHontroUerl anal0g multiplexer using software commands to 
select and· control channel numbers. 

/EXAMPLE 5-1 

MVIA · /LOAD REGISTER A WITH CHANNEL NUMBER 
011 /011 =DECIMAL 9 
OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE MPX 
351 
CALL /DO A CONVERSION 
ADC 
0 
MVIA /LOAD NEXT CHANNEL NUMBER 
003 
OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE MPX 
351 

ETC 

In the software shown in Example 5-1, all of the channels to be 
scanned are indicated in the main program. It will prove difficult to 
change the channels to be scanned and the total number of channels 
to be scanned on a day-by-day basis, particularly if the program se
quence is stored in PROM or ROM. ·A more general approach is to 
use a scan table which indicates to a general-purpose scanning multi
plexer subroutine which channels are to be scanned and digitized. A 
detailed explanation of·this type of software is .provided in Unit 6. 
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In the temperature data-acquisition example which was discussed 
previously, the system might be expanded to include . additional 
temperature sensors plus sensors for huniidity; water levels, etc. Each 
of these sensors would be connected to a multiplexer and the multi
plexer's output would be connected to the A/D converter's input. 
Signal conditioning might be required for some of the sensors, de
pending upon the voltage or current levels produCed by the sensor 
and the voltage input range of the A/D converter. For signals that 
might be changing rapidly, sample-and-hold modules might be re
quired, too. In addition, multiple displays of data files for each sensor 
could be made available and control software could be added to test 
for specific conditions present at each sensor. 

- Future developments in the A/D converter field will probably lead 
, to small, prepackaged data-acquisition systems that contain analog 

multiplexers, sample-and-hold circuits, and fast, accurate A/D con
verters. Prices foi:woth discrete data-acquisition "black boxes" and 
Dl.Onolithic single-chip converter devices continue to fall, so we may 
also see the advent· of inexpen&ive converters, allowing one A/D 

. converter to be used with a single' sensor. 

MULTIPLEXERS AND SAMPLE-AND-HOLD SYSTEMS 

Multiplexers and sample-and-hold devices are particularly useful 
when they are used together in data-acquisition systems. Two con
figilrations are possible, one in which a single sample-and-hold de-

SCALED, PllOCESSEO 

INPUTS r--i---~ 

M 
u 
x BUFFER 

TO 
'-----'COMPUTER 

OR COMM. 
CHANNEL 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
Fig. 5-17. A typical d•ta-acqui1ition system using• single sampi..nd-hold module 

•nd a multiplexer. 

vice is used between an analog multiplexer and an A/D converter 
and another in which each channel has its own sample-and-hold 
device. The first configuration is shown in Fig. 5-17. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 5-17 is an economic solution to a multi
channel data-acquisition task. It is easily expanded by adding more 
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multiplexers. The system operates by switching to an active channel 
of interest, sampling the signal, and digitizing it. The process can, 
however, introduce tens of microseconds of delay between the actual 
measurements taking place. This delay is due to the switching time 
of the multiplexer, the acquisition time and the settling time of the 
sample-and-hold circuit, and the conversion time required by the 
AID converter. The time between samples may be slightly reduced 
by having the multiplexer switch to the next channel of interest after 
the sample has been acquired and held by the sample-and-hold 
circuit. 

In a system such as. this,· the inputs may be digitized sequentially 
or at random. The random mode of operation will find use in appli
cations where it is necessary to input and .digitize data from various 
channels at different rates. · 

The second data-acquisition system uses· one sample-and-hold de
vice per analog input. .This type of configuratiQn is more expensive 
than the one shown in Fig. 5-17, but it is useful in those applications 
which require the simultaneous measurement of a number of analog 
signals. This would be the case in the analysis of transient phe
nomena or frequency-dependent measurements taken during vibra
tional testing. 

In this second mode of operation, all of the sample-and-hold de
vices are switched from the sample mode to the hold mode at the 

TIMING 
LOGIC 

A/D INTERFACE 

TO COMPUTER OR 
COMMUNICATIONS 

CHANNEL 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
Fig. 5-18. A typical multiplexed simultaneous pmpling system In which one Pmple .. nd

hold device is used with Nch input channel. 
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same time. The anaolg signals are thus maintained until they can· be 
digitized in sequence, again using a single A/D · converter with an 
analog multiplexer to switch the many analog inputs to the converter. 
A typical system is shown in Fig. 5-18. · 

H the digitizing takes some time to complete, low-drooirrate 
sample-and-hold devices must be used. The droop rate must be such 
that the output of the last channel to be digitized does not change by 
enough to seriously affect the data value associated with ·its sensor. 
For example, if 10 channels are to be measured in a simultaneous 
sampling system, and if the channels are sequenced at 20 micro
seconds per channel, it will take 180 microseconds until the digitiza
tion of the analog value at the last channel is started. If a 10-bit 
A/D converter is being used, the droop rate must be such that the 
output of the last sample-and-hold is still within one part in 1024 
after 180 microseconds. 

In cases such as this, where fast acquisition speeds and low droop 
rates are required, a cascaded s~mple-and-hold system such as that 
previously discussed would be useful. This is illustrated in Fig. 5-9. 
As you will see in the next unit, the single sample-and-hold device 
is the solution generally applied to data-acquisition problems. 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 

While most details of signal processing are beyond the scope of 
this book, which has focused upon the converter device interfacing 
and software interaction, it is important that you understand some 
of the terms associated with signal processing. We also provide some 
references for you so that you will have further information avail
able if signal processing proves to be important in your particular 
application. 

In this book we have assumed that you can provide a "clean," 
noise-free signal that is to be digitized with an A/D converter, or 
that you can use the voltage or the current output by a DI A con
verter. These are, however, ideal conditions and your application may 
require filtering to reduce noise, wider dynamic ranges for signals 
covering several decades, or ratiometric conversions where the ratio 
of one signal to another is important and not the actual values of the 
two signals. 

Noise 
Noise comes in many forms and it may be reduced by filtering, 

-integration, signal correlation, etc., or it may be accepted and worked 
.around. In any case, the subject of noise is a complex one, better 
handled by others. We recommend the Instrumentation for Scientists 
Series, Module 4, Optimization of Electronic Measurements'> and The 
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Design of Active Filters,t1 both of which are noted among the refer
ences used in this unit. 

Dynamic Range 

The dynamic range, or the number of decades over which the sig
nal varies, may be larger than can be handled with accuracy by many 
converters. Programmable-gain instrumentation amplifiers may be 
used to provide the necessary full-scale voltage required by an A/D 
converter. The gain may be programmed under software control, if 
necessary, or the gain may be autoranging, as is the case in some 
digital panel meters. Amplifiers with a logarithmic response could 
also be used to output, say, 1 volt per decade of input voltage. Thus, 
a change from 0.01 volt to 0.1 volt at the input would generate a 
1-volt change in the logarithmic amplifier's output, as would the 
change from 0.1 volt to 1.0 volt. 

Ratiometric Conversions 

It is often necessary to measure the ratio of one signal to another, 
rather than the actual value of the signals. This can be done by digi
tizing each value and then performing the ratio or mathematics in 
software, or by using a ratiometric A/D converter. This type of an 
AID converter accepts two inputs and outputs a value which repre
sents the ratio between them. 
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• • • of Bits, Boards, and 
Black Boxes 

INTRODUCTION TO THIS UNIT 

6 

In the past few years, analog module manufacturers have made the 
analog-to-digital converter interfacing task easier by incorporating 
interface-like devices such as three-state outputs and latched inputs, 
within the converter modules. With the introduction of sets of micro
computer modules from companies such as Control Logic and Pro
Log and the introduction of single board computers, such as those 
available from Intel, Motorola, and National Semiconductor, module 
manufacturers have also started to provide complete, ready-to-use 
analog interfaces that are compatible with the various bus signals. 
These boards or cards provide an easy way to add digital and analog 
converter capabilities to small computer systems. · 

BLACK BOXES-DATA-ACQUISITION MODULES 

Modular data-acquisition. packages or devices generally provide a 
complete analog-to-digital converter interface for microcomputer or 
minicomputer systems. Except in those instances where special needs 
are not easily met, you will find it less expensive to purchase a data
acquisition module than to attempt to construct one yourself. 

Data-acquisition modules currently cost about $300 each, although 
the current trend indicates that the modules will become smaller and 
less expensive as semiconductor manufacturers start to integrate the 
necessary circuitry within a single integrated-circuit package. The 
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.ata-acquisition modules currently available have the following 
features: 

• 16-channel, single-ended analog inputs or 8-channel differential 
analog inputs 

• Complete multiplexer control for random or sequential channel 
selection 

• Internal differential amplifier and sample-and-hold 
• 12.:.bit binary A/D converter 
• Internal logic for timing and control 
• Typically a 7.5-by-12.5 centimeter package 
• Conversion rates of up to 50 kHz 

All of the necessary control circuitry is contained within the mod
ule, including the control for the sample-and-hold and A/D con
verter. The user must supply the connections to the microcomputer's 
data and control bus signals. 

Data-acquisition modules are available from a number of com
panies. A representative sample of manufacturers and the modules 
that they produce is listed as follows: 

ADAC Corporation, Woburn, MA 01801 

ADAM-12 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 

Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 

DAS1128 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 

Analogic Corporation, Wakefield, MA 01880 

MP6812 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 

Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson, AZ 85734 

SDM853 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 
MP-20 16-Cbannel, 8-bit A/D Converter· 

Data Translation, Inc., Framingham, MA 01701 

DT5701 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 
DT820 8-Channel, 8-bit A/D Converter 

Datel Systems, Inc., Canton, MA 02021 

MDAS-16 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 
MDAS-8D 8-Channel differential, 12-bit A/D 

There are a number of other data-acquisition-module manufac
turers that we have not been able to list in the chart above. Many of 
the manufacturers listed have a variety of different modules with fea-
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Fig. 6-1. A typical 16-channel dala4cqulsitlon module with• 12-bit A/D converter and 

conhl logic. 

tures such as differential inputs, multiplexer expanders, etc. They 
are too numerous to list here. 

A typical data-acquisition module is shown in Fig. 6-1. You 
should be able to quickly identify the analog multiplexer, the sample
and-hold, and the 12-bit analog-to-digital converter sections. You 
will also notice that a programmable counter has been used to supply 
the multiplexer's 4-bit address. A differential amplifier is also sup
plied so that this particular module may be used in either the single
ended or differential mode. 

There are some important characteristics of data-acquisition mod
ules that should be considered before one is chosen for use in an 
interface. Some questions, which you may find important, are listed 
as follows: 

1. Are all of the internal devices connected and ready to use? 

Some modules may have uncommitted multiplexers, sample
and-hold devices, and A/D converters. In this case, you can 
connect the devices as they are needed, but this may make the 
module difficult to use, particularly if this is a first attempt at 
A/D converter interfacing. Most module manufacturers sup
ply detailed application information that covers the set-up and 
use of their devices. 

2. Are the inputs and outputs compatible with the signals pro
vided and required by the microcomputer? 
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Some of the available modules have three-state parallel data 
output lines that are compatible with most microcomputer data 
buses. This is the case for the DATAX module shown in Fig. 
6-1. This module also has individual byte control lines.· so that 
the 12-bit data from the A/D converter may be input in an 
8-bit ·byte and a 4-bit byte. 

Modules such as the Analog Devices DAS1128 and the Data 
Translation DT820 do not have three-state outputs. This makes 
them slightly more complicated to interface, since you must 
supply the three-state buflers that will enable the data-acquisi
tion modules to be compatible with the microcomputer's three
state bus. Devices such as the 8212 and DM8095 (SN74365) 
are not expensive, but device decoders and other circuit ele
ments will be needed, too, adding to the total interface cir
cuitry required. 

3. Are the power supply requirements met within your present 
microcomputer system? 

Many microcomputer and microprocessor vendors place a great 
deal of emphasis on the use of a single power supply, gen
erally +5 volts, to power a small microcomputer system. If 
this is the case in your microcomputer system, you will have to 
add power supplies for the + 15 volts and -15 volts generally 
required by data-acquisition modules. Almost all of the data
acquisition modules will require +5 volts, but to avoid power 
supply noise you may wish to include a separate power supply 
for the +5 volts needed by the module. Our experience has 
shown that open-frame power supplies often require additional 
filtering if they are to be used with a high-accuracy data
acquisition module. 

4. Can the number of analog channels be expanded? Can the in
puts be used in the single-ended mode or in the differential 
mode without having to change to a different module? 

Many modules can be expanded to include additional . analog 
channels. This usually requires an additional· multiplexer mod
ule. There is a limit of about 64 channels that may be accom
modated by a data-acquisition module. Most modules may be 
used in either the single-ended or differential modes without 
changing to another device. Some modules do require addi
tional circuitry if you wish to expand to more analog channels 
or if you wish to use differential inputs instead of single-ended 
inputs. 



DATA-ACQUISITION MODULE INTERFACING 

Interfacing data-acquisition modules to microcomputers is not diffi
cult, particularly when a module with three-state data outputs has 
been selected for use. Modules without the three-state outputs will 
require additional three-state buffers so that they can. be connected 
to the microcompupter's data bus. Fig. 6-2 shows a typical interface 
in which an ADAC Corporation ADAM-12 module has been used. 

The ADAM-12 interface provides address decoding for accumu
lator 1/0, although memory-mapped I/O could have been used. A 
6-bit binary comparator integrated circuit, the. DM8160, has been 
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Fig. 6-2. An interface for an ADAM·12 dab-acquisition module. 

TO DATA BUS 

TO ADDRESS 

BUS 

chosen to help simplify the address decoding shown in Fig. 6-2. The 
only connections to the microcomputer are the 8-bit data bus, the 
8-bit low-address bus, and the two control signals: IN and OUT. 

The four control signals and their actions are listed as follows: 

OUT 300 Load the four least significant bits of data in the 8080's 
A register (accumulator) into the multiplexer channel 
select latch. 
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IN 300 
OUT 301 

IN 301 

Start a conversion process within the ADAM-12. 
Input the eight least significant bits of the A/D con
verter's data. 
Input the four most significant bits of the A/D con
verter's data and the end-of-conversion flag (in posi-
tion D7). 

You should observe that only four additional integrated circuits 
are required in addition to the ADAM-12 module. These are an 
SN7442 decoder, an SN7404 inverter, an SN74126 three-state buffer, 
and the DM8160 comparator. 

DATA-ACQUISITION SOFTWARE 

The software necessary to control the ADAM,..12 module is very 
similar to the program required to control a 10.,bit A/D converter. 
The main difference is that a multiplexer address of 0 through 15 
must be entered into the module prior to the start of a conversion. 
When only one of the 16 channels is to be used, the multiplexer 
channel address can be loaded into the module at the start of the 
program. There will be no need to change or update it as the pro
gram executes. 

It is interesting to note that the data output by the ADAM-12 
module is actually the inverse of what we would expect. Obviously, 
there is an inversion taking place somewhere in the system. This 
could be corrected by using· additional circuitry to perform the data 
inversion, but a software command can perform the same function. 
We will use the complement-register-A instruction, CMA. 

030 000 061 START, 
030 001 377 
030 002 030 
030 003 303 
030 004 011 
030 005 030 
030 006 315 LOOP, 
030 007 250 
030 010 030 
030 011 016 
030 012 020 
030 013 021 
030 014 202 
030 015 030 
030 016 052 
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/EXAMPLE 6-1 
/DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE FOR AN ADAC CORP. 
/ ADAM-12 MODULE 

*030 000 
LXISP 
377 
030 
JMP 
LOOP+3 
0 
CALL 
DELAY 
0 
MVIC 
020 
LXID 
STORE 
0 
LHLD 

/LOAD STACK POINTER 

/JUMP OVER DELAY FIRST TIME. THRU 

/CALL A TIME DELAY 

/POINT COUNTER 
/020= 16 DECIMAL 
/SET UP STORAGE ADDRESS 

/GET STATUS WORDS TO H & L 



030 017 200 STATUS 
030 020 030 0 
030 021 051 NEXT, DADH /THIS IS A 16 BIT ROTATION 
030 022 322 JNC 
030 023 031 OVER 
030 024 030 0 
030 025 043 INXH /IF OVERFLOW, ROTATE A I INTO LSB 
030 026 303 JMP /IF STATUS IS A 1, GET DATA 
030 027 042 CONVRT 
030 030 030 0 
030 031 023 OVER, INXD /IF NOT, MOVE ADDR POINTER 
030 032 023 INXD /FOR THE NEXT POINT 
030 033 015 DCRC I ALL POINTS DONE? 
030 034 302 JNZ /NO, DO NEXT ONE 
030 035 021 NEXT 
030 036 030 0 
030 037 303 JMP /YES, REINITIALIZE 
030 040 006 LOOP 
030 041 030 0 

/ADC SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING 
/THE ADAM-12 M~DULE 

-030 042 015 CONVRT, DCRC /DECREMENT THE COUNT 
030 043 171 MOVAC /MOVE IT TO A 
030 044 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT AS THE MPX ADDR 
030 045 300 300 
030 046 323 OUT /START A CONVERSION 
030 047 301 301 
030 050 333 EOC, IN /INPUT ADC STATUS AND 4 MSB'S 
030 051 301 301 
030 052 267 ORAA /SET THE FLAGS 
030 053 372 JM /NOT DONE, CHECK AGAIN 
030 054 050 EOC,· 
030 055 030 0 
030 056 057 CMA /DONE, COMPLEMENT DATA 
030 057 346 ANI /MASK OUT· UNUSED BITS 
030 060 017 017 
030 061 107 MOVBA /STORE DATA IN B 
030 062 333 IN /INPUT 8 LSB'S 
030 063 300 300 
030 064 057 CMA 
030 065 022 STAXD /STORE DATA 
030 066 023 INXD 
030 067 170 MOVAB 
030 070 022 STAXD 
030 071 023 INXD 
030 072 171 MOVAC /CHECK COUNT 
030 073 247 ANAA /SET FLAGS 
030 074 312 JZ 
030 075 006 LOOP 
030 076 030 0 
030 077 303 JMP 
030 100 021 NEXT 
030 101 030 0 
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020 200 000 STATUS, 
030 201 000 
030 202 000 STORE, 

030 250 365 DELAY, 
030 251 325 
030 252 021 
030 253 000 
030 254 110 
030 255 033 DEC, 
030 256 172 
030 257 263 
030 260 302 
030 261 255 
030 262 030 
030 263 321 
030 264 361 
030 265 311 

/DATA STORAGE AREA 
*030 200 
0 
0 
0 

/STATUS BITS FOR CHANNELS 7-0 
/STATUS BITS FOR CHANNELS 15-B 
/DATA STORAGE AREA STARTS HERE 
/AND USES 32 LOCATIONS 

/STANDARD TIME DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*030 250 
PUSHPSW 
PUS HD 
LXID 
000 /TIMING BYTES 
110 
DCXD 
MOVAD 
ORAE 
JNZ 
DEC 
0 
POPD 
POPPSW 
RET 

The program shown in Example 6-1 shows how a microcomputer 
could be used to input and store data from up to 16 channels. Each 
of the analog channels may be active (on) or inactive (off), as re
quired for a specific application. The on and off channels are repre
sented by a 16-bit status word stored in two consecutive bytes of 
read/write memory. The status word may be established prior to the 
use of the data-acquisition program. Switch or teletypewriter inputs 
are an effective means of establishing the on and the off channels. 
Of course, software commands are used to set up the 16-bit status 
word. Software to do this is not shown in Example 6-1. 

The 12-bit data obtained from the A/D converter will be stored 
in two consecutive read/write memory locations associated with a 
particular channel. If a channel is inactive, no new data is stored. 
The channels will.be scanned in sequence, Channel 15 through Chan
nel 0 and then back to Channel 15 again. 

A call to a time-delay subroutine, DELAY, has been provided so 
that the active channels may be scanned once each delay period. The 
actual time-delay period is determined by the two timing bytes noted 
in the DELAY subroutine. These bytes may be changed for a par
ticular application. If, for example, the time delay is set up for a one
second period, all active channels will be sampled quickly and then 
the computer will "wait" one second before sampling them again. 

An external interrupt-based timer or a flag timer could also be 
used to indicate when the conversions and scans are to be performed, 
but these are not shown in the example. 
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OTHER DATA-ACQUISITION MODULES 

Another type of data-acquisition module is the Burr-Brown Re
search Corporation's MP-20 device. This is a small module designed 
specifically to interface with 8080...type microprocessor chips such 
as the 8080A, 8085, and Z80. The MP-20 is smaller than most 
other "black box" modules that have been mentioned so far. The 
MP-20 has some specific differences that are important to note: 

• The MP-20 has internal device decoding logic so that it may 
be connected directly to the 8080's address bus. The actual de
vice addresses used with the module are selected by the user by 
applying logic zero or logic one levels to 11 address-select 
comparator pins. 

• The memory-mapped I/O technique is used to control the de
vice. This allows all of the memory reference instructions to 
be used. The MP-20 could iµso be used with accumulator 1/0 
if this was desired. 

• The A/D converter has eight bits of resolution; a sample-and
hold circuit is not incorporated within the package. Sample-and
hold devices could be added to each channel, but this would 
require additional control circuitry. 

• The converter's status is indicated by a single output, READY. 
This output may be connected directly to the 8080's READY 
input, thus placing the 8080 in a WAIT state until the conver
sion has· been completed. This means that the 8080 cannot 
process any other software steps while waiting for the end of 
conversion. The MP-20's READY could also be used as a flag 
for software or interrupt control. The READY output is not 
three-state. 

A block diagram of the MP-20 is shown in Fig. 6-3. Note that the 
multiplexer, amplifier, and A/D converter are not connected to each 
other. It is our opinion that the MP-20 will find application in many 
microcomputer systems where eight bits of resolution and the lack 
of a sample-and-hold circuit are acceptable. Burr-Brown has a de
tailed application note that covers the MP-20 device. An equivalent 
device, the MP-21, is available for 6800-type microcomputers. 

BOARDS: PLUG-IN ANALOG INPUT AND OUTPUT 

Many of the analog converter manufacturers and the microcom
puter manufacturers now have completely interfaced analog input/ 
output boards that are plug compatible with many of the existing 
microcomputer systems. This means that the analog/ digital inter-
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facing taslc. is often reduced to the selection, purchase, and plug-in of 
the necessary analog 1/0 board. 

These converter interfaces are available in either memory-mapped 
or accumulator 1/0 configurations. Some are available with both 
types of 1/0, the choice being made by the user through the selection 
of jumper options made with short jumper wires. 

Some of the A/D and D/ A converter interface board manufac
turers are listed as follows. The boards listed are compatible with 
the single-board computer bus developed ·by Intel Corporation for 
their SBC-80/10 and SBC-80/20 microcomputers. 

ADAC Corporation, Woburn, MA 01801 
735 Series 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D, two 12-bit D/ A con

verters, and an on-board clock 
Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 
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RTI-1200 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D, two 12-bit D/A con
verters, 2708 PROM socket, real-time clock, and 
control outputs 



Burr-Brown Research Corporation, Tucson, AZ 85734 
MP8616 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 
MP8616AO MP8616 with an 8-bit D/ A 

Data Translation, Inc., Framingham, MA 01701 
DT1571 16-Channel, 12-bit A/D, two 12-bit D/A con

verters 

Datel Systems, Inc., Canton, MA 02021 
ST-80016D 16-Channel (differential), 12-bit A/D converter 
ST-800DA4 Four 12-bit D/ A converters 

We believe that these analog/digital .interface boards are repre
. sentative of the many 8080-compatible boards available. Portions 
of the data sheets for the Analog Devices RTI-1200 and the Burr
Brown MP8600 series are provided in the appendices. 

Most of the analog 1/0 boards will require extensive software to 
get them to operate effectively. As you are probably aware, software 
takes the greatest portion of the time devoted to interfacing. This is 
also true when interfaces are provided for you in plug-in form. Most 
of the user's manuals provided with analog 1/0-boards are seriously 
lacking in the area of software support. Some suppliers provide set-up 
and test routines, but few provide any additional software examples 
that might be useful when you attempt to use the interface. This is 
unfortunate. 

One exception is the user's manual for the Analog Devices RTI-
1200 interface. This manual contains over a dozen software exam
ples which are useful during both set-up and calibration and during 
the actual application of the RTI-1200. The manual itself is over 
50 pages. 

The available analog 1/0 boards provide an easy means of inter
facing· analog signals to microcomputer systems. They simplify the 
hardware design, but their use must be carefully evaluated. Their 
drawback is that they may be too complex and too expensive for the 
problem at hand, thus slowing down the overall effort. The software 
to operate .the board may .also be complex, taking longer to develop 
than would the software for a simple A/D converter. 

BITS . . . AND THINGS 

We are frequently faced with microcomputer systems in which 
there is a variety of converter bit-lengths. Eight-, 10-, or 12-bit 
digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converters may be used to
gether in a system where different resolutions are required for both 
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analog inputs and analog outputs. For example, data may be ac
quired using an 8-bit A/D converter and then displayed using a 
10-bit D/ A converter. The question quickly arises, what do we do 
with the bits? In the situation where the various converters have the 
same number of bits, there is not a problem. Where there are differ
ent bit-lengths, there are some special considerations. 

Input Greater Than Output 
In the case where the number of bits that are input from an A/D 

converter is greater than the number of data bits available at the 
D/A converter that will be used to output the data, there is no great 
difficulty in treating the data. · 

· A typical example is posed by a system having a 10-bit A/D con
verter and an 8-bit D/ A converter, which will be used to display or 
plot the data. In this case, it is easy for the computer to "ignore" the 
least significant bits of the 10-bit data word. The D/ A converter's 
output will not have as great a resolution as the A/D converter that 
was used to acquire the.data. Even if the two· least significant bits of 
the 10-bit word are ignored, the signal output will stiU. be in error by 
less than + 1 least significant bit of the 8-bit word: 

10-bit A/D converter's input value 0111110011 
8-bit D/A converter's output value 01111100 

The two least significant bits of the 10-bit data word, 11, have been 
ignored by the D/ A converter. This bit manipulation was performed 
by the programs shown in Examples 6.-2 and 6-3. 

003 100 170 
003 101 037 
003 102 107 
003 103 171 
003 104 037 
003 105 117 
003 106 170 
003 107 037 
003 110 107 
003 111 171 
003 112 037 
003 113 117 

003 100 171 
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/EXAMPLE 6-2 ROUTINE TO CONVERT 10-BIT DATA 
/TO 8-BIT DATA FOR D/A OUTPUT 

*003 100 
MOVAB 
RAR 
MOVBA 
MOVAC 
RAR 
MOVCA 
MOVAB 
RAR 
MOVBA 
MOVAC 
RAR 
MOVCA 

/GET 2 MSB'S 
/ROTATE RIGHT INTO CARRY 
/PUT RESULT BACK 
/GET 8 LSB'S 
/ROTATE PREVIOUS CARRY INTO A 
/PUT RESULT BACK 
/DO IT AGAIN FOR NEXT BIT 

/EXAMPLE 6-3 ROUTINE TO CONVERT 10-BIT DATA 
/TO 8-BIT DATA FOR D/A OUTPUT, USING ROTATE 
/AND MASKING INSTRUCTIONS 

*003 100 
MOVAC /GET THE 8 LSB'S 



003 101 017 
003 102 017 
003 103 346 
003 104 077 
003 105 117 
003 106 170 
003 107 017 
003 110 0.17 
003 111 346 
003 112 300 
003 113 261 
003 114 117 

RRC 
RRC 
ANI 
077 
MOVCA 
MOVAB. 
RRC 
RRC 
ANI 
300 

.ORAC 
MOVCA 

/,ROTATE THE DATA RIGHT 
/ROTATE IT AGAIN 
/MASK OUT THE 2 MSB'S WHICH 
/ARE OLD DO AND DI 
/STORE IT BACK IN REG C 
/GET THE 2 MSB'S 
/ROTATE IT, TOO 

/MASK OUT ALL BUT THE 
/2 MSB'S 
/OR IT WITH REG C 
/STORE RESULT IN REG C 

In Example 6-2, the 10 bits of data are simply rotated to the right, 
. eliminating bits Dl and 00 of the original data word. The carry bit 

is used to transfer bits from the 8080's B register to. the C register 
during the rotate instructions. 

· Example 6-3 works in a similar fashion, except that the two 8-bit 
portions of the 10.bit data word are rotated independently and then 
finally combined into one 8-bit word through the use· of logical opera
tions. ·Remember that even though only two bits of one 8-bit data 
word are used, the entire 8-bit word is . processed by 8080 logical 
instructions. These two most significant bits are stored in the 8080's 
B register, bits Dl and DO. The remaining eight bits are stored in 
register C. You should be able to use paper and pencil to follow 
through the sequence of program steps in Examples 6:-2 and 6-3. 

A more complicated software routine . is required if we wish to 
"round" the. 8-bit result so that it ·more accurately reflects the value 
of the original 10-bit. data word that is being truncated. Before we 
examine the software that may be used, we should decide exactly 
what needs to be done. Here are four 10-bit numbers, all of which 
have the same most significant eight bits: 

. 011111 OO.Q2 011111 OOfil 0111110012. 01111 lOOll 

As you can see, the .two least significant bits can occur in any one of 
four possible conditions without affecting the eight most signiµcant 
bits. We will use the following rules for rounding the most signifi
cant eight bits, based upon the value of the two least significant bits. 
The following rounding rules will apply: 

Two LSBs 
0 0 
0 1 
l 0 
l 1 

Rounding 
None 
None 

Add 1 to the 8 MSBs 
Add 1 to the 8 MSBs 

Actually, the software to do this is fairly simple, since rounding 
will be accomplished simply by adding the value 00000000102 to 
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the 10-bit data value. The addition performs the rounding in all 
four cases: 

0111110000 0111110001 0111110010 0111110011 
+0000000010 +0000000010 +0000000010 +0000000010 

0111110010 0111110011 0111110100 0111110101 

Only in the two cases where the two least Significant bits are 10 
and 11 does the rounding actually change the value of the eight most 
significant bits. After the addition is completed, the 10-bit result may 
be treated as .per Examples 6-2 and 6-3. The rounding results in a 
better representation of the data values input from a 10-bit source 
and output to an 8-bit destination. 

There is, however, a limiting case that must be tested for in the 
rounding program. Suppose that we had the values 1111111110 or 
1111111111. Should they be rounded? H they are, the resulting 8-bit 
value will be 00000000 in both cases, with an overflow occurring as 
the result of the addition of 0000000010 to the data. This is unac• 
ceptable, since the rounding would actually change the two greatest 
values to· zero. 

This problem may be avoided by testing for the overflow that 
would be caused by the addition of 0000000010 to either 
1111111110 or 1111111111. If an overflow occurs, it would be indi
cated by the 11th bit, or if we are still using registers B and C, by 
bit D2 in register B. The software shown in Example 6-4 performs 
the rounding, the rotations, and the rounding check. H an overflow 
is detected, .the result is decremented by one to restore it to 11111111. 

003. 100 003 
003 101 003 
003 102 170 
003 103 037 
003 104 107 
003 105 171 
003 1116 037 
003 107 117 
003 110 170 
003 111 037 
003 112 107 
003 113 171 
003 114 037 
003 115 117 
003 116 170 
003 117 037 
003 120 322 
003 121 124 
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/EXAMPLE 6-4 ROUTINE TO ROUND A lC>-BIT NUMBER 
/TO BE OUTPUT TO AN 8-BIT D/A CONVERTER 

*003 100 
INXB 

· INXB 
MOVAB 
RAR 
MOVBA 
MOVAC 
RA.R 
MOVCA 
MOVAB 
RAR 
MOVBA 
MOVAC 
RAR 
MOVCA 
MOVAB 
RAR 
JNC 
OK 

/ADD 2 TO THE 10-BIT NUMBER 

/THIS IS THE SAME AS EX 6-2 
/IT ROTATes THE NUMBER 

/GET WHAT IS LEFT OF THE 2 MSB'S 
/ROTATE ANY CARRY FROM ADD'N INTO 
/INTO CARRY BIT 
/IF NO CARRY, ROUNDING IS OK 



003 122 003 
003 123 015 
003 l 24 000 OK, 

0 
DCRC 
NOP 

Output Greater Than Input 

/DECREMENT C IF ROUNDING WENT TOO FAR 
/ROUTINE ENDS HERE . 

This ca8e occurs when the input device has less resolution than 
the output device. Perhaps a signal is digitized to eight bits of reso
lution, but it is necessary to output the data to a 10-bit D/ A con
verter. Data from a 10-bit A/D converter will also be output on the 
10-bit D/ A converter and we would like the data from the 10-bit 
and the 8-bit A/D converter to have the same full-scale output when 
they are displayed. This will make comparisons of data values easy. 

The eight bits of data generated by the 8-bit A/D converter may 
be positioned in any of three places within a 10-bit data word. We 
will assume that the bits are not going to be "split" apart. This is 
shown in the following groups of 10-bit words: 

OOXXXXXXXX or OXXXXXXXXO or XXXXXXXXOO 

Here the Xs represent the eight bits of the 8-bit data word. If the 
data is output to the lo-bit D/ A converter as shown in the left-most 
example, the D/ A converter's output will only reach one-quarter of 
its full-scale output, even for the largest 8-bit data word, 11111111, 
since it will be output as 0011111111. This limitation could be over
come by installing an amplifier. with a gain of four on the output of 
the D/ A converter, but this would also amplify the output from the 
normal 10-bit values. This is not acceptable. 

The middle case also has limitations, since the maximum value 
would be output as only one-half of the full-scale output available 
from the 10-bit D/ A converter. Moving the eight bits two positions 
to the left makes the most sense. This approaches the full-scale out
put of the 10-bit D/ A converter. In fact, it com~s to within three 
voltage steps of it. ' · · 

Moving the eight bits to the left to form a 10-bit data word should 
not be a problem for you. Rotate instructions such as those used in 
Example 6-2 may be used with the rotation direction changed from 
right to left. The 8-bit data output is still accurate to one part in 256 
and it is now readily compared to signals that have equal full-scale 
voltages, but that have been digitized to 10-bit resoluion. 
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Experiments With 
Digital-to-Analog and 

Analog-to-Digital 
Converters 

INTRODUCTION TO THE EXPERIMENTS 

7 

We have chosen to set aside a special unit for the DI A converter 
and A/D converter experiments. The main reason for doing this is 
that it will save you time when performing a series of the experi
ments. Many of the circuits and software steps are used in slightly 
different configurations in sequential experiments. With the experi
ments located in one section of this book, it is easy to go from one 
experiment to the next without having to dismantle your equipment 
only to rewire it again in the next unit. 

Please heed the notes at the end of some of the experiments. These 
notes will tell you what should be saved and not removed from your 
breadboard as you go on to the next experiment. If portions of pro
grams are to be saved, remember to leave the power applied to your 
computer. 

Unlike some of the experiments in the other books of the Black
burg Continuing Education Series, the experiments in this book will 
require some extensive circuit breadboarding and some long programs 
to operate correctly. Please take extra care when loading programs 
and wiring the interface circuits. This will decrease the amount of 
time spent debugging your program and circuit when they do not 
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work as they should. To simplify some of the circuitry, we have de
veloped the LR-35 Outboard® which provides you with a double
buffered 10-bit digital-to-analog converter with all of the necessary 
support circuitry. This unit is particularly useful with the popular 
breadboarding sockets such as the SK-10 socket. Both the bread
boarding sockets and the LR-35 Outboard are available from E&L 
Instruments, Inc., Derby, CT 06418. 

If you would rather build or breadboard the 10-bit A/D con
verter yourself, the complete circuit for the LR-35 is shown in Fig. 
7-1. We have used an Analog Devices AD7522 10-bit D/ A con
verter device on the LR-35. An equivalent double-buffered, 10-bit 
DI A converter may be substituted in the experiments if this is prefer
able to you. 

LED 220 

+5 

INPUT 2N5.134 

? GROUND 

(A) Circuit using a 2N5134 transistor. 

LED 220 

INPUT +5 

7404 or 74 05 

(B) Circuit using an SN7404 or SN7405 integrated circuit. · 

Fig. 7·1. Two typic11l l•mp monitor circuits. 

Many of the experiments will reference specific hardware that is 
used in the interface circuit. Please feel free to implement equivalent 
circuits if you cannot obtain the parts specified. The examples and 
figures provided in previous units will provide you with good design 
examples that you should be able to use. 

Some of the experiments use two output ports, each of which is 
equipped with eight light-emitting diodes (LEDSs) so that binary 
data may be output under software control. If this type of output 
port is not available on your computer, we suggest that you imple
ment some latch circuits using one of the many schemes outlined in 

. The 8080A Bugbook or Introductory Experiments in Digital Elec-
tronics and 8080A Microcomputer Programming and Interfacing, 
Book 2, published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. The two ports 
that we used were assigned device addresses of 002 and 000 (02 and 
00 hexadecimal). 
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The lamp monitor specified in the schematic for the circuit used 
in Experiment 3 may be one section of an LR-6 Lamp Monitor 
Outboard, or it may be a simple LED with an appropriate driver. 
Many such circuits are shown in Unit 6 Logic & Memory Experi
ments Using TTL Integrated Circuits, Book 2, published by Howard 
W. Sams & Co., Inc. Two typical lamp monitor circuits are shown 
in Fig. 7-1. Either may be used. If you use an SN7404 or an 
SN7405, pin 14 must be connected to +5 volts and pin 7 must 
be connected to ground to supply power to the integrated circuit. 

The experiments have been configured so that they are readily 
implemented on most 8080-based microcomputer/microprocessor 
systems. We used an E&L Instruments Mini-Micro Designer (MMD
I) computer, which has an 8-bit bidirectional data bus ( unin
verted) and a 16-bit unidirectional address bus. Some computers, 
such as the Intel SBC-80/10, have inverted data and address 
buses. Some systems will also require additional handshaking cir
cuitry that is not implemented !!!._our experiments. 

We have used the notation IN for the computer's I/O read 
signal and the notation OUT for the computer's I/0 write signal. 
These signals are only generated b)'. accumulator I/0 transfer com
mands. They are equivalent to the I/OR and I/OW signals present 
in other computer systems. The experiments use device codes 003, 
004, 005, and 006. The MMD-1 computer that we used had an 
I/0 decoder section that provided ready access to these device 
addresses. If your computer does not have a device decoder that 
will provide you with these device codes, you may wish to implement 
the simple device decoder shown in Fig. 7-2. This provides device 
codes 000 through 007. If these device codes are already in use 
in your microcomputer system, you can readily change the device 
addresses used in the programs that are. provided with each ex
periment. 

In Experiments 7, 8, and 9, a Burr-Brown MP-10 module may be 
used. This device provides two 8-bit D/ A converters in one package. 
Device decoding is provided for within the package. We have used 
device codes 360, 361, and 363 in Experiments 7, 8, and 9. If 
you choose to use two other 8-bit converters in place of the MP-10 
modQJ.e, you may require a device decoder for these device ad
dresses. Substituting the circuit in Fig. 7-3 for the equivalent five
input "gate" shown previously in Fig. 7-2 for .the device decoding 
scheme for device addresses 000 through 007 will provide you with 
device addresses 360 through 367. These addresses are shown in 
parentheses in the schematic circuit diagram in Fig. 7-2. 

If your computer's read/write memory, whiCh is available for 
your use, does not have a section located between addresses 002 000 
and 003 377 ( 0200 and OFFF hexadecimal) you have two choices. 
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A7 

A6 

A5 
Fig. 7-2. A simple device decoder for 

codes 000 through 007. A4 
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4 
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I 

007 ( 367) 
006 ( 366) 
005 (3 65) 
004 ( 3 64) 
003 ( 3 6 3) 
002 (3 62) 
001 ( 3 6 I) 
000 ( 3 6 0) 

You may either rejumper your read/write memory's address-select 
logic to "move" a portion of the memory so that it is moved to 
within this area, or you may convert the addresses in the program 
listings to "move" the programs to available areas of read/write 
memory. Check your programs• carefully· if you choose to "relocate" 
them. 

Fig. 7-3. Altern ... ftve-input. "gate." 

A7 
A6 ------i 
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A4 --_...:,...f 
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7404 

A3 · TO 11 0 11 
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We have assumed that you have already established a stack 
pointer in the 8080 CPU. This may be done with a monitor program. 
H this is not the case, you will have to load a stack pointer into 
the 8080. We suggest a stack pointer of 003 377 so that the stack 
will be placed in the upper portion of read/write memory that 
you will be using in the experiments. If you wish to load a stack · 
pointer, the following method may be used:·. 

1. Load the following program in your computer: 

003 000 061 LXISP 
003 001 377 377 
003 002 003 003 
003 003 166 HLT 

/LOAD THE STACK POINTER 
/LOW ADDRESS OF STACK 
/HIGH ADDRESS OF STACK 
/HALT 

2. Run the program and then start your experiments. Remember 
to repeat this process if you turn the power off and on. 

The MMD-1 computer that we used for the experiments estab
lishes the stack for us through the use of a Keyboard Executive 
program (KEX). 

The experiments use + 12 and -12 volts, These voltages are 
not particularly dangerous, but their application to the wrong portion 
of a circuit may be disastrous. We recommend that you make all 
power connections before any other wiring is done. After the power 
connections are made, check them again. You may notice some 
noise on the analog outputs provided by the D /A converters used 
in experiments. This noise will be particularly noticeable if you 
are using an oscilloscope. Most noise is due to the transfer of digital 
noise to the analog circuit through the +5-, + 12-, and -12-volt 
power connections. You may wish to filter these voltage connections 
with some 0.1-µF capacitors between the power connection and 
ground. 

If you are an instructor, you may be interested in placing portions 
of the programs in programmable read-only-memory (PROM). This 
is particularly useful in large classes, since it will decrease the time 
that is spent debugging student's circuits and programs. 

Please feel free to make use of the circuits and programs as you 
wish. We encourage you to devise your own experiments. Perhaps 
you can come up with some interesting adaptations of the hardware 
and software that we have provided. 

If you are fairly new to breadboarding, and you require some 
additional help, we refer you to Unit 9 of Introductory Experiments 
in Digital Electronics and 8080A Microcomputer Programming and 
Interfacing, Book 1. You may also find that the LR-25 Bread
boarding Station Outboard is a useful addition to your breadboarding 
aids. This unit contains eight lamp monitors, four logic switches, 
an RC clock, and two debounced logic push buttons. 
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The following experiments illustrate the use of digital-to-analog 
and analog-to-digital converters .. 

Experiment No. 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Purpose 
A 10-bit D /A converter is interfaced 
to the 8080-based computer and it is 
used to generate voltage ramp outputs 
with variable periods. 
A 10-bit DI A converter is used to gen
erate triangular voltage outputs with 
variable periods.• 
A ramp AID converter is constructed 
by using a 10-bit D /A converter and 
a control program.• 
A successive-approximation A/D con
verter is constructed . by using a 10-bit 
D /A converter .and a control program.• 
A small data-acquisition and display 
system is constructed by using the suc-
cessive-approximation A/D converter 
that was constructed in Experiment 4. • 
The threshold voltages of a NAND gate 
are measured by using a 10-bit DI A con-
verter to output test voltages to the device 
under test.* 
The Burr-Brown MP-10 dual D/A con
verter module is interfaced to the com
puter and used in a variety of ways. 
Two 8-bit D /A converters are used to 
generate the signals required for a Y 
vs. T display on an oscilloscope. 
Two 8-bit D /A converters are used to 
generate the signals required for a true 
X-Y display on an oscilloscope.• 

* These experiments use hardware an4/ or software that was used in the 
previous experiment. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 1 
INTERFACING A lo-BIT DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER 

Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to interface the 10-bit Analog 
Devices AD7522 digital-to-analog converter to an 8080-based mi
crocomputer. A parallel output program will be used to test the 
interface. 
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Discussion 
The first program in this experiment uses the AD7522 10-bit 

D/ A converter, or an equivalent double-bufiered 10-bit D/ A con
verter, to generate a slow linear ramp that may be observed with 
the aid of a volt-ohm-milliammeter (vom) or an oscilloscope. The 
changing information that is output to the D /A converter will also 
be displayed at two output ports equipped with LEDs. 

Since the AD7522 D/A converter is a 10-bit device, the output 
voltage is divided into 1024 discreet voltages; each one being ap
proximately 5.5 millivolts greater or less than the adjacent voltage 
steps. The time for a complete "sweep" of all 1024 voltage steps 
is determined by the time required to execute a time delay sub
routine within the linear ramp generating software. Initially, the 
ramp's period will be about 10 seconds. 

The D/ A converter has 10 data inputs (one per bit) but the 
8080's data bus has only eight bits and, therefore, can only supply 
the D/ A converter with eight bits of data at a time. The AD7522 
DI A converter has three internal registers that are used for data 
storage. The eight least significant bits of data are strobed into an 
8-bit holding register when the AD7522's Low Byte Strobe (LBS) 
input is pulsed. The two most significant bits are strobed into a 
2-bit holding register when the High Byte Strobe (HBS) input is 
pulsed. Loading data into these two registers will not affect the 
voltage that is being output by the D/ A converter portion of the 
device. Only when a third input, Load D/ A Converter (LDAC) 
is pulsed will the entire 10-bit word be transferred from the two 
holding registers to the D/ A converter register and applied to the 
inputs of the 10-bit D/ A converter. This has been discussed pre
viously. It is called double buffering. H you are not using the 
AD7522 D/ A converter, you will have to construct a double
buffered D/ A converter interface. A detailed double-buffered scheme 
is shown in Unit 1. 
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Pin Configurations of the Integrated Circuits (Fig. 7-4) 
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Schematic Diagram of the Circuit (Fig. 7-5) 
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Fig. 7..S. Schematic diagram for the HI-bit AD7522D/ A converter interface. Use a 79105 
voltage regulator (VR-2) for • 0-5-volt output range. 

The schematic diagram for a completely interfaced AD7522 10-bit 
DI A converter was shown previously in Unit No. 1. It is repeated 
again in Fig. 7-5. 

If an LR-35 Outboard is available, you may wish to use it rather 
than construct the interface circuit for the AD7522 integrated cir
cuit. You may also substitute any other double-buffered lO-bit 
D/ A converter. 

Step 1 

Wire the circuit shown in Fig. 7-5 or use the LR-35 Outboard 
as shown in Fig. 7-6. If you have wired the circuit shown in Fig. 
7-5, be sure to make the additional connections shown in Fig. 7-6. 

To observe the voltage output by the D/ A converter, connect 
a volt-ohm-milliammeter (vom) to the DAC OUT connection on 
your breadboard.. Since accumulator 1/0 will be used, be sure that 
the 8080's OUT signal is properly connected to the point labeled 
OUT MEMW on the interface, or on the LR-35. Outboard. 

Address codes 003, 004, and 005 will be used. You will have 
to wire an appropriate device address decoder if these decoded de-
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TO 
DATA 

BUS 

DEVICE 
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Fig. 7-6. Connections bet-n the AD7522 interface Hd the 8080 microcomputer system~ 

vice addresses are not readily available on your computer. A useful 
circuit is shown in Fig. 7-2 of this unit. If you are using an MMD-1 
computer, you will find that device codes 003 through. 007 are 
provided on breadboarding pins adjacent to the SN74L42 decoder 
integrated circuit in the I/0 DECODER section of the main . 
printed-circuit board. 

If you are in doubt about the generation of device select pulses 
and I/0 device addresses, we refer you to Unit 17 in Introductory 
Experiments in Digital Electronics and 8080A Microcomputer Pro-
gramming and Interfacing, Book 2. · 

Step 2 

Apply power to your computer system and load the following 
program into the computer's read/write memory. A time-delay sub-. 
routine that starts at address 003 200 will be used in this e:Xperi
ment. It is 3J.so shown in the program. 

003 000 175 START, 
003 001 323 
003 002 004 
003 003 323 

/THIS PROGRAM USES A 10.BIT DIGITAL 
/TO ANALOG CONVERTER TO GENERATE A 
/LINEAR RAMP. 

*003 000 
MOVAL 
OUT 
004 
OUT 

/GET THE LOW 8 BITS OF DATA 
/AND OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC LOW 
/DATA BYTE HOLDING REGISTER 
/ALSO OUTPUT IT TO ONE OF THE 
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003 004 002 
003 005 174 
003 006 323 
003 007 005 
003 010 323 
003 011 000 
003 012 323 
003 013 003 
003 014 315 
003 015 200 
003 016 003 
003 017 043 
003 020 303 
003 021 000 
003 022 003 

003 200 365 DELAY, 
003 201 325 
003 202 021 
003 203 046 
003 204 001 
003 205 033 DEC, 
003 206 172 
003 207 263 
003 210 302 
003 211 205 
003 212 003 
003 213 321 
003 214 361 
003 215 311 

Step 3 

002 
MOVAH 
OUT 
005 
OUT 
000 
OUT 
003 
CALL 
C>ELAY 
0 
INXH 
JMP 
START 
0 

/OUTPUT PORTS ON THE COMPUTER 
/THEN GET THE HIGH 8 BITS OF DATA 
/AND OUTPUT IT TO THE DAC 

/ALSO OUTPUT IT TO AN OUTPUT PORT 
/EQUIPPED WITH LEDS 
/USE AN OUTPUT PULSE TO TRANSFER THE 
/DATA FROM THE DAC HOLDING REGISTER 
/INTO THE DAC. THEN CALL A DELAY SUB
/ROUTINE 

/NOW INCREMENT THE DATA VALUE BY 1 
/AND OUTPUT THE NEW VALUE 

/THIS IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*003 200 
PUSHPSW /SAVE REGISTERS 
PUSHD 
LXID /SET TIMING BYTES IN REGISTERS 
046 /D AND E 
001 
DCXD /DECREMENT THE REGISTER PAIR 
MOVAD 
ORAE /CHECK FOR REG PAIR= 000 
JNZ /IF NOT ZERO, DO IT AGAIN 
DEC 
0 
POPD /DONE, RESTORE REGISTERS 
POPP SW 
RET 

Begin execution of the program at address 003 000. Be sure 
that the vom is connected to the voltage output from the D/ A con
verter interface, DAC OUT. What do you observe? 

We observed a slow but steady increase in the voltage that was 
output by the D/ A converter until a final reading of about +5 
volts was reached At this point the vom needle returned to zero 
volts and the swing of the needle started again. The process was 
repeated again and again. The time period required for the voltage 
to swing from zero volts to +5 volts was about 10 seconds on our 
computer (750-kHz clock, 1.3-µ.sec period). 

Step 4 

Change the contents of memory location 003 203 from 046 to 04 7 
and start the program. Is there any difference between the period 
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now required for a complete voltage swing between zero volts and 
+s volts and the period measured previously? 

We could not see any difference. Do you know why? 

The timing byte in the delay subroutine was changed, but only 
the least significant bit was changed. The change was, therefore, very 
small. 

Step 5 
Change the contents of memory location 003 204 from 001 to 

002. Start 'the program again and note the time that it takes for 
the vom's needle to make a complete excursion from zero to +S 
volts. 

We observed that it took about 18 seconds for the D/ A con
verter's output to go from zero to +S volts. Do you know why the 
time for a complete zero- to +S-volt swing has increased so. much 
over the period observed in Steps 3 and 4? 

The large difference in the period of the voltage ramp is due to 
the large change that we introduced in the timing bytes used by 
the time-delay subroutine. The change was made in the most sig- . 
nifi.cant byte of data in the three-byte LXID instruction. The first 
change, in Step 4, changed the timing byte from 001 046 to 001 
047. 

The second change, in Step S, increased the timing byte from 
001 047 to 002 047. Remember, we did not change the least 
significant byte back to 046 once it was set to 047 in Step 4. The 
latest change almost doubles the time spent in the time-delay sub
routine. 

Step 6 
You have used a 10-bit D/A converter and software to generate 

a positive ramp. What would be the easiest way to generate a nega
tive ramp with the present interface circuit? 

Probably the easiest modification could be made to the software. 
We would suggest substituting a decrement instruction for the 
increment instruction now used in location 003 017. 
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Change the instruction in location 003 017 from an INXH (043) 
to a DCXH (053) instruction. Change the two timing bytes in the 
DELAY subroutine so that they are the same as those indicated 
in the listing of the DELAY program, i.e., location 003 203 should 
contain 046 and location 003 204 should contain 001. 

Begin the program at address 003 000 and note your observa
tions of the vom's voltage changes in the space below: 

You should observe that the needle now starts a slow, downward 
swing from approximately +5 volts to zero volts. Once the needle 
reaches zero volts, it quickly returns to the +5 volt position for 
another downward excursion. The ramp period should be about 10 
seconds since the DELAY subroutine has been reinitialized to con
tain the original timing bytes. 

Step 7 

The call to the DELAY subroutine may be removed from the 
linear ramp program by changing the contents of locations 003 
014, 003 015, and 003 016 all to 000. What does this do to the 
program? 

Thse substitutions replace all three bytes of the call instruction 
with no-operation instructions (NOP= 000). Why did we have to 
fill all three bytes with NOP instructions? Could the call instruction 
be "removed" from the normal program flow by simply replacing 
.the first byte with a NOP instruction? 

All three bytes must be "removed" from the program. If only 
the first byte of a multibyte instruction is replaced with a NOP in
struction, the remaining bytes will be treated as instructions by the 
computer. In the linear ramp program, replacing only the first byte 
of the call instruction with a NOP instruction would result in the 
following: 

003 012 323 OUT 
003 013 003 003 
003 014 000 NOP 
003 015 200 ? 
003 016 003 ? 

The computer has no way of knowing that it is not supposed 
to execute the instructions that are represented by the codes 200 
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and 003, the address portion of the call instruction. What opera-
tions do these codes represent? · 

The 200 is an ADDB instruction and the 003 is an INXB in
struction. When you wish to "remove" an instruction from a pro
gram, remember to replace all of the bytes with NOP instructions. 

Replace the contents of locations· 003 014, 003 015, and 003 
016 all with 000. Start the program at address 003 000. What do 
you observe? 

The vom needle seemed to oscillate at about 2.5 volts. The os
cillations are small in terms of voltage changes. Since the ramp 
is now generated without the DELAY subroutine, its period is very 
short. The meter indicates only the average voltage present. You 
can observe the ramps with the aid of an oscilloscope. Are the 
ramps positive or negative? 

We observed negative ramps. Remember that a DCXH instruc
tion has been substituted in the program. 

DO NOT DISCONNECT THE INTERFACE OR TURN OFF 
THE POWER. The hardware ant}, some of the software used in this 
experiment will be used in the next experiment. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 2 
COMPLEX DIGITAL· TO-ANALOG CONVERTER OUTPUTS 

Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to generate a triangular voltage 
output using the D /A converter that was interfaced to the micro
computer in the previous experiment. 

Discussion 

In the previous experiment, the Analog Devices AD7522 10-bit 
D/ A converter integrated circuit was interfaced to the 8080 micro
computer. Software was used to ·generate both a positive and a 
negative ramp. The change between positive and negative ramps 
was simple, requiring only the substitution of increment (INXH) 
or decrement (DCXH) instructions. A triangular output is one in 
which a positive ramp is followed by a negative ramp, which is in 
tum followed by a positive ramp, and so on. 
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In this experiment a single 8-bit register will be incremented. 
The incremented information will be output to the eight LSBs of 
the D/ A converter and also to an output port so that the values 
may be observed with lamp monitors or seven-segment displays, if 
desired. When the contents of the register being incremented 
reaches 377, the largest possible 8-bit value, the software will 
switch to a series of steps to decrement the contents of the register 
and to output these new values to the D /A converter and to the 
output port. When the contents of the register is finally decremented 
to 000, the incrementing program steps will again start to generate 
the positive portion of the signal. The DELAY subroutine will 
again be used. 

Pin Configuration of the Integrated Circuits 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit 

Both the pin configurations for the integrated circuits and 
the schematic diagram of the circuit have been given in Experiment 
No. 1 (Figs. 7-4 and 7-5). Refer to Experiment No. 1 for the 
necessary information. 

Step 1 

If the D/ A converter interface developed in Experiment No. 1 
is not wired to your computer, refer to the circuit details in Ex
periment No. 1, Step 1, and rewire the D/ A converter as shown. 
If the circuit is intact, go ahead to Step 2. 

Step 2 

Enter the following program into the computer's read/write 
memory starting at address 003 000. This program will use the 
time-delay subroutine that was entered into the read/write memory 
in Experiment 1. If this subroutine is not present in your computer's 
memory, it has been included in the following program. Enter it 
starting at address 003 200. 

003 000 074 UP, 
003 001 312 
003 002 020 
003 003 003 
003 004 323 
003 005 004 
003 006 323 
003 007 002 
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/THIS PROGRAM WILL GENERATE A TRIANGULAR 
/WAVEFORM USING A DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER. 

*003 000 
INRA /INCREMENT THE CONTENTS OF REG A 
JZ /IF THE VALUE IS 000, WE INCREMENTED 
DOWN /PAST 377, SO WE HAVE TO SET A=376 
0 /AND THEN BEGIN DECREMENTING. 
OUT /LATCH THE DATA INTO THE DAC 
004 /HOLDING REGISTER. 
OUT f AND ALSO LATCH OUT TO ONE 
002 f OF THE COMPUTER'S LED OUTPUT PORTS 



003 010 323 OUT /THIS PULSE TRANSFERS THE CON-
003 011 003 003 /TENTS OF THE HOLDING REGISTER TO THE DAC 
003 012 315 CALL /CA1.L THE DELAY ROUTINE SO THAT WE 
003 013 200 DELAY /CAN SEE THE CHANGE ON THE VOM 
003 014 003 0 /AND THE LEDS 
003 015 303 JMP 
003 016 000 UP /NOW INCREMENT A AND 
003 017 003 0 /REPEAT THE PROCESS 
003 020 076 DOWN, MVIA /A 371 WAS OUTPUT LAST, SO 
003 021 376 376 /OUTPUT 376 FOR THE RAMP DOWN 
003 022 323 OUT /LATCH THE DATA OUT 
003 023 004 004 /TO THE DAC HOLDING REGISTER 
003 024 323 OUT /ALSO LATCH IT TO THE COMPUTER'S 
003 025 002 002 /LED EQUIPPED OUTPUT PORT. 
003 026 323 OUT /STROBE THE CONTENTS OF THE HOLDING 
003 027 003 003 /REGISTER INTO THE DAC. 
003 030 075 DCRA /DECREMENT THE CONTENTS OF A 
003 031 315 CALL /NOW WAIT FOR THE VOM TO CATCH UP 
003 032 200 DELAY /BECAUSE OF ITS SLOW RESPONSE TIME. 
003 033 003 0 
003 034 302 JNZ /DID WE INCREMENT A TO 000 ? 
003 035 022 DOWN+2 /NO, KEEP DISPLAYING AND DECREMENTING 
003 036 003 0 
003 037 303 JMP /YES, SO BEGIN THE RAMP UP AGAIN 
003 040 000 UP 
003 041 003 0 

/THIS IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*003 200 
003 200 365 DELAY, PUSHPSW /SAVE REGISTERS 
003 201 325 PUSHD 
0()3 202 021 LXID /SCT TIMING BYTES IN REGISTERS 
003 203 046 046 /D AND E 

. 003 204 001 001 
003 205 033 DEC, DCXD /DECREMENT THE REGISTER PAIR 
003 206 172 MOVAD 
003 207 263 ORAE /CHECK FOR REG PAIR= 000 
003 210 302 JNZ /IF NOT ZERO, DO IT AGAIN 
003 211 205 DEC 
003 212 003 0 
003 213 321 POPD /DONE, RESTORE REGISTERS 
003 214 361 POPPSW 
003 215 311 RCT 

Step 3 
Start the program at address 003 000 and note the highest 

and the lowest voltage readings on the vom as the program is 
executed: 

We observed that the voin needle varied between 0 and 1.3 volts. 
Your observation may be different. Why doesn't the needle make a 
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full excursion from 0 to + 5 volts, as was observed in the linear 
ramp generating experiment? 

Remember that the AD7522 is a 10-bit D/A converter. We are 
only using the eight least significant bits in this experiment. It is 
impossible for us to know the state of the two most significant 
bits in your converter. The software has not changed them; there
fore, there are four possible voltage ranges which may be observed 
by people doing this experiment: 

Range 
0.00-1.25 Volts 
1.25-2.50 Volts 
2.50-3.75 Volts 
3.75-5.00 Volts 

EightLSBs 
Two MSBs Minimum Maximum 

00 00000000 11111111 
01 00000000 11111111 
10 00000000 11111111 
11 00000000 11111111 

You should observe that your vom's needle swings with a dif
ference of about 1.2 to 1.4 volts, in close approximation to one of 
the ranges noted above. 

Step 4 

You will now change the time-delay period of the DELAY 
subroutine. Change the value contained in memory location 003 
204 from 001 to 000. Start the program at address 003 000 and 
note any difference in the frequency of the triangular voltage output 
as indicated on the vom and on the output port's LEDs. 

We found that the frequency was higher (shorter period). The 
reason for this is that different data values have been used by the 
DELAY subroutine. You have changed the timing data from 
001 046 to 000 046 and you should observe about 23 complete 
cycles of the triangular output in 15 seconds. 

Step 5 

Another way to make the frequency of the triangular voltage 
output reasonable fast is to change the PUSHPSW instruction in 
the DELAY subroutine to a RET (311). What will this do? 

By changing the PUSHPSW (365) instruction to a RET (311), 
or return, instruction, you will cause the computer to immediately 
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return from the subroutine once the call to DELAY is executed. 
The remaining steps in DELAY are, therefore, not executed. 

Step 6 

Change the instruction contained in memory location 003 200 
from a 365 to a 311. This inserts ihe return instruction at the 
start of the DELAY subroutine. Execute the program. What do 
you observe? 

We needed an oscilloscope to observe the ramp since it had 
a frequency of about 20 Hz. It was difficult to see such. fast voltage 
changes on the vom or at the output port. 

Replace the return instruction in memory location 003 200 with 
the PUSHPSW instruction (365) that was there previously. Also 
replace the original timing byte (001) in memory location 003 204. 

DO NOT DISCONNECT THE INTERFACE OR TURN OFF 
THE POWER. The hardware and some of the software used in 
this experiment will be used in the next experiment. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 3 
A SOFTWARE-CONTROLLED RAMP A/D CONVERTER 

Purpose 

The purpose fo this experiment is to construct an analog-to
digital converter by using the 10-bit digital-to-analog converter that 
was -previously interfaced to the computer along with an analog 
comparator, the LM311. An input port will also be used. This 
experiment will use the linear ramp conversion technique to de-

. tennine the value of unknown analog voltages. 

Discussion 

This experiment uses a slow linear ramp, similar to the one 
generated in Experiment 1. An unknown voltage input, V UNKNOWN• 
is continuously compared to the linear voltage ramp that is being 
output by the D/ A converter under software control. If the out
put of the D/ A converter, VnAc, or DACOUT, is less than the 
unknown voltage input, then the state of the comparator's output 
will be a logic 0. When VnAc > VuNKNowN, the comparator's out
put will be a logic 1. The state of the comparator's output is input 
into the 8080's A register through a three-state input port. It is 
tested by using a conditional jump instruction, JNZ. If the com-
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parator's output is logic 0, another voltage step in the ramp is 
generated. H the comparator's output is a logic 1, the unknown 
voltage has been matched and the process repeats itself, starting 
the ramp at zero volts. 

The 8080's H and L registers bold the binary values that are 
used to generate the ramp. The data is output to the 10-bit D /A 
converter and to two output ports where the binary values may 
be monitored. The output of the comparator is observed with a lamp 
monitor. A typical lamp monitor circuit is described in the intro
duction to these experiments. 

Pin Configurations of the Integrated Circuits {Fig. 7-7) 

vcc 6A IV 5A 5V 4A Vee+ C BS B 

01 2A 2V lA l'r' GND E IN+ IN Vee 

Fig. 7-7. 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit (Fig. 7-8) 

TO LAMP MONITOR 

-12 +5 
+5 VDAC 

GNO 
+5 GND 

I K 
+12 IK 

2 3 
07 

7 
20K TO DATA BUS 

TN 8095 (74365) 
GND 006 

Ill 

Fig. 7-8. 
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Step 1 
Wire the additional circuitry shown in Fig. 7-8. The AD7522 

10-bit D/ A converter that was interfaced to the computer in Ex
periment 1 will be used again in this experiment. H this converter 
is not interfaced to your computer, refer to Experiment 1, Step 1 
for the interfacing details. 

Remember to connect the output of the D/ A converter, VDA.o, 
or DACOUT, to the VDAo connection noted in the schematic dia.,. 
gram (Fig. 7-8). The vom.may be used to observe the D/A con
verter's output voltage, but· this is optional. 

Step 2 
Enter the program which follows into the computer's memory 

starting at address 003 000. The DELAY subroutine that was 
used in previous experiments will also be used in this experiment. 
Be sure that it is loaded correctly, starting at address 003 200. It 
is presented again in the program listing. The data-display subrou
tine, DISPLA, is located "above" the DELAY subroutine,· starting 
at address 003 200. Be careful when loading these program steps. 

003 000 041 ADC, 
003 001 000 
003 002 000 
003 003 323 
003004 007 
003 005 175 DACOUT, 
003 006 323 
003 007 004 
003 010 174 
003 011 323 
003 012 005 
003 013 323 
003 014 003 
003 015 315 
003 016 220 
003 017 003 
003 020 333 
003 021 006 
003 022 346 
003 023 200 
003 024 302 
003 025 000 
003 026 003 
003 027 043 
003 030 303 
003 031 005 

/THIS PROGRAM uses A DAC AND A COMPARATOR 
/TO FORM A RAMP ANALOG-Ta.DIGITAL CONVERTER. 

*003 000 
LXIH 
000 
000 
OUT 
007 
MOVAL 
OUT 
004 
MOVAH 
OUT 
005 
OUT 
003 
CALL 
DISPLA 
0 
IN 
006 
ANI 
200 
JNZ 
ADC 
0 
INXH 
JMP 
DACOUT 

/H&L ARE USED TO HOLD THE CURRENT 
/DIGITAL "RAMP" VALUE. 
/SET BOTH OF THEM TO 000 INITIALLY 
/THE OUT INSTRUCTION IS USED TO GEN
/ERATE A SYNCH PULSE FOR A SCOPE. 
/GET THE LOW EIGHT BITS OF "RAMP" 
/OUTPUT THEM TO DAC 

/GET THE HIGH TWO BITS OF "RAMP" 
/OUTPUT THEM TO DAC 

/STROBE THE DAC'S HOLDING REG 

/CALL THE H&L DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
/AND THE DELAY ROUTINE SO THAT WE 
/CAN SEE THE CONTENTS OF H&L 
/NOW CHECK THE COMPARATOR'S OUTPUT 
/TO SEE IF H&L ARE· BIG ENOUGH TO 
/APPROXIMATE THE UNKNOWN ANALOG 
/VOLTAGE 
/H&L ARE BIG ENOUGH BECAUSE THE COM
/PARATOR'S OUTPUT IS A 1. THEREFORE 
/START ANOTHER CONVERSION. 
/H&L ARE NOT BIG ENOUGK, SO INCREMENT· 
/THEM' BY 1 AND TRY AGAIN. 
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003 032 003 0 

/THIS IS THE DISPLAY OUTPUT SUBROUTINE 

*003 220 
·003 220 174 DISPLA, MOVAH /GET THE HIGH DATA BYTE 
003 221 323 OUT /AND LATCH THE VALUE OUT T.O ONE OF 
003 222 000 000 /THE LED OUTPUT PORTS ON THE COMPUTER 
003 223 175 MOVAL /GET THE LO DATA BYTE AND 
003 224 323 OUT /ALSO LATCH IT OUT. 
003 225 002 002 
003 226 315 CALL /AFTER LATCHING H&L, DELAY FOR 
003 227 200 DELAY /A FEW MSEC OR SEC 
003 230 003 0 
003 231 311 RET /THEN RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 

/THIS IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*003 200 
003 200 365 DELAY, · PUSHPSW /SAVE REGISTERS 
003 201 325 PUSHD 
003 202 021 LXID /SET TIMING BYTES IN REGISTERS 
003 203 046 046 /D AND E 
003 204 001 001 
003 205 033 DEC, DCXD /DECREMENT THE ~EGISTER PAIR 
003 206 172 MOVAD 
003 207 263 ORAE /CHECK FOR REG PAIR = 000 
003 210 302 JNZ /IF NOT ZERO, DO IT AGAIN 
003 211 205 DEC 
003 212 003 0 
003 213 321 POPD /DONE, RESTORE REGISTERS 
003 214 361 POPPSW 
003 215 311 RET 

Step 3 

Start the program at address 003 000. What do you observe 
taldng place at the LEDs connected to output ports 000 and 002? 
What is taldng place at the vom? Vary the potentiometer setting 
and note your observations below: 

We observed that as the potentiometer was rotated to one ex
treme, fewer and fewer of the LEDs at the output ports were lit. 
The voltage indicated by the vom also became lower, and the lamp 
monitor connected to the comparator's output flickered. 

As the potentiometer was turned toward the other extreme, more 
and more of the LEDs at output· ports 000 and 002 became lit. 
The vom reading increased to higher voltages. As higher voltages 
were reached, the LEDs at output ports 000 and 002 could be seen 
to increment and flicker. Do you know what causes this "flickering?" 
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It takes the computer some time to increment and output the 
values contained in registers H and L, particularly since a time 
delay is used in the program. The fiick.ering is produced as a direct 
result of the longer time that it takes ·the computer to increment 
registers H and L to higher and higher values. 

Will it take the computer· longer to match a high voltage than it 
will take to match a low voltage? 

Yes, since the count required by the D /A converter to generate 
a high voltage requires more software time than does a relatively 
low count for lower voltages. 

Step 4 
Remove the time-delay program from the normal program flow. 

Do this by substituting a return instruction ( 311 ) for the instruc
tion in memory location 003 200. Start the program again. Vary 
the potentiometer settings and note the effect on the voltages 
measured by the vom. Start at a low voltage (few LEDs lit) and 
proceed to higher voltages. What do you observe? 

We observed that when the potentiometer presents the comparator 
with relatively low voltages, the vom needle is fairly steady. As the 
voltage is increased past about 2 volts, the needle starts to . os
cillate or quiver. When the highest voltage is applied to the com
parator by the potentiometer, the vom needle swings over a range 
of one-half volt. Should we expect the vom to act like this? 

Yes. Again, the oscillations ·are caused by the slow response 
of the vom to changing voltages. The computer can "ramp" the 
voltage output by the DI A converter faster than the vom can 
measure it. Remember, there is no time delay in the program. . 

Replace the return instruction that you stored in location 003 
200 with a PUSHPSW instruction (365) before going on. This 
restores the operation of the time-:-delay -subroutine, DELAY. 

Step 5 
You will now modify the DELAY subroutine to slow down the 

conversion process. This is done by changing tiie timing bytes in 
locations 003 203 and 003 204. Make the ·following changes to 
the DELAY subroutine: Change.the value in memory location 003 
203 to 000 and change the value in memory location 003 304 to 
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050. Start the program at address 003 000 and note your ob
servations. 

The computer now increments the ramp value at the rate of 
about three counts per second. As noted previously, the values dis
played on the LEDs become smaller and smaller as the poten
tiometer presents lower and lower voltages to the comparator for 
measurement. The values displayed on the LEDs become larger as 
the voltage is increased by turning the potentiometer in the op
posite direction. 

You should also be able to see the lamp monitor's output change 
state when the comparator's output indicates that the ramp voltage 
is equal to, or exceeds, the unknown input, VuNKNOWN· Note that 
the comparator's output will return to logic 0 when the ramp is 
reset to start at its lowest value, 00000000002. 

Step 6 
H a dual-trace oscilloscope is available, you may wish to perform 

this step. H not, read through this section and continue to Step 7. 
Connect one of the oscilloscope's inputs to the D/ A converter's 

output, V oAc, or DACOUT .. Connect the other oscilloscope input 
to VuNKNOWN· 

Remove the call to the DELAY subroutine by substituting three 
NOP instructions (000) in locations 003 226, 003 227, and 003 
230. This will. speed up the ramp generation. Set the potentiometet 
at about its midpoint, start the program, and observe the ramp on 
the oscilloscope. Using the second trace, position the line produced 
by V UNKNOWN at the top of the ramp. Be sure that both inpu1 
channels are set to the same gain levels and that both are set tc 
accept de input levels. 

What do you observe as you vary the potentiometer settings~ 

You should observe two important things. First, the top of the 
ramp will be equal to the unknown voltage over the full range o: 
the D/ A converter's output. Second, as the unknown voltage i: 
lowered, more conversions· take place per unit of time. Highe: 
voltages require longer oonversion times. 

Step 7 
The program that you are using for the computer-controlled- ram1 

AID converter constantly displays the various test. values that ar• 
also output to the 10-bit D/A converter. The program may bi 
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modified so that only the final result of the conversion process is 
displayed at output ports 000 and 002. 

Could you suggest the necessary software changes that would be 
needed to accomplish this? Remember, the binary data is to be 
output only after a conversion has been completed. 

Here are the changes that we suggest: 

a) Remove the call to the DISPLA subroutine. Substitute NOP 
instructions in locations 003 015, 003 016, and 003 017. 

b) The JNZ instruction at address 003 024 is only executed at 
the end of the conversion process. Change this: 

from: JNZ to: JNZ 302 
ADC DISPLA 220 

0 0 000 

This branches the program to display the data at the end of 
the conversion. 

c) The DISPLA software is no longer called as a subroutine, 
thus the return instruction is no longer needed. Replace it 
with a jump to symbolic address ADC. This will restart an
other conversion after the data is displayed: 

003 231 JMP 303 
003 232 ADC 000 
003 233 0 003 

Make these changes and run the program. You should observe 
only the final value of the digitized unknown voltage and not the 
ramping or incrementing test values at output ports 000 and 002. 

Remember to reinsert the return instruction ( 311 ) in location 
003 231 prior to going to the next experiment. 

Conclusions 

You have seen that an analog-to-digital converter can be con
structed by using a digital-to-analog converter, a comparator, and 
microcomputer software for control and decision making. When 
using the ramp conversion technique, however, we have observed 
that the conversion time is directly proportional to the voltage that 
is to be measured or converted. 

The next experiment will show you how a successive-approxima
tion converter may be constructed by using the identical hardware 
used in this experiment. Only the software will be changed. 
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DO NOT DISCONNECT THE INTERFACE OR TURN OFF 
THE POWER. The hardware and some of the software used in this 
experiment will be used in the next experiment. 

Purpose 

EXPERIMENT NO •. 4 
A SOFTWARE-CONTROLLED SUCCESSIVE

APPROXIMATION A/D CONVERTER 

The purpose of this experiment is to use the successive-approxi
mation analog-to-digital conversion technique to digitize an analog 
signal. 

Discussion 

The successive-approximation analog-to-digital conversion tech
nique tests each of the individual binary bit positions in sequence, 
from the most significant bit (MSB) to the least significant bit 
(LSB).' The process starts when a logic one is applied to the D/A 
converter in bit-position D9 (MSB) and the resulting test voltage 
compared to the unknown voltage at the comparator. If the un
known voltage is exceeded by the voltage in this test, the bit is 
returned to the logic-zero state and the next least significant bit is 
tested. If the unknown voltage is not exceeded by this test, the bit 
remains a logic one and the next least significant bit position is 
tested, using the same procedure. 

In this way, the voltages are tested from the largest voltage step 
to the smallest. The individual bit positions and their corresponding 
test voltages for a 0- to +5.115-volt full scale, 10-bit D/ A converter 
are listed below; 

Bit Position 

DO 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit 

Weighing Voltage 

0.005 Volts 
0.010 
0.020 
0.040 
0.080 
0.160 
0.320 
0.640 
1.280 
2.560 

The circuit that is used in Experiment 4 is the same as the om 
used in Experiment 3 (Fig. 7-8). We refer you to Experiment 3 fo1 
the details. A 10-bit D /A converter interface is also used. Thii 
is documented in Experiment 1, Step 1. 
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Step 1 
Load the following program into the computer's memory start

ing at address 003 000. The DELAY and DISPLA subroutines 
used in the previous experiment will also be used by this program. 
H they are still available in the computer's read/write memory you 
may use them, but we suggest that you check them first. They are 
included in the program if you need to re-enter them. 

/THIS PROGRAM USES THE SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION 
/TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE THE DIGITAL VALUE 
/OF AN UNKNOWN ANALOG VOLTAGE USING A 
/ AD7522 DAC AND A COMPARATOR. 

*003 000 
003 000 041 ADC, LXIH /H&L CONTAIN THE CURRENT APPROXIMATION 
003 001 000 000 
003 002 002 002 /WHICH IS XX XXX XlO 00 000 000 
003 003 021 LXID /D&E CONTAIN THE CURRENT BIT 
003 004 000 000 /THAT IS ADDED OR SUBTRACTED 
003 005 002 002 /FROM THE CURRENT APPROXIMATION 
003 006 006 MVIB /B IS USED AS A BIT COUNTER 
003 007 012 012 /012 OCTAL= 10 DECIMAL (10 BIT DAC) 
003 010 175 DACOUT, MOVAL /GET EIGHT LSB'S OF DATA 
003 011 323 OUT /OUTPUT THE M TO DAC 
003 012 004 004 
003 013 174 MOVAH /GET TWO MSB'S OF DATA 
003 014 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM TO DAC 
003 015 005 005 
003 016 323 OUT /STROBE THE DAC HOLDING REG 
003 017 003 003 
003 020 315 CALL /DISPLAY THE CURRENT APPROXIMATION 
003 021 220 . DISPLA /AND THEN DELAY FOR A SHORT 
003 022 003 0 /PERIOD OF TIME 
003 023 333 IN /TEST THE COMPARATORS OUTPUT. IF IT'S 
003 024 006 006 ./A 1, WE'RE TOO HI, IF 0, TOO LOW. 
003 025 346 ANI 
003 026 200 200 
003 027 302 JNZ /IT'S A 1, WE'VE APPROXIMATED TOO HIGH 
003 030 050 TOOHI 
003 031 003 0 
003 032 172 DIV2, MOVAD /WE'RE TOO LOW, INCREASE THE APPROX 
003 033 037 RAR /SO MOVE THE TEST BIT TO ONE OF THE 
003 034 127 MOVDA /LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS. 
003 035 173 MOVAE /WE ALSO ROTATE THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT 
003 036 037 RAR /BYTE, ROTATING ANY CARRY FROM D 
003 037 137 MO VEA /INTO E. 
003 040 031 DADD /ADD D&E TO H&L, RESULT IS IN H&L 
003 041 005 DCRB /TRIED ALL 10 BITS YET ? 
003 042 302 JNZ /NO, TRY THE NEXT APPROXIMATION 
003 043 010 DACOUT /BY LATCHING IT OUT AND TESTING THE 
003 044 003 0 /COMPARATOR'S OUTPUT. 
003 045 303 JMP /YES, WE HAVE TRIED ALL 10 BITS, 
003 046 000 ADC /SO START THE APPROXIMATION AGAIN 
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003 047 003 
003 050 175 
003 051 223 
003 052 157 

'003 053 174 
003 054 232 
003 055 147 
003 056 303 
003 057 032 
003 060 003 

003 200 365 
003 201 325 
003 202 021 
003 203 046 
003 204 001 
003 205 033 
003 206 172 
003 207 263 
003 210 302 
003 211 205 
003 212 003 
003 213 321 
003 214 361 
003 215 311 

003 220 174, 
003 221 323 
003 222 000 
003 223 175 
003 224 323 
003 225 002 
003 226 315 
003 227 200 
003 230 003 
003 231 311 

Step 2 

TOOHI, 

DELAY, 

DEC, 

DISPLA, 

0 
MOVAL /THE APPROXIMATION WAS TOO BIG, SO 
SUBE /SUBTRACT THE CURRENT "BIT" FROM BOTH 
MOVLA /H&L, THEN ROTATE THE TEST BIT, ADD IT 
MOVAH /WITH THE DADD AND TRY AGAIN 
SBBD /(THIS IS IN CASE OF A BORROW) 
MOVHA 
JMP /NOW TRY THE NEXT TEST BIT IN THE WORD 
DIV2 
0 

/THIS IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*003 200 
PUSHPSW 
PUSHD 
LXID 
046 
001 
DCXD 
MOVAD 
ORAE 
JNZ 
DEC 
0 
POPD 
POPPSW 
RET 

*003 220 
MOVAH 
OUT 
000 
MOVAL 
OUT 
002 
CALL 
DELAY 
0 
RET 

/SAVE REGISTERS 

/SET TIMING BYTES IN REGISTERS 
/D AND E 

/DECREMENT THE REGISTER PAIR 

/CHECK FOR REG PAIR= 000 
/IF NOT ZERO, DO IT AGAIN 

/DONE, RESTORE REGISTERS 

/GET THE HIGH DATA BYTE 
/AND LATCH THE VALUE OUT TO ONE 
/OF THE OUTPUT PORTS WITH LEDS 
/GET THE LO DATA BYTE AND ALSO 
/LATCH IT OUT 

/AFTER LATCH H&L OUT, DELAY FOR 
/A FEW MSEC. OR SEC. 

Change the contents of memory location 003 204 to 200. This 
will increase the length of time that the computer will spend exe
cuting the time-delay subroutine. 

Step 3 
Begin execution of the program at address 003 000. What do you 

observe at the two output ports, 000 and 002? With the vom 
connected to the D/ A converter's output, what do you observe 
on the meter as the program is executing? 
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If the program is operating properly, you should see that some 
of the LEDs associated with output ports 000 and 002 are flashing 
on and off at a rate of about one per second. Depending upon the 
setting of your potentiometer, some of the LEDs will come on and 
remain on, while others will come on and then go off. 

You should also observe that the vom's needle · appears to 
"home-in" on a particular voltage. 

Step 4 
Rotate the potentiometer until it is completely counterclockwise. 

Let the computer run for at least 10 seconds. What do you observe? 

Now rotate the potentiometer to its other extrem~ (clockwise). 
Again,. let the computer run for at least 10 seconds before noting 
your observations below: 

Your actual observations will depend upon the configuration of 
the potentiometer, i.e., whether the clockwise position supplies the 
highest or the lowest potential to the comparator. 

We found that in one position all but the two least significant 
bits at the two output ports were at logic zero. The vom needle 
seems to home-in on a voltage that is close to ground potential. 
At the other extreme, almost all of the LEDs remained on and 
the vom needle seemed to home-in on a high potential, about +5 
volts. 

Step 5 

Again, rotate the potentiometer to its extreme positions and 
note the various states of the LEDs as the computer homes in on 
the high and the low voltages. What happens at the highest voltage 
input? What happens at the lowest voltage input? 

We observed that the LEDs came on, one at a time, from the 
most significant bit to the least significant bit in each case. When 
the potentiometer was . set to its highest setting, the . LEDs came 
on and stayed on. When the potentiometer was set to provide a 
low voltage to the comparator, the LEDs came on and then turned 
off and remained off. One or two .of the least significant bit positions 
may have its LED lit. 
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Step 6 
Set the potentiometer at· its midpoint. With the program runnirig. 

what do you observe at . the two output . ports? 

We observed that the same testing. sequence of LEDs ·on and 
LEDs off was again performed by the computer. Now some of the 
LEDs remained on while others were turned off. Again, the vom's 
needle appeared to home in on a voltage, toward the center of 
the 0- to 5-volt range. 

We have not yet commented about the lamp monitor connected 
to the comparator's output. Watch this indicator and try and de
termine the relationship between the state of the comparator's 
output and whether or not the individual LED that is indicating the 
current bit position being tested will remain . on or go off. Is there 
a relationship? 

We observed that there is a definite relationship between the 
state of the comparator's output, as indicated ·by the lamp monitor, 
and the on/ off states of the LED associated with the current bit 
position being tested. 

If a new bit position is being tested and the lamp monitor re
mains on, the LED for that bit position will be turned off and the 
next bit position wilt be tested. If, however, the lamp monitor re
mains off as a bit position is tested, the LED associated with that 
bit position will remain on. 

Step 7 
Change the contents of memory location 003 204 from 100 to 

020. Again, start the program at address 003 000. What happens 
to the LEDs at output ports 000 .and 002 now? 

Although the speed of the conversions is faster, the same LEDs 
were found to be on or off at the end of the successive approxi
mation. The speed of the conversion does not alter the final, digitized 
value for a steady voltage input. 

Step 8 
Now change the contents of memory location 003 · 204 from 020 

to. 004 and start the program at address 003 000. This will further 
increase the conversion speed. What do you observe now at the 
LEDs associated with output ports 000 and 002? 
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We found that the conversion was so fast that we could not 
follow it. 

If an oscilloscope is available, you may wish to try Steps 9 and 
10. In any case, we suggest that you read through them. 

Step 9 
In this step you will remove the time-delay subroutine from 

the sequence of instructions that are executed. by the successive
approximation conversion program. Change the contents of location 
003 200 from 365 to 311. What does this substitution do? Con
nect the oscilloscope to the D /A converter's voltage output. 

The· 311 that you have substituted into your program is a return 
instruction, RET. Placing it at the start of the DELAY subroutine 
means that the subroutine will immediately return control back to 
the successive-approximation program. 

With the oscilloscope connected to the D/ A converter's output, 
you should be able to observe the various voltage steps as they 
are output by the D/ A converter (under computer control). In the 
space below, sketch one cycle of the oscilloscope's trace as the 
test voltages attempt to match the unknown voltage: 

Your sketch should be similar to the drawing in Fig. 2-6 in 
Unit 2. The largest voltage steps are always tested first. 

Step 10 

Connect the other oscilloscope input to the connection between 
the comparator's input and the potentiometer's wiper terminal. This 
will let you examine the unknown voltage that is being digitized. 
With the two traces' gains set equally, position the unknown voltage 
trace on the oscilloscope so that it is coincident with the last test 
voltage test level (smallest step). Now vary the potentiometer's 
setting. Does the D/ A converter's output still seek or home in on 
the unknown voltage? Are the conversion times equal for high and 
low voltages? 
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The conversion speed is independent of the voltage level being 
measured. You should be able to measure ten voltage levels or 
tests on· the oscilloscope. It will always take N steps for an N-bit, 
successive-approximation A/D converter to perform a conversion. 
We observed that for an 8080 with a 1.33-microsecond clock pe
. riod, the computer took about three milliseconds to perform a 
conversion. 

Step 11 
You may wish to make the following changes to the program. 

These. changes will allow the program to update the display of the 
data at output ports 000 and 002 only upon completion of a 1 O
bit conversion. 

a) Change: 003 045 from JMP 303 10 JMP 303 
003 046 ADC 000 DISPLA 220 
003 047 003 003 

b) Change: 003 020 from CALL 315 to NOP 000 
003 021 DISPLA· 220 NOP 000 
·003 022 003 NOP 000 

c) Change: 003 231 from RET 311 to JMP 303 
003 232 ADC 000 
003 233 003 

Run the successive-approximation conversion program, starting al 
address 003 000. You will only see the result of a conversior 
at the LEDs at output ports 000 and 002. 

Return the program steps listed above to their original contenti 
before going on to the next experiment. It is important to be sure 
to do this since some of the software used in this experiment wil 
be used again. 

DO NOT DISCONNECT THE INTERFACE OR TURN OFl 
THE POWER. The hardware and some of the software used ii 
this experim_ent will be used in the next experiment. 

\...., 

EXPERIMENT NO. 5 
A SMALL DATA-ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to use a 10-bit D /A converte 
for both data display and for successive-approximation A/D con 
versions. The program used in this experiment will acquire 12: 
10-bit data points, displaying them as they are acquired. 
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Discussion 

Data acquisition is generally accomplished by using an A/D con
verter that is controlled by a computer. The data may be output to 
a teletypewriter or to a D/ A converter for display. In this experi
ment, one 10-bit D /A converter will be used to perform both 
tasks. The program has been written to take advantage of the 
DIA converter's output for the output of data values (to an os
cilloscope) when the converter is not being used to generate the 
outputs that are necessary for the software-controlled successive
approximation conversion. 

A main data-display loop has been used to provide a fixed time 
delay, and register pair D (registers D and E) are· used to count 
the number of times that the computer is to execute the display 
loop before another analog input is digitized and placed in the dis
play file. Thus, the computer will spend most of its time displaying 
the data. The data buffer that is being displayed is 256 memory loca
tions in length. Each data point is 10 bits, so the data buffer can 
contain 128 data values-two memory locations used per value. 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit 
The circuit used in this experiment is exactly the same as the 

circuit that was used in Experiments 3 and 4 (Fig. 7-8). We refer 
you to Experiment 3 for the necessary circuit details. The 10-bit 
DI A converter interface uses the Analog Devices AD7522 integrated 
circuit, along with some external components. Details of this inter
face are found in Experiment 1, Step 1. Any other double-buffered 
10-bit D/ A converter may be used in place of the AD7522. 

Step 1 

The circuitry that was used in Experiment 3 or Eperiment 4 
must be available for use in this experiment. H this complete cir
cuit is not interfaced to your computer, refer to Experiment 1, Step 
1 and to Experiment 3 for the interfacing details. 

Some of the software steps used in the software-controlled suc
cessive-approximation A/D converter experiment, Experiment 4, 
will be used here. These are the program steps that are located 
at address 003 000 throu~ and including, address 003 056. They 
are provided for you in the software listing of the program for this 
experiment. If you have just completed Experiment 4, you might 
want to recheck these steps. H they are already in the computer's 
read/write memory, it will save you some time. 

H you do not have the following program steps in your computer's 
memory, enter them. DO NOT attempt to run this portion of the 
program. 
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/THIS PROGRAM USES THE SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION 
/TECHNJ.QUE TO DETERMINE THE DIGITAL VALUE 
/OF AN UNKNOWN ANALOG VOLTAGE USING A 
/ AD4522 DAC AND A COMPARATOR. 

*003 000 
003 000 041 ADC, LXIH /H&L CONTAIN THE CURRENT APPROXIMATION 
003 001 000 000 
003 002 002 002 /WHICH IS XX XXX XlO 00 000 000 
003 003 021 LXID /D&E CONTAIN THE CURRENT BIT 
003 004 000 000 /THAT IS ADDED OR SUBTRACTED 
003 005 002 002 /FROM THE CURRENT APPROXIMATION 
003 006 006 MVIB / B IS USED AS A BIT COUNTER 
003 007 012 012 /012 OCTAL= 10 DECIMAL (10 BIT DAC) 
003 010 175 DACOUT, MOVAL /GET EIGHT LSB'S OF DATA 
003 011 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM TO DAC 
003 012 004 004 
003 013 174 MOVAH /GET TWO MSB'S OF DATA 
003 014 323 OUT {OUTPUT THEM TO DAC 
003 015 005 005 
003 016 323 OUT /STROBE THE DAC HOLDING REG 
003 017 003 003 
003 020 315 CALL /DISPLAY THE CURRENT APPROXIMATION 
003 021 220 DISPLA /AND THEN DELAY FOR A SHORT 
003 022 003 0 /PERIOD OF TIME 
003 023 333 IN /TEST THE COMPARATORS OUTPUT. IF IT'S 
003 024 006 006 /A l, WE'RE TOO HI, IF 0, TOO LOW. 
003 025 346 ANI 
003 026 200 200 
003 027 302 JNZ /IT'S A l, WE'VE APPROXIMATED TOO HIGH 
003 030 050 TOOHI 
003 031 003 0 
003 032 172 DIV2, MOVAD /WE'RE TOO LOW, INCREASE THE 
003 033 037 RAR APPROXIMATION 
003 034 127 MOVDA /SO MOVE THE TEST BIT TO ONE OF THE 
003 035 173 MOVAE /LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS. 
003 036 037 RAR /WE ALSO ROTATE THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT 
003 037 137 MO VEA /BYTE, ROTATING ANY CARRY FROM D 
003 040 031 DADD /INTO E. 
003 041 005 .DCRB /ADD D&E TO H&L, RESULT IS IN H&L 
003 042 302 JNZ /TRIED ALL 10 BITS YET ? 
003 043 010 DACOUT /NO, TRY THE NEXT APPROXIMATION 
003 044 003 0 /BY LATCHING IT OUT AND TESTING THE 
003 045 303 JMP /COMPARATOR'S OUTPUT. 
003 046 000 ADC /YES, WE HAVE TRIED ALL 10 BITS, 
003 047 003 0 /so START THE APPROXIMATION AGAIN 
003 050 175 TOOHI, MOVAL /THE APPROXIMATION WAS TOO BIG, SO 
003 051 223 SUBE /SUBTRACT THE CURRENT "BIT" FROM BOTH 
003 052 157 MOVLA /H&L, THEN ROTATE THE TEST BIT, ADD IT 
003 053 174 MOVAH /WITH THE DADE AND TRY AGAIN. 
003 054 232 SBBD /(THIS IS IN CASE OF A BORROW) 
003 055 147 MOVHA 
003 056 303 JMP /NOW TRY THE NEXT TEST BIT IN THE WORD 
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Step 2 
Make the following changes to the successive-approximation 

software which has been included in Step 1: 

1. Remove the call to the DISPLA Subroutine present at ad
dresses 003 020, 003 021, and 003 022, by substituting NOP 
(no-operation) instructions for all three bytes. A NOP is 
equal to 000. 

2. Replace the JMP instruction byte at address 003 056 with 
a return instruction, RET = 311. 

What will these changes do to the program? 

We have removed the CALL to the DISPLA subroutine so that 
the result of the conversion will no longer be displayed in the LEDs 
at output ports 000 and 002. This also removes the time-delay 
subroutine, DELAY, since it is used only by the DISPLA sub
routine. 

We have also placed a return instruction in the memory location 
that was used previously to hold a jump instruction. Normally, the 
jump instruction would cause the computer to continually execute 
the successive-approximation A/D converter software. The use of 
a return instruction in place of a jump turns the ADC portion of 
the program into an ADC subroutine, so that only one conversion 
will be performed whenever the ADC subroutine is called. 

Step 3 
Load the following data acquisition and control program steps 

into the computer's memory. NOTE: This program starts at address 
003 100. Be careful not to load it "on top of" the ADC sub
routine! 

003 100 061 START, 
003 101 377 
003 102 003 
003 103 041 
003 104 000 
003 105 002 
003 106 345 LOOP, 
003 107 021 

/THIS IS THE DATA ACQUISITION CONTROL AND 
/DISPLAY PROGRAM. THE SUCCESSIVE APPROXl
/MATION SOFTWARE FROM EXP 4 IS USED. 

*003 100 
LXISP /SET UP A STACK AREA 
377 
003 
LXIH /SET UP A POINTER ADDRESS 
000 
002 
PUSHH /STORE THE MEMORY ADDRESS 
LXID /SET UP TIMING BYTES 
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003 110 300 300 
003 111 000 000 
003 112 41 INIT, LXIH /SET UP DISPLAY BUFFER ADDRESS 
003 113 000 000 
003 114 002 002 
003 115 174 DISPLA, MOVAH /GET B LSB'S OF DATA 
003 116 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM TOD/A 
003 117 004 004 
003 120 054 INRL /INCREMENT MEMORY ADDR 
003 121 176 MOVAM /GET 2 MSB'S OF DATA 

003 122 323 OUT /OUTPUT TO THE D/A 
003 123 005 005 
003 124 323 OUT /STROBE THE D/A TO LOAD 10 BITS 

003 125 003 003 
003 126 054 INRL /INCREMENT MEMORY ADDR AGAIN 

003 127 302 JNZ /GONE THRU FILE YET? 

003 130 115 DISPLA /NO, JUMP TO DISPLA TO DISPLAY 

003 131 003 0 /THE NEXT POINT 
003 132 033 DCXD /YES, DECREMENT LOOP COUNT (TIMING BYTE) 

003 133 172 MOVAD /ARE ALL 16 BITS OF COUNT= O? 
003 134 263 ORAE 
003 135 302 ALFA, JNZ /NO, INITIALIZE FOR ANOTHER DISPLAY 

003 136 112 INIT /OF THE BUFFER CONTENTS 
003 137 003 0 
003 140 315 CALL /YES, WE "TIMED OUT" SO DO AN A/D 

003 141 000 ADC /CONVERSION 
003 142 003 0 
003 143 353 XCHG /MOVE DATA FROM H&L TO D&E 
003 144 341 POPH /GET POINTER ADDR FROM STACK 
003 145 163 MOVME /STORE 8 LSB'S 
003 146 054 INRL 
003 147 162 MOVMD /STORE. 2 MSB'S 
003 150 054 INRL 
003 151 302 JNZ /ALL 128 NEW POINTS ACQUIRED? 
003 152 106 LOOP /NO, GO BACK AND DO ANOTHER SET OF 
003 153 003 0 /BUFFER DISPLAYS 
003 154 076 MVIA /YES, LOAD A WITH 303 
003 155 303 303 
003 156 062 STA /MOVE IT TO ADDRESS ALFA 
003 157 135 ALFA 
003 160 003 0 
003 161 303 JMP /NOW INITIALIZE AND DISPLAY DATA 
003 162 112 INIT 
003 163 003 0 

The major portion of the computer's time will be devoted to 
executing the DISPLA portion of the program, down to the JNZ 
instruction located at address 003 127. How may clock cycles 
will be required by the computer to execute these steps, including 
the JNZ instruction? You may need to reference either Introductory 
Experiments in Digital Electronics and 8080A Microcomputer Pro
gramming and Interfacing, Book 2 or the Intel 8080 System User's 
Manual for this information. 
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We found that 73 machine cycles are required. At 1.33 micro
seconds per cycle (our computer's clock period), approximately 
97 microseconds are required to display one 10-bit point. H your 
computer's clock period is not the same as ours, calculate the time 
required by your computer to display one 10-bit point. Note it 
below: 

Step 4 
Using the result calculated in Step 3, how long will it take to 

go through the DISPLA loop 128 times to display all· of the data 
points one time? 

We calculated the time to be (97 microseconds) x (128 points) 
= 12.4 milliseconds. Your time may be different if your computer's 
clock period is different from ours. 

H register-pair D is set to a value of 000 300, how many times 
will the display loop be executed, displaying the 128-point files? 

The DISPLA loop will be executed 192 times for each block 
of 128 10-bit points. How long will the computer spend in the 
DISPLA loop if we ignore the additional time that is required by 
the few instructions after the JNZ DISPLA instruction. 

Our computer would take about 2.4 seconds . Thus, the data to 
be acquired by the ADC subroutine, the computer-controlled suc
cessive-approximation A/D converter, will be sampled once every 
2.4 seconds, updating the data stored in memory. 

Step 5 
Connect an oscilloscope to the D/ A converter's voltage output, 

VnAc or DACOUT. You should have read/write memory at ad
dresses 002 000 through 002 377 for data storage. 

Start the program at address 003 JOO. Note your observations 
below: 

We observed that random data is displayed on the oscilloscope. 
Remember that this is not an X vs. Y display, but a Y vs. t display, 
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the time axis or t axis being supplied by the oscilloscope's time-base 
generator circuitry; 

Step 6 
As the program is executing, slowly rotate the potentiometer 

through to its complete limits ·of rotation. Take about 20 to 30 
seconds to do this. Do you notice any effect upon the data that 
is being displayed? 

We noticed that new data values were entered and displayed 
on the oscilloscope, their vertical position being in direct proportion 
to the movement of the potentiometer. The display seemed to flash 
briefly as new data points were acquired. 

Continue to acquire data points until all 128 data points have 
been acquired. You may wish to adjust the oscilloscope's time base 
so that only one complete display of the data points is shown. 
What happens at the end of the data-acquisition period? 

We found that the computer continued to display the 128 points 
in the data file. No new points are added to the file. 

Step 7 
Without changing the potentiometer setting, or disturbing the in

terface, restart the program at address 003 100. Does the data
acquisition sequence that you observed in Step 6 repeat itself? 

We observed only the display of the data file,. consisting of the 
data that was acquired during Step 6. Can you explain this? Ex
amine the software steps from memory address 003 154 through 
003 163. If you need an additional hint, check the contents, of 
location 003 135. What has happened? 

A software "trick" has been used to make the program alter 
itself after it has acquired 128 data points. The program contains 
steps to substitute an unconditional jump for the conditional, 
jump-if-not-zero instruction (JNZ = 302) at symbolic addresses 
ALF A. After one complete pass through the data-acquisition pro
gram, the modification takes place allowing only for the display of 
the data· file. 
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Step 8 
Replace the instruction code now stored at symbolic address 

ALF A with the op code for a JNZ instruction. Restart the program 
at address 003 100. What happens now? 

The program runs as expected, acquiring new data points and 
displaying them. The data . acquired previously in Step 6 is still 
contained in the bufter memory so it will be displayed until all 
of the old data points are "displaced" by new ones. 

Step 9 
The software trick that was noted in Step 7 provides a "lock'' that 

prevents additional data points from being acquired once the com
plete 128-point data file bas been established. Could you add soft
ware steps to initialize the JNZ instruction at ALFA at the start 
of the program? What instructions would you add? Try to add them 
so· that they do not disturb or "move" instructions that are alteady 
a part of the program. 

We added the following steps: 

003 073 076 
003 074 302 
003 075 062 
003 076 135 
003 077 003 

MVIA 
302 
STA 
ALFA 

0 

/Load A with 302 -

/Store it ALFA 

You may wish to try these steps. They eliminate the need to 
reinitialize the JNZ instruction as outlined in Step 8. H you add 
these program steps, be sure to start your new program at address 
003 073. You might also wish to add program steps that would 
initialize the data file to one value, say, 000. 

The hardware used in this experiment will be used in the next ex
periment. Do not disconnect it if you plan to do the next experiment. 
The software will not be used, so you may turn off the power, if you 
wish. 
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Purpose 

EXPERIMENT NO. 6 
GATE THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS USING 

A D/ A CONVERTER 

The purpose of this experiment is to measure the voltages at 
which the output of a standard 7 400-series gate changes from a 
logic zero to a logic one and also from a logic one to a logic zero. 

Discussion 

Voltages may be measured indirectly, without the use of an A/D 
converter or other measuring device. This experiment· uses a micro
computer and a 10-bit D /A converter to measure the threshold or 
switching voltages of a gate. An SN74LOO or SN74LSOO will be 
used. The D/ A converter will be .used to generate a ramp which will 
be applied to the inputs of the gate. The gate's output will be moni
tored for a change of state. The voltage at which this change occurs 
will be noted as its binary value, i.e., the binary value applied to the 
10-bit D/ A converter. 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit 

The 10-bit DI A converter that has been used in the previous 
experiments (Fig. 7-8) will also be used in this experiment. If this 
interface is not connected to your computer, we refer you to Step 
1 of Experiment 1 for the necessary details. 

If you have completed Experiment 3, 4, or 5, the necessary 
input port has already been constructed and should be available 
on your breadboard. If an input port is not available, you will be 
instructed to implement it in a later step. 

Individual schematic diagrams will be provided in the individual 
steps in which they will be used. 

Step 1 

With the 10-bit D/ A converter interfaced to the computer, load 
the following program into the computer's memory. Connect an 
oscilloscope or a vom to the D/ A converter's voltage output, 
DACOUT or VDAC· Run this program by starting it at address 
003 000. 

003 000 041 
003 001 000 
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/THIS IS A SHORT TEST PROGRAM FOR THE 
/CHECK-OUT OF THE GAIN AND OFFSET 

*003 000 
LXIH /SET UP A VALUE TO BE OUTPUT 
000 /TO THE D/ A CONVERTER 



003 002 000 
003 003 175 
003 004 323 
003 005 004 
003 006 174 
003 007 323 
003 010 005 
003 011 323 
003 012 003 
003 013 166 

000 
MOVAL /LOAD THE VALUE TO THE D/A 
OUT 
004 
MOVAH 
OUT 
005 
OUT /STROBE THE D/A 
003 
HLT /STOP 

When the program has been run, what is the voltage that ap
pears at the D/ A converter's output? 

We found that the output was very close to ground (zero volts). 
H you are using the AD7522 10-bit D/ A converter as shown in 
Experiment 1, or if you are using the LR-35 Outboard, adjust the 
OFFSET potentiometer until the D /A converter's output is as close 
to zero volts as possible. H you are using an equivalent DI A con
verter interface, an offset control may be present. If so, ma\ce the 
necessary adjustment so that the D/ A converter's output is zero 
volts. If an offset control is not present, go on to the next step. 

Step 2 
Substitute the data value 377 for the present values stored in the 

memory locations with addresses 003 001 and 003 002. Again, 
start the program at address 003 000 and note the voltage output 
by the D/A converter in the space below: 

We observed an output of about 4.6 volts when we performed 
this step. H your D/ A converter has a gain control, adjust it so 
that the voltage that is output by the D /A converter is between 
5.0 and 5.1 volts. If you do not have a gain control on your inter
face, go on to the next step. 

Step 3 
Repeat the steps in Step 1 to be sure that the D /A converter 

is still "zeroed" and that it will output zero volts when the input 
code is all zeros. 

Step 4 
H you have just completed Experiment 3, 4, or 5, remove all 

of the connections to the LM31 l comparator integrated circuit. 
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+ :5 GND 

16 8 

2 3 TO 
07 DATA 

BUS 

fig. 7-9. , ... DMB095 or SN74365 lnte
gnled circuit connected •• • three-state 

input port, IN 006. 

8095 (74365) 

Leave the DM8095 (SN74365) three-state input port connected 
to the computer. 

H you do not have an input port breadboarded, wire the DM8095 
integrated circuit as shown in Fig. 7-9~e s~o check for the 
proper connection of the control signals IN and 006 to the DM8095 
integrated circuit. Power and ground must also be connected as 
shown in Fig. 7-9. The SN74365 is equivalent to the DM8095 
device. 

Step 5 
Connect a quad NAND gate integrated circuit as is shown in 

Fig. 7-10. Only one of the four gate devices will be used. We 
recommend an SN74LOO or an SN74LSOO for this. Remember 
to connect the power and ground pins to the proper power buses. 

FROM VDAC~ 
V'V't--· 

PIN 2 

TO 8095 

74LOO OR 74LSOO 

fig. 7-10. 

Step 6 

Enter the following program into the computer's memory. The 
program will generate a linear ramp output that is applied to the 
inputs of the SN7400-series gate. 

003 000 041 
003 001 000 
003 002 000 
003 003 175 RAMP, 
003 004 323 
003 005 004 

204 

*003 000 

LXIH /Ser UP STARTING VALUE FOR RAMP 
000 
000 
MOVAL /OUTPUT VALUE TO THE D/ A 
OUT 
004 



D03 006 174 MOVAH 
003 007 323 OUT 
003 010 005 005 
003 011 323 OUT /STROBE THE D/A 
003 012 003 003 
003 013 333 IN /INPUT GATE'S STATUS 
003 014 006 006 
003 015 346 ANI /MASK OUT OTHER BITS 
003 016 200 200 
003 017 312 JZ /WHEN IT CHANGES, WE'RE DONE 
003 020 026 DONE 
003 021 003 0 
003 022 043 INXH /INCREASE RAMP BY ONE 
003 023 303 JMP /OUTPUT NEW VALUE 
003 024 003 RAMP 
003 025 003 0 
003 026 174 DONE, MOVAH /GET THE 2 MSB'S 
003 027 323 OUT /OUTPUT THEM TO PORT 0 
003 030 000 000 
003 031 175 MOVAL /GET THE B LSB'S 
003 032 323 OUT /DISPLAY THEM, TOO 
003 033 002 002 
003 034 166 HLT /STOP 

Step 7 
Start the program at memory address 003 000 and note the 10-bit 

result for each. of four. trials in the spaces provided. The results will 
be observed at the LEDs connected to output ports 000 and 002. 

TRIAL 2 ------

TRIAL 3 ------- TRIAL· 4 -------

For an SN74LOO gate, we observed values of 001 021, 001 
014, 001 013, and 001 014 (in octal). 

Can these readings be converted to voltages? How? 

Each step for a 10-bit D /A converter is about 5 millivolts. Our 
readings were about 1.34 volts. 

What were the voltages that you measured? The actual voltages 
that you have measured will depend upon the offset and gain of the 
converter. that you are using, power supply noise, etc. Various 
types of gates from different manufacturers may also cause slight 
differences in the threshold voltages that you are able to measure. 

With a positive-going linear voltage ramp you have measured 
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the voltage at which the NAND-gate switches its output from a logic 
one to a logic zero. 

Step 8 
In this step you will measure the voltage at which the NAND-gate 

output switches from a logic zero to a logic one. What type of a 
ramp would be required for this? 

A negative-going ramp is required. What software changes are 
needed so that a negative ramp may be generated with the same 
basic program that has been provided for you? 

We made the following changes to the program so that a negative 
ramp would be generated: 

1. Change the data bytes that are loaded into the H and L 
registers with the LXIH instruction so that register L is loaded 
with 377 and register H is loaded with 003. You should be 
able to do this without further help, based upon your previous 
software experience. 

2. Change the INXH instruction to a DCXH instruction (053). 

Are any other program changes necessary? 

YES. The instruction that is used to test the statµs of the gate's 
output must be changed to reflect the change in the gate's initial 
output when the program is started. 

Change the JZ instruction to a JNZ instruction (302). 

Step 9 
Start the program at memory address 003 000 and again note 

your observations in the spaces provided below: 

TRIAL 1 ------

TRIAL 3 ------

We observed outputs of 001 051, 001 050, 001 050, and 001 
051. These corresponded to voltages of about 1.5 volts in our sys
tem. The difference between the two threshold voltages that we 
measured was about 160 millivolts. 
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Step 10 
This step is optional. You may wish to use a variable power 

supply to supply the power to the NAND gate that is being tested. 
The variable voltage should be kept to between 4.75 and_7.0 volts 
to prevent damage to the gate. Be sure that there is a good ground 
connection between the variable power supply and the computer 
system. Is there any effect on the threshold voltages when the gate's 
supply voltage is varied?· Are the thresholds the same for different 
gates? 

This experiment is based upon one developed by Dr. Mike Daugherty 
at California State College, Dominguez Hills, CA 90747. 

Purpose 

EXPERIMENT NO. 7 
USING TWO. 8-BIT D/ A CONVERTERS; 

THE BUR-I-BROWN MP-10 MODULE 

The purpose of this experiment is to explore the use of the Burr
Brown MP-10 dual D/ A converter interface and how it may be 
used as either a memory-mapped ·or as an accumulator I/O device. 

Discussion 

The Burr-Brown MP-10 dual D/A converter interface incorpo
rates all of the logic necessary to interface two 8-bit D /A con
verters to a microcomputer. The necessary device decoding, gating, 
latching, and converting circuits are provided in the module. 

The MP-10 module incorporates a peripheral interface inte
grated circuit similar to the Intel 8255 device. This "chip" is under 
the ·control of the programmer and it can actually ·be programmed 
to change its internal functions through program commands. In the 
MP-10, it is used as a bus-compatible dual latch, latching eight 
bits for each of the DI A converters. 

When using programmable interface devices, some control of the 
circuit is needed, generally at the start of a program. You will see 
that this is the case with the MP-10. An oscilloscope is required 
in this experiment. 
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Pin Configuration of the MP-10 Module 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
iJ 
14 
IS 
16 

AIO 
Common 
D4 
DS 
D6 
D7 
DJ 
D2 
DI MPIO 
DO ·-Reset 
RJW 
Al 
AO 
+ISV 
-ISV 

All 
AIJ 
A12 
A9 
A 8 
A7 
A6 
A 5 
A4 
A 3 
A2 
B 2 
B 3 
+SV 

Out I 
Out2 

32 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18• 
17 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit Q=ig~ 7-~2) 
+ 12 .tS GND ·12 

Ill II • II 

AO 14 
AO 00 

10 

Al IS Al 01 • 
A2 22 

AZ DI • 
ADDRESS All H 

Al OI 
A4 24 A4 D4 BUS 
AS H AS Dll 

A& .. 
Al D• 

A7 17 
A? 07 .. •• MP-10 

29 •• Bl 
I 

AIO 
lll! 

All 
H 

•O Al2 ., ... 
+5 12 II If 18 

Ou"f R/W 

- GND RESET 

Fig. 7-12. 

Step 1 

..... 7-11. 

DD 
DJ 
D2 
os· DATA 
D4 aus 
Dll 
DI 
D7 

OUTPUT I 
OUTPUT 2 

Wire the MP-10 module as shown in the schematic diagram (Fig. 
7-12). Take care to be sure that the +12- and -12-volt power inputs 
are correctly wired. Reverse polarity may cause extensive damage 
to this module. 

Step 2 
Once the circuit has been wired, tum on the power and mo

mentarily break the connection between the MP-tO's RESET input, 
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pin 11, and the ground conn~on. This is best done by lifting the 
wire connection between the two points. This resets the MP-lO's 
internal logic. . This .must be done each time that power is applied 
to the MP-10. Generally, a reset push button will perform this 
function. 

Step 3 
Enter the following program into the computer's memory and 

then start it· at .address 003 000. 

*003 000 

003 000 076 MVIA. /SET UP A WITH INIT PATTERN 
003 001· 200 200 
003 002 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE D/A'S 
003 003 363 363 
003 004 043 LOOP, INXH /INCR REG PAIR H 
003 005 000 NOP 
D03 006 174 MOVAH /GET DATA FROM REG H 
003 007 000 NOP 

/OUTPUT IT TO A D/A 003 010 323 OUT 
003 011 360 360 
003 012 175 MOVAL /GET DATA FROM REG L 
():)3 013 000 NOP 
003 014 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO AD/A 
003 015 361 361 
003 016 303 JMP 
003 017 004 LOOP 
003 020 003 000 

Alternately connect an oscilloscope to the MP-lO's OUTPUT 1 
and OUTPUT 2 connections. What do you observe? 

You should observe that two varying signals are present. If this 
is not the case, recheck your interface and the software listed in 
the program. We found that two negative ramps are produced by 
the MP-10. One had a short period while the other had a long period. 

What is the voltage range. of the two analog outputs? 

We observed an output from about -10 volts to +8 volts when 
using the +12- and -12-volt power supply. Burr-Brown recommends 
a+ 15- and -15-volt supply. With this type of a supply, the full + 10-
to -10-volt output range is observed. You may use a separate ±15-
volt supply if there is a good common-ground connection between 
the computer and the power supply. 
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Step 4 
Since . an increment instruction is used in the short program that 

was entered into the computer in Step 3 and the MP-10 outputs 
a negative ramp, what does this indicate is happening to either 
the analog data or the .digital data? 

There is a net inversion of the data, either analog or digital. 
Is the interface set up for memory-mapped or accumulator 1/0? 

How do you know? 

Accumulator 1/0 is being used. The OUT . signal is being used 
to strobe the MP-10, and an OUT instruction is used to transfer 
the data from the 8080 to the MP-lO's D/A converters. 

Step 5 
Substitute a DCXH instruction (053) for the INXH instruction 

that is presently in the program at ·memory location 003 004. 
What is its effect when the program is again run? 

The ramps are now positive-going. Now substitute the INXH 
instniction ·back at ·memory location 003 004. Can you suggest 
another type of software modification that would have the same 

· effect of generating positive-going ramps? The decrement instruc
tion may not be used. 

We substituted two complement-register-A instructions (CMA = 
057) for the two no-operation instructions (NOP= 000) in loca
tions 003 007 and 003 013. 

Step 6 
Subi;titute the two CMA instructions in the program as noted 

in Step 5. Execute the program. Does this produce the positive
going ramp outputs? 

We found that it did. You should realize by now that there are 
generally a number of. possible solutions to a given problem. Hard
ware and software solutions are possible. Can you suggest some 
hardware solutions to invert the ramps generated in the original 
program that was presented in Step 3? 
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Invert the data-bus connections to the MP-10 module or invert 
the analog output signal with a unity-gain operational amplifier. 

Step 7 

Examine the schematic diagram (Fig. 7-12) and the pin diagram 
(Fig. 7-11) for the MP-10 module. You have connected its ad
dress inputs Al3 through AS to +5 volts (logic 1). Since the MP-10 
is designed to be used primarily as a memory-mapped 1/0 device, 
we have hardwired these address pins to simulate the presence of 
these high address bits in the proper state for operation. We have 
also wired input pins B2 and B3 to ground (logic 0). These are the 
address-option pins that have been described in the text of Unit 
No. 1. 

With the present connections to the MP-10, the following 8-bit 
address codes are used to address the device: 

11110000 D /A Converter # 1 
11110001 D/A Converter #2 
11110011 lntemal Control Register 

Address code 11110010 is not used in the MP-10. 

Step 8 
Turn off the computer and any separate power supply for the 

MP-10, and remove the connection between the MP-lO's Al3 ad
dress pin (pin 31) and the +5-volt supply. Make a connection 
between the MP-1 O's Al 3 address pin (pin 31 ) and the 8080's 
Al5 address pin (pin 36). A small clip lead or jumper may be 
used for this connection to the 8080 integrated circuit if this ad
dress connection is not readily available. 

Since the MP-10 requires that all address inputs, Al3 through 
A4, be at a logic 1 to operate, what is the implication of this new 
connection to the 8080's Al5 address pin? 

This connection means that the module will only operate when 
one of the device addresses listed in Step 7 is present, AND when 
the 8080's Al5 address output is a logic one. 

Step 9 

Remove the connection between the MP-10 module and the 
8080's OUT signal. Reconnect the MP-lO's pin 12 and the 8080's 
memory-write signal, MW or MEMW. This connection and the 
connection between the MP-10 and the 8080's Al 5 address pin 
have reconfigured the MP-10 as a memory-mapped 1/0 device. 
CAUTION: This configuration is not absolutely decoded. The 
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MP-10 will have many, many addresses within the 64K that are pos
sible, since not all of the 8080's 16 address lines have been used to 
decode the addresses assigned to the MP-JO. 

Step 10 
Enter the following program into the computer's memory. This 

is a ramp generator program that uses memory-mapped 1/0 de
vices, in this case the MP-10. Remember to turn on the power 
to your system. 

003 000 041 START, 
003 001 363 
003 002 200 
003 003'066 
003 004 200 
003 005 043 AGAIN, 
003 006 042 
003 007 360 
003 010 200 
003 011 303 
003 012 005 
003 013 003 

*003 000 

LXIH 
363 
200 
MVIM 
200 
INXH 
SHLD 
360 
200 
JMP 
AGAIN 
0 

/SET UP REGS H & L TO MEMORY ADDR 
/OF D/A'S CONTROL REG 

/LOAD IT WITH CONTROL WORD 
/CONTROL WORD= 200 
/INCREMENT REG PAIR H 
/SAVE H & L AT ADDRESS 
/200 360 AND 200 361, THE ADDRESSES 
/OF THE D/A CONVERTERS 
/DO IT AGAIN 

This program outputs the octal control word 200 to the Internal 
Control Register of the MP-10 (address 200 363) to initialize it. 
The two 8-bit D/ A converters are "located" at addresses 200 360 
and 200 361. 

Once the program has been entered, momentarily remove the 
ground connection to the MP-lO's RESET input, pin 11. Now start 
the program. What do you observe? · 

We observed that negative-going ramps are again being generated. 

Step 11 
H you wish to use the memory.;.mapped 1/0 interlace to again 

generate positive-going ramps, you will need to make some hardware 
or software changes. Assume that all changes are to be made in 
the software. Can you suggest some typical software routines tha1 
could be used? Try not to use the decrement instruction. 

We found that the following program works well. Register paii 
D is used to hold an incremented count. The values in tegisten 
D and E are complemented and then moved to register pair H 
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Once the data is in registers H and L, it is "output" to the D/ A 
converters with the SHLD instruction. 

*003 000 

003 000 041 LXIH /YOU'VE SEEN THIS INITIALIZATION 
003 001 363 363 /BEFORE 
003 002 200 200 
003 003 066 MVIM 
003 004 200 200 
003 005 023 RAMP, INXD /INCREMENT REG PAIR D 
003 006 172 MOVAD /GET DATA FROM REG D 
003 007 057 CMA /COMPLEMENT 11 
003 010 147- MOVHA /STORE IT IN REG H 
003 011 173 MOVAE /DO THE SAME FOR REG E 
003 012 057 CMA 
003 013 157 MOVLA 
003 014 042 SHLD /AGAIN, STORE REGS H & LIN MEMORY 
003 015 360 360 /ADDR 200 360 AND 200 361 
003 016 200 200 
003 017 303 JMP /KEEP GOING 
003 020 005 RAMP 
003 021 003 0 

You have probably noticed that there is little advantage to using 
memory-mapped 1/0 in this example. Actually, when compared 
to the accumulator 1/0 technique, the memory-mapped 1/0 tech
nique requires more program steps to perform an equivalent func
tion. Many people treat memory-mapped 1/0 as a panacea. It 
is not, and its use should be carefully e:valuated. 

Step 12 
Turn oft' your computer. If you do not plan to do any of the 

following experiments, the interfaee may be dismantled. If you will 
be doing any of the following experiments, make the following 
changes to again return the MP-10 D /A converter interface to the 
accumulator 1/0 configuration. 

Remove the connection between the MP-10 and the MEMW 
output of the 8080. Connect the MP-lO's pin 12 to the OUT 
signal instead. Remove the connection between the MP-10 and the 
8080's A15 address output (8080 pin 36). Connect this MP-10 
input (pin 31) to +5 volts, instead. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 8 
USING TWO D/ A CONVERTERS FOR A Y-vs.·T 

Purpose 
The purpose of this experiment is to use two 8-bit D /A con

verters and appropriate software to provide a Y-vs.-T type of dis
play for data. Various data files will be displayed on an oscilloscope. 
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Discussion 

In many cases it is necessary to output a file of data as analog 
voltage8, which are displayed on an oscilloscope or output to a 
plotter to form a permanent record of the data. In either case, the 
use of two DI A converters greatly simplifies the output procedure. 

One of the DI A converters is used to output the analog data 
while the other is used to output a steadily increasing voltage so 
that points are plotted, or displayed, in a continuous left-to-right 
form. In this experiment, either the Burr-Brown MP-10 DI A con
verter module or two independent 8-bit DI A converters may be 
used. We have found that the Signetics NE5018 8-bit DIA con
verter will work well in this experiment. The interfacing details are 
presented in the appropriate steps. 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit 

The actual schematic diagram of the circuit will vary, depending 
upon the type of D/ A converters that you are using. We recommend 
that you use either the Burr-Brown MP-10 module or two of the 
Signetics NE5018 devices. 

Step 1 
If you will be using the Burr-Brown MP-10 module, refer to Ex

periment 7 for the interfacing circuit (Fig. 7-12) that is required 
and then proceed to Step 3. If you will be using the Signetics 
NE5018 8-bit DIA converter integrated circuit; continue to Step 
2. If you ihave decided to substitute another type of 8-bit D /A 
converter, wire it, test it, and then go on to Step 3. 

Step 2 
The_ Signetics NE5018 8-bit DIA converter is inexpensive and 

easy to interface to 8080-like microcomputers. Fig. 7-13 is the 
block diagram of the NE5018 integrated circuit. The pin numbers 
for the 22-pin pack.age is shown in Fig. 7-14. 

You should note that the NE5018 device incorporates an 8-bit 
latched D/ A converter, buffer output amplifier, and reference, all 
on the same integrated circuit This makes the interfacing job very 
easy as shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 7-15. 

Wire two of these interfaces to your computer. You will have 
to provide a device address decoder for addresses 360 and 361, 
the addresses to be used· as the input "XYZ" for each of the inter., 
faces, respectively. An additional output instruction, OUT 363, is 
used to initialize the Burr-Brown MP-10, if it is used. If you are 
using the NE5018, you may ignore the operation of this step in the 
program. 
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Step 3 

D7 DI 05 04 D5 DZ DI DO LOAD 

VREF IN -"1"'-4 ---f LATCHED 8-BIT DIA 

BIPOLAR IS 
OFJl'SET 

VREF OUT 

REP' ADol 

SUM NODE 

VDAC OUT 

AllP COllP 

ANALOG 8ND 

Fig. 7-13. Block diagram for the NE5018 8-bit D/A converter. 

This experiment requires the use of either a dual-trace oscillo
scope with X-Y display capability, or a single-trace oscilloscope 
with provision for an external time base. 

Connect the oscilloscope so that the output from the D /A con
verter with device-code 361 provides the time base or X-axis input 
and the output from the D/ A converter with device-code 360 pro
vides the data for the Y-axis input. 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

F,NPACKAGE 

Vcc-
DAC CoMP. 

BIPOLAR OFFSET II 

~EflN 

SE5018 evallable in F package only. 

Fig. 7-14. 
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8 

9 

14 

2 
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... 
22 10 

-;:-

3 

7432 
Fig. 7-15. Interface circuit for the NE5018 8-bit D/ A converter •. 

Step 4 

With both DI A converters interfaced to the computer and also 
connected to the oscilloscope, enter the following program into the 
computer's memory. 

*003 000 

003 000 061 LXISP /SET UP A ST ACK AREA 
003 001 377 377 
003 002 003 003 
003 003 076 MVIA /INITIALIZE THE MP-10 MODULE 
003 004 200 200 /IF IT IS BEING USED 
003 005 323 OUT 
003 006 363 363 
003 007 041 NEW, LXIH /SET UP POINTERS TO DATA BUFFER 
003 010 000 000 
003 011 002 002 
003 012 176 LOOP, MOVAM /GET A DATA POINT FROM THE BUFFER 
003 013 000 NOP 
003 014 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO A D/A CONVERTER 
003 015 360 360 
003 016 175 MOVAL /GET THE LOW AODR OF THE POINT 
003 017 000 NOP 
003 020 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT TO THE OTHER D/ A 
003 021 361 361 
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003 022 000 
003 023 000 
003 024 000 
003 025 054 
003 026 303· 
003 027 012 
003 030 003 . 

NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
INRL 
JMP 
LOOP 
0 

/OPEN AREA 

/INCREMENT LOW ADDR 

This program will output 256 8-bit data words that are stored 
in memory locations 002 000· through 002 377. The data will be 
represented by the D /A converter's output voltages that correspond 
to inputs of 000 through 377. (Minimum scale to full scale.) 

Step 5 
With the internal time base of the oscilloscope connected or 

properly switched to provide the timing, start the program. What 
do you observe? You may have to adjust the . oscilloscope trigger 
controls to "hold" the displayed information steady. 

We observed a random, but repetitive, pattern on the oscillo
scope screen. Be sure that you have read/write memory available . 
with addresses 002 000 through 002 377. . 

If the trace is somewhat blurred, you may wish to add a time
delay subroutine to the program so that· each point or "dot" will 
be displayed for a longer period. The following time-delay subrou
tine, previously listed in other experiments, will work . well. 

/THIS IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*003 200 
003 200 365 DELAY, PUSHPSW /SAVE REGISTERS 
003 201 325 PUSHD 
003 202 021 LXID /SET TIMING BYTES IN REGISTERS 
003 203 046 046 /D & E 
003 204 001 001 
003 205 033 DEC, DCXD /DECREMENT THE REGISTER PAIR 
003 206 172 MOVAD 
003 207 263 ORAE /CHECK FOR REG PAIR = 000 
003 210 302 JNZ /IF NOT ZERO, DO IT AGAIN. 
003 211 205 DEC 
003 212 003 0 
003·213 321 POPD /DONE, RESTORE REGISTERS . 
003 214 361 POPPSW 
003 215 311 RET 

Remember to add the necessary CALL instruction and two ad
dress bytes to the main program. These may be substituted for the 
three NOP instructions at addresses 003 022 through 003 024. 
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NOTE: H you are using a D/A converter that inverts the analog 
or digital data, you may wish to use complement instruc

. tions (CMA = 057) in place of the two NOP instructions 
at memory locations 003 013 and 003 017. 

H you use the time-delay subroutine, we suggest that you start with 
timing bytes of 000 002. These seemed to work well for us. 

Step 6 
Is it possible to examine the displayed data and determine the 

start and the end of the data file? Which point corresponds to the 
data value stored at 002 000? 

We could not tell. The display was relatively continuous and we 
had no way of distinguishing between the various data points. You 
could always "cheat" and load some data value, say 000 or 377, 
into the first few locations in the data-storage area of memory. 
These would be displayed to indicate the start of the data file. 

Step 7 
Load the value 377 into memory locations 002 000 through 002 

012. Restart the program and note your observations below. Are 
these points distinguishable from the others? 

Yes, we found them in the data that we were displaying. They 
are also found one or more. times, depending ·upon the oscillo
scope time base and trigger settings. 

Step 8 

We mentioned that one of the D/A converters may be used to 
supply. an external time base to the oscilloscope. How is this done? 
Can you examine the software and establish a relationship between 
the data that is being displayed and the value that is being output 
to the other D /A converter? 

An examination of the program indicates that the DI A converter 
with device code 361 will output a voltage that is proportional to 
the low address of each data point. This will always be constant 
for a given data point. This provides the increasing ramp voltage 
that is used to "sweep" the electron beam across the oscilloscope's 
screen, from left to right. 

Step 9 
Reconfigure the oscilloscope to use the other DI A converter 

(device 361) to provide the external time base. Start the soft
ware. What do you observe? 
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We observed that a set of data points were displayed. If the 
D/ A converter that is supplying the ramp is connected to an ex
ternal-time-base input, the display will be. a series of data displays, 
one after the other as was seen previously. If the D/ A converter 
is supplying the ramp to an X-axis input, a single display of the 
data file will be displayed. There will be no continuous display 
of one data file "image" a{ter another. The two types of displays 
are shown in Fig. 7-16. 

The oscilloscope that we used was a Heath I0-4510, used in the 
X:-Y mode. The display that we observed was similar to that il
lustration shown for the Ramp Input to X-Axis Input in Fig. 7-168. 
In this mode, it was easy to use the X-axis and Y-axis gain controls 
to move the data so that it completely filled the space on the os
cilloscope's screen . 

.. 
[} 

: .... : : ... ·.··: .. 
.... . .· • .. 

..·:: 
.,: : 

.. · .. · .. · .. : 
··· -1~ FILE + 

.. 
.. i: 
: · ... : ~ ···;: : : . . 

r:-- FILE--• ... , 

(A) Ramp input to external-time-base input. (B) Ramp input to X-axis input. 

Fig. 7·16. Data display using two D/ A converters. 

Step 10 
Enter the following data values into the computer's memory 

at the ad.dresses shown: 

002 000 000 DATA, 000 
002 001 001 001 
002 002 002 002 
002 003 003 003 
002 004 004 004 
002 005 005 005 
002 006 006 006 
002 007 007 007 
002 010 020 020 
002 011 030 030 

002 012 040 
002 013 050 
002 014 060 
002 015 070 
002 016 120 
002 017 140 
002 020 160 
002 021 200 
002 022 220 
002 023 240 

040 
050 
060 
070 
120 
140 
160 
200 
220 
240 

Start the computer. Can you observe the "data" from the 18-
point file that you entered? What does it look like? 
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We observed a series of three ramps with increasing slopes. Each 
ramp is represented by a series of points. Other data values that 
were also in the 256-point file are displayed, too. 

Step 11 

Could the program be modified so that fewer than 256 points 
are displayed? Can you suggest some software steps that would 
implement this? 

We made the following changes to the program. These modifi
cations monitor the low address of the data point that is being 
displayed. When a limiting address is reached (set in the program), 
the computer will again display the file, starting with the first 
point. 

"003 025 
003 025 054 INRL /INCREMENT LOW ADDR 
003 026 175 MOVAL /MOVE IT TO REG A 
003 027 376 CPI /COMPARE IT TO THE UPPER LIMIT 
003 030 000 000 /ADDRESS STORED HERE 
003 031 302 JNZ /IF NOT EQUAL, KEEP DISPLAYING 
003 032 012 LOOP /POINTS IN THE BUFFER 

003 033 003 0 
003 034 303 JMP /IF UPPER ADDR IS REACHED, 
003 035 007 NEW /REINITIALIZE THE ADDR POINTERS 
003 036 003 0 /AND DISPLAY THE BUFFER AGAIN 

Enter these new steps and start the program. You may also 
wish to try the program steps that you devised as part of this step. 
What do you observe? 

We observed that the data file was again displayed, as before. 
Now, substitute the value 025 for the value 000 in memory loca
tion 003 030. This changes the upper limit of the display. Restart 
the program. What happens now? 

Only the first 268 data points are displayed. The comparison value 
or the low address of the last data point to be displayed may be 
ohanged to include more or fewer data points in the displayed data. 

Would it be possible to output something other that a continuous 
line or point plot using the Y-vs.-T display method? Could shapes or 
patterns be displayed? 
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No. Only one point may be displayed for each point on the 
time axis. Thus, the output cannot have two analog values at the 
same "time." 

Leave the D/ A converters interfaced to your computer. They 
will be used in the next experiment. Power may be turned off at 
this time. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 9 
USING TWO D/A CONVERTERS FOR AN X-vs.-Y DISPLAY 

Purpose 

This experiment explores the use of two D /A converters for 
output of X- and Y-axis data to a display device for a true X-vs.-Y 
display. 

Discussion 

The Y-vs.-T display technique. allows you to display data that has 
only one value for each point on the X-axis or time axis. The X-vs.
y display technique divides the display area into a matrix of points, 
any one of which may be "addressed" by one voltage coordinate 
from one of the D/ A converters and by another voltage coordinate 
from the other D/ A converter. Since two 8-bit D/ A converters will 
be used, there will be 256 addressable points on each axis, for a 
total of 65,536 points which may be addressed independently. 

This experiment will use an oscilloscope to present a graphic 
display of the data. 

Schematic Diagram of the Circuit 

The interface used in Experiment 8 will be used in this experi
ment. We refer you to Experiment 8 for the interfacing details. 

Step 1 

Be sure that the two 8-bit D /A converters that were used in 
Experiment 8 are still interfaced to your computer. If they are not, 
refer to the interfacing details in Experiment 8. We used a Burr
Brown MP-10 module and two of the Signetics NE5018 integrated 
circuits when we tested this experiment. 

Step 2 

Enter the following program into your computer's memory: 

003 000 061 
003 001 377 
003 002 003 
003 003 076 

LXISP 
377 
003 
MVIA 

/SET UP A STACK AREA 

/INITIALIZE THE MP-10 
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003 004 200 200 
003 005 323 OUT 
003 006 363 363 
003 007 041 NEW, LXIH /SET UP X AXIS DATA FILE ADDR 
003 010 000 000 
003 011 002 002 
003 012 021 LXID /SET UP Y AXIS DATA FILE ADDR 
003 013 200 200 
003 014 002 002 
003 015 176 LOOP, MOVAM /GET X AXIS POINT 
003 016 000 NOP 
003 017 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT 
003 020 360 360 
003 021 032 LDAXD /GET THE Y AXIS DATA 
003 022 000 NOP 
003.023 323 OUT /OUTPUT IT, TOO 
003 024 361 361 
003 025 000 NOP /SPARE 
003 026 000 NOP 
003 027 000 NOP 
003 030 054 INRL /INCREMENT X AXIS ADDR POINTER 
003 031 034 INRE /INCREMENT Y AXIS POINTER, TOO 
003 032 302 JNZ /IF E IS NOT= 0, DISPLAY NEXT 
003 033 015 LOOP /POINT IN THE BUFFER 
003 034 003 0 
003 035 303 JMP /IF BUFFER DONE, DO IT AGAIN, SO 
003 036 007 NEW /REINITIALIZE THE POINTER ADDRESSES 
003 037 003 0 

After you have loaded this program into. the computer's memory, 
you may wish to go back and check it to correct any errors that 
you have made during its entry. 

Step 3 
Connect an oscilloscope which has X-vs.-Y display capability 

so that the Y-axis input is connected to the D /A converter with 
device address 361 and the X-axis input is connected to the D/ A 
converter that has device address 360. This is the same configura
tion that was used in Experiment 8. 

Start the program at address 003 000. You may have to adjust 
the gain control for each input so that the points displayed fill 
the oscilloscope's screen. Each input's position controls may also 
need adjustment. 

Briefly describe your observations: 

We observed the display of many points on the oscilloscope 
screen, much like those points that were displayed in the previous 
experiment. 
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You. may observe some streaking or smearing between the data 
points; This is caused by the timing of the display software. The 
computer spends little time in displayitig each point so the points 
are not much brighter than some of the streaks. Three no-operation 
instructions (NOP= 000) have been placed in the program so 
that a call to a delay subroutine may be added. This will cause 
the computer to display each point for a somewhat longer time. 

To make this change, replace the three NOP instructions with 
the following three-byte call instruction: 

003 025 315 CALL 
003 026 200 Low addreu of the DELAY subroutine 
003 003 003 High address of the DELAY subroutine 

This step calls the delay subroutine that you have used in· many 
of the previous experiments. It is listed again for clarity, in the 

·space below. Timing bytes of 000 and 002 in locations 003 204 and 
003 205, respectively, worked well for us. 

003 200 365 
003.201 325 
003 202 021 
003 203 046 
003 204 001 
003 205 033 
003 206 172 
003 207 263 
003 210 302 
003 211 205 
003 212 003 
003 213 321 
003 214 361 
003 215 311 

Step 4 

DELAY, 

DEC, 

/THIS IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE 

*003 200 
PUSHPSW 
PUS HD 
LXID 
046 
001 
DCXD 
MOVAD 
ORAE 
JNZ 
DEC 
0 
POPD 
POPPSW 
RET 

/SAVE REGISTERS 

/SET TIMING JIYTES IN REGISTERS 
/D AND E 

/DECREMENT THE REGISTER PAIR 

/CHECK FOR REG PAIR = 000 
/IF NOT ZERO, DO IT AGAIN 

/DONE, RESTORE REGISTERS 

Enter the following data points into the computer's memory. 
Each point has an X and a Y coordinate value. 

Address Data Address Data 

002 000 000 002 200 000 
002 001 040 002 201 000 
002 002 140 002 202 000 
002 003 200 002 203 3n 
002 004 300 002 204 3n 
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Once the X-axis and Y-axis data are entered for each of the five 
points, start the program again. Do you observe any difference? 
Can you distinguish· these five. points from the other points being 
displayed. 

We observed no difference in the display and we could not dis
tinguish the five new points. There are just too many other points 
from which they must be distinguished. 

It would be better if the software could be modified to display 
only those points ·of interest to us. This is the same type of change 
that· was made to the program in Experiment 8. 

Step 5 

Make the following changes to the program. Change only the 
steps that are listed below: 

003 030 034 INRE /INCREMENT Y AXIS DATA ADDR 
003 031 054 INRL /INCREMENT X AXIS POINTER, TOO 
003 032 175 MOVAL /GET CONTENTS OF REG L 
003 033 376 CPI /COMPARE IT TO A LIMIT ADDRESS 
003 034 010 010 /STORED HERE 
003 035 302 JNZ /IF LIMIT NOT REACHED, DISPLAY 
003 036 015 LOOP /THE NEXT POINT 
003 037 003 0 
003 040 303 JMP /IF LIMIT REACHED, REINITIALIZE 
003 041 007 NEW /AND START AGAIN 
003 042 003 0 

·Once these new steps have been entered and checked, again 
start the software. YOU should observe that fewer points are now 
displayed. You may wish tff experiment with the timing bytes in 
the DELAY subroutine to decrease any smear between points. 
If you are using the DELAY subroutine, be sure that the call in
struction is still in the main program. 

Step 6 
Enter the following data into the computer's memory. 

Address Data Address Data 

002 000 000 002 200 000 
002 001 040 002 201 040 
002 002 100 002 202 100 
002 003 040 002 203 140 
002 004 020 002 204 200 
002 005 010 002 205 240 
002 006 000 002 206 300 
002 007 000 002 207 340 

Now start the program. What do you observe? 
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We observed a series of eight data points forming a peak. 

Step 7 
Enter the following data into the computer's memory. 

Aclcl,.n 
002·000 
002 001 
002 002 
002 003 
002 004 
002 005 
002 006 
002 007 

Data 

000 
040 
000 
200 
3n 
340 
377 
200 

Aclme11 Data 

002 200 000 
.002 201 200 
002 202 377 
002 203 340 
002 204 377 
002 205. 200 
002 206 000 
002 207 040 

Again start the program· and note your observations of the dis
play in the following space. 

We observed a square with a point in each side. 
Could a true square. be displayed in the Y-vs.-T type of display? 

. No. ·It . is impossible to have two points with the same ''time" 
. coordinate. A close approximation could be attempted, t>ut more 
complex graphics would not be possible. 

How could you increase the number of points that are being 
displayed by the program? 

You could go back to the "old" software that was first described 
in this experiment (for a display of 128 points) or modify the 
portion of the. program that was entered in Step 5 so that the 
·limiting address is changed to 1reftect your display needs. The ad
dress is stored in the memory location with address 003 034. This 

. program has the capability to display up to 128 data points, each 
with two 8-bit coordinate values. 

PART REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS 

All of the experiments will require an 8080-based microcomputer 
that provides access to the control .signals, data bus signals, and 
address bus signals for breadboarding. We tised an E&L Instruments 
Mini-Micro Designer System (MMD-1) while preparing and test
ing these experiments.· In addition, we recommend at least one ad
ditional solderless breadboarding socket. 

The experiments will also require various lengths of #24 or #26 
hook-up wire and any tools that students may require, such as 
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small pliers or a small screwdriver for removal of the integrated 
circuits from the breadboards. You may have to wire device de
coders and a lamp monitor, if they are not available. Several 
schematic diagrams for these devices are provided in the lntroduc· 
tion to the Experiments in this unit. 

An inexpensive volt-ohm-milliammeter (vom) should be availabl€ 
and an oscilloscope with either two input channels, or a singl€ 
input and provision for an external time base, should be provided. 
You will not need one oscilloscope per student; they are readil) 
shared. 

If you choose to build the circuit that is the equivalent of th€ 
· LR-35 Outboard, we suggest that you build it on a piece of perf· 

board or on a solderless breadboarding socket The complete sche
matic is provided in Experiment 1. H you construct this circuit, th€ 
following parts will be needed: 

1 AD7522 10-bit D/ A converter, double-buftered (Analoi 
Devices, Inc., Nordwood, MA 02062) 

1 SN7 402 quad NOR gate integrated circuit 
1 741 operational amplifier ·integrated circuit 
1 79L05 negative 5..:.volt voltage regulator 
2 1N4001 diodes 
1 25K, 10-turn trimmer potentiometer 
1 SK, 10-turn trimmer potentiometer 
1 lOOK, %-watt carbon resistor 
1 lOK, %-watt carbon resistor 
1 1N965 15-volt zener diode 
2 1-µF tantalum capacitors 

The following parts are required for the experiments, exclusive 
of the parts listed previously for the LR-35 Outboard equivalen 
D/ A converter module: 

1 LR-35 Outboard or equivalent circuitry1 

1 DM8095 or SN74365 tbree-state buffer integrated circuit (IC: 
1 LM31 l comparator IC 
1 . SN74LOO or SN74LSOO quad NAND gate IC 
1 SN7432 quad OR gate IC 
2 NE50l8 latched 8-bit D/ A converter IC2 or 

MP-10 dual 8-bit D /A converter module, 3 or equivalen 
·circuitry 

1 LR-6 quad lamp monitor outboard or equivalent circuit. Sei 
Introduction. 

2 1000-ohm, %-watt carbon resistors 
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2 4700-ohm, %-watt carbon resistors 
1 20K, one-tum trimmer potentiometer 
2 0.01-µF ceramic disc capacitors 
1 Small screwdriver for potentiometer adjustments 

NOTES: 
1. Available from: E&L Instruments, Inc. 

61 First Street 
Derby, CT 06418 

2. Available from: Signetics Corporation 
811 East Arques Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

3. Available from: Burr-Brown Research Corp. 
P. O. Box 11400 
Tucson, AZ 85734 

Consult each manufacturer for the address of a local distributor. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix contains the National Semiconductor Corporation' 
Application Note, Specifying A/D and D/A Converters (AN-156) 
It contains many useful definitions and illustrations that will amplif: 
the definitions that have been presented in this book. 
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~ 
NATIONAL 

SPECIFYING AID ANO D/A CONVERTERS 

The specification or selection of analog-to-digital (A/Di 
or digital-to-analog (OJA) converters can be a chancey 
thing unless the specifications are understood by the 
person making the selection. Of course, you know you 
want an accurate converter of specific resolution; but 
how do you insure that you get what you want? For 
example, 12 switches. 12 arbitrarily valued resistors, and 
a reference will produce a 12-bit DAC exhibiting 12 
quantum steps of output voltage, tn all probability, the 
user wants something better than the expected perfor
mance of such a DAC. Specifying a 12-bit DAC or an 
ADC must be made with a full understanding of accuracy, 
linearity, differential linearity, monotonicity. scale, gain, 
offset, and hysteresis errors 

This note explains the meanings ot and the relationships 
between the various specifications encountered in A/D 
and DIA converter descriptions. It is intended that the 
meanings be presented in the simplest and clearest 
practical terms. Included are transfer curves showing the 
several types of errors discussed. Timing and control 
signals and several binary codes are described ·as they 
relate to A/D and D/A converters. 

MEANING OF PERFORMANCE SPECS 

Resolution describes the smallest standard incremental 
change in output voltage of a DAC or the amount of 
input voltage change required to increment the output of 
an ADC between one code change and the next adjacent 
code change. A converter with n switches C.:Jf\ resolve 1 
part in 211 . The least significant increment is then 2·n, or 
one least significant bit (LSBl. ln contrast. the most 
significant bit (MSB) carries a weight of2·1. Resolution 
applies to DACs and ADCs, and may be expressed in 
percent of full scale or in binary bits. For example, an 
ADC with 12·bit resolution could resolve 1 part in 212 
(1 part in 4096) or 0.0245% of full scale. A converter 
with 10V full scale could resolve a 2.45mV input change. 
Likewise. a 12·bit DAC would exhibit an output voltage 
change of 0.0245% of full scale when the binary input 
code is incremented one binary bit (1 LSB). Resolution 
is a design parameter rather than a performance specifi· 
cation; it says nothing about accuracy or l\nearity. 

© 1976 NatiQl'lal SjJmicol'ldmaor Corp. 

Accuracy is sometimes considered to be a non-specific 
term when applied to D/A or AID converters. A linearity 
spec is generally considered as more descriptive. An 
accuracy specification describes the worst case deviation 
of the DAC output voltage from a straight line drawn 
between zero and full scale; it includes all errors. A 
12-bit DAC could not have a conversion accuracy better 
than ±% LSB or ±1 part in 212+1 (±0.0122% of full 
scale due to finite resolution}. This would be the case in 
figure 1 if there were no errors. Actually, ±0.0122% FS 
represents a deviation from 100% accuracy; therefore 
accuracy should be specified as 99.9878%. However, 
convention would dictate 0.0122% as being an accuracy 
spec rather than an inaccuracy (tolerance or error) spec. 

Accuracy as applied to an ADC would describe the 
difference between the actual input voltage and the full· 
scale weighted equivalent of the binary output code; 
included are quantizing and all other errors. If a 12·bit 
AOC is stated to be ±1 LSB accurate, this is equivalent 
to ±0.0245% or twice the minimum possible quantizing 
error of 0.0122%. An accuracy spec describes the 
maximum sum of all errors including quantizing error, 
but is rarely provided on data sheets as the several errors 
are listed separately. 

" 

a"'-~~~~~~~ 
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OHilTAl.CDDE 

FIGURE 1. Linear DAC Transfer Curve Showing Minimum 
Resolution Error and Best Possible Ac!;Uracy 

DA-815M26/Printcd in U.S.A. 

Courtesy National Semiconductor Corp. 
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Quantizing Error is the maximum deviation from a 
straight line transfer function o1 a perfect AOC. As, by 
its very nature, an ADC quantizes the analog input into 
a finite number of output codes, only an iniinite 
resolution ADC would exhibit zero quantizing error. A 
perfect ADC. suitably ofiset % LSB at zero scale as 
shown in figure 2, exhibits only ±% LSB maximum 
output error. If not offset, the error will be t-6 LSB as 
shown in figure 3. For example, a perfect 12-bit ADC 
will show a ±Y2 LSB error of ±0.0122% while the 
quantizing error of an 8-bit ADC is ±Yz part in 28 or 
±0.195% of full scale. Ouantizing error is not strictly 
applicable to a DAC; the equivalent effect is more 
properly a resolution error. 

V.tSR 
ANALOG INPUT 

FIGURE 2, ADC Tram.fer Curve,~ LSB Offset at Zero 

.ANALOG INPUT 

FIGURE 3. ADC Tran:ifer Curve, No Offset 

Scale Error (full sc.;le error) is the departure from design 
output' voltage of a DAC for a given input code, usually 
ful!-scale code. (See figure 4.) In.an ADC it is the depcir· 
turc of actual input voltage from design input voltage for 
a full-scale output code. Scale errors can be caused by 
errors in reierence voltage, ladder resistor values, or 
amplifier gain, et. al, !See Temperature Coefficient.) 
Scafe errors may be corrected by adjusting output 
amplifier gain or reference voltage. If the transfer curve 
resembles that of figure 7. a scale adjustment at% scale 
could improve the overall ± accuracy compared to an 
adjustment at full scale. 

} 1 LSI 

·--~~~~~~~ 
CIOO llDI 1110 011 Ill& 101 110 111 

DIGITAL CODI: 

FIGURE 4. Linur, 1 LSB Scale Error 

Gain Error is essentially the same as scale error for an 
ADC. !n the case of a DAC with current and \IOltage 
mode outputs, the current output could be to scale 
while the voltage output could exhibit a gain error. The 
amplifier feedback resistors would be trimmed to correct 
the gain error. 

Offset Error (zero error) is the output voltage of a DAC 
with zero code input, or it is the required mean value of 
input voltage of an ADC to set zero code out. (See 
figure 5.) Offset error is usually caused by amplifier or 
comparator input oifset voltage or current; it can usually 
be trimmed to zero with an offset zero adjust potentio
meter external to the DAC or ADC. Offset error may be 
expressed in% FS or in fractional LSB . 

DIGITAL CODE 

FIGURE 5. Lin11ar, y,, LSB Offset ErrM 

Hysteresis Error in an ADC causes the voltage at which a 
code transition occurs to be dependent upon the direction 
from which the transition is approached. This is usually 
caused by hysteresis in the comparator inside an ADC. 
Excessive hysteresis may be reduced by design; however, 
some slight hysteresis is inevitable and may be objec
tionable in converters if hysteresis approaches Y, LSB. 

Linearity, or, more accurately, non-linearity specifica
tions describe the departure from a linear transfer curve 
for either an ADC or a DAC. Linearity error does not 
include quantizing, zero, or scale errors. Thus, a specifi-

Courtesy National Semiconductor Corp. 



cation of ±% LSB linearity implies error in addition to 
the inherent ±% LSB quantizing or resolution error. In 
reference to figure 2, showing no errors other than 
quantizing error, a linearity error allows for one or more 
of the steps being greater or less than the ideal shown. 

Figure 6 shows a 3-bit OAC transfer curve with no more 
than ±Yz LSB non-linearity, yet one step shown is of zero 
amplitude. This is within the specification, as the maxi· 
mum deviation from the ideal straight line is ±1 LSB 
(% LSB resolution error plus% LSB non-linearity). With 
any linearity error, there is a differential non-linearity 
(see below). A ±% LSB linearity spec guarantees 
monotonicity (see below! and< :!:1 LSB differential non
linearity ('SBE! below). In the example of figure 6, the 
code transition from 100 to 101 is the worst PoSSible 
non·linearity, being the transition from 1 LSB high at 
code 100 to 1 LSB low at 110. Any fractional non· 
linearity beyond±% LSB-will allow for a non-monotonic 
transfer curve. Figur.e 7 shows a typical non-tinear curve; 
non-linearity is 1 ~ LSB yet the curve is smooth and 
monotonic. 

tall 11111 '"' 011 1011 1111 110 111 

DIGITAL CODE 

FIGURE 6. t% LSB Non-llnaaritv (Implies. 1 LSB POSSt"ble 
Error), 1 LSB Oifferential Non-Linearity (Implies 
MonotonicitY) 

fS 

.~~~~~~~~ 

Qll(IOllt 011111111001111110 m 
DIGITAL CODE 

FIGURE 7. 1% LSB Non-Linear, % LSB Differential Nan
LinearitY 

linearity specs refer to either AOCs or to DACs, and do 
not include. quanti.zing. gain, offset, or scale errors. 
Linearity errors are of pr.irrle importance along-.w;th 
differential linearity in elther ADC or DAC specs. as. all 
other errors (except quantizing, and temperature and 
long-term drifts) may be adjusted to zero. Linearity 
errors may be expressed in % FS or fractional LSB. 

Differential Non-Linearity indicates the difference be
tween actual analog voltage change and the ideal (1 LSB) 
voltage change at any code change of .a DAC. For 
example, a OAC with a 1.5 LSB step at a code change 
would be said to exhibit % LSB differential non· 
linearity (see figures 6 and 7). Differential non-liiiearity 
may be expressed in fractional bits or in % FS. 
Differential linearity specs .are just as important as lin
earity specs because the apparent.quality of a converter 
curve can be significantly affected by differential non· 
linearity even tho\Jgh the linearity spec is good. Figure 6 

·shows a curve with a ±% LSB linearity and ±1 LSB 
differential non-linearity while figure 7 shows a curve 
.with +1% LSB linearity and ±% LSB differential non· 
linearity. In many user applications, the curve of figure 7 
would be preferred over that of figure 6 because the 
curve is smoother. The differential non·linearity spec 
describes the smoothness of a curve; therefore it is of 
great importance to the user. A gross example of differ· 
ential noQ·linearity is shown in figure 8 where tlie 
linearity spec is "±1 LSB and the differential linearity 
spec is ±2 LSB. The effect is to allow a transfer curve 
with grossly degraded resolution; the normal 8-step curve 
is reduced to 3 steps in figure e. Similarly, a 16-step 
curve (4·bit converter, with only 2 LSB· dlfferentiat non
linearity could be reduced to 6 steps {a 2.6-bit conver~ 
ter?). The reat message is, "8"eware of the specs." 
Do not ignore or omit differential linearity · ch~racter· 
istics on .a converter unless the~ linearity spec is tight 
enough to guarantee the desired differential lineerity. As 
this characteristic is impractical to measure on a produc· 
tion basis, it is rarely, if ever, specified, and linearity Is 
the primary specified parameter. Differential non-linear· 
ity can always be as much as twice the non-linearity, but 
no more. 

" 

............ .__~~~~~ 
QIO 1111 1110 111 11111 1111 tll 11t 

DIGITAL CODE 

FIGURE 8. ±1 LSB Lln .. r. t2 LSB Differential Non·Llnnt 

Monotonicity. A monotonic curve has no change in sign 
of the slope; thus all incremental elemems- of a monO" 
tonicalty increasing curve will have positive or zero, .but 
never negative slope. The converse is true for decreasing 
curves. The transfer curve of a monotonic DAC will 
contain steps of only positive or zero height; and no 
negative ·steps. Thus a smooth line connecting aH output 
voltage points will contain no peaks or dips: The transfer 
function of a monotonic ADC will provide no dec;reasing 
output code for increasing input voltage. 

Courtesy National Semiconductor Corp. 
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Figure 9 shows a non-monotonic OAC transfer curve. 
For the curve to be non-monotonic, the linearity error 
must exceed ±'h LSB no matter by .how little. The 
greater the linearity error, the more significant the 
negative step might be. A non-monotonic curve may not 
be a special disadvantage in some systems; however, it is 
a disaster in closed-loop servo systems of any type 
(including a DAC-controlled ADC}. A±% LSB maximum 
linearity spec on an n·bit converter guarantees mono
tonicity to n bits. A converter exhibiting more than ±% 
LSB non-linearity may be monotonic, but is not 
necessarily monotonic. For example, a 12-bit DAC with 
±Y2 bit linearity to 10 bits (not ±1h LSB) will be mono· 
tonic: at 10 bits but mav or may not be monotonic at 12 
bits unless tested and guaranteed to be 12-bit monotonic. 

DOD Ol1 010 011 1011 101 110 t11 

DIGITAL CODf 

FIGURE 9. Non·Monotonic !Must ba > .tY.r LSB Non-Linear) 

Settling Time is the elapsed time after a code transition 
for DAC output to reach, final value within specified 
limits, usually ±112 LSB. (See also Conversion Rate below.I 
Settling time is often listed along with a slew rate 
specification; if so, it may not include slew time. If no 
slew rate spec is included, the settling time spec must be 
expected to include slew time. Settling time is usually 
summed with slew time to obtain total elapsed time for 
the output to settle to final value. Figure 10 delineates 
that part of the total elapsed time which is considered to 
be slew and that part which is settling time. It is 
apparent from this figure that the total time is greater 
for a majo"r than for a minor code change due to 
amplifier slew limitations, but settling time may also be 
different depending upon amplifier overload recovery 
characteristics. 

Slew Rate is an inherent limitation of the output 
amplifier in a DAC which limits the rate of change of 
output voltage after code transitions, Slew rate is usually 
anywhere from 0.2 to several hundred volts/µs. Delay· in 
reaching final value of DAC output voltage is the sum of 
slew time and. settling time as shown in figure 10. 

Overshoot and Glitches occur whenever a code transition 
occurs in a DAC. There are two causes. The current 
output of a DAC contains switching glitches due to 
possible asynchronous switching of the bit currents 
(expected to be worst at half-scale transition when all 
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FIGURE 10. DAC Slew and Settling Tima 

bits are switched), These glitches are normally of 
extremely short duration but could be of % scale 
amplitude. The current switching glitches are generally 
somewhat attenuated at the voltage output of the. DAC 
because the output amplifier is unable to slew at a very 
high rate; they are, however, partially coupled around 
the amplifier via the amplifier feedback network and 
seen at the output. The· output amplifier introdutes 
overshoot and some non·critically damped ringing whicn 
may be minimized but not entirely eliminated except at 
the expense of slew rate and settling tiiTie. 

Temperature Coefficient of the various components of a 
DAC or ADC can produce or increase any of the several 
errors as the operating temperature varies. Zero scale 
offset error can change due to the TC of the amplifier 
and comparator input offset voltages and currents. Scale 
error can occur due to shifts in the reference, changes in 
ladder re~istance or non-compensating RC product shifts 
in dual-slope ADCs, changes in beta or reference current 
in current switches, changes in amplifier bias current, or 
drift in amplifier gain-set resistors. Linearity and mono· 
tonicity of the DAC can be affected by differential 
temperature- drifts of the ladder resistors and switches. 
Overshoot, settling time, and slew rate can be affected 
by temperature due to internal change in amplifier gain 
and bandwidth. In short, every specification except 
resolution and quantizing error can be affected by 
temperature changes. 
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Lona-Twm Drtft, due mainly. to resistor and semi con· 
ductor aging Can affect alt those characteristics which 
temperature change can affect. Characteristics most 
commonly affected are linearity, i:noncrtonicity, scale, 
and offset. Scale change due to reference aging is usually 
the most impcrtant change. 

Supply Rejection relates to the ability of e DAC or ADC 
to maintain scale, offset, TC, slew rate, and linearity 
when the supply voltage is varied. The reference must, of 
course, remain constant unless considering a multiplying 
DAC. Most affected are current sources (affecting 
linearity and scale) and amplifiers or comparators 
(affecting offset and slew rate). Supply rejection is 
usually specified only as a % FS change at or near full 
scele et 25°C •. 

Conversion Rate ls the speed at which an ADC or DAC 
can make repetitive data coilversions. It is affect~ by, 
propagation delay in counting circuits, ladder switches · 
and comparatOrs; ladder RC·and amplifier settling times: 
amplifier and comparator slew rates; and Integrating time· 
of dual-slope converters. Conversion rate is specified as a 
number of conversions per second, or conversion time is 
specified as a number of microseconds to complete one 
conversion {including the effects of settling time). Some· 
times. conversion rate is specified for less than full 
resolution, thus showing a misleading {high) rate. 

Cloc:k Rate is the minimum or maximum pulse rate at 
which AOC counters may be driven. There is a fixed 
relationship between the minimum conversion rate and 
the clock rate depending upon the converter accuracy 
and type, All facton which affect conversion rate of an 
ADC limit the clock rate. 

Input Jmpedo,_ of an ADC ·describes the load placed 
on the analog source. 

Output Drive Capability describes· the digital load driving 
capability of an ADC or the analog load driving capacity. 
of a OAC; it is usually given as a current level or a voltage 
output into a given load. 

CODES 

Several types of DAC input or AOC output codes are in 
common use, Each has its advantages depending upon 
the system interfacing the converter. Most codes are 
binary in ·form; each is described ant;f compared below. 

NatUral Binary (or simply Binary} is the usual 2° code 
with 2, 4, 8, 16, ... , 2n progression. An input or output 
high or "1" Is con$idered a signal, whereas a "O" is 
cOnsidered an absence of signal. This is a pasitive true 
binary signal. Zero scale is then all "zeros" while full 
scale is all "ones." 

Complementary Binary (or Inverted Binary) is the 
negative true binary system. It is identical to the binary 
code except that all binary bits are inverted. Thus, zero 
scale is all "ones" w~ile full scale is all "zeros." 

Binary Coded Decimal (BCD} is the represeritation of 
decimal numbers in binary form. It is useful in ADC 
systems intended to drive decimal displays. Its advantage 
over decimal is that only 4 lines are needed to represent 
10 digits. The disadvantage of coding DACs or AOCs in 
BCD is that a full 4 bits could represent 16 digits while 
only 10 are represented in BCD. The full-scale resolution 
of a BCD coded svstem is less than that of a binary 

coded system. For example, a 12-bit BCD system has a 
resolution of only 1 part in 1000 compared to 1 pan in 
4096 for a binary system. This repreunts a Ion In 
resolution of over 4:1. 

Offset Binary is a natural binary code except that it .is 
offset (usually% scale) In order to represent negative and . 
positive values. Maximum negative scale is represented to 

. be all "zeros .. while maximum positive scale is represented 
as all · 0 ones!' ZerO scale (actually center scale) is then 
represented as a leading "one" and all remaining .. zeros." 
The comparison with binary is shown in figure 11. 

Twos Complement Binary is an alternate and more 
widely used code to represent negative values. With this 
code, zero and positive values are represented as in . 
natural binary while all negative values 11re represented 
in a twos complement form. That is, the twos comple· 
ment of a number represents a negative value so that 
interface to a computer ·or microprocessor is simplified. 
The twos complement is formed by complementing each 
bit and then adding a 1; any overflow Is neglected. The 
decimal number- -8 is- represented in twos comptement 
as follows: start with binary code of. decimal 8 (off 
scale for ± representation in 4 bits so·not a valid code in 
the ± scale of 4 bits) which is 1000; complement it to 
0111; add 0001 to get 1000. The comparison with of&at 
binary is shown in figure 11. Note that the offset binary 
representation of the ± scale differs from the twos 
complement representation only in that the MSB is 
complemented. The conversion from offset binary to 
twos complement only requires that the MSB be inverted. 

111 

'" i 100 

~ 111 

0 "' .., ... 
ANALOG Sl:AlE 

l•I Z•o to + Full-Seel• 

111 DTI 11t 

011111110 

u1oot111 

:OIDlll ·• 
tOI 111 011 

1111 110 010 

111101001 

"' ... + t "-OFFSETBINARV I lWOS COMPLEMENT BINARY 
IJGN +MAGNITUDE 

(b} :t Full·Scale 

FIGURE 11. AOC Codes 
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Sign Plus Magnitude coding contains polarity information 
in the MSB {MSB =- 1 indicates a negative sign); all 
other bits represent magnitude only. This code is com
pared to offset binary and twos complement in figure 11. 
Note that one code is used up In providing a double 
code for zero. Sign plus magnitude code is used in 
certain instrument and audio systems; its advantage is 
that only one bit need be changed for small scale changes 
in the vicinity of zero. and ptus and minus scales are 
symmetrical. A DVM might be an example of its use. 

CONTROL 

Each AOC must accept and/or provide digital control 
signals telling it and/or the external system what to do 
and when to do it. Control signals should be compatible 
with one or more types of logic in common use. Control 
signal timing- mus.t be such that the converter or con
nected system will accept the signals. Common control 
signals are listed below. · 

Stmt Convenion (SC) is 1 digital signal to an ADC which 
initiates e single conversion cycle. Typically, an SC signal 
must be present at the ·fall (or rise) of the clock wave.form 
to Initiate the cycle. A DAC needs no SC signal; however, 
such could be provided to gate digital inputs to a DAC. 

End of Conversion {EOC) is a digital signal from an ADC 
which informs the external svstem that the digital output 

Natlon•I Semiconductor .Corponltlon • 

data is valid. Tvpically, an EOC output can be connected 
to an SC input to cau&e the ADC to operate in continu
ous convenion mode. In non-continuous conversion 
systems, the SC signal is a command from the-system to 
the ADC. A DAC does not supply an EOC signal. 

Clock signals are required or must be generated. within 
an AOC to control counting or successive approximation 
1-egisters. The clock controls the conversion speed within 

· the limitations of the ADC. DACs do not require clock 
signals. 

CONCLUSION . 

Once the user has a working knowledge of DAC or ADC 
characteristics and specifitations, he should be able to 
select a converter to suit a specific· system need. The 
likelihood of overspecification, and therefore an un· 
necessarily high cost, is likewise -reduced. The user will 
also be aware that specific parameters, test conditions, 
test circuits, and even definitions may vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer. For practical production 
reasons, parameters may not be· tested in the same 
manner for all converter types~ even those supplied by 
the same manufacturer. Using information in this note. 
the user should. however. be able to sort out and under
stand those specifications (from any manufacturer} 
pertinent to his needs. 

2IOO S.mlconduotor Dllw, 8anl• Clara; C.Ufoml• 85051, (<tOllJ 737-5000/TWX f910) 339.ft.40 
H8tl0nlll SemlcDftductor GmbH ~ IOI Futlr ... nfllldlnUCk, lnduatrielUHM 10, WUt Germlll'I)', Tel•. (Oe141) 1371/TalH; OS.21'&49 
Ndon81-SMnlconductor (UK) Ltd. 
Larklltlld Industrial Eirtata, Greenock, SCotla1td, Tele. flM7St33251i'Telax 778-632 NA110NOL 
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Appendix B 

This appendix contains some data sheets for analog/digital con
verter products, digital panel meters, and data-acquisition systems. 
They are provided to give you a representative idea of what in
formation is contained in data sheets and to provide additional in
formation about some of . the devices that have been used and 
mentioned in the text. 

Some of the data sheets have been abridged to keep the material 
as concise as possible and due to publication limitations. We suggest 
that you contact manufacturers directly for complete data sheets 
and catalogs of their products before you make a decision to pur-
chase a particular .device. · 
The following data sheets have been provided: 

CMOS 10-Bit, Buffered Multiplying D/ A Converter AD7522 
Courtesy of Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 

8-Bit µ.P-Compatible D-to-A Converter NE5018 
Courtesy of Signetics Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

MP-10, MP-11 Microprocessor Analog Output Components 
Courtesy of Burr-Brown Research Corporation, Tucson, AZ 

85734 
3% Digit AC Line Powered DPM AD2009 

Courtesy of Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 
World's First Automatic Ranging Digital Panel Meter Model 

DM-2000AR 
Courtesy of Datel Systems, Inc., Canton, MA 0202I 

Real-Time Analog I/0 Interface Model RTI-1200 
Courtesy of Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062 
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MP8600 Series, Burr-Brown Analog 1/0 Systems (for Intel Micro
computers) 

Courtesy of Burr-Brown Research Corporation, Tucson, AZ 
85734 

ADC0816/ ADC0817 Single-Chip Data-Acquisition System 
Courtesy of National Semiconductor Corporation, Santa Clara, CA 

95051 

There are many other module manufacturers and we suggest that 
you consult the current engineering periodicals for advertisements 
and new product releases. The latest issue of Electronic Design's 
Gold Book buyers' guide listed over 80 manufacturers of analog/ 
digital converters from integrated circuits to complete systems. 
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.. ANALOG CMOS 
Liii DEViCES lO·Bit, Buffered Multiplying O/A Converter 

FEATURES 

10-Bit Rosolutlon 
8, 9, & 1iMlit Llnearll'f 
Microprocessor Compatible 
Double Buffared Inputs 
Serial or Panllet Loading 
DTL/TTL/CMOS Dlract lntarfRe 
Nnnlinearlty Tempco: 2!1PM of FSRfC 
Gain Tampco: 10ppM of FSRfC 
Very I.Ow Power.Dissipation 
Very Low Fe-rough 

GENERAL Dl!SCRJPl'ION 

The AD7522 is a monolithic CMOS to-bit multiplying DIA 
converter, with an input buffer and a holding register, allowing 
direct interface with microprocessors. Most applications re-

AD7522 ., ... 
, --

\ 

quire tho addition of only an operational amplifier and a FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 
reference voltage. 

Th• key to easy interface to • dat& bus is the AD7S22's ability 
to load the inpot buffer in two bytea (an 8-bit and a 2·bit byte), 
and su1>sequently move this data to a. holding register, where 
the digital word is co·nverted into an analog C\.!rreDt or voltage 
(wirb extemal operational amplifier). The input loading of 
either 8 or 10 bits can be done in a puallel or serial mode. 

The AD7S22 is packaged in a 28-pin DIP, and operates with 
a +lSV main supply at 2mA max, and a logic supply of +5V 
for TTL interface, or +10 to +lSV for CMOS interface. 

A thin lilm on high density CMOS process, using silicon 
nitride passivotion, enSUteS high reliability and excellent 
St&bility. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Nonlinearity 
Tcn1pcrawreR1111 

D Ctt1+70.,C -25 .. C: to +U"c 

O.Z'il>(B•Ril) AD7S22JN AD752lJD 

O.l'tlo(9-Bit} AD7'2:zKN AD75221C.D 

U.115-.(IO·Bit) AD7S221.N AD7$221.D 

PACKAGE IDENTIFICATION 

Suffix 11D": Ceramic DIP Packap: 
Suffix "N'', Plastic DIP Package 

-55.,G to +12S.,C 

AD7S2ZSD 

AD7522TD 

AD7S22UD 

lnformlrtlon furnilhad by Analog DllVlcff 11 believed to be RCUl'ate 
and rellable. However, no r11POnllbillty ii alall"nld by Analog Oevicel 
for it• uu; nor for 1ny lnfring1m1nt1 of PftM1t1 or other rilhu of third 
pert!• which may r11t.1lt from its use. No l!Clnse 11 granted by lmptic• 
tlon or ottierwlltt under any patem or patent rights or Analog DeviceL 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

.... -.... ----... ... 

.. 
"' .. 
• -... --

.... .... 

Route 1 lnduatrlll Park; P.0.Box 280; NorwoM,M111, OZ082 
Toi: 617/32M700 TWX: 710/394-8S77 

Wnt C... Mid-Wnt TOlC11 
213/685-1783 312/894-3300 214/231-60114 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. · 
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SPECIFICATIONS IV00.+15V;Vl:C•+5V, VREF .. tDV, TA-+25°C ··--··•lldl 
TA•25°C OVER SPECIFIED 

PARAMETBR1 VUSION TEMP.RANGE UNITS TEST CONDD'IONS 
MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

STATIC ACCURACY SCl•"l" 

Resolw:ion All 10 10 .... 
Noalintuilf J .... "FSR .... >0.2 '6FSR 

K .... %FSR 
-1ov::;; VREF ~ +IOV 

T .... .... '6 FSR 

to.OS ..FSR 

:tO.OS to.OS '6FSR 

Noalinearity Tempco2 J,K,L •• ., ppm FSRl'C 

S,T,U .. -FSRJ°C 

Gain Error l,K,L to.3 '16 Rn.dins 

Gain Error Tempco J,K,L . , ±JO . ppmofR<a<lingl'C 
S,T,U <10 ppm'Of Readingl°C 

<>uqnar Labp C\lrrcm: All 200 nA IOUTh DBO throv.gh 089 "'0 
at IOUTl or IOUT1 IOUT2t DBO throuoh 069 = 1 
Power Supply Rcj~ . J,K,L 50 ppm of Readtnsr'J' 

AC ACCURACY .................. All I 10 mv.., VREF"' 20V p-p\ 10 kHz 

Output Current J,K,L ... To 0.051111 of FSR for• FSR StejJ. 

Settlin1Time HBS and LBS Low to HiJh. 
LDAC•l 

RU'EltBNCB INPUT 

lnpat Raimnce All 20 kn 

ANALOG OurruT 
QlltpHCapaciblllCe' 

Cotrrt J,K;L 120 pf 
All Dau lnpulS High 

Coon J,K,L .. pF 

CoUTI J.K,L .. pF 
All Da1& lnpun Low 

COUT2 J,k,L lZO .. 
DIGITAL INPUTS 

Low State Threshold All 0.8 ..• v VCC•+SV 

All ... . .. v VCC• +UV 

High Swe Thrahold ... 2.4 2.4 v VCC:r.•SV 

All u.s u.s v VCC=+lSV 

Input Current j,K,L ... 
LDAC Pulse Width;;i All 500 500 LDAC10to+JV 

HBS, LBS Pulse Width"' All 500 500 1185, LBS: 0 tD +JV 

Seri&I <lock Frequcacpz AD MH• 
HBS. LBS Dara Set Up3 ~ A~ 250 250 

DouHoldT"ane4 All 500 200 500 

Nol<S 
1 Speciflcadons subject to ebanae without notii:e. 
1 Cuaran.tccd by delip.. Not cested. 
1 Data aerup time ii the minimum .mount of time required for DBO • 089 to be Shble prior to strobina HBS, LBS. 
4 Data bold dme: Is c:be minimum amount of time required for D80 • DBP to be stable aftusucbing HBS,' LBS. 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
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TA•+25°C 
PA.RAMBTER 1 VERSION 

MIN TYP MAX 

POWER REQUIRIMENTS 
IDD All 2 
ICC All 2 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM KATIN~ 

VREF to GND . ·. • • • . . . . . • . • . • . • • . . • • • . . • ±25V 
VDDtoGND .•••..•.•..••••..•••••...•• +17V 
VCCtoGND ••..•.•..•.••.....•••.••••.• +17V 
VCCtoVDD ..•••..•.••..•••...••.•.••• +o.4V 
IOUTI, IOUT2 .••..••.•...•.•..••.••••• ±5 mA 
Operuins :rempen.tuie 

JN, KN, LN wrsions ................ 0°C to +70°C 
JD, KD, LD ve~ .............. . -2fC to +ss:c 
SD, TD, UD ..,.tons ..•.••••••...• -55 C to +125 C 

CAUTION< 

J. Do not apply "°ltages higher than VCC to SRO. 

·SPECIFICATIONS (coatim1lllJ 

OVER Sl'ICIFllD 
TEMP.RANGE UNITS TEST CdNDITIONS 

MIN MAX 

mA 
lnQ.uiacentState 

mA 

Stonge Temperature ................ -65°G. to +uo•c 
Power Diaipa,tion <PackaFl 

Up ro +50°C: . 
Plutic(Suffix N) • • • . • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • 1200 mW 
Ceramic(Suffix D). • • • • . • • • . • • • • . • .. 1000 mW 

Derate Above +50°C by 
Plastic(Suff'tx N) ..•••.•..•••.•.•..• 12 mWl'C 
Ceramic(Saff'tx DJ •••••••••••••••••• 10 mwl"c 

Diptal Input Voltap Range •.••••••••••. VDD to GND 

2. Do not apply voltages higher thM VDD or less than GND to any other input/output terminal except VR.EF, llFB1 or 
RFB2. 

J. The diaital control inputs are aener protected, however pennanent damage may occur on unconnected units. under high 
energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused units in conductive foam a.t all times. 

4. VCC should never exceed VDD by more than 0.4V, especially during power ON or OFF sequencing. 

RESOLUTION 

Value of the LSB. For example, a unipolar n-bit converter 
has a ieaolution of (2-n) ll".REF). A bipolar n·bit con_,.r 
has a resolution of (2"in- >1 [VREF). Resolution in no _way 
implies linearity. 

NONLINEARITY 

ErTor contributed by deviation of·thc DAC transfer function 
from a,best straight line function. Pora multiplying DAC. 
the nonlinearity should be independent of the sign or magni
'tude of VRl!F. Nonlinearity is normally expressed as a 
pcra:ntage of full scale range (% FSR). 

Terminology 

GAIN 

'l'be '"gain" of a converter is that analog scale factor setting 
that establishes the nominal conversion relationship. e.g.1 

10V full scale. It is a linear error which can be externally 
adjusted. (Sec gain adjustment on page 6.) 

OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT 

Current which appears on·the OUTl terminal when the DAC 
register is loaded with I.II "O's" or on the Ol1f2 terminal 
when the DAC register is loaded with all "1 's." 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
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Pin Function Description 

PIN MNEMONIC DllSCRIPl"ION PIN MNEMONIC DESCRIPl'ION 

1 VOD +UV (nominal) Main Supply. 

2 LDTR R-2R Ladder Termination Resistor. 
Nonnolly ...,..dcd for unipolar 
operation or terminated at IOUTZ 
for bipolar opcrnion. 

21 SPC Serial/Parallel Control. If SPC is a 
logic "O,"· the AD7522 will load 
parallel data appearing on DBO 
~ DB9 imo the input bu.ffcr 
when the appropriate strobe inputS 
arc: exercised (see HBS and LBS). 

J VREF IUferencc Voltage Input. Since the 
AD7522 is. multiplying DAC, 
VREF nay vary over the rup of 
tlOV. 

lf SPCis a logic .. 1," the AD7522 
will load serial data appcarinc: on 
Pin 26 into the input buffets. Each 
serial data bit must be ''strobed" 

4 RFB2 Rfeedbadt + 21 gives full scale equal into the buffer with the HBS and 
to VREF/2. LBS. 

s RFBl Rfcedback, used for normal unity 
pin (at full scale) OJA conversion. 22 LDAC Load DAC: When LDAC is a lo&ic 

6 IOUTI DAC Current OUT~l Bus. Normally 
tcnninated at virnaal ground of out-
put amplifier. 

7 IOUTZ DAC Current OUT·2 Bu.a, terminated 
at ground for unipolar operation, or 

=::i:::und of op amp for bipolar 

••o," the AD7522 is in the '*hold" 
mode, and digital activity in dte 
input buffer i.5 locked out. When 
LDAC is a logic "l," the AD7522 
is in the "load" mode, and data in 
the input bUffcr loads the DAC 
register. 

8 AGND Ana101 Groand. Back p.tc of DAC 
N-channcl SPDT current steering ZJ NC No Connection. 

switches. 

I>" SRO Serial Output. An auxilimy output 
for rccoverinJ dua in the input 
buffer. 

10 DB9 

T 
Data Bit 9. Most signif"H:ant panlld 
data input. 

11 DBI Dala Bit8, 

12 DB7 Data Bit 7. 

IJ DB6 DataBit6. 

14 DBS Dau.BitS. 

15 DB4 
No .. 1 

1 
DataBit4. 

16 DBJ Data Bit J. 

17 DB2 Data Bitz. 

18 DBI Data Bir l. 

19 DBO Data Bit o. Least signiracant parallel 
data input. 

. 20 sea 8·Bit Short Cycle Control. When in 
serial mode, if SCs is held to lope 
.. O," the two least sipificant input 
latches in the input buffer are by-
passed to provide proper tcrlal 
loading of &-bit serial words. If SC8 
is held to loJic "'1," the AD7'22 
will accept a 10-bi.t serial word. 
Data bits O(LSB) and DBl are in a 
parallel load mode when sea. 0, 
and should be tied to a lope low 

24 LBS Low Byte Strobe. When In "parallel 
load" mode (SPC • O), puallel data 
appearing on the DBO (LSB) through 
087 inputs will H "clocked" into the 
input buffer on the positive aoint edg 
of the LBS. 

When in '-serial load" mode (SPC = 
1), serial data bits appcarin1 at the 
serial input terminal, Pin 26, will 
be '"!:!locked" into the input buffer 
on the positive goina edge of HBS 
and LBS. (HBS and LBS must be 
clocked simultaneously when in 
"Kriol load" mode.) 

ZS HBS Hip.Byte Strobe. When in "paralld 
load'' mode (SPC • O), pmallcl data 
appearing on the DB? (MSB> and 
DBB data inputs will be .. clodc.ed .. 
into che input buffer on the positive 
gain, edge of Has • 

When in userial load'" mode (SPC • 
1), serial data bits appcarina at the 
serial input terminal, Pin 2ti, will be 
"clocked" into the input buffer on 
the posidve going edges of H BS and 
LBS. (HOS and LBS must be 
docked simultaneously when in 
"serial load" mode.) 

. su.tc to prevent false data from 
being loaded. 26 SRI Serial Input. 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
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PIN MNEMONIC DESCRIPl'ION 

27 VCC Logic Supply. If +SV is applied, all 
digital inpuWoutpu.ts ~e TTL com· 
patiblc. If +lOV to +ISV is apptied, 
digital inputs/outputs are CMOS . 
compadble. ~ 

Note 1: J..ocic "1" applied ro a data bit steers that bit's current to the 
IOUTl terminal. 

GENERAL CIRCUIT INFORMATION 
The AD7S22's DAC functional block consists of a highly 
stable Silicon Chromium thin f"ilin R·ZR ·ladder, and ;en 
SPDT N-channel eum:nt steering switches. Most applica· 
tions require the addition of only an output operational 
amplif.er and a voltage or current reference. 

Figure 1. DAC Functional DiBtJUtn 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
The DAC equivalent cin:u.it is shown in Figure 2. The current 
source I LEAKAGE is composed of surface and junction leak· 
ages to the substrate, while the lREF/1024 current source 
represents the lLSB of current lost through the ladder termi
nation resistor to ground. The Cotrrt and CoUTZ output 
capacitances are as shown when the DAC latches feed the 

Pin Function Description cont d 

PIN MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION 

28 DGND Di&i!al Ground. 

DAC Circuit Descnpt1on 

The simplified DIA circuit is shown in Figure 1. An in
w:rtcd R·2R ladder structure is used - that is, the binarily 
weighted cum:na are switched between the IOUTI and 
IOUT2 bus lines, thus maintaining a constant current in each 
ladder leg independent of the switch state. 

Figuro 2. EquWaltmt Cin:uit 
(Shown for all Digital Inputs High} 

DACwithall "l's." tf theDAC latches are loaded with all 
'-O's,"' CoUTl is 37 pF, while CoUT2 is 120 pF. In addition, 
G;n is shunted by 10 ohms, and the to ohm RoN in IOUTl 
is replaced by a Cso of 10 pF. When fast amplif"ien are used, 
it will be necessary ro provide phase compensation (in the 
form of feedback capacitance) to cancel the pole formed by 
RFEEDBACK and CoUT if stability is to be maintained. 

Courtesy Analog Dev~, Inc. 
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Applications 
UNIPOLAR OPERATION 
Figure 3 shows the analog circuit connections required for 
unipolar operation. The input code/output voltage relation
ship is shown in Table 1. 

Zero Offset Adjustment 
L Adjust che op amp's offset potentiometer for < l mV on 

the amplifier junction. (Bach millivolt of amplifier Vos 
causes ±0.66 mV of differential nonlinearity which adds to 
the ladder nonlinearity.) 

YOO VCC 
•11V .. l\IT0•15V 

Figure 3. Unipolar Binary Operlltion 
(2-Duadrant Multiplication) 

ANALOG 

""'''" 

Gain Adjustment 
1. Set Rl and R2 to on. Load the DAC register with all 

"l's." 

2. If analog out is greater than -VREF, increase Rl for 
required full scale output. If analog out is less than -VREF, 
increase Rl for required full scale output. 
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TABLE 1 
UNIPOLAR CODE TABLE 

DIGIT AL INPUT ANALOG OUTPUT 

1111111111 -VREF (1 - 2-10) 

1000000001 -VREF (112 + 2-lO) 

1000060000 -VREF/2 

0111111111 -VREF (1/2 - z-lo) 

0 O 0 O o-o O 0 0 I -VREF (2-10) 

0000000000 0 

TABLE 2 
BIPOLAR CODE TABLE 

DIGIT AL INPUT ANALOG OUTPUT 

1111111111 -VREF (1 - 2_,,) 

1000000001 -VREF(2_,,) 

1000000000 0 

0111111111 VREF(2_,,) 

0000000001 VREF(l - 2_,,) 

0000000000 VREF 

BJPOLAR OPERATION 
Figure 4 shows the analog circuit connections required for 
bipolar operation. The input code/output voltage relationship 
is shown in Table 2. 

Zero Offset Adjustment 
1. Adjust the offset potentiometer of amplifier Al .and A2 for 

< I mV on the respective summing junctions. If the an~og 
out for code 1000000000 is not zero, sum current into or 
out of the summing junction ~f-Al for OV at analog out. 

Gain Adjustment 
1. Load the DAC register with all ''O's.'' Set R l and R2 to 

00. 
2. If analog out is greater than + VREF. increase R2 until it 

reads precisely +VREF. If analog out is less than +VREF, 
increase Rl until it reads precisely VREF. 

voo voe 
+16v '"6VT0+15V 

Figure 4. Bipolar Operation 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 



SINGLE BYTE PARALLEL LOADING 
.Figure 5 illustn.res the logic connections for loading single byte 
ponllel data into the input buffer. 080 should be grounded on 
"K" and "'T .. versions, and DBO and DBl should be grounded 
on '"J'" and 0 S" versions for monotonic operation of the DAC. 
DB9 is tiways the MSB. whether 8-bit, 9-bit, or 10-bit linear 
AD7522's are used. 

When data is stable on the parallel inputs (DB0-089), it can be 
rransferrcd into the input buffer on the positive edge of the 
strobe pulse. 

Data is transferred from the input buffer to the DAC register 
when LDAC is a logic col." LDAC is alevel-actuaa:d (versus 
edge-triggered) function, and must be held "high" at least 
o.~µs for data transfer to occur. 

..-o---< ...... 
-::01= o----~ 
Figure 5. Singh Byte Parallel Losdlng 

TWO BYTE PARALLEL LOADING. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the logic connections and timing rcquirc
mentl for interfacing the AD7522 to an 8-bit data bus for two 
byte loading of a l()obit word. 

First, the least significant data byte (OBO through 087) is · 
loaded into the input buffer on the positive edge of LBS. Sub
sequently. the data bus is used for status indication and 
instruction fetching by the CPU. When the most significant 
data byte (DBS and DB9) is available on the bus, the input 
buffer is loaded on the positive edge of HBS. The OAC register 
updateS to the ocw l()obit word when LOAC is "high." LDAC 
may be exercised coincident with, or at any time after HBS 
loads the second byte of data iatQ the input buffer. 

Sl!RIAL LOADING 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the connections and timing 
diagram for serial loading. 

To load a 10-bit word (SCi = 1 ), HBS and LBS must be strobed 
simultaneously with exactly 10 positive edges to clock die 
serial data into the input buffer. For 8-bit words (SC8 a 0), .only 
8 positive edflCS are required. 

Applications cont'd 

The: DAC register can now be loaded by holding LDAC 0 high." 

""" ""' HIY .. VT0•1SY 

--~-----
-·----

Figure 6. r..., BylJJ P.,e//el LOllding 

QA.: L~~~ K1k=><~-'""'~u~'f'~·~~~~~
L8S Jl=:=::=r=:="' 

.... ___________ ..... _::~:.:':.: ... ;:..-fl_ 

FigureT. TlmlngDlavam 

... ... 
tlVT0•1'Y +'f&Y 

...... ... 
.. 

..... 

Sl!RtAL 
DATA OUT 

11!1 l'CIGIC"'lr"FOR"81TMOOE 
LOGIC ~, .. FOR 104IT ll10Df 

F/gute 8. Serie/ 8- and t<Mllt LOading 
(Analog Dutputs Not Shown for Clllrity) 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 



Applications cont'd 

LOAD OAC l&alT MOrHil U'DAHTllllE~~----

Figure 9. Timing Diagram for Serial tJ. 11t1d 10-Blt Loading 

APPLICATION HINTS 
1. CRl and CR2 on Figures 3 and 4 protect the AD7522 

against latch-up if VCC cxccc:ds VDD, and may be omitted 
if VDD and VCC are driven from the same voltage. 

2. Diodes CR3 on ·Figure 3 and CR3 and CR4 on Figure 4 
clamp the amplifier junction to -300 m V if they attempt 
to swing negative during power up or power down. The in· 
put strUctures of SQme high-speed op amps can supply 
substantial current under the transient conditions en-

Mechanical Information 
BONDING DIAGRAM 

28 PIN CllRAMIC DIP 

countered during power sequencing. It is recommended 
that the PC layout be ~le to accommodate the diodes. 

3. Fast op amps will require phase compensation for stability 
due ro the pole formed by CQUTI or CoUT2 and 
RFEEDBACK• 

4. During serial loading, all data inputs (DBO through 809). 
should be grounded. 

28 PIN PLASTIC DIP 

~~-· ... ..... 
tel:- - -- ~~ .. -:::::• 

~---.G. ' . ' ... 
1, Leed no. 1 kl•ntlfllld by dot or notch. 
2. Dimensions In millimeters (inches}. 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
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.. ANALOG 
~DEVICES 

FEATURES 
AC Line Powered 
Bright. Saven Segment Gas Discharge Display 
BCD Data Outputs S1andard 
Hold and Trigger Control Signals 
Full Scale Ranges of ±1.999V or ±199.9mV 
Display Blanking Control 
Industry Standard Panel Cutout 

APPLICATIONS 
General Purpose OPM Applications Requiring AC Power and a 

High Visibility Displav 
Data Logging and Digital Feedback Control Systems 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The AD2009 is a low cost 3Y.t digit, AC line powered DPM de
signed for general pur-pose DPM applications. The A02009 
measures bipola"r input voltages over full scale ranges of either 
±l.999V or ±199.9mV, with an accuracy of ±0.1% reading ±1 
digit and displays the readings on large, bright O.SS" (14mm) 
Beckman gas discharge displays. 

LARGE, BRIGHT DISPLAY 
·For display only applications, the Beckman display offers ex
cellent appearance and visibility. The AD2009 display is easily 
read up to.SO feet (lSm) away and over all ambient lighting 
conditions. The non-glare lens allows a choice of either red OT 

amber display colors, and is easily silk-screened with company 
logo or measurement units. Ext'Crnal control of decimal points 
and display blanking is provided. 

SIMPLE DATA INTERFACING 
Since the AD2009 is designed aroupd 1TL logic cir~its, paral
lel BCD data., TTL/DTL compatible, is a standard feature, 
allowing easy interfacing to a variety of da.ta peripherals, such 
as digital comparators and line printerS. Under internal con
trol, the AD2009 converts at a nominal rate of six conversions 
per second. Using the Hold and Trigger controls, up to tciO 
conversions per second can be externally triggered. 

INDUSTRY STANDARD CASE DESIGN 
In response to industry's urgent need for DPM standardization, 
Analog Devices has adopted the most popular AC powered DPM 
panel curout size for the AD2009 and all future AC line pow
ered DPM's. Since this 3.924" x 1.682H·(99.67 x42.72mm) 
panel cutout is used by so many AC powered panel mcterS, the 
potential DPM customers can be assured that second-sources 

Information fornilhed by Analog Oevic9s is believed to be accurate 
and reliable. H11MV8f'. no responsibility iS 15'l.lmed by Analog Devices 
for its u•: not for any infringements of pMents or other righu of third 
p.nies which may result from its Ult. No lleellSll lsgrantedby implica
tian or otherwise undtir any pnent or patent rights of Analog Oe,iices. 

3~ Digit 
AC Line Powered DPM 

AD2009 

will be available and future new produca will be usable without 
mechanical changes to their instruments or systems. 

DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR RELIABILITY 
Design and manufacturing techniques are chosen to insure reli· 
ability in the AD2009. Conservative design techniques and 
thorough component evaluation arc only the beginning . .Manu
facturing processes arc monitored by continuous quality assur-
ance inspections to insure proper workmanship and testing. 
Like every other Analog Devices' DPM, each AD2009 is fully 
rested for electrical specifications, calibrated, and given one 
full week of failure free bum...ift before shipment. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
The AD2009 uses a dual slope conversion technique with an 
absolute value voltage to current converter input. The entire 
conversion cycle takes less than 10 milliseconds, allowing a 
complete conversion to be done during the negative half cycle 
of the AC line, and the resulting reading is displayed during 
the positive half cycle of the AC line. This scheme not only 
insures a flicker free display, but also allows externally trig
gered conversions at rates up to 100/second for dat& inter
facing applications. In order to insure a bright display even 
during operation at low line voltages and to help insure the 
reliability of the Beckman displays, a separate power supply is 
provided to continually illuminate two 11keep-alives'' in the 
Beckman display: 

Rouu 1 lndustriml Perk; P.O. Box 280;Norwoad. MMI. 02062 
Toi: 617/329-4700 TWX: 710J394.6577 

Wast Coast Mid.Wot Taxes 
213/596-1783 312/894-3300 214/231-6094 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
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SPECIFICATIONS {typical@ +25°C and nominal line voltage) 

DJSPLA Y OUTPUT 
• Beckman Seven Segment Gas Discharge -Display, O.S 5" 

High (14mm) for Three Data Digits, 100% Overrange and 
Negative Polarity Indication. Overload indicated by 
blanking the three data digits and displaying the "l" 
overrange. The polarity remains valid. 

• Decimal Points Selectable at Input. 
• Display Blanking 

ANALOG INPUT 
• Configuration: Bipolar, Single Ended 
• Full Scale Range; ±1.999V or ±199.9mV (see S option) 
• Automatic Polarity 
e lhput Impedance: l OOMUDC 
• Bias Current, Both Ranges: 3nA@ 2V FS, 20nA@ 

200mV FS 
• Overvoltage Protection, Both Ranges: 200VDC Sustained 

ACCURACY 
• ±0.1 % ±1 Digit1 

• Resolution: lmV or lOOµV (S option) 
• Temperature Range2 : O to0 .+S:0°C ?feracing 

-25 C to +85 C Storage 
• Temperature Coefficient: 

Gain (both ranges) - ±60ppm/'c 
Zero Offset (2V Input) - ±30µV/°C 

(200mV Input) - ±10µV/°C 
• Warm-Up Time co Rated Accuracy: 15 minutes 
• Settling Time to Rated Accuracy: 0.3 sec 

NORMAL MODE REJECTION 
• 18dB@60Hz 

COMMON MODE_ REJECTION (lkn source imbalance @S0-
60Hz, with standard shielded transformer) 

• 2V Input - lOOdB 
• 200mV Input ~ 80dB 

COMMON MODE VOLT AGE 
• ±300VDC (600VAC pip) (floated on power supply 

transformer when BCD outputs and control signals are 
not used) 

CONVERSION TIME 
• lOmsec 

CONVERSION RA TE 
• Internal Trigger: 6 conversions per second 
• External Trigger: 0-100 conversions per second 

DIGITAL CONTROL SIGNALS 
• DTL/TTL Compatible 

!!!. 
Logic "O" <oBV 

>2.0V 

CONTROL INPUTS3 

Out 
<o.4V 
>Z.4V 

• Display Blank (1 TTL Load). Logic"()" or grounding 
blanks the entire display, not including the decimal 
points. Logic "1" or open circuit for normal operation, 
Display blanking has no effect on output data and the 
display reading is valid immediately upon removal of a 
blanking signal. 

• Hold (1 TTL Load). Logic "O" or grounding disa~les 
either the external or internal trigger and the last con
version is held and displayed. 

• External Trigger (1 TTL Load). Positive pulse (5 OOµsec 
max width) Will initiate conversion. 
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• Decimal Points (Not TTL Compatible). Grounding will 
illuminate the dC3ired decimal point. External drive cir
cuitry must be capable of withstanding lOOV when the 
decimal points are turned off. 

DATA OUTPUTS3 

• 3 BCD Digits (Drives 6TfL Loads). Positive true, unlatched 
• Ovcrrange (Drives 6TTL Loads). Unlatched, Logic "O" 

indicates overrange (~1000). 
• Overload (Drives 6-n·L Loads). Unlatched, Logic "O" 

indicates overload (P2000). 
• Polarity (Drives 6TTL Loads). Latched, Logic "1" in

dicates positive _polarity. 
• Status (Driws lOTTL Loads). All digital outputs are valid 

when status is at Logic "O". Logic "1" indicates conver
sion is in progress. 

• lnternal Trigger Output (Not TTL Compatible). When 
Connected to Exte~nal Trigger Input will cause the 
AD2009 to convert at 6 conversions per second. This 
output can.only be used for triggering the AD2009. 

POWER INPUT 
• AC line, 50-60Hz, 4.2 Watts at 60Hz;4.7 Watts at 50Hz 

(at nominal line voltages). 

CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENTS 
• Gain 
• Zero 
• Recommended recalibration interval - 6 months 

SIZE 
• 4.1a:;w x l.93"H x 4.lS"L (106 x 49 x 112mm) 
• 4.77 L(12lmm)torearofcardedgeconnector 

• Panel cutout required: 1.682 x 3 .924" (42.72 x 99.67mrn) 

WEIGHT 
• 15 ounces (425 grams) 

0PTIONS4 - ORDERING GUIDE 
• AC Power Inputs (50-60Hz) 

• 

AD2009 - II 7V AC I 
1g;~~:;; = ~~~~ 1~ ±!0% 

AD2009/H - 24QV AC 

AD2009 - 1.999VDC Full Scale 
AD2009/S - 199.9mVDC Full SCaie 

Lens 7 - Red with AD I Logo 
Lens 8 - Red without ADI Logo 
Lens 13 - Amber with ADI Logo 
Lens 14 - Amber without ADI Logo 

CONNECTOR 
• 30 Pin, 0.156" Spacing Ca'rd Edge Connector, Amphenol 

225-215 24-601 (117) or Equivalent 

1 Guaranteed@ +25°C. 
l Guaranteed. 
~Not to be used when the AD2009 is floating on common mode voltages. 
4 Only one input range and AC power input may be specified. 
'Lens 7 is supplied if no lens option is specified. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 



INTERFACING THE AD2009 

Input Connections 

The AD2009 has a single ended input with common analog and 
digital grounds. When digital control lines and BCD data out
puts are not used, the entire DPM can· be floa.ted on the power 
supi)ly transformer at up to JOOVDC common mode voltages.. 
If these signals arc used, care should be taken to insure against 
ground loops within the system causing erratic and/or errone
ous readings. 

Decimal Points 

Grounding the proper pin will illuminate the desired decimal 
point. lf external logic drives arc used to control th'e decimal 
points, drive circuitry must be able to withstand lOOV when 
the decimal points are. ~urned off. 

Display Blanking 

The entire display (excluding decimal points) may be blanked. 
by applying logic ''O" .or grounding the proper.control input 
(pin 13). Blanking the display has ·no effect on the output data 
or-the conversion process. The data remains valid during 
blanking and the DPM reading is correct immediately upon re
moval of the blanking signal. 

Interfacing Digital Data Outputs 

The digital data outputs of the AD2009 arc unlatched, positive 
tr.ue, parallel BCD, at DTUTTL logic levels. As shown in the 
timing diagram (Figure 1 ), all data outputs are valid ~hen the 
STATUS line is low. The STATUS line is high during conver
sion when erroneous dara will be present on the outputs. 

TRIGGERING CONVERSIONS 
The AD2009 ma.y be triggered internally at six conversions per 
second, or externally at rares of up to 100 conversions per 
second. For internal triggering, the Internal Trigger Output 
(Pin 1) should· be connected to the Trigger Input (Pin B). For 
external triggering, a positive trigger pulse (<soo,us width) 
should be applied to the Trigger lnput (Pin B). Whether in-

NOTES: 
t.Mlroirnllmpu1Mwid'lh100M,."'811innn!i00f,J. 
2. ApprwiiNtefy 11t11bllon-""' """"" 

Figure 1. AD20f}g Timing Diagram 

Applying the AD2009 
tcrnal or external triggering is used, the last reading can be 
held and displayed by grounding or appiying logic 0 0" to the 
Hold Input. At high conversion rates, the display may flicker 
unless synchf?nizcd to the AC line input, but data outputs 
will remain valid. 

CALIBRATION.PROCEDURE 

"WARNING: For the safety of pnsonnt1l t1r•d interconnected 
equipment, all calibr•tion should be done u.sing • ~ trim· 
ming tool only.•• --

A precision voltage rcf~rencc is needed for calibration of the 
AD2009. The location of calibration potentiometers is shown 
in Figure 2. Before calibrating the AD2009, allow the unit to 
warmup to nonnal operating temperature. Always adjust the 
zero offset first then the gain. 

Zero adjusonent: Short the signal input (Pin l) to the signal 
ground (Pin 10) and adjust the zero adjusunent pot until the 
meter reads 000. 

Gain adjustment: Apply an input of +1.9o!V (+190.0mV on 
AD2009/S) and adjus~ the gain p.ot until the meter reads 
~900 exactly. 

~~.·=-. 
... ....... YAO.. 0 T . . 1 
lffOB-01.:)YA'Dz 0 
21toa·oa:>wAaz o 
lllf09•09!)¥1\..£.U 0 -

A"Wtlns OMO.I. iOiUO 

lllRDI 

~~~~~· 
MOUNTING BLOCK TENSION SCREWS 

Figuro2. AD2009Mechanica/Ourlino 
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)) 

,., 
tQ.'J 

•.11 ·-
...... 

Courtesy Anelog Devices, Inc. 
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PIN REF 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

-f 
1.612.0.010 

MOUNTING INSJRUCTtONS 
1. SLIDE DPMTHROUGfU...,.EL CUTOUT JlllOll Ff\ONT OF PANEL 
.a, INAP MOUNTING ILOCK INTO SJ.OT Otll DfM :SIDES. 
1 TIGMTENlllDUlfTINGILOCKTENSIONICflEWSSNIJGLYTG 

SIWR' Cf'M ro•AlllEL !DO NOT OVERTIGtfJENll 
t,. ...... UlllSON'TOflllOfffOFOPM. 

Figure 3. AD2009 Mounting Instructions 

{Dimensions &hown in inches and (mm)) 

PIN FUNCTION PIN REF 

INTERNAL TRIGGER OLIT1 A 
SIGNAL INPUT B 
STATUS ll'RINTI c 
POLARITY D 
BCDB 
BCD2 KEY 

E 
F 

BCD BO H 
BCD20 J 
BCD BOO K 
SIGNAL GROUND L 
BCD400 M 
BCD200 N 
DISPLAY BLANK p 

OVER RANGE R 
AC LINE HI s 

1 Pin 1 and Pin B must be connected for operation with internal trigger. 

Figure 4. AD2009 Signal and Pin Designations 

PIN FUNCTION 

NO CONNECTION 
EXTERNAL TRIGGER IN 1 

OVERLOAD 
HOLD 
BCD 1 
BCD4 
BCD 10 
BCD40 
BCD 100 
DP3/XX.X 
DP21X.XX 
DIGITAL GROUND 
DP1/.XXX 
SHIELD (EARTH GROUND) 
AC LINE LO 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 



@ 0 AIEL 
~ SYSTEMS, INC. 

DESCRIPTION 
The Datel OM-2000AA is the first digital panel 
meter to featute automatic ranging owr three 
full scale input ranges. It measures readings 
from 20 volts down to 100 microvolts without 
axt•nal tct1ling and increases the dynamic 
range of the instrument to 103 db over con
vantional DPM't. Tfwt unique autoranging cir
cuitry operates by first ssmpling an input on 
the most sensitive range (:t199.9mVl. 1f an 
overange condition is indiCiJted, 1he circuitry is 
autotnaticellv switched 10 the ne)(t highvr range 
and recycled, and again to the highest range if 
the second is exceedRd. The worst case con
version time is 33 milliseconds 130 conversion• 
per 1eeondl if the hightst range is selected and 
somewhat faster on the lower ranges. 

The automatic ranging feature. with three full 
&ale input \loltage ranges of :!: 19.99 volts, 
:1:1.999 volts and ±199.9mV offers the user a 
number of advantllgn. Th• cdst savings over th• 
parts, installation and test of a front panel 
range switch alone would justify -the use -of 
DM·2000AR. Another advantage is the savings 
in operator time end the eouociated error$ in· 
curred whh 1h1 u•··of a range $Witch. Also, the 
venatility of a 20 volt to 100 microvolt dV· 
namic renga cannot be discounted in bench 
tnting situations. 

The OM·2000AR has a single ended input with 
an input impedance of 1 Megohm and over· 
volhlge protection to ±100 volt$. Accuracv ls 
2:,1% of full seal•, ±1 count with a maximum 
conwrslon time of 33- milliseconds. The 
temparature coefficient of the DM-2000AA is 
±100 PPM/°C. 

The disptav of the DM-2000AR i$ a 3·1/2 digit, 
seven·segment L.EO display with automatic 
polaritY indication and automatic overflow 
indication. A digital input allows for the testing 
of all readout segments bV displaying "+1888". 
AH segments are viewed through a red filter 
v-.rhich sharpens contrast and eliminates internal 
reflections. 

All displayed information is available at the 1/0 
connector in BCD form. Digital inputs and 
outputs also allow for start-stop control and 
external cloeking. Also, the automatic ranging 
can be ovarriden for external !manual) control. 
In addition, an optical isolation op1ion is avail
able which decouples the analog input ~tion 
from the digital logic so that ground dis· 
turbances caused by tha fast-swi1ching digital 
circuits will not aff~t the analog input. 

The DM·2000AR Is packaged in a rugged 3-""W x 
1-3/4"H x 2·1/4"D LEXAN case witli a total 
weiglit of less than 6 0<1.. Construction is en· 
t\rely modular with snap-apart PC boards. The 
unit can easily be panel mounted with acctss to 
calibration controls obtained by snapping off 
the front bezel. The emire unit cen be removed 
from its mounting panel and disassembled with 
jus-1 a screw driver in lesi; tllan one minute. 

WORLD'S FIRST AUTOMATIC RANGING 
DIGITAL PANEL METER 

I MOUNTING DETAILS 

I 
I 

l 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I PANtL MOUNTING 
I DlllL~Q.fAIWICI Oii 

I r--··-·,.·111 
I ·E~,_J~i.~ 
I ;:~i,~ 

MECHANICAL DIMENSIONS 
INCHES (MM) 

MODEL DM-2000AR 
ea.,red by GSA Contract No. GS.OIJS.27959 

FEATURES 

.. 3 FuH-Aual R.,.....-, ±11.99V, 
±1.999V, ±199.9mV 

• 3-1/2 Dlllit Solid - LED Dilploy 
.. - l"alorlty Ind o-tlGW Diaill.y 
• ~ F_, Sl .... -tllV DC SUpply ' .. Optional~,..,._,-' 

... _. Optiotial Exllmll Ronglnli ~ 

INPUT/OUTPUT 
CONNECTIONS 

Cou"esy Datel Systems, Inc. 
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SPECIFICATIONS (Typ1t 11 J 25 C, 15 J11111utes w<1rm t1fl) 

ANALOG INPUT 
flfnsll•ended) 
Full s..111 Input R .... 

(...iom.tic ,....... • • • . . ±19.99V 
±1.999V 
:t199.9mV 

Note: Display reads 
in volt.son high 
ranges. millivolts on 
low range. 

Input BmCurNnt • .. • • • • • 2nA (1111 rangell 
0 lnput-Chwvolute • • • • • . . . ±10DV max. 
Input lmpecl.nce • , , • , • • • 1 MEGOHM (Note 6J 

Addltlonel specifications (avei111ble only with optical 
llolatlon option): 
1-.ut Contigum:Jon. • • • • . • Slngte •ndtd Blpaler Fla.tine 
CommonMod11Va1t9119 •••• ±100VCMIRllX. 

to digital output common 

Commoft Mode R9jldion • • • 70dB 0 60 Hz 

PERFORMANCE 

Accu1'811¥ ••••••••• ~··· 
Rmoltlllon ••..••••••• 
T.,.PllNIW9 C09fflelent of 

FullScllle •••••.••.•• 
Z..O Drff1 (,.,.,,_. to the ·-1. ........... . 
~Thnll ••..•• ,. 

Input &etlllnl Time • , , • , • , 

a.-.t:l"I' T....,....ttwe 
R ...... • •• • • ••••••• 

Star-. Templflltur9 

R••· • ..... • • • ... 
Wwm-up· Thwe ••.•••••• 
Input,_. fSllll Nobo •t 

DISPLAY OUTPUT 

±.1% of F.S. ±1 eaunH5J 
±1 caunt t±tOOJlYOIU) 

±100 .. Mrc 

30pvrc 
f199.9mVand 1.999V .. _, 
,..,.vrc 
(19.99Vrenga) 
33 msec max 1111 timing 
di-I 
1 m sec for F .S. chaDGI 

rf'c to +60°C 

-20"c 10 +es"c 
15 mln·to speclfillcl eccuracy 
+5 ~.25VDC at 800mA I max), <!i'OmV 
spikes 

Display Type, • , •.• , • • • • red LEO seven segment 0.3" high 

Data • , ••• , . , •• , , , •• 3-1/2digits(1999maxo::iunt) 

Palllrity .•.•••• , • • • • . I&Utomlltlcally ditPlayed 

Declmel Point • • • . • • • • • &1tornaticallv dlsplayed 

Overflow , • , •• , ••• , • • • ..OF" autarnaticaJly 

DIGITAL OUTPUTS 

BCD (3LSD'a) Datl Outputs- •• 

(piMBS thru 816) 

1/2 Ditlt fMSD) Dab Ou1Ptfl , 
CpinA16) 

Polarity •••• , , •• , •••• 

fplnA18) 

Overlaacl Scale Out ••••••. 
(pinA9} 

Notti: Neptfwe True 

Note: Negative True, 
Decimal points are 
controlled by auto
ranging logic:. 

-.... 
3 digits 18421112 lines posltive .... 
Loading: 2 TTL loads (21 
Except 800 output: 1 TTL load 
1 /2 dlglt-1 line-posltiv. true 
Loading: 2 TTL loads 12) 
t llne, "1"., positive, 
"O"•n11ga1ive 

Load.Ing: 2 TTL lOlldt 
1 line. HIGH· input signal 

within range 
LOW - Input signal 
outside range 

Loading: 2 TTL loedl-
3 linet. negative true 
Range 19.99V @ Pin 6 
Range 1.999V@ Pin 5 
Range 199.SmV@ Pin 7 
Loading: 1 TTL load 121 

EniOi~ 
(pin A8, Busyl 

IM ...... SWt Output 
(pinA12J 

1 line, HIGH· during the 
converlion period 
idlsplay btanked) 
LOW - convenion complete 

Loading: 2 TTL loeds (2~ 
1 line, PDlitlve tru11 pul• 

Loadint: 1 TTL load 12} 

DIG ff AL INPUTS IDyn111mic inputslhould hlnTTL rise timM) 

R9glng Made Control , • , •• 
(plnA4J 

EICWmll· Rmging Control 
(piM 817 and A11) 

Shown with pin · } 
A4atHI. 
A17 & 817 are disabled . 

ifA4ilLO. 

ExtwMI Stan Convert 
Comm.nd •••••••••• 
CPlnA13) 
Start Trig(ter Clock, 
may be supplied 
from Int. start, A12 

lmemal Start Gate •••• , •• 
CPinA10) 

lnt.nal Shrt Adjust •••..• 
fPln A111 

Giii'PTest •••••.•.•••• 
(Pin A14J 

1 llna~ "1'' •external. ranging, 
"0" "' automatk: ranging 
Loeding: 3 TTL loads 10 
2 lines. Loading: 1 TTL load t1 I 
R11ng1 Pln A17 Pin 81.7 

19.99V "O" 'T' 
1.999V "1" "O'"' 
199.9mV "0" "O'' 
"11" Range codl lights 2 D.P. 

Don't use. 

1 Una-min pul111 wldth-100 nsec 
"O" to "1" III resets output 
raol1te1 .. and blanka-dlspley, ''1" 
to ''O'' rv inltiatn con¥etsion ........ 
Loedlng: 1 TTL load C1 J 
1 line; ge1n·intemal clock 
"1" .. run, "O" = ttop 
Loeding; 1 TTL load (11 
Contl-als rate of- lnMrnaf Start 
Clock 
ISM application section) 

1 line, negative true, displays 
+1 BBS to test all dllplay segments 
Loedlog: sink 35mA. 

NOTE: Internal start clock is 2 samptes/second and is Pternotly adjuatlbl 

ADJUSTMENTS Zero, balance, full s:ala, 
VGA zaro, 2V cal and 0.2V cal 
trimpots ~la behind 
snap.on front beul 

Recalibration Interval (Normal conditions) 90 days 

PHYSICAL (3) 

Cese Siu •. , ..• , • • • . . . 3"W x 1. 75"H x 2.25"'0 
case Mewial • , • , , • • . . • Black polycarbonate pla$tic 

Weight- •• , , • • • • • • • • • • 6 oz. approx. 
Mounting, • • • • • • • • . • • • Penal mounted throogha 1.812" x 

3.062" cutout with four 4-40 ........ 
Connector: •.•••••••.•• 

haat 1nc1uc1m with DPM, 
.cld to order) 

Duel 18-pin, PC Edgeboard Type. 
0.1" centers (Viking #3VH18/IJN-5 
or equal) with key between 

pim 4and 5 

NOTES: 

111 ~;.r.~·:.\~!~:~f 1npuu 

{2) ~.;:.\:~::11 ~ ! g::~l 0utPUtt 
131 Module 11 fully repairable and 

features snap together PC 
Boards 

14) Avoid logic spikes entering DPM 
on the +5V power input. Use 
extemal filtering If r1quired. 

Recommended power supply is 
a Date! UPM-5/1000Boraquiv· 
alent highly reguhned type-. 
Power CUl'in!nt Is 400 to 800mA 
max depending ·on digits dis· 
played and sample rate 

(5) 1 Megohm inpune1ittor 11 in 
series with input.summing junc 
tion. Aci;:uracy specification wil 
degrade with· significant exterru 
.aurc:e impedance(> 1 Kil) 

GROUND A4 FOR AUTORANGING. JUMPER A 12/ A 13 FOR INTERNAL START CLOCK 

Counesy Datel Systems, Inc. 
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DM-2000AR DPM TIMING DIAGRAM . . 
AUTORANGING MODE {PIN A4 GROUNDED! 
19.0 VOLTS ANALOG INPUT 

NOTES: 

1. TIMING 1$ NOT TO SCALE 

2. TIMING rs TYPICAL EXCEPT WHERE IN· 
OICATED MIN OR MAX 

3, EOC WILL FALL 4.5 TO 33mSecTVP AFTER 
START CONVERT DEPENDING ON ANALOG 
INPUT LEVEL 

4. DUTVCYCLE OF DISPLAY BLANKING 
DURING EOC HIGH VARIES WITH SAMPLE 
RATE ANO INPUT RANGE. MAV CAUSE 
DISPLAY FLICKER IN SOME APPLICATIONS. 
IF AN EXTERNAL START TRIGGER CLOCK 
IS USED, KEEP DUTV CYCLE LOW TO 

=~;:~ ~~~E"' 
•nlMGl•ll!l$0\ 

OYt~H --·-c-.--,._,-.. ___ r-"\.....r-1---~-L.J----
AVOID DISPLAY BLANKING AND FLICKER. 

COMPLETE MODULAR CDNSTRUCTIDN 

Total m'odular construction is another plus for the 
DM-2000AR. 
Servicing is simple a'!d straightforward. 

The unit can be removed through the front panel without 
opening the users' instrument. Once the snap-on front bezel 
and four mounting screws are removed, the meter slides out 
of its Lexan case. The procedure is uncomplicated and 
takes less than one minute. Once removed, modular service 
is pQSsi~e due to the five plug-in interconnected PC boards 
- no w;ring or soldering is required. 

Troubleshooting is accomplished through board substitu· 
tion and servicing can be completed within five minutes. 

A full complement of replacement boards are readily 
available from Datel's Service Department. 

ALPHA .NUMERIC INDICATION 
DFDYERFLOW 

When the voltage input exceeds full scale by a minimum of 
one least significant digit, the characters "OF .. are dis
played. All data digits are blanked. An example of this 
would be when full scale is +19.99V, then +20.00V would 
be the small~ possible overload. 

BUILT IN DISPLAY TEST FDR PERIODIC TESTING 

Testing for faulty display segments can be achieved in a 
matter of moments guarding against erroneous readings. 
Grounding pin 14 at the rear connector wilt display +1888 
to test all possible segment combinations. 

Courtesy Datel Systems, Inc. 
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OPTICALLY ISOLATED INPUT 
The DM-2000AR autoranging Digital Panel Meter normally uses a single.
ended input with 1 megohm impedance to 'the Input amplifier summing 
junction. A common bus. (pins A 1, A2, 82. 84 and A 18) reference analog 
input F>Und, digital outPUt groood 1F1d +SV power common. 

The DM·2000AR-2 version includes optolsolators and a DC/DC crinvener to 
give transformer isolation of the anaJog input up to ±100 Volts to power 
common. However, the digital outputs are still referenced to the pawer 
common/logic ground bus. Differential input impedance of the optoisolated 
DM-2000AR·2 is 1 megohm. 

The DM-2000AR·2 isolated DPM reduces false readings in common mode 
voltage applications. 

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
1. ::.:.rect manual mode (tie ·A4 to +5V) and the '2.0V range. 

Adjust the ''balance"' Pot to obtain a flickering :!: sign on 
7. Apply input of +.1800V. Adjust "0.2VCAL" to obtain 

correct reading. 
the display. 

2. Select the 0.2V range. and adjust the "V .G.A. zero" pot 
to obtain a flickering sign. . 

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until a flickering sign is obtained on 
both the 0.2V ond 20V rangn (takes 2-3 adjustments). 

4. On the 0.2V range, opply an input of ±3oaiiv (be care
ful of noise on such a small input). Adjust the .. zero" 
pot to obtain a reading of ±003 ±1 digit. 

5. Select auto mode ·(ground Ml and apply input of 

This completes calibration. Small drifts in the zero can be 
adjusted with the "V.G.A. zero" pet only which will not 
require selection of manual mode. 

l.ocat~n 
of 
trim pots 

0 
FULL 
SCALE 

0 0 
ZERO 8ALANCI! 

+18.00V from a precision voltage reference source. VGA 2v uv 
Adjust .. full scale" to obtain correct reading. l7JERO ~- c;,;;· View behind 

6. Apply input of +1.800V. Adjust '"2VCAL• to obtain '.LJ l..U front BH•I 

( _. ~~~!~;-----·-··------- -···- ----··· . . _andFlh:er 

I 
DON'T FLOAT A4. GROU~_!!~RAN2!~-~~':'!'1!~1'1.A12/A13 FOR INT. STAR"f.CLoc_I< 

SINGLE 
ENDID 
INPUT 

SINGLE 
ENDED 
FLOATING i 

I -FLOATING! 
MODEL --

USING TIE METER WITH THE INTl!RNAL -'START' CLOCK 

.......... _, .. 
r~,e-:~-:gm 

·-· --1CR.Oa111ao 
QlllllA.TIQl!I 

'""'"''"' ..... _.._ 

lllOTE; AM'l:R Al21A 13 MUST IE USED If 
IXT. Sf ART TIUGCHR II NOT IUPl'UiD 

·1.c:oN111CT..--.;llAUt0Al3 
LliloYl~A.1IOOflN 
~""c:-PllQlllA.llTOAl2 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

~DM..ZOOOAR 
DM-2000AR (no optoisolatian, 

htllconnactora) 

Add -2 a.affix for 
-cptOlsolated l~puts 

DM·2000AR-2 twitfl optolsolation, 
lea connecton) 

l .. UT 
fOpto
DM--R-2 
Onlyl 

Conn.ctan (not included with DPM. Be sure to 
IKfd to your DPM ord1r~ • 

Solder Tab, Oetel #2335-1 (Viking 3VH18/1JN·SI 
I/Vire Wrap, Date! -233&-2 (Viking 3VH18/1JHO·S) 

Sullftbld AC ~ suppty: 

Covered by GSA Contrect No. GS-OOS-27959 
UPM.S/10008 SV.1A.115VAClnput 
UPM-511000BE SV. 1A. 230VAC input 
Power supply Socklt, MS·7 

~ a.'EL Pl'lllllld In U.SACODYl'lgttt• 1177 D1111ISplem1ln~AllrigtlQ.""8r 

~ SYSTEMS. INC. 1020 TURNPIKE STREET. CANTON, MASS. 02021 I TEL (617l 828-8000 I TWX: 710-348-0135 /TELEX: 924461 

. J~ m:~~~ 
l213) llG3-7256 

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE (301) 840-9490 3/77 BULLETIN MARGJ107C 

Cou;tesy Datel Systems, In 
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.. ANALOG 
WDEVICES 

FEATURES 
Complete Analog 1/0 Subsystem 
Intel SBC-80/10 Compotible 
Memory Moppod 1/0 Interlace 
Data Acquisition: · 

Up to 32 Input Chllnnels 
Sample and llakl Amplifier 
Programmable Gain Amplifier 
12 Bit AID Connrter 
Input Fault Protoctlon 

Roel-Time Pacer Clock System 
On-Board PROM Sockat 
Two Optional 12 Bit OAC's 
Optional 4-20mA Current Outputs 
Optional Single +5V ""-

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The RTl-1200 is a complete analog input/output subsystem 
that grca.tly simplifies the tuk of interfacing analog signals to 
an Intel SBC-80/10 Single Board Computer, or other 808~ 
based microcomputers. Jt is functionally, electrically. and 
mechanically compatt"ble with. the SBC-80/10, and all connec
tions to it arc made simply by plugging the RTI-1200 into a 
slot in a card cage that also contains an SBC-80/10. The RTI· 
1200 can also be readily interfaced to other 8080-bascd micro
computets whose address, data, and control bosses arc accCSSt'ble. 

The RTI-1200 is interfaced to &n SBC..S0/10 or other 8080 
based microcomputer as a block of contiguous memory loca-
tions. It combines on a single printed circuit card many features 
and C&P.abilitics which reduce: the hardware required to inte~ 
face analog signals to a microcomputer~ and sianificandy ease 
the programming effort associated with inputting and output
ting analog signals. 

DATA ACQUISITION 
The RTJ-1200's most basic function is data acquisition. This is 
accomplished with an analog input multiplexer, a program· 
mable gain amplifier, a sunple-and.ftold amplifier, and a 12 
bit AID converter. These components are shown in the block 
diagram (Figure I). The standard Rl;l-1200 offen either 16 
single ended or 8 differential input channels (user selected). An 
optional multiplex.er expander allows for up to 32 siJlsle ended 
or 16 differential jnput channels. All of the analog inputs are 
fully protected up to ±28 volts. and additional protection 
against larger. potentially destructive overloads is afforded by 
fusing resiston located at the inputs. 

lnfotm1nion furnished by Analog Devices is believed to be KCurete 
and reliable. However. no rssponsibilhv is assumed by Analog Devic.s 
for its use; nor fOf any infringements of paten~ or other rights of third 
parties Mich mav result from its use. No license is granted by implica· 
tion or otherwise- under anv patent or patent rights of Analog Oeviees. 

Real-Time 
Analog 1/0 Interface 

MODEL RTl-1200 

The RTI-1200 can be configured by the user to accept 0 to 
+10V1 ±SV, or ±IOV full scale input signals. Aprognnunable 
gain amplifier preceding the AID converter has software selec
table gains of 1, 2, 4 and 8. This expands the dynamic range 

. of the AID converter to lS bits:, and results in greater i~t 
sensitivity. For example. when operating on the 0 to +lOV in
put range with a programmable gain amplifier gain of 8, the 
actual input range is Oto +1.2SV. The programmable gain 
amplifier ~ows the user to program different gains for diffef'" 
ent input channels, or to have different gains for varying input 
levels on the same channel. It is even possible to write~twarc 
to implement automatic gain ranging operation. 

Eight of the input channels have provisions for resistors pro-
vidcd by the user that allow the inputs to accept 4-20mA cur
rent loop signals. Output data from the AID convener is in 
natural binary code for unipolu input ranges. and at the user's 
option can be either offset bU,ary of two's complemc~t coding 
when using bipolU input ranges. A special feature of the RTI· 
1200's data acquisition operation is that the controllint micro
computer's CPU (i.e., the 808~) is not tied up while a c9nver
sion is taking pi.cc. This significantly enbanca system through~ 
put capability, as the CPU is free to punue other tasks while 
an AID conversion is in prog_ress. 

Route 1 lnd-ial Park; P.O. Box 280; Norwood, Mus. 02062 
Tel:·617/329-4700 TWX: 710/394.fi77 

West Coast Mid-West • Texas 
2131595·1783 312J894.3300 214/231-5094 

Courteay Analog Devices, Inc. 
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @I +26°C and with +sV and t 15V, unless otherwise noted)· 

DA.TA. AOQ.UllmOlf 
...... olAnaqr.p.i:1 

SWMlud 165bp:-Endedar1Difl'. 
WitJt lbdl:iplnicr l•Jldcr I JZ Sif:tk·l!nckd OI' 16 Diff. 

Mllltiplner ~c:t.ramriltics Brcak·Before.Make. AU SwilchaOpe• _ ............. _ ...... -·l11p111BiuCUmn1 
u..as•c 
owroto+78•c 

Diff'. lllpll!l liuQllJ"' 
u+zs•c 
over01t1+10•c 

lnpatOf&etVoltlle 
Input Ownvktte ftoleclioa 

Omdnuous Ovimolnae 
OvawfttF>illY - . Re1Dhn:io111 
Nonlincuicy Errar4 
Diff.NOllJlnaritylrror 
Qu.•l&dionlrror 
Gai•Em>r' --Tanptru:m: Codflcicna .... 
"""' Dlff. NonllllNity 

Satlinf'Tilneto:l:O..Ol'S' 
SHA Apertun: 1'illR 
SHA Apatare Width 
SHA~Vnctrtaincy 
ComtmionTillle --.......... AlrfAIDGOunvr& 
NIUllber ol DAC Oannds1 -· ......... 

Nonlinearity lnor4 
DM'f.NollliDaritylrror __ ............. 
...... ..._ ....... 
=~ Gain TC 
QfM,TC 

a.- Loop Cllulaaillia• 
ClllreMOlltpl.tBanp 
a...dllaimnRRanp ................... 
Senlills'fi.- II 
GUt·TC 
Olf"'TC 

~v.aupo.,.t 

Who Poww ii Off. 
OIO+IOV.tSV,:l:lOV 
1,l.4,1 WtwareSclrcrabk 
>10' OU. 

.SrtA .. .,. 
..... 
UnA 
Adjulhble lO 7.ero 

t28 Vold: muinnara 
Fusiaaae.bton 

12811• 
. :tt/11.SB 1yp. :tJ LSI 11Wt 
. t1nua1yp,.t1LSB rux 
:tll1LSB_. 
Adjllltllblel07.cro 
tl11LSamu: 

•.tUppR!fCtyp, t25ppmfC ~ 
tlSlt'VfCRtferredui tapu 
tJ,,..tc .... 
lOpsmaxu:nyGain .... .... .... 
zs,.max ...... 
llBils 
:ttl2LSB 
:1:1111.SB 

il.SV,Oto+SV, tSV,0 to +JOV,t.IOV 
SlllAmiDe.tlOV ......... 
Up~Ctyp,"i:IS~Cawc 
~pYl°c '"· oo,..vrc 1111• 

4ro:IOmA 
01115000 
+JSVto+JOV --:t10ppmfC1nt.*2Sppafc ... 
.... 4PA/'C 
+5.00V:tO.ot'lll.•SmAmu 

REAJ..TIME PACER CLOCK SYSTEM 
ModuofOpen.1ion 

Typa:olClocb 

Crysu1 Clock Ftcq. u 
VaNbleFMq.aoctr.a..., 

LOGICDAIVER. OUTPUTS 
NIUllberAval.lable 
Oiaraaeriltic:s 

MJCllOCOMPUTl:R INT&UACE 
Compatibilil:y 

· Typt ol lnlerfan 

Pasidon in Memory 

Qa.loud PROM 

IOWlll ltaQUIRIMElts ts 
Wifhou1. DCIDC Op&ioa •• 

Wkll DCIDC OpdOll 
Wkli OptioMI PROM 17 

Pacer-Timed Cotwenioa 'frialer, Pacer
Timcd laacrrupt. Pacer Off 
V•ilble FreqllCftC)' R<, Find Fl'C'lflCM)' 
Czy-1,lictemal 
o.temined by User Supplied Oyaal 
30tk tD JOktla, lllft Selectab&c 

• Open Oollcctw, JOV max, JODmA-• 
Condhuau Sink CUrrcM pier Chaput 

C.omplacly Co111pa1iblc with Imel sac-. 
80/tOBusSytttll'I 
latcrfacesasallockofM&"moryLx:a
tioM, Usims Addral. Daa. and Control ··U.erScltctableAmo11J&ftyof)4~ 
ble Locariom. 
Sodm far Intel 2708 or Equivalenr 
1024 Bytex 8 Iii PROM.of which 1008 
Byta UC tlable • 

""""""' ADC,,_ 
EedofConvcnioll .. ., 
Canwnio• Delayed .... ..... 
""""°"""""" Multiplder AddHll 
GaiASelea 
DAC-
Lasic: DrilfU Connul 
PaccrClodtO;mcral 
Ind of Conversioo lnlCINpt 

+HVt:S"'iP40•A 
~tsVHt1o•40mA 
•5Vt:511o•t.2A 
+5VH .. eJ.7A 
+UV±SW.llSOlftA 
-5V:tS••SOMA 

Oro+10•c 
-ss•c1a..as•c 
6.7'• x iz.oo• wifh o.6• Boanko
lcMftit Spaci• 

RTI-1200 ORDERING GUIDE 

..... -RTI---= -.... .... ... -.... .... .... .... .... .... ... ... 
·111 .... .... .... ... 
·111 

... 
"" 
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Figure 1. RTl-1200 Funt:tioMI - Dia(/tam 

ANALOG OUTPUTS 
The RT1·1200hasprovisions for two optional 12 bit DIA COit' 
verters which are software drivem via double buffered registers. 
They can be used for such functions as driving an analog record· 
er, or generating analot control ·sisnals. Both DIA .converters 
can be user set to any of fJVC voltap output ranees. The DIA 
input dara is natural binary for unipolar output ranps, and at 
the user's choice can be offset binary or two's complement 
for bipolar output ranges. One or both analog output channels 
can also be optionally equ.ippcd with 4-20mA current loop 
·oatputs. 'fbis perm.its them to drive directly the 4-ZOmA coll" 
ttol loops often ~ in process· and industrial controls. 

ON-BOARD MtiMORY 
'fhe RT1·1200 contains a socket which can accommodate a 
1024 byte x 8 bit PROM, such as the Intel 2708. The user can 

.store programs in such a PROM that would establish sctpoints, 
perform data linearization, execute te1ti..i subroutines. or per-
fonn other RTl-1200 r<:lated wks. This can be of significance 
in easing proarunming effon, particularly when more than one' 
RTHZOO is used with a single SllC80/10. Alternatively, the 
PROM socket.c:an ac:t simply as an extenaion of the PROM 
space available on the SBC-80/10, or other microcomputer. 

Rl!AL TIME PACER CLOCK SYSTEM 
Most real world.microc:omputer·applications:requirina intera 
facing to analog data;also require ·that many operations be 
r<:f=nced to r<:ol time. The RTJ.1200 is equipped with a high· 
ly ·Yel'S&lilc real time-pacer clock system that can provide.real 
time operation without resorting to cumbenome and 9rossty 
inefficient software timina loops. Two pacer--cloc:ks,are provided. 
One.-clock is of the R-C·variety, and c:ui be setby·thc user to 

any fr<:queney between approximately JOH• and JOkllo. Tbe 
other is a crystal controlled clock, in which a user sa.pplicd 
crystol aenerar<:s very pr<:cildy timed pulses. TbeR pulses 
could.be used to pnerate acc:urauly spac:ed A/D.colNCflions. 
as is reqai.red in Fourier transform analy9s. or in F~ a 
highly accume time-of-day cloc:k. A pulse from either of the 
clocks, or an externally supplied puer sipal, can either aiaer 
AID conversions directly. or signal interrupts to the ~ 
microcomputer. 

OTHER PEATURl!S 
Two softwar<: driven open-collector fosic dtivcr outputs on 
aY1ilable for system control functions, such u p-iclims pen 
lift commands in an anolOJdata r<:eonliOJ oppli<atiaacln odcll
tion, a precision 5 volt tefemic:e is a standard f-..:·of CWll' 
RTl~1200 for ute: in calibration. and tatina Ce.a., as a tm input 
on one of the anlaofl input ehannels). l'inally, the RTI·l200 
can be ordered with an optionol DC/DC powor comoam:. In 
those instanees wh..., +UV and -UV power is not readily 
available, this option .nows the RTI·l200 to be "!'orated 
solely from th• same +5V supply that powen the miCIOCOtll
puter used with the RTl-1200. 

MEMORY MAP INTERFACE 
The RTH200.intcrfaces to the SBC-80/10 as a lK block (1024 
bytes) of memory. The·SBC-l!0/10can oddress6$,5!6bytes 
of memoey, which c:an be envisioned as 64 blocks of 1024 
bytesaeh. The RTl-1200 can be eonfipted by the uscr to 
occupy one of l4 selected blocks. The 14 pmmbk·blocks an · 
spreachhrougbout the 6'K ·add-space,»m• user should 
have no trouble positioning the RTl·1200·in a block .that docs 
not -interfere with ·already c:ommitted address space. 

Courtesy Analog Devices, Inc. 
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The top 16 addresses (Le., highest numbered) in the 1K block 
occupied by the RTl-1200 are devoted to the data and control 
functions of the RTl-1200. The bottom 1008 addresses arc 
reserved for the on-board PROM. This structure can bC"scen 
by referring to Figure 2, the memory map. The byte addresses 
arc shown in hexadecimal notation, with the most significant 
digit on the left. The addresses from XFFO to XFFF arc those 
associated with the RTl-1200 operation itself (the actual value 
of hexadecimal digit X isdetcnnincd by where.in the 8080's 
memory address space the user wishes to have-the RTl-1200 
appear. All of the memory bytes a5$0Ciated with a particular 
RTl-1200 will haYc the same value for X.) The bottom 1008 
memory addresses, from XCOO to XFEF, arc reserved for the 
use of an on-board PROM. 

Siner the RTl-1200 interfaces as memory, any of the 8080's 
memory rt:fcrcncc instructions can be used. The memory map 
has been carefully thought out so as to make programming as 
easy as pOssible. A complete discussion of the memory map is 
included in the RT1-1200's User's Guide, and only a summary 
is included here. 
When acquiring data, the desired channel is written into address 
XFFA. The number of the selected channel can also be read 

back, allowing the me of an increment memory instruction to 
adnncc the input multiplexer to the next channel. The desired 
gain of the programmable gain amplifier is written into addttss 
XFF9. A conw:rsion is comm&nded either by a pulse from one 
of the pacer clocks, or by writing a convert command inro 
addre55 XFFB. The end of a conversion ca.n be determined 
either by checking the EOC bit in the status word, or by direct
ing the AID conwrtcr's EOC signal to trigger an interrupt. The 
AID converter's output·data can be read as 12 bit data in two 
byte form&t ai addn:sses XFFD a1'd XFF!. This can be per
formed with .a single instruction by using the 8080's LHLD 
instruction. If only 8 bit data is required, the 8 man signifi
cant bits can be read as a single byte at address XFF8. 

Analog output data is loaded into the two 12 bit 0/ A conven
ers at &ddrcsscs XFF4 through XFF7. The data is in two byte 
form, and the data for a single D/ A convener can be loaded 
with a sing:lc SHLD instruction. The use of double buffers on 
the RTl-1200 pcmiits the two data bytes to be loaded simul: 
taneously into the D/ A converter. This allows the D/ A convert· 
cr's analo1 output to move directly from an old analog value 
to·a new analog value without first going to an intermediate 
value. 

Address XFFF is the address of the byte used to select one 
RTl-1200 from among two or more when multiple RTI-1200's 
time share the same lk block of memory. Address XFF3 con· 
tains the two bits that control the tw0 logic driver outpulS. 
The exact nature and use of the sratus and setup bytes, as well 
as hints on maximizing program efficiency when using the 
RTI-1200, are c~rtd in the RTl-1200 User's Guide. 

CARD S•L•CT FEATUR• 
The RTI~1200 contains a card select feature, which if enabled 
by the u5Cr, allows up to 1S RTl-J200's to share a sinsle lk 
block of memory locations in the SBC-80/10. This feature 
(which is somewhat analoa:ous to memory paging, or memory 

bank selection) allows one RTl-1200 to be active while the 
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Figure 2. RTl-1200 Memory Map 

-IH. 
A(All 

others arc in a standby or wait state. This feature can be very 
useful in simplifying software when it is desirable to use the 

same subroutines with mon: than one RT1al200 in a given 
system. It also conserves the use of memory space. 

RTl-1200 US•R'S GUIDE 
Detailed installation and operating informa.tion, along with 
programming hints and a technical explanation of the opera
tion of the- RTl-1200 are contained within thC.RTl-1200 User's 
Guide.A copy of this manual is shipped with each RTl·l200. 
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DESCRIPTION 

These microcomputer peripherals provide two functions 
that interface directly to Intel's SBC80 and lntellec MOS 
microcomputers. The functions are: (I) Analog Data 
Acquisition and (2) Analog Output. The devices are 
electrically and mechanically compatible with any SBC80 
and lntelk:c MOS. Both analog input and output systems 
are contained on a single printed circuit board that is 
treated as memory input or output by the CPU. The cards 
will mate to any memory or 1/0 slot. They are compatible 
with the0.6" spacing of the SBC80 orthe0.7S"spacingof 
the lntellec MOS. The analog interface for each system is 
a connector at the opposite edge of the board from the bus 
connector. 

The Data Acquisition system is available with up to 64 · 
channels single-ended on one board. It includes an input 
multiplexer. high gain instrumentation amplifier. 8-bit 
A/D converter along with all the necessary timing. 
decodillJ!aDd control logic. A DC/DC converter(+SV to 
±lSV) is also available so that only the computer's power 
supply is reqUired. The Data Acquisition System is 
available with two optional 8-bit D/A converters to 
provide analog input and output on the same board. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

When programmilll! with these peripherals, they are 
treated as memory locations. Any memory reference 
instruction can be used. Both the A/D converter output 
and the D /A converter input are 8-bit words so one 
memory location is needed for each channel. Because the 
address block occupied by each peripheral is user 
selectable, it can be placed anywhere. in memo,Y. 

Because these units are treated as memory, a minimum of 
instructions are needed to read an input channel or to set 
the input of a D/A converter. For instance, the LHLD 
(load) instruction followed by the proper address can be 
used to read data from two successive analog input 
channels. It will automatically select the desired channel. 
initiate conversion and whcri conversion is complete. 
transfer the A/D converter output for the first channel to 
the 8080's L register and the ·second channel to the H 
register. Likew~e a single LOA instruction can be used to 
read one •lllllog input channel. 

AD of these systems are jumpered at the factory with the 
fint channel at address F70016- Each subsequent channel 
is one memory location past the start of the last channel 
so that the second channel is at location F70 l 1,. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
CAii speanca1ions typical 111 2S'C unlm ot~ notl!d..J 
Prim! •nd SflCCifu:alionM riuhjcct to duinp without notite. 

ANALOG INPUT 
Numbn o( 1n11lo1 iapub 

MdHfertnlial 
1611in~ 
Jl diffen:rttiaJ OT 64 sinJl-nded l'I 

lnpvt voft•ac 11U1,e'" 
AOC pin nnges'1' 

1st.rap sdectablc:I 
Amplif"ier pin rangc' 1' 

Cresistorprosrammoblir:) 
Ampli(ier pin equation 

lopul overvo\tageprotection 
Input impedance 
Bia:;curttnl 

25"Ctmax) 
O''Cto70"C 

Amplifier inpul offset vollage 

Amplifier input offm voltage drift 

MMPllfil6 
MPll6l2 

±IOroV 10 ±SY 
±IOV. D to IOV, Oto SV 

±5V, ±2.SV 
I to 1000 Y1V 

G = IOOkOi R1 :u 
(Resi51orrrogra111mr.ble) 

±ISV 
100 n'ICgllhrm 

:!;{5+1~1 µ.V"C 

ANALOG INPUT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

RC$olution 
Throuaf!P\11 accura~y ±5V TIAF Cma:t) 

±IOmVransc 
Tcmpcr11ure coefficient ofim:uracy 

±SVran!C(ll'llX) 
±IOrnVrange 

Con\-ersion lime ;tSV range 
±!OmVrangc 

CMRR 1for differen1ial inpunr 

ANALOG OUTPUT 
Numbtt of analog ou1pull 
Oulpul voltqc l'BDF'"' 

Outpul impedance: 
Oucpu1 ,etclingtimc fnt11KI 

ti hil binary 
±0.4q FSR'!' 
:t:O.Y.iFSR 

to.029; FSR ~c 
.tO.O'ro( FSR "C 
44 microsecoruh 
84 micm$CQ1Qd1 
66dBCGain ""2) 

86 dB (Gain : 1001 

2 
±IOY. 0 10 IOY. ±5Y, 0 10 SY, ±2.SY 

at SmA (strap seleclabk) 
Ill 

< S nticroscconds 

ANALOG OUTPUT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

R.:snlu1ioo 
Throuppu1 accuracy (maxJ 
Tcmpera1urccoelftcien1 of accuracy 

Unipolar 
Bipolar 

DIGITAL INPUT /OUTPUT 
All lli1Dals arc i»mpatibk with 

Mkrocompu1cr Bus 
Output coding 

An analog input tbannel is scl"'ted by: 
An analo3 output channd is sclcaed by: 
The input, output dala bits are read through: 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 

8bi1Sbin1iy 
±0.4% FSR 

±0.005% FSRtC 
±0.01%FSR;"C 

Bipolar. tW1)"s e<1mpiement: 
Unipolar, strailflt binary 
ADRO through ADRS 

ADRO. 
o.-.ro. through DAT1 

MPH608, MPM.16, MPS6J2, HVI)(; +5C'f at I amp, 2SmY rippk 

M~NS. MP8616-NS, MP863l-NS +ISYDC' ±31Jf:at 40mA, SmY ripplc l +SYOC ±SCJf: at SOOmA. 2'mV ripple 

-ISVDC ±lt;l at <40rnA, SmV ripflle 
Wilh 1.111dog oulpul 
MP8608-AO. MP86!6-AO. MPB632-AO +5VDC :!::59( at 2 amp. 2SmV rippk 

+!iYDC ±Si;f a1 SOOmA. 2SmV ripple 
MPS608-AO-NS. MP8616-AO..NS. +ISVDC ±31';f at IDOmA. SmV ripple 
MP86J2-AQ..NS. -ISVOC ±Jiit 11 IOOmA, SmV rippk 

TEMPERATURE RAllBE 
O"Cto70"'C' 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

INSTALLATION 

These units are shipped from the factory calibrated and 
ready for immediate use. Installation requires only 
plugging the card into any empty slot m the computer and 
wiring the analog connector. 

PROGRAMMING 

Programming of this analog 1/0 board is easily 
accomplished since all channels are treated as memory 
locations. Any memory reference instruction can be used. 
A single STA instruction may be used to load the 
accumulator contents to one of the D/ A converters. 
Likewise a single LDA instruction can be used to read an 
analog input channel. 

Single instructions can also be used to set the inputs of 
both D/ A converters and read two adjaeentanalog input 
channels. An SffLD instruction referenced to DAC I will 
load the contents of the L register into DAC I and the 
contents of the ff register into DAC 2. An LffLD 
instruction will read the channel addressed and the next 
higher channel. The channel addressed wiR be transferred 
to the L register and the next higher channel to the ff 
register. Of course; any MOY instruction may also be 
used if direct addressing is not desired. 

The normal operation of this board halts the CPU during 
the conversion time of the analog input system. This is 
because the software in this mode is simpler than in any 
other (i.e., only one instruction required!). If the halt 
feature is not desirable, it may be disabled. Figure I shows 
the jumpers required. The jumpers shown with an asterisk 
are plated-through holes and must be drilled out before 
installation of the other jumpers. A O.OSS" (No. 54) drill 
should be used for this purpose. Caution must be 
exercised to prevent damage to the board (see Figure 2). 

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Compatible with lntellec MOS and SBC.@4/614 card 
spacing. 

Minimum card spacing; 12.7mm (0.5''). 

Microcomputer bus connector required: 86 pin PC edge 
connector with 0.156"' contact centers. 

:SO pin analog edge connector on board. 

Mating connector available from Burr-Brown: 
23SOMC (Viking # 3Vff2S/ IJNS, solder tab); 
from JM: 3415-0001 (ScotchOex). 

ti) Conncclod al lhe factory for ±SV range (AOC range= :tlOV. Oain s 2). 
12) FSR. ii' Full Stale Range (i.C'., 10\' for ±5V range). 
()} DC to 60 H1 with I Ul soum: unbalance. 
(4) Connected al thc fact()()' for ±IOV range. 
iS)C:onnccted al 1hefactoryas,Zd;irfercntbtl. 

Courtesy Burr-Brown Research Corp. 
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OPERATION WITH HALT. OPERATION WITHOUT HALT. 
JUMPERS REQUIRED JUMPERS REQUIRED 

wss•. W56•. ws1• WSJ. W54, WSB 

FIGURE I. Halt Selection Jumpers 

For operation without halting the CPU, the conversion 
should be started by using a single channel memory 
reference instruction (I.DA or MOY). Then the CPU 
should execute a routine which will take longer than the 
conversion lime (44 to 84 microseconds). When the CPU 
now uses an LOA or MOV referenced to the same 
memory location·~ the converted data will be transferred 
to the CPU. 

The voltage data for these boa~ds is represented by an 8-
bit two1s complement binary number. With a ±5V range, 
each bit has-a value of 39.lmV, with the polarity of the 
voltage indicated by the sign of the binary number. 

Each board is set at the factory for a block of addresses 
beginning at F700. Any analog data channel requires one 
memory location. Thus the first analog channel is located 
at F700 while the second analog channel is located at 
F701. 

ADDRESS MODIFICATION 

The base address of a board can be set to any value by 
properly jumpering its address selector. The most 
significant 8 bits of the address (ADR/8-F) are jumpered 
to read f7 by plated through connections on all boards. 
These addresses can be changed by first drilling out the 
hole that makes the connection (Figure 2) and then 
soldering a wire jumper between the bit and logical zero 
or one. A o.oss• (No. 54) drill should be used for this 
purpose. Caution must be exercised to prevent damage to 
the board and the scattering of metal particles over its 
surface. 

The remaining lower ordered bits have been connected by 
wire jumpers at the factory. To change the sense of a bit 
simply reverse the connection of its jumper. 

ADDRESS HIGH LOW 

• W37 W38 

' W3' W3' 

• WJ3 W34 
7 \\'ll W32 

• W29• WlO 

• Wr>' W28 
A wn• W26 

• W23 w24• 
c w21• W22 
D WJ9• W20 
E WJ7• w" 
f wu• Wl6 

• Plated thrciuah Jumpers 

ADDRESS JUMPERS 
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FIGURE 2. Drilling Out Plated Through Holes 

ANALOG OUTPUT RANGE SELECTION 

When included, each DAC isjumpered at the factory for 
±JO volt operation (two's complement coding). However, 
it is possible to alter these jumpers as shown in Figure 3 
for other output voltages and coding. Jumpers indicated 
by an asterisk are plated through holes on the board and 
should be removed by drilling as described in the section 
on address modification. When making a change, first 
remove those jumpers indicated for the present range and 
replace them with those jumpers required for the desired 
range. 

...... DAC I DAC2 

±IO W66•. W67• w10•. wn• 
±5 W65, W67• W69. wn• 

±2.5 WM, W67•. W74 W69. w12•, wn 
IJ 10 +!O W'9 
o to +S W6S.W74 W69.W73 

Coding 

Two's Complemcn1 W61• W6J' 
Straight Binary WOl W'4 

FIGURE 3. Analog Output Range Selection 

Two's complement coding is typically used for bipolar 
ranges and straight binary for unipolar ranges, but either 
coding can be used for any range. 

BIPOLAR -TWO'S COMPLEMENT 
Digi1a! 

lnpu1/0utput ±IOV ±SV ±:UV 

01111111 (7F .. J +9.922V +4.961V +2.480V 
10000000 (8010} -10.ooov -s.ooov -2.Slll•V 

UNIPOLAR - STRAIGHT BINARY 

Digital 

llllllll !FF1.) 

00000000 (-OQi,j 

lnput.•Outp1.u 

9.961V 
O.OOllV 

Oto+IOV 

OllOV 
O.OOIV 

TABLE I. Analog Full Scale Range Values. 

ANALOG INPUT RANGE SELECTION 

The analog input system can be set for any range between 
±SV and ±2.5mV. It is set for ±5V (two·~ complement 

Courtesy Burr-llrown Research Corp. 



coding) from the factory. There are two Pin determining 
elements in this system: the A/D converter and the 
instrumentation amplifier(IA)~ The A/D converter is set 
for a ±IOV range and the IA ff,)ra gain of 2 at the factory. 
The A/ D converter can be set for other ranges simply by 
changing jumpers as shown in Figure 4. Before adding 
new jumpers. remove those indicated for the present 
range. The input voltage presented to the analog 
multiplexer must not exceed S.25VDC for proper 
operation. 

KAN(iE 

:trov 
:!:SV 

:tl.SV 
0 10 +JOV 
Oto +SV 

JUMPERS 

WI•, W2• 
w2•.w4 

w2•.w4,ws 
W3,W4 

WJ. W4. WS 

FIGURE 4. A/ D Converter Range Setting Jumpers 

As configured at the factory, this board is jumpered for 
two's complement operation (see Table I above) with 
jumper WS9• inserted and W60 open. For operation in 
the straight binary mode (any range) jumper W59• is 
open and W60 is inserted. 

ANALOG INPUT LOW LEVEL OPERATION 

Pads for external gain setting resistors (see Figure 7) have 
been provided so that the instrumentation amplifier can 
be user set for gains to J 000. The following formula can be 
used lo calcWate the value of the resistance: Gain= 100 
kfl/R.:"T· where R1:xT is the resistance between pins I and 
12 of the IA (R 15, 94 in parallel form REXT in Figure 7). 
The gain adjustment potentiometer on the board will 
give an adjustment range of ±lo/o. Therefore, if an RExT 
with an accuracy of ±o.5% is used, the on-board 
potentiometer will have sufficient range for adjustment. 
Stable (50ppm) resistors should be used in this 
application. As shipped from the factory, Rl5; 49.9kll. 
The settling time of the amplifier increases as the gain 
increases. A delay time of 41 microseconds is set at the 
factory to allow for multiplexer and amplifier settling 
times. This delay time is sufficient for amplifier gains of 
up to 50. For gains larger than SO, a longer delay time is 
required. A. delay time of 81 microseconds will be 
obtained by removing Rl7. This delay time is sufficient 
for gains of up to IOOO. 

For lowest system noise, the ADC range should be set on 
the ±IOV or 0 to IOV ranges wi1h the amplifier providing 
all the system gain. 

A 64/32 channel input board can be converted from 
single""(nded operation to differential operation or vice 
versa by simply changing a few board jumpers (MP8632 
from/to MP8664). Figure S indicates those jumpers that 
must be present for a given mode or operation. To convert 
from one mode to the other remove those jumpers 
indicated for the present type of operation and install 
those necessary for the desired mode of operation. 

Required Jumpers Required Jumpers 
for Differential for Sing!H:nded 

32 Channels 64 Channels 
W8 W6 
W9 W7 

WIO 
FIGURES. MP8632 Channel Conversion 

The differential mode of operation should he used for 
analog signals in noisy environments. The differeritial 
mode is particularly useful for low level signals since they 
are more prone to noise than high level signals. This 
board can also operate in a pseudo-differential mode. In 
this mode. the system has the number of channels of the 
single-ended mode, but the minus input of the IA is 
connected to a remote common rather than grounded on 
the board. This mode of operation is useful if there is a 
remote ground common to all the input signals. In this 
way the advantages ofsingJe-ended operation(max.imum 
number of channels) and differential operation (better 
noise reject.ion) arerombined. Jumpers W IO and WS2are 
installed and W7 is removed for this mode of operation. 

ANALOG OUTPUT CHECKOUT 

A static check of the two analog outputs is very simple. 
Load the L register with the output I data word and the ff 
register with the output 2 data word. An SHLD 
instruction can then be used to transfer the data to the 
DA Cs. The addresses of the analog outputs are set at the 
factory to values of F70016 ·and F70l 16- The ideal values 
for plus and minus full scale are shown in Figure 6. 

DATA RA NOE 

WORD ±2.SV ±5.0V ±IOV o 10 ttV ow+10 .... _,,.,. ·S.000 -10.000 

"" +2.480 +4.961 +9.922 .... 0.000 0.000 
FF11 +4.980 ....... 

FIGURE 6. DAC Full Scale Values. 

Two's complement coding is shown for bipolar ranges; 
straight binary for unipolar ranges. 

If the SBC80/ IO monitor is available, the Insert (I) and 
Substitute (S) commands can also be used to accomplish 
an output write. 

To check the dynamic characteristics of .the analog 
outputs the following pro~am can be used. 

ORO" JC40H 
LXI H, OF100H ;.set H 4 L to DA.C I Addrm 
MVJ A, 7FH ;Initialize D•la Word 

LOOP· MOV M.A :LCNld DAC I 
INX K 

MOV M, A ;Load DAC 2 
DCX H 
CMA ;Compliment Data Wocd 
JMP LOOP 
END 

A 27 kHz square-wave will be present on both DAC 
outputs. 

Courtesy Burr-Brown Research Corp. 
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ANALOG INPUT CALIBRATION 

These systems are set at the factory fora ±SV input range. 
If the input system range is to be changed. the following 
progr..am may be used to adjust pin and offset. 

R1·:1: 1·:Qll Ja.UI :Off~t Ker .. l!OH. t-"ull Scak' lld'"' O?FH 
en t-:Qll 1111·:1111 :Monitor ruulines 
l'Rnu·r t:Oll 01 t-"JH 
NMOUT l·:Q\I on·211 

OIHi .lCSOll 

l XI 11. o .. ·1oot1 :111m:11b:e 
LXI SP, .W111:11 

HEtl I: MVI I·:. 1011 
tst-:Gl: LXI ll, o 
l'll': MOY A, M :Read Jato from board 

SUI Hl·:t-· ;Increment data count if data= REI-' 
JN:Z NgQ 
INR B 

Nl-:Q: INK (.' :H~ 100 conversions been made? 
MVI A, 64H 
sun c 
JNZ CLP 
MOV A. B :Yes, Print data count 
('A.LL NMOUT 
MVI <..'. 20H :Print a space 
l'ALL l'O . 
IX.'R t·: :l'ull lint! bteTi printed'f 
JNZ DEG2 
CALL <.'ROUT :Yes, Print CR & LF 
JMP ·u1m1 
1-:ND 

The program assumes that the system is under the control 
of the SBC80/ IO prototype package monitor (M80P. 
version 1.0. March 1.1976). It may be used for both offset 
and gain calibration. The system offset should be 
adjusted first, followed by the gain adjustmenL 

If the address of channel zero on the board bas been 
changed from F700" then the ·LXI H instruction should 
reflect that change. 

A GJCSO monitor command will begin program 
execution. After 100 conversions have been made, the 
value (in hex) of the B register will be printed. This value 
represents the number of times the data read from the 
board was equal to "REF' (80 for offset; 7F for gain). 

RANGE 

±SY 
Oto+IO 
Oto+5 

OFFSET 

...... 
+19.SJmY 
+9.766mV 

GAIN 
+4.941 
+9.941 
+4.971 

FIGURE 8. Analog Input CaUbration Values 

Calibration is performed by connecting a voltage source 
capable of 0.01% accuracy to input channel zero (this 
could also be a DC voltase source of Joss absolute 
accuracy whose output is monitored bY a 0.01% DVM). 

The offset and pin adjustments are made while applying 
the voltage shown in Figure 8. For other ranges, the offset 
voltage adjustment is made at the most negative value of 
the range Jess one half least significant bit (LSB). An LSB 
is equal to the span (full scale ranse) divided bY 2'6 for 8 
bit resolution. The gain adjustm<nt is made at the most 
positive value of the range less I I /2 LSB. Thus for a 
range of ±SOmV, an LSB is JOOmV /2'6 = 39lpV. The 
offset adjustment is made at-SOmV + 1951..V =-49.80mV 
and the gain adjustment at +SOmV - 586pV = 49.41mV. 
Before making these adjustments, however, the unit 
should be allowed to reach thermalequilibriwn(about 30 
minutes under power). 

The offset adjustment is made first bY using the 
appropriate offset calibration voltage. Run the 
calibration program and adjust the on board offSet 
potentiometer until the B register contains a value 
between IE1• and 46,. (3010 and 7010). 

To perform the gain adjustment change the data labeled 
"REF' in the calibration program from 80 to 7F, set the 
input voltage to the correct value as shown in Figure 8 
and adjust the on board gain potentiometer in the same 
manner as described for offset. 

If the SBC80 monitor is available, the substitute (S) 
command can be -d to interrogate an input channel. 

CONNECTOR PINOUT 

·~ ANA.LOO CONNECTOR PINOUT 
Pil\NO-

... 
ANALOG CONNECTOR PINOUT 

PIRN~ 

GND I 20ND 11121 OND J4GND .J4 
·ISVDC S 6 -l!VDC 5 6 

:~~~I : ~ ~5V~ 2 GND : l~ '*D 
A.uJos<hUI 11 12AN1os0ull II 12 
OND IJ 140ND 13 14 
GNO U 160ND IS 16 
Reinoltea- 17 llGND 17 11 
INO 19 20 INJ2/RE1'0 INl6 19 20 INa/RETlt 
INI 21 22 INllJRETI INl7 21 22 IN4t/l.!Tl7 
INl 2J 2' INJ4/RETJ INll 23 24 llUO/RETll 
INJ 25 26 INlS/Rm INI.. 25 26 IN51/RETl9 
IN4 27 ZI 1Nl6/RET4 INlll 27 21 ltfS2JRET20 
INS 29 JO 007/RETS INll 2!11 lO INJl/REnl 
lN6 JI 32 INJl/llET6 IN22 31 32 INSC/RET22 
INl lJ J4 INJt/RET7 INZJ 33 M IN5S/RETD 
IN8 J5 J6 lfll40/RE11 INN 3S 36 IN'6/RET24 
IN9 )7 ll IN41/RET9 Df25 37 JI IN57/IU!TU 
INIO lP 40 ll\142/llETIG ~ 39 40 IN51/RET21' 
INll 41 42 IN43/RITll INZJ 41 42 IN59fR£n1 
INl2. 4J 4t IN44/RETl2 Rm 43 4t Uff0/RET21 
INIJ 45 46 IN45/RETl3 ~ 45 46 1M61/RET29 
INl<t 47 41 IN46/RETM, IN.JO 47 41 IN62/RETJO 
INUi 49 S) IN47/RITIS INJI .., 50 INO/RETJI 
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DESCRIPTION 
The NE5018 is a comptete S..bit dlg!Wto 
analog converter subsystem on one mono
lithic chip. The data inputs have input 
latches, controlled by a latch enable pin. The 
data and latch enable Inputs are uttra-low 
loading for easy interfacing with all logic 
systems. The latches appear transparent 
when the Il Input Is in the low state. When 
~ goes high, the Input data present at the 
moment of transition Is latched and retained 
until CE again goes low. This feature allows 
easy compatibility with most microproces~ 

.sors. 
The chip also comprtaes a stable voltage 
reference l5V nominaU and a high slew rate 
buffer amplifier. The voltage reference may 
be externally trimmed with a potentiometer 
for easy adjustment of full scale, while main~ 
taining a low temperature co-efficient. 

The output of the buffer amplifier may be 
offset so as to provide bipolar as well as 

FEATURES 
• I-bit reeolutfon 
• Input latchas 
• Low-loading - lnpUll 
• On<:Np vollllge raterence 
• Output buffer arnpllfler 
• Acourdl to ± 112 LSB 
• Monotonic to • bib 
• Amplffier and NfenHIC9 both abort~ 

clrcull-ted 
• Competlble wHh 2850, 8080 and menr 
-~P's. 

APPLICATIONS 
• Preclllon 8-bll DIA conwerlera 
• A/Deon.,.,..,. 
• Progl'Hlntable power •pplles 
• Teat equipment 
• Measuring lnstrumenta 
• Anlllog-dlgflll mutllpltcdon 

unipolar operation. ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

PARAMETER 

Vee+ Posl11ve supply voltage 
Vee- Negative supply voliage 
v., Logic inpat voltage 
VREF1N Voltage at VREF Input 
VRl!l'AOJ Voltage at VREF adjust 
VsuM Voltage at sum node 
IREFSC Short-circuit current 

to ground at VREF OUT 

NE5018-F,N 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

F,N l'ACKAQE 

SE&018 •¥1llab1• In F padta;e Qtll)I. 

RATING UNIT 

18 v 
-18 v 

Oto 18 v 
12 v 

0 tO VREF v 
12 v 

Continuoua 
loursc Short-circuit current to ground 

or either suppry at Vout 
IREF Reference Input current 
Po Power dissipation• 

-N-kage 
·F package 

TA Operating temperature range 
SE5018 
NE5018 

TsTG Storage temperature range 
Tsoi..o Lead soldering temperature 

no seconds} 

"NOTE 

ForNpackage, c1era1ea1120"CIW above35°C 
For F pacll:llQe. dende at 15•CfW Uiove rs•c 

Continuous 
5 mA 

800 mW 
1000 mW 

-SS to +125 •c 
0 to +70 •c 

-65 to +150 •c 

300 •c 

Courtesy Signetlcs Corp. 
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- ------========= = :~ ~=~ ~ ;: ~~ ~~ ~,; :: ~ :: :;_- :: -

NE5018-F,N 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee+= 15V, Vcc-=-1SV, SE5018.-55"C:<TA:< 125°0. 
NE5018. O"C :5 TA :s 7D°C unlBIS otherwise specified. -· PARAMETER TIST CONDITIONS 

Min TJp 

Vee+ Positive -ply VO- 15 
Yee- Negative supply vollage -15 

Resolution 8 
Relative accuracy 

Ts Settling Ume To.± 1/2LSB, 10V atep 2 
PSRR . Power supply Vee+ +12 to +18V ±1 

Rejection ratio Vee- -12 to-18V 
Ice+ Positive supply current Vee+= 15V 8 
Ice- Negative supply Currant Vcc-=-15V -10 
hNIOI Logic "O" input current V1N=OV s 
V1NIOI Logic ''O" input voJtage 
V1Ni11 Logic "1" Input voltage 2.0 
Tl'Wl.E Latch enab~ pulse width -

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

.. 

........ !--

All A valwu eQu.I 5kn end are ttlermaHy mllclllld. 

264 

Mn 

:t0.19 

0.8 

"""'" -

NE5011 .... TJp - UNITB 

. 15 v 
-15 v 
8 blta 

:t0.19 '* 2 .. 
±1 mV/V 

8 mA 
-10 mA 
5 ,,A 

0.8 v 
2.0 v 

400 ns 

t------o~ 
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EQUIVALENT SCHEMATIC 

'---v--' 
FUUSC.ALE 

-'DJU8T 

Vf5=9.MIY 
LSll 0 ;l.!lmY 

Vee-

O - 9.961V OPERATION 

NE5018 

is n 
MIC HIC 

NE501B-f,N 

., 

..... 

!ii!IDDliC!i 
a..-,, of U.S. PhHlps Corporation 

Slgnel>es CO'IJ(lral!O'l 
PO Bo.0062 

811Eas1Arques~ 

&.rlnywle.CallcYrna. 94006 
l!4eptnte 4081739-7700 

Printed in USA Aug. 1977 
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~ )J - . ... 
' .. 

·data acquisition SVstlllnaldaa ,_ 
micrOc:omputer perlpherals/-r auppliea 
signal conditioning 'components/ arnpUflers 

MP10, MP11 
daui acquisition sv~•/data . conve~ 
micr0computer peripherills/power supplies. 
signal· conditioning components/ampilriera 
date ac<1,11isition systerili/data CiJn.verters 
micrccomputar. paripherala/powar supplies 
signal ccndltioning c0'mponantti/ampllflers 
data acquisition systems/ datii c0nv911&rs 
microccmputer pa!IPfiaraia/J)OWer supplies 
signal conditioning ccrnponents/amplifiers 
data acquisition systems/data .converters 
microcomputer periphersls/P0W9r &Upplies 
signal c:onditloning componenta/ amplifier& 

MICROPROCESSOR 
ANALOG OUTPUT COMPONENTS 

COMPATIBLE WITH: 

8080 flntall 
9080A IAMDJ 
Z·BO IZiloal 
m!(MlllOrolal 
8008 (Intel! 
F-8 (F1lrchlldl 
SC/MP !Nlllonall 
650X (MOS Technology! 

USE AS ANALOG INPUT AND OUTPUT 
EASY TO USE 

CD111pletely complllble with mllll Mlcropmmors 
NI 1xtemal laglc required 
Timing compaUble 
Mamory mapped 

SAVES DEVELOPMENT MONEY AND TIME 
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED 

C Bun-Brown Raearch Corpontion 1916 

'n1' 
,. •iijg 

'"da 

BURR·-·BROWN 

I 
lntlrnationll· AiroOft,lndllltt'illl Ptttl•P.O. IDx 11411D•Tua.n;Ariion11&134 
Tat: 102'294-1431 • Twx: llf-9H·l11f.•C1llldltlCOAP• Tat,.:-1 

mtc~puwr .·pe.np~ratSJ".' pPVlf'er .. SUPPlttm 
signal, tj,nditioning. componants/ampllflers· · 
itata aeaUisJtfon. · svstems.ldata · con\re'rters 
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DESCRIPTION 
These microprocessor peripherals provide an analoa 
interface compatible with most microprocessors. The 
MPIO and MPll are electrically and functionally 
microprocessor compatible in static or dynamic 
situations. 
These units are complete analog systems packaged in 32 
pin triple wide dual-in-line packages. They contain two 8 
bit D /A converters which are internally trimmed for gain 
and offset so that no external trimming i! required. Ah 
necessary interface, timing and address decoding logic is 
also included. 

The MPIO i! designed to be used with 8080A and 8008 
type microprocesson. It can be used with SC/ MP if pull
up resistors are added to the address bus, with the F-8 
Dynamic or Static memory interface chip if the RAM 
WRITE signal is a minimum of 430nsec and with theZ-80 
iflw (cf>H) = lw(cf>L).,:SOOns. The MPll i!designed to he 
used with 6800 and llSOX type microprocessors. 

The address lines Az through Au, 82 and B, of the 
MPIO are CMOS compatible so that they can be directly 

MP10, MP11 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

A!3 

ii 
liz 

... 
~· 

A1 llC ... Al 
~ 
llC 

cf>Z(MP11) .. 

connected to the address bus of an 8080 or8008. All other 
input lines require standard TTL voltages. The address 
lines A, through Au and e, of the MPI I are LSTTL 
compatible so they can be directly connected to the 
address bus of a 6800 or 650X. All other input lines 
require standard TTL voltages but are high impedance 
requiring only microamp drive currents. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
When programming these peripherals. the user treats 
them as memory. Because the D f A convener input is an 8 
bit word. one 8 bit memory location is required for each 
channel. Since these units are treated as memory. a single 
instruction is all that's needed to write to an output 
channel. For instance. when the MPIO is used with an 
8080, a single instruction, SHLD. can be used to output 
data to both D /A converter channels from the H and L 
register pair. Likewise. when the MP! I is used with the 
6800 or 650X, a single STX instruction can be used to 
output data to both D; A convener channels from the 
index register. The MPIO and the MPI I require an 
initialization as would any programmable peripheral. 

ADDRESS 
DETERMINATION 
Bz 83(MPIOI 

I olZ DECODER 
•d 
WritoContnll 
logic 

ii! .. STROBE .. 
~ ~1 llC .. 

llo ii 
O/A 
CONVERTER 

O/A 
CONVERTER 

.... 

.... 
Courtesy Burr-Brown Research Corp. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
(Typjtal at 25"C and rated S\lppliao unlts1 otherwise no1cd ) 

MP10/MP11 

ANALOG OUTPUT DIGITAL INPUT /OUTPUT 
Numbtt of analog outputs 2 All signals compatible with 

OU1pu1 voltap range ±IOY the microproces.sor bus 

Outplll impcdallCC lfi An analog output channel selected ~ 

Output Sdllin1 time zs,..scc lnpt11 data bhs read hy. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 

TRANSFER 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Ri::'!olu1ion 8 bi\ binary TEMPERATURE RANGE 

{complementary bina~) Opera.ting temperatvrc: range 
One LSB 78.lmV Stor88e temperature nnp 
Throu1h9u1 aecuracy (max) ±0.4% FSR'' 11 

Throughput accuracy (typical) ±0.25% FSR 
Tmiperature coeflkient .,_..., ±o.008% FSR/"C 

I. fSR is Full Scale Range ,., 20V. 
2. Accuracy eomp<mcnls are: Linarit)' Error= ±(l.2% FSK; Oain Error= ±0.1% FSR, Offset Error= ±0.1% FSR. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

000 0 00000 00 000 0 

MPIO/MP11 

AO 
D0-07 

+sVDC ±!i% ar 90 mA 
+ISV ±3% at 30 mA 
-15V ±3% at 30 mA 

0-'IO"C 
·SS°C lD +85°C 

5.56mm 
(0.22") 

~~~~~~~~~,~ 

TOP VIEW G. 
MATERIAL: Alumim1 
WEIGHT: 14 grams (0.5 oz) 

l=;;:;;=;;=;;=;r;;=;r;;::;;rn=;rn:;rn=;r'i;:::l + 

PINS: Pin material and plating composillon 
&Onform to Method 2003 (solderabllity) 
of Mil-Std~883 (except paragraph 3.2). 

MATiNG CONNECTOR: :2302MC 

PIN CONNECTIONS 
8080 Pin 8080 Pin 6800 Pin 6800 Pin 

Connections Connections Connections Connections 

1 1 AlO All 32 40 - 1 Output 1 -15V 32 -
2 2 Common All 31 38 - 2 Output 2 +!SV 31 -
3 3 D4 Al2 30 37 8 3 +5V R/W 30 34 
4 4 DS A9 29 35 37 4 Enable lte;ei 29 40 
5 5 D6 A 8 28 34 9 5 AO DO 28 33 
6 6 D7 A 7 27 33 10 6 Al DI 27 32 
7 7 DJ A E 26 32 II 1 A2 D2 26 31 
8 8 D2 A 5 25 31 12 8 Al D3 25 30 
9 9 DI MPIO A4 24 30 13 9 A4 MPll D4 24 29 

10 JO DO .... A 3 23 29 14 10 AS - D5 23 28 
12 11 Reset A 2 22 27 15 II A6 D6 22 27 
18 12 R/W B 2 21 - 16 12 A7 D7 21 26 
26 13 Al B 3 20 - 17 13 A8 Common 20 21 
25 14 AO +SV 19 20 18 14 A9 B2 19 -- 15 +ISV Oul l 18 - 19 15 AIO All 18 23 

- 16 -ISV Out2 17 - 20 16 All Al2 17 22 

Courtesy Burr-Brown R-arch Corp. 
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1-- Twp_____., 

Rf>i J 

!-Tow-! i..-Twn::j 

D7 Do I 

TAw TWA 

Addre:3 
I c= I 

t 
Tew 

I Twc 

INTERNAL I 
TOMPJO--. 1--TAc I TAC__.. I-

OUTPUT INTERNAL TO MPIO I 

I 
Tws 

ANALOG OUTPUT : xt= 
SymbOI Min M" Units TAO (analog otuput data stahlcJ 

"i 
I ··-

Twp 430 - "' Tow so - ., 
Two ·65 - ., 
TAW 610 - ., 

FOR THI::. 8080 ITSEU 
TwA 35 - '" Two •• - .. 

TAw = 2tcy - t 03 - tR 42 - J40ns Twc 35 - .. 
Tws - 635 ., 

TAw = 670ns. Min TAO 16 25 "' TAC - 600 .. 
FIGURE I. MPlO Timing Diagram. 

Enable= i,12 _} ~ v~l'\__J~ 
TAEW...j - . -AddressAl3·A~ 2.4V 

~ 
0.4V - 2.4V 

Read/Write o.sv / 
Q_4V - .,....Tttw 

Data Bus DO D7 ) 1}f)( 2AV 

Tpow~ L._ 
OAV 

2.4V 
Peripheral Data. INTERNAL TO MP I ! 

I I OAV 

' 
ANALOG OUTl>UT I 

TAO (:uw/og otuput dat~ stable 
I 
I 

Symbol Min M" Unit 

TE 0.450 " "' 
TAEW 180 - ., 
Tosu 300 - .. 
TwE 130 - "' 
THw 10 ., 
Tpow - 1.0 "' 
TAO 17 2$ /J.S 

FIGURE 2. MP! I Timmg Diagram. 
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PROGRAMMING 

These uni ls are easily programmed since all are treated as 
memory locations. They use any memory reference 
instruction that can write data from internal registers or 
the accumulator. A single instruction can be used to write 
data to one or both channels. When the MPIO is used 
with an 8080. a single SH LD instruction referenced to the 
lower of the two addresses will automatically transfer the 
data in the H register to DAC I and the data in the L 
register to DAC2. An STA instruction will transfer the 
data in the accumulator to either DAC. When the MPI 1 
is used with a 6800. a single STX instruction refer~nced to 
the lower of the two addresses will automatically transfer 
the eight upper bits of the index: register to DAC I and the 
eight lower bits to DAC2. An STAA instruction will 
transfer the contents of the accumulator to either DAC. 
Of course, if direct addressing is not desired, MOV 
instructions may be used to transfer data from internal 
registers to a specific DAC memory location. As with any 
programmable peripheral, the MPIO and MPI I must be 
initialized. 

MP10 INITIALIZATION 

The RESET input controls the status of the control 
register of the MPIO. An active high on this line will reset 
the control register 10 all "zeros". 

The MP JO will require initialization every time RESET is 
activated. If RESET is connected to ground. the MPIO 
must be initialized only once before output of the data. 

MPIO INITIALIZATION SEQUENCE: 

I. Load initialization address 
2. Load initialil.ation data 

MPIO INITIALIZATION ADDRESS: 

XX I I I I a a 
us;;. 

Defined 

X =don't care, not connected to MP 10 
I =True 

MPIO INITIALIZATION DATA 

0 

For 8080 the sequence may lo~k as follows: 

LXI H. ADDR; ADDR = Initialization address 

Loads H & L registers with 
initialization address 

270 

MVI M, DATA; DATA= 80 

Loads initialization data (8010) 
to initialization address 

The initialization sequence assigns internal registers to 
function as input registers for the D/ A converters. Now 
data can be written into the MPIO. This is accomplished 
by outputing the correct MPIO address: 

Ao Ai? Au Aro ACJ As A1 A6 As A4 AJ A1 A1 Ao 

a a 0 0 

OUTPUT I 

OUTPUT 2 

User 
Defined 

..___. 
User 

Defined 

The Bi and 83 inputs determine the address to which the 
MP I 0 will respond. The four memory locations which are 
possible are outlined below: 

B, B, A, A, 

0 0 0 0 

0 I 0 I 

I 0 I 0 

I I I I 

At the time that the address appears on the address bus, 
data will appear on the data bus and a R/W pulse will be 
generated by the microprocessor. 25µs later~ the analog 
voltage will be stable at the selected output. Timing 
requirements shown in Figure I must be satisfied in order 
for the MPIO to be initialized and operate correctly. 
These timing requirements are completely compatible 
with the 8080. 

MP11 INITIALIZATION 

The RESET input controls the status of the control and 
peripheral registers of the MP J l, The initialization 
sequence will differ if RESET is connected to a maste·r 
reset line of a microprocessor or if it ls hard-wired to V,~. 
The MP! I will require initialization every time the 
RESET line is activated low. If the RESET line is hard 
wired to Ve,. the MP! I must be initialized only once 
before output of the data is attempted. 

MPI I ADDRESS STRUCTURE 

A1• A1-1 A11 A1~ An Aw A9 As A1 A~ A, A.1 A.1 Ai A1 Ao 

XXll II II IOaYY 

Ai~. A1~ - don't care, not connected to MP l l 
Az - Address is user selectable 
Au. Ai - Addre~ses control the initialization sequence 

Courtesy Burr-Brown Research Corp. 



Initialization sequence when REsET is hard wired to V "' 

I. Load accumulator with ""zeros* 
2. Store accumulatof at memory locations: 

A1sA14AuA12A11Aio~ Aa A1 A, A~~ A1 Al A1 Ao 

X X I I I 1 I I I I I I 0 a I 0 Address of Control register A 

AuA,.AuAuA11A10Ao A. A1 A. A, A. A, A, A1 Ao 
X X I I I I I I I I I I 0 a I I Address ofConirol·register B 

3. Load accumulator with ... ones" 
4. Store- accumulator at memory locations: 

A1sA14AuA12A11A10A, ~A,~ A,~ A1 A2 A1 At> 
XXllllllllllOaOO 
XXI Ill I II I I IOaOI 
XXllllllllllOalO 
X X I I I I I I I I I I 0 a I I 

For the 6800 this sequence can be written as follows: 
LDAA "zeros• 
ST AA Address of control register A 
STAA Address of control register B 
LDAA "ones" 
ST AA Address of peripheral register A 
ST AA AddrOIS of peripheral register B 
STAA Address of control register B 

LDX 
STX 
LDX 
STX 
STX 

# $0000 
S Address control register A 
# $1111 
S Address·p.;ipheral register A 
$ Address control register A 

Address of Peripheral register A 
Address of Peripheral register B 
Address of Control register A 
Address of Control register B 

Loads Zeros in accumulator 
Stores zero•s in C.R.A. 
Stores zero's in C.R. B 
Loads one"s in accumulator 
Stores one"s in P.R.A 
Stores one's in C.R.A 
Stores one's in C.R.B 

Loads zer.o•s in index register 
Stores zero's in C.R. A and B 
Loads one•s in index register 
Stores one's in P.R. A and B 
Stores one"s in C.R. A and B 

Initialization sequence when RESET' line is connected to 
master reset (control registers A and B are always set to 
zero after master reset and only ones need to be stored in 
the registers): 

X X I I I I I ! I I I I 0 1 0 0 

X X I I I I I I t I I I 0 a 0 I 

Ol'TP\:T I 

Ol'TPt.:T2 

At the time thal the address appears on the address bus, 
data will appear on the data bus, and if the R/W and 
Enab:le pulses are correctly timed, 25µs from the true 
address the analog voltage will be stable at the selected 
output. 

LDAA 
STAA 
STAA 
STAA 
STAA 

oras: 

LDXX 
STX 
STX 

••ones" 
Address Peripheral register A 
Address Peripheral register B 
Address Control register A 
Address Control register B 

# $1111 
$Address Peripheral register A 
$ Address Control register A 

Now data can be written into MP 11. This is accomplished 
by outputing the correct MP 11 address: 

Timing requirements shown in Figure l must be satisfied 
for the MPI I to be initialized and operate correctly. All 
timing requirements are completely compatible with 6800 
microprocessors. User definable address line A~ used in 
conjunction with the a~ input allows the user to place the 
MP 11 in two different memory locations or use two 
different MPl l's in order to expand the analog system to 
four outputs. When B, is wired lo logical I, the MP II 
responds to an A2 address of 0 a·nd when a~ is wired to a 
logical O. the MPll responds to an A, address of I. 

Courtesy Burr-Brown Research Corp. 
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TEST PROGRAMS 
The test circuit and test programs following allow the user 
to test the operation of the MPJO or MPI I. The test may 
be conducted by setting up.the MP JO/MP 11 as shown in 
Figure 3. The microprocessor system should have a 
teletype/CRT terminal interface. The programs will step 
through several output voltage levels for each DAC 
output (see Figure 4). Notice how the software is different 
for the two test programs to illustrate two software 
approaches. 

µP 
System 

l)ACI 
OUTPUT 

DVM 

FIGURE 3. Test Circuit for MPIO/MPll. 

MPIO Test Program 

LOOP I 

LOOP 2 

Initialize MPW 

LXI H ADDR X Address of the first 
byte of data. lMOV A, M 

STA ADDR2 
INX H 

CALL Cl ( 
CPI 
8D 
JNZ LOOP! 
LXI ADDR X 

[

MOVA, M 
STA ADDR3 
INX H 
CALL Cl ( 
CPI 
8D 
JNZ LOOP2 
RET 

Load A.CC with first byte 
of data. 
Output to MP IO DACI 
Increment ADDRI 
Call Input routine 
Wait for any character 
ex.:ept carriage return 

Output to MPIO DAC2 
Increment A DDR I 

Wait for any character 
except carriage return 

The MPIO test program will output five different voltages 
from DACI and then from DAC2 (see Figure 4). DACI 
will initially output -IOV. To step through the other 
values for DAC I enter any character other than carriage 
return (CR}. To transfer control to DAC2, enter CR. 
DAC2 will output -IOV. To step through the other values 
for DAC2 enter any character except CR. To exit the test 
program. enter CR. 

272 

Store the following codes in memory beginning with 
location. ADDR X: 

ADDR X - FF 
ADDR X +I - BF 
ADDR X + 2 - 7F 

ADDR X + 3-3F 
ADDR X + 4- 00 

ADDR 2 is the address of output I, ADDR 3 is the address 
of output 2: 

MP! I Test Program 

lnitiaHze MPJ I 

LDX # $ FFFF; Load index register 
STX ADDR I; Store FF in each DAC 
JSR !NP 
LOX # $ BFBF; Load index register 
STX ADDR I; Store BF in each DAC 
JSR INP 
LDX # $ 7F7F; Load index register 
STX ADDR I; Store 7F in each DAC 
JSR !NP 
LDX # $ 3F3F; Load index register 
STX ADDR I; Store 3F in each DAC 
JSR INP 
LDX # $ 0000; Load index register 
STX ADDR I; Store 00 in each DAC 
JSR INP 

INP LDAA ADDR X Load Status} 

Bit A #01 
of ACIA ~~for 

BEQ INP 
input 

LDA A ADDR X +I ~~.} From ACIA 
CMP A Jump back 

80 totrsl 

BNE Back 
pfogram or 
returnw 

JMP Return main program 

BACK RTS 

The MPI I test program will outpnt-JOVfrom both DACI 
and DAC2 then wait for an input from the TTY. Any 
character except CR will advance both DAC's of the MPI 1 
to the next value as defined in Figure 4. CR terminates test 
program by jumping to RETURN. 

ADDR I is the address of output I. ADDR Xis the address 
of the ACIA. 

Step Ideal Output Actual Output Limits 

l -IOV -9.922V to -10.078V 

2 -5.0V -4. 922 to -5.078 

3 o.ooov -0.078 to +0.078 

4 +5.0V +4.972 to +5.078 

5 +9.922V +9.844 to + I0.000 

FIGURE 4. Ou1put Voltages for Test Programs. 
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APPLICATIONS 
ANAWG INPUT AND ANAWG OUTPUT 
Abhou&h the MPIO •nd MPI I ue analag outpal peripherals. 1hey can beaaily 
.adapted to provide botb •mloa Inputs and o .. pata. 
With the Md.iliofl of a few Pleml.I componeru. thesa unils can each pnwide one 
ualol input •nd one analag oa1p111 ror ywr s)'llem. as shown below: 

MO ANALOG INPUT/OUTPUT 

MPl1 ANALOG INPUT/OUTPUT 

'-.!i--10Nkfllr-O~ 

T1lae: l)'ltellll •the mic:rGcompulet syatem to perfonnthe loaiC ofa succnsivre 
appros.imation AJD corwerter, Uliag oni:: daacmc1 of lhc MPIO Of MPll to 
provide tbe D/A c:onverw ldcrena: f\nac:tioa nquired. la a .suocenive 
approxinu.licni converter, the analog Input ii campued to known outpllbi of a 
DJ A converter. Finl, tile microcomputer IUnu lhe MSB on. Wlill (or 1hesettN111 
rime of the MPIO oc MPI I, and theswikhiD& time oftbc compualOl". then rads 
the statm. If the camparalor indica111 U.t the MSB volte8c .h nnalkr than the 
aaalo1 input.the MSB iap•t lotbe MPIO/MPll stays"'o11'"and tllenexl lltOll 

signif'acaat bit ii turned oa, If the comparator iltdic;atcs· lbal. 1he MSB wl• i1 
iaqer than 111&1 anloS inpul. the mierocanipu.ler will tum 1hc MSB '"off" and!Um 
'"On .. the fteltt 111111t1ignlflcan1 bit. lo.1hiswayaU& bicsafthcD/Aconvcnerare 
KMed. When lhec:oavasion ls~mpleie. the input ohhe 0/A cvnvertcrwW be a 
digital repmcntadon of U. analo1 inpuL This value will allo be stored in the 
micropnJcaaor'I ao:umulatot (complllntn&ary binary). 

The A/D corrmsion will requite appro•i111aldy 900 microaecoftds when 
performad in 1his manner. ~Brown wNI shortly have available a detailed 
.,Jication l'lOt.c describiq: lhii plOCCll iDCludioa all softwaR required. 

Printed in U.S.A. 

FLOWCHART USING IDID Md MPIU 

FLOWCHART llSlmG 1100 and MP11 

•Enter if MPlO/MPl 1 and 
system PPA/PIA 
were initialized previously 

POS-313 

Low 

JUM, 1977 
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ADC0816/ADC0817 Single Chip Data Acquisition System 

General Description 

The ADC0816, ADC0817 (MM74C948) data acquisition 
components are monolithic CMOS devices with an 8-bit 
analog-to-digital converter, a 16-channel multiplexer and 
microprocessor compatible control logic. The 8-bit A/D 
converter uses sticcessii./e approximation as the conversion 
technique. The converter features a high impedance 
chopper stabilized comparator, a 256R voltage divider 
with analog switch tree and a successive approximation 
register. The 16-channe1 multiplexer can directly access 
any one of 16 single-ended analog signals and provides 
the logic for additional channel expansion. Signal condi· 
tioning of any analog input signal is eased by direct 
accen to the' input of the 8-bit A/0 converter. 

The device eliminates the need for external zero and 
full-scale adjustments and featur:Js an absolute accuracy 
S 1 LSB including quantitizing error. Easy interfacing to 
microprocessors is provided by the latched and decoded 
address inputs and latched TTL TR I-STATE® outpuu. 

The design of the ADCOB16, ADC0817 has been 
optimized by incorporating the most desirable aspects of 
several A/D conversion techniques. The ADC0816, 
ADC0817 offers high speed, high accuracy, minimal 

Block Diagram 

temperature dependence, excellent long·term accuracy 
and repeatability, and consumes minimal power. These 
features make this device ideally suited to applications 
such as process control, industrial control, and machine 
control. 

Features 

• Total unadjusted error< !1/2 LSB 

• Linearity error< ±1/2 LSB 
• No missing codes 

• Guaranteed monotonicity 

• No offset adjust required 

• No scale adjust required 

• Conversion time of 100 µs 
• Easy microprocessor interface 

• Latched TRI-STATE output 

• Latched address input 

• Ratiometric conversion 

• Single SV supply 

• Low power consumption-15 mW 

r. .• Tr.w---- --- --, 

16ANALGGlNfUTS 

: ,_.!.__ ___ _...., 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 1 
Vtt HID 

}- .. -· 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings !Notes 1 and 21 

Voltage at Any Pin Except Control Inputs 
Voltage at Control Inputs 

1St3't, TRI-STATE, Clock, ALE, ADD A. 
ADD 8, ADD C, ADD 0, Expamion Control! 

Operating Temperature Range 
Storage Temperature Range 
Package Dissipation (at 25°C) 
Operating Vee Range 
Absolute Maximum Vee 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) 

DC Electrical Characteristics 

-0.3V to Vee+ 0.3V 
-0.3V to+ 15V 

-40" C to +85° C 
-65°C to +150°C 

SOOmW 
4.5V to 6V 

s.sv· 
300°C 

4.75V ~Vee~ 5.25V, -40°C ._;;TA~ +85°C unless otherwise noted, (Note 2) 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS 

VtNl11 logical "1" Input Voltage Vee= 5V 

V1NIOI Logical "O" Input Voltage Vee= SV 

VQUTl11 Logical "1" Output Voltage IQ= -360µA 

VQUT!OI logical "O'' Output Voltage lo= 1.6 mA 

VQUTIOI Logical ''O'' Output Voltage EOC lo= 1.2 rnA 

ltNlll Logical "1" Input Current VtN = 15V 
(The Control Inputs) 

ltN(O) Loglca! "O" Input Current VtN = 0 
(The Control Inputs) 

tee Supply Current Clock Frequency'=' 500 kHz 

touT TRl ·STATE Output _Current Vo= 5V 

Vo= 0 

MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

vcc-1.s v 
1.5 v 

Vcc-o.4 v 
0.45 v 

0.45 v 
1.0 µA 

-1.0 µA 

300 1000 µA 

µA 

-3 µA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the de\lice cannot be guarant<!ed. Except for "Operating 
Ternperature Range" they are not meant to imply that the de11ices should be operated at tflese limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" 
Provides conditions for acwal device operation, 
Note 2: All voltages measured with respect to GND unless otherwise specified. 
Note 3; Non-linearity error is the ma1Cimum deviation from a straight line through the end points of the A/D transfar characteristic, (Figure 2), 
Note 4: Zero error is the difference between the o~tput of an ideal and the actual AID for zero input voltage, (Figure 2}. 
Note 5: Full-scale error is the difference between the output of an ideal and the actual AID for full-scale input voltage, (Figure 2) 

Note 6: Total unadjusted error is the maximum sum of non-linearity, zero and full-scale errors, (Figure 3), 
Note 7: Quantization error is the t 112 LSB uncertainty caUsed by the converter's finite resolution, {figiJfe 3}. 
Note 8: Absolute Accuracy describes the difference between the ac:tuat input voltage and the full-scale li"Vl!ighted equivalent of the binary output 
code; included are quantizing and all other errors. Although rarely provided on data sheets, it is the best indication of a converter's true perfor
mance, (figfJre 3}. 

Nirte 9: Supply rejection relates to the ability of an ADC to maintain accuracy as the supply voltage varies. The supply and VREF(+) are varied 
together and the change in accuracy is measured-with respect to full-scale. 
Note 10: Comparator input current is a bias current into or out of the chopper stabilized comparator. The bias current varies directly with clock 
frequency and has Httle temperature dependence, (Figurt1 5}. 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 

ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
ADC0816, ADC0817 -40°C ~TA~ +85°C unless otherwise noted 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

RON Analog Multiplexer ON (Any Selected Channell 

Resistance TA= 25°C, AL= 10k 1.5 3 k!1 

6 k!1 

LIRQN .0. ON Resis_tance Between Any {Any Selected Channell 75 n 
2 Channels RL = 10k 

IQFF(+I OFF Channel Leakage Current Vee= sv. V1N = 5V, 10 200 nA 

TA= 25°e 

IQFF(-1 OFF Channel Leakage Current Vee= sv. V1N = o. -200 -10 nA 

TA= 25°e • 
CONVERTER SECTION Vee= VREF(+I = 5V, VREF(-1 = GND, V1N = VcoMPARATOR IN. fc= 640 kHz 

ADC0816CCN -40°C ~TA~ +85°C unless otherwise noted 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

Resolution 8 Bits 

Non-Linearity (Note 3) ±1/4 ±1/2 LSB 

Zero Error (Note 41 ±1/4 i1/2 LSB 

Full-Scale Error {Note 51 i1/4 ±1/2 LSB 

Total Unadjusted Error TA=25°C ±1/4 ±1/2 LSB 

(Note 61 ±1/4 ±3/4 LSB 

Ouantiz;;ition Error (Note 7} ±1/2 LSB 

Absolute Accuracy TA= 25°e ±3/4 ±1 LSB 

!Note 81 ±3/4 ±1 1/4 LSB 

ADC0817CCN TA=25°C 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

Resolution B Bits 

Non-Linearity (Note 3) ±1/2 ±1 LSB 

Zero Error (Note 4) ±1/4 ±112 LSB 

Full-Scale Error (Note 51 ±1/4 ±1/2 LSB 

Total Unadjusted Error (Note 6) ±1/2 ±1 LSB 

Quantization Error {Note 7) ±1/2 LSB 

Absolute Accuracy (Note Bl ±1 ±1 1/2 LSB 

ADC0816CCN -40°C $TA$ +B5°C 

ADC0817CCN TA=25°C 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

Power Supply Rejection 4.75V$ Vee= VREFl+I $ 5.25V, 0.05 0.15 %/V 

(Note91 

Comparator Input Current fc"" 640 kHz, (Note 10) -2 ±0.5 2 µA 

Ladder Resistance From Ref(+) to Ref(-} 1 4.5 k!1 

Courtesy National Semiconductor Cori 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Continued! 

DESIGN GUIDELINES 

ADC0816CCN, ADC0817CCN 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

VLAD Voltage Across Ladder From Ref(+) to Ref(-) 0.512 5.12 5.25 v 

VREF(+) Voltage, Top of Ladder Measured at Ref(+) Vee vcc+o.1 v 

VREF(+) + VREF(-) 
Voltage, Center of ladder Meas~red at R LADDER/2 Vcc-0.l Vee vcc+o.i v -

2 2 2 2 

VREFH Voltage, Bottom of Ladder Measured at Ref(-) --0.1 0 v 

AC Electrical Characteristics 

ADC0816CCN, AOC0817CCN TA. 25°C, Vee. VREF(+) = 5V, VREF(-) = GND 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

'WS Start Pulse Width (Figure 5} 200 100 ns 

'WALE Minimum ALE Pulse (Figuro5} 200 100 ns 

Widt!I 

ts Address Set-Up Time (Figure 51 50 25 ns 

tH Address. Hold Time (Figure 51 50 25 "' 
to Analog MUX Delay Time Common Tied to Comparator In, 1 2.5 µs 

From ALE Rs+ RoN s 5kCT, CL= lOpF 

IH1.tHO TRI-STATE Control CL= 50pF 125 250 "' 
to Q Logic State 

trn.toH TRl.sTATE Control CL• 10 pF, AL• 10k 125 250 "' 
toHi·Z 

le Conversion Time fc = 640 kHz. (Figure 5) 90 100 114 µs 

fc Clock Frequency 10 640 1200 kHz 

tEOC EOC Delay Time (Figure 5) 1 8 Clock 

Periods. 

C1N Input Capacitance At Control Inputs 10 15 pF 

At MUX Inputs 5 7.5 _pF 

couT TRI-STATE Output At TRI-STATE Outputs, 5 7.5 pF 

Capacitance (Note 111 

Note 11: Capacitance guaranteed by periodic mtinv. 

Courtesy National Semiconductor Corp. 
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Timing Diagram 

·=----~-=-~----_-__ _._.,, __ ~------------:~i+~----J-'-.... ~: __ 
FIGURES 

Typical Performance Characteristics 
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1 0.5 

~ -" .... 
0:: 
> -0.5 ... 

-1 

-1.5 
1.25 2.5 

V1N(V) 

3.75 

FIGURE 6. Comparator IJN vs V1N 
(Vee= VREF = 5V) 

1.Z5 2.5 

VIN (V) 

J.75 

FIGURE 7. Multiplexer RoN vs V1N 
(Vee= VREF = SV) 
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Functional Description 

Multiplexer: The device contains a 16-channel single
ended analog signal multiplexer. A particular input 
channel is selected by using the address decoder. Table I 
shows the input states for the address line and the 
expansion control line ta select any channel. The address 
is latched into the decoder on the low-to·high transition 
of the address latch enable signal. 

Additional single-ended analog signals can be multiplexed 
to the A/D converter by disabling al\ the multiplexer 
inputs. The additional external signals are connected to 
the comparator input and the- device ground. Additional 
signal conditioning (i.e., prescaling, sample and hold, 
instrumentation amplification, etc.) may also be added 
between the analog Input signal and the comparator 
input. 

TABLE I 

SELECTED ADDRESS LINE EXPANSION 
ANALOG CHANNEL D c B A CONTROL 

INC L L L L H 

INT L L L H H 

IN2 L L H L H 

\NJ L L H H H 

IN4 L H L L H 

1N5 L H L H H 

ING L H H L H 

IN7 L H H H H 

INS H L L L H 

IN9 H L L H H 

INlO H L H L H 

IN11 H L H H H 

1Nl2 H H L L H 

!N13 H H L H H 

IN14 H H H L H 
IN15 H H H H H 

All Channels OFF x x x x L 

X =don't care 

ZSSA : 

AHHO--

CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 

The Converter 

The heart of this single chip data acquisition system is its 
B·bit anatog-to·digital convertec The converter is designed 
to give fast, accurate, and repeatable conversions over a 
wide range of temperatures. The converter is partitioned 
into 3 major sections: the 256R ladder network, the 
successive approximation register, and the comparator. 
The converter's digital outputs are positive true. 

The 256R ladder network approach (Figure 1) was 
chosen over the conventional R/2R ladder because of its 
inherent monotonicity, which guarantees no missing 
digital codes. Monotonicitv is particularly important in 
closed loop feedback control systems. A non-monotonic 
relationship can cause oscillations that will be catastro
phic for the system. Additionally, the 256R network 
does not cause load variatiOns on the reference voltage, 

The bottom resistor and the top resistor of the !adder 
network in Figure 1 are not the same value as the 
remainder of the network. The difference in these 
resistors causes the output characteristic to be symmetri· 
cal with the zero and full-scale points of the transfer 
curve. The first output transition occurs when the 
analog signal has reached +1/2 LSB and succeeding out
put transitions occur every 1 LSB later up to full-scale. 

The successive approximation register (SAR) performs 
a iterations to approximate the input voltage. For any 
SAR type converter, n-iteratiom are required for an 
n·bit converter. Figure 2 shows a typical example of a 
3·bit converter. In the ADC0816, AOC0817, the approx" 
imation technique is extended to 8 biu using the 256R 
network. 

FIGURE 1. Resistor Ladder and Switch Tree 

Courtesy National Semiconductor Corp. 
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Functional Description (Continued! 

The A/D converter's successive approximation register 
(SAR) is reset on the positive edge of th~ start Conver· 
sion (SC) pulse. The conversion is begun on the falling 
edge of the start conversion pulse. A conversion in 
process will be interrupted by receipt of a new start 
conversion pulse. Continuous conversion may be accom· 
plished by tving the end-of·conversion (EQC) output to 
the SC input. If used in this mode, an external start 
conversion pulse should be applied after power up. 
End-of-conversion will go low between 1 and 8 clock 
pulses after the rising edge of start conversion. 

The most important section of the AiD converter is the 
comparator. It is this section which is responsible for the 
ultimate accuracy of the entire converter. It is also the 
comparator drift which has the greatest influence on the 

:-fUll.SCALE 
-~ f.RROR • 1/2 LSS 

FIGURE 2. 3-Bit A/D Transfer Curve 

repeatability of the device. A chopper-stabilized com· 
parator provides the most effective method of satisfying 
all the converter requirements. 

The chopper-stabilized comparator converts the DC 
input signal into an AC signal. This signal is then fed 
through a high gain AC amplifier and has the DC level 
restored. This technique limits the drift component of 
the amplifier since the drift is a DC component which is 
not passed by the AC amplifier. This makes the entire 
AID converter extremely insensitive to temperature, 
long term drift and input offset errors. 

Figure 4 shows a typical error curve for the ADC0816 as 
measured using the procedures outlined in AN-179. 
The characteristic is generated with the analog input 
signal applied to the comparator input. 

"' ~-------"· . '' 
"' 

FIGURE 3. 3·Bit A/D Absolute Accuracy Curve 

/~~~~N~~:l~~ENTIAl _,-REFEAENCEllfjE 

"":~~::1111111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111•11 11111111 11111111ni111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
110::=~~ DV 

FIGURE 4. Typical Error Curve 

Connection Diagram 

,., 
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'"' 
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IN11 

IN12 

IN1J 

IN14 

EOC 

IN15 

COMMON 

START 

vcc 
COMPARATOR IN 

REF{+) 

GNO 
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Dual-In-Line Package 

• 

ADCOB16 

TOP VIEW 

ADD A 

rHLSB 

AEFl-1 

CLOCK 

TRI-STATE® CONTROL 
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Applications Information 

OPERATION 

Ratiometric Conversion 

The AOeOB16. AOeOB17 is designed as a complete 
Data Acquisition System {OAS) for ratiometric conver· 
sion systems. In ratiometric systems, the physical 
variable being measured 'is expressed as a percentage of 
full·scale which is not necessarily related to en absolute 
standard. The voltage input to the ADC0816 is expressed 
by the equation 

~= Ox 
Vts - Vz DMAX - DMIN 

V1N =Input voltage into the AOCOB16 
Vts = Full·scale voltage 
V z ... Zero voltage 
ox= Data point being·measured 
DMAX '"' Maximum data limit 
DMIN"" Minimum data limit 

A good example of a ratiometrlc transducer is a poten
tiometer u5'(i as a p9sitlon sensor. The position of the 
wiper Is directly proportional to the output voltage 
which is a ratio of the full-scale voltage across it. Since 
the data is represented as a proportion of full-scale, 
reference. requirements are greatly reduced, eliminating 
a large source of error and cost for mariy applications. 
A major advantage of the ADC0816. AOeOB17 is that 
the input voltage range is equal to the supply range so 
the transducers can be connected directly across the 
supply BTld their outputs connected direcdy into the 
multiplexer inputs. (Figul'8 8). 

Ratiometric transducen such as potentiometers, strain 
gauges. thermistor bridges. pressure transducers, etc., are 
suitable for measuring proportional relationships; how
ever. many types of measurements must be referred to 
an absolute standard such as voltage Of current. This' 
means a system reference must be used· which relates 
the full-scale voltage to the standard volt. For example, 
if Vee = VREF • 5.12V, then the full-scale range is 
divided into 256 standard steps. The smallest standard 
step is 1 LSB which· is then 20mV. 

Resistor Ladder Limitations 

The voltages from the resistor ladder are compared to 
the selected input 8 times in a eonversion. These voltages 
are coupled to the comparator via an analog switch tree 
which is referenced to the supply. The voltages at the 
top, center and bottom of the ladder must be controlled 
to maintain proper operation. 

The top of the ladder, Ref{+), should not be moni: posi
tive than the supply, and the bottom of the ladder 
Ref(-' should not be more negative than ground. The 
center of the ladder voltage must also be near the 
center of the supply because the analog switch tree 
changes from N-channel switches to P-channel switches., 

These limitations are automatically satisfied in ratio
metric systems and can be easily met in ground refer
enced systems. 

Figure 9 shows 1 ground referenced system with a 
separate supply and reference. In this system. the supply 
must be trimmed to match the reference voltage. For 
instance, if a 5.12V reference is used, the supply should 
be adjusted to the same voltage within 0.1V. 

The AOeOB16 needs less than a milliamp of supply 
current so develoPing the supply from the reference is 
re:adily accomplished. In Figure 10 a ground referenced 
system is shown which generates the supply from the 
reference. The buffer shown can be an op amp of suffi· 
cient drive to supply the milliamp of supply current 
and the desired bus drive, or if a capacitive bus is driven 
by the outputs a large capacitor will supply the transient 
supply current as seen in Figure 11. The LM301 is 
overcompensated to insure stability when loaded by the 
10 µF output capacitor. 

The top and bottom ladder voltages cannot exceed 
Vee and ground. respectively. but thev can be svm· 
metrically less than Vee and greater thin ground. The 
center of the ladder voltage should always be near the 
center of the supply. The sensitivity of the converter 
can be increased, (i.e., size of the LSB steps decreased) 
bV using a symmetrical reference system. In Figur-. 12, 
a 2.5V reference is symmetrically centered about Vcc/2 
since the same current flows in Identical resistors. This 
system with a 2.5V reference allows the LSB bit to be 
half the size of a 5V reference system. 

Converter Equatiant 

The transition between adjacent codes N and N + 1 
is"given by~· 

V1N ~ VREF(+) [.!:.. + 2-) ±VTUE 121 
256 512 

The center of an outpUt code N is given by: 

(3) 

The output code N for an arbitrary input are the integers 
within the range: 

N s ~ x 256 ±Absolute Accuracy (4) 
VREF(+) 

where: V1N =Voltage at comparator input 
VREF(+) ~Voltage at Ref(+) 
VREF(-) ~ GND 
VTUE = Total unadjusted error voltage(typically 

VREF(+)/512) 

Courtesy National Semiconductor Corp. 
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Applications Information (Continued) 

OouT= v~~F = ~~~ 
4.75V 5. Vee'"' VREF ~ 5.25V 

*Ratiornetric transducers 

DIGITAL 
llUTPllT 
PAONIRTllltu.l 
TOAIALOG 
INPUT 

FIGURE 8. Ratiometric Conversion System 

V1N 
0oUT"·vREF 

4.76V s: Vee .. VREF 5. 5.26V 

OIGITALDUTMIT 
fllUREHCfDTO 
GROUND 

FIGURE 10. Ground Referenced Convenion System with 
Reference Genarlting Vee Supply 

RA 2 R9 

OouT=~ 
VREF 

4.75V $Vee .. VREF s: 6.25V 

FIGURE 9. Ground Referenced 
Conversion System Using Trimmed Supply 

11-lnoc 

DllllAl 
OUTPUT 
::FU"CfD 

&llOUlllD 

FIGURE 11. Typicel Reference and Supply Circuit 

Dl;tTALDUlPUT 
PRIPORTIOIAl.TO 
AllALtalllPllT 
1,1Si~'llllS:l.7W 

*Ratiometric transducers 

FIGURE 12. Symmetrically Cmtered Refa1•nce 
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Typical Application 

....... 

11115 

... 

. .... ) 
V1111 

..... 
AllALOG 
IRPUTAANDE 

*Address latches needed for 8085 and SC/MP interfacing thl ADC0816 to a microprocessor 

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE TABLE 

PROCESSOR READ WRITE INTERRUPT (COMMENT) 

8080 MfiiR MEMW INTR ffhru RST Circuit) 

8085 iffi WR INTR (Thru AST Circuitl 
Z-80 iffi WR INT (Thru RST Circuit. Mode 01 
SCIMP NROS NWDS SA (Thru Sense Al 
8800 VMA •¢'2 • A/W VMA ·~2 ·ffiW fFiOA or IROB (l'hru PIAI 

Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) 

Netlon•I SeJaicancluCtDr Corponillon 

·- t:::::::::::::::::J~. 

Molded Duaf.ln·Line Package (NJ 
Order Number ADC0816CCN 

or ADC0817CCN 
NS Package Number N40A 

2800 Semiconductor Dri .. , San11 Qlar1;, Callfllrnill l5051, (411111737-5000/TWX C910J 331t-tz40 
Nelloul SelnlCOndUctor GatbH 
IOI "'-1ratenteldbnict. lndul1rihlfflUt 10. W.st Germanr, T111. {08141) 1371/Tel•• 0?1·27649 

- &omlconduCIOr(UK) Lid. 
Larti.li.ldlndllalrlliteat.te, CilrHnOck,Scotland, T111.(0475)33251/Tatu771-832 
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Acquisition time, 130 
AD531 voltage-to-frequency converter, 

118-120 
AD2009 digital panel meter, 97-99, 

245-248 
AD1522 10-bit DIA converter, 39-40, 

237-244 . 
AD7570 10-bit successive-approxima

tion AID converter, 58 
ADAM-12 data-acquisition module, 

150 
ADC I OZ 10-bit successive-approxima

tion AID converter, 58 
ADC80AG-l0 10-bit successive

approximation AID 
converter, 58 

ADC80AG-12 12-bit successive
approximation AID 
converter, 58 

ADC141 dual-slope converter, 92 
ADC08 l 6/ ADC0817 data-acquisition 

system, 274~283 
ADCl 100 dual-slope converter, 92 
ADC-ElOB dual-slope converter, 93 
ADCHY12BC 12-bit successive-

approximation AID 
converter, 58 

AID converter 
modules, interfacing, 58-63 
using for data acquisition, 64-66 

Address decoding, MP-10 DI A 
converter module, 45 

Algo.rithm, 54 
AN2313 dual-slope converter, 92 
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AN23 I 7 dual-slope converter, 92 
Analog 

input/output boards, plug-in, 151-
159 

outputs 
generating, 13-14 
uses of, 14 

-to-digital converters, 48 
Aperture 

time, 130, 131 
uncertainty, 130, 131 

ASCII code, 105-106 
Autoranging DPM, 96 

B 

Bandwidth, 137 
small-signal, 132 

BCD data, handling, I08-l 12 
Binary-coded 

DI A converters, 11 
decimal numbering, 95-96 

Bipolar range DPM, 96 
Bit lengths, 159-163 

input greater than output, 160-162 
output greater than input, 162-163 

c 
Closing the loop, control applications, 

87-89 
Complex 

digital-to-analog conve11er outputs, 
177-181 

ramp outputs, 17-19 
Conversion techniques, miscellaneous, 

117-124 



Control 
applications, closing the loop, 87-89 
subroutine, software, 88-89 

Converters 
analog~to-digital, 48 
DIA, 9-46 

binary-coded, 11 
four-bit, 10-11 
outputs, 11-12· 

digital-to-analog, interfacing, 9-46 
dual-slope analog-to-digital, 90-94 
flash, 120-124 
linear ramp, 48-58 
simultaneous feedback, 121-122 
successive-approximation, 53-58 
tracking, 124 
voltage-to-frequency, 117-120 

Crosstalk, 136 
Crt displays, high-speed with DI A 

converters, 26-35 
Crystal oscillator, 66-67 

D 

DAC, 9~10 
DAS1128 data-acquisition module, 150 
Data 

acquisition 
and display, software, 76-77 
modules, 149-152 

interfacing, 153-154 
software, 154-156 
systems, 145 
timing, 66-75 

displays, 23-26 
updated, 77 
using two-DIA converters, 219 

logger control program, flowchart, 
106, 107 

using, 75-87 
DATAX data-acquisition module, 151-

152 
Datel DAC-9881 DI A converter, 13 
DIA 

converters, 9-46 
binary-coded, 11 
Date! DAC-9881, 13 
four-bit, 10-11 · 
outputs, 11-12 

voltage converter, 14-16 
expanded linear output, 16 

De offset; 130 
Decay rate, 131 
Decimal point detection, 112-113 
Decoder, device, 166-167 
Device decoder, 166-167 

Differential signals, 137-139 
Digital 

panel meters, 94-95 
considerations, 96 
interfacing, 97-107 

software, 100-102 
-to-analog converters, 9-46 

interfacing, 9-46 
Displays 

data, 23-26 
program, flowchart, 79 

DM2000AR digital panel meter, 102-
104, 249-252 

interface, .104 
Double buffering, 37-38, 170 
DPMs, 94-95 
DT820 data acquisition modules, 150 
DTl571 interface board, 159 
DT5701 data-acquisition module, 150 
Dual-slope analog-to-digital 

converters, 90-94 
block diagram, 91 
timing diagram, 91 

Dynamic range, 148 

E 
8-bit 

AID converter module interfaced to 
a microcomputer, 59 

converter, interfacing, 59-60 
Electromechanical multiplexers, 134-
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Electronic multiplexers, 135-136 
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converter, 16 
Experiments, 164-227 

parts requirements, 225-227 
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Feedthrough, 131, 13 2 
Flag-sensing software, 68-69 
Flash converters, 120-124 

block diagram, 121 
variable threshold, 123-124 

Flowchart 
data logger control program, 106, 
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display program, 79, 86 
successive-approximation Al D 

converter, .55-56 
X-Y display software, 34 

Four-bit DIA converter, 10-11 
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Gate threshold measurements using 
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ramp voltage, 14-16 

Graphic output, 23-24 
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Handling BCD data, 108-112 
High-speed crt displays with DI A 

converters, 26-3 5 

IH51 JO sample-and-hold device, 133 
Initialize address and count, software, 

86-87 
Interface 

boards, 157-159 
DM2000AR digital panel meter, 

104 
polled flag timer, 67 
sample-and-hold, 128 

Interfacing 
AID converter modules, 58-63 
analog-to-digital converters, 47-89 
data-acquisition module, 153-154 
8-bit converter, 59-60 
digital 

panel meters, 97-107 
-to-analog converters, 9-46 

multiplexer. 140-145 
10-bit 

AID converter, 60-63 
DI A converter, 35-40 
digital-to-analog converter, 169-

177 
Interrupt 

flag circuit, 70-71 
instruction port, 71 
program. flowchart, 80 
subroutine, software, 84-85 
timers. 70-75 

soft~are. 73-75 
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Lamp monitor circuit, 165-166 
LF389 sample-and-hold device, 133 
Linear ramp AID converters, 48-58 

block diagram, 49 
timing diagram, 50 

Linearity, 131 
LM391 l temperature-controller chip. 

64-66 
Low-level signals, 137 
LR-35 JO-bit DI A converter 

Outboard, 41-42 
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MDAS-8D data-acquisition module, 
150 

M DAS-16 data-acquisition module, 
150 

Memory mapped 110 techniques and 
DI A converters, 40-42 

Message software, I 13-114 
Microcomputer used as data logger, 

software, 108-112 
Miscellaneous conversion techniques, 

117-124 
Model 4853 sample-and-hold device, 

133 
M P-10 dual, 8-bit DI A converter 

module, 43-46. 266-273 
address decoding, 45 
block diagram, 43 
interface, 207-213 

MP-20 data-acquisition module, 150 
MP68 I 2 data-acquisition module, 150 
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MP8616 interface board, 159 
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applications, 139-140 
electromechanical, 134-135 
electronic, 135-136 
interfacing, 140-145 
sample-and-hold systems, 145-147 
signal inputs. 137-139 
16-channel programmable, 143-144 

Multiplexing, 133 
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NE5018 8-bit DIA converter, 214-216, 
263-266 

Negative ramp output, software, 16 
Noise, 147 
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Numeric output, 23-24 
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JOO-point data display, 23-26 
flowchart, 24 
for high-speed device, 27 

Oscillator, crystal, 66-67 
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Packed BCD data, 95-96 
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Polled flag timers, 67-70 
interface, 67 
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PPI integrated circuit, 41 
Programmable peripheral interface 

integrated circuit, 41 
Pulse output, 22-23 

software, 22-23 
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Ramp 
AID converter, software, SI 
and data output using a dual DI A 

converter interface, software, 
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outputs 
complex, 17-19 
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waveform, 14 

voltage, generating, 14-16 
Ratiometric conversions, 148 
Real-time clock, 66-67 
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2S6 
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computer interface, 128 
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module, timing diagram, 129 
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Signals 

differential, 137-139 
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processing, 147-148 
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conversion, 120-124 
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feedback converter, 121-122 

block diagram. 122 
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I &:channel programmable multiplexer, 
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AID conversion technique, 48 
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-controlled 

ramp AID converter, 181-188 
successive-approximation AID 

converter, 188-194 
data-acquisition, I S4- I S6 

and display, 76-77 
digital panel meter interface, I00-
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flag sensing, 68-69 
initialize address and count, 86-87 
interrupt 

subroutine, 84-8S 
timers, 73-7S 

message, 113-114 
microcomputer used as data logger, 

108-112 
modifications, 114-116 
negative ramp output, 16 
100-point data display, 2S, 26 
positive ramp output, JS 
pulse output, 22-23 
ramp AID converter, SI 
square-wave output, 22 
triangular wave output, 19-21 
trigger pulse, 28 
X-Y display of data, 30-31 

Slew rate, 130, 131 
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-signal bandwidth, 132 
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70-71 

SN74LS244 three-state buffer, 103-104 
Square-wave output, 22 

software, 22 
ST-800DA4 interface board, 1S9 
ST-800160 interface board, 159 
Successive-approximation 

AID converter 
flowchart, SS-S6 
timing diagram, S1 

converters, S3-S8 
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Switching transients, 13 7 
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10-bit DI A converter 
interfaced to 8-bit computer. block 

diagram, 36 
interfacing, 35-40, 60-63 
module interfaced to a 8-bit 

microcomputer, 61 
Throughput rate, 13 7 
Timers 

interrupt, 73-75 
polled flag, 67-70 

Timing 
datacacquisition, 66-75 
diagram 

dual-slope analog-to-digital 
converter, 91 

linear ramp AID converter, 50 
sample-and-hold module, 129 
successive-approximation AID 

converter, 57 
Tracking converter, 124 
Triangular wave output, 19-21 
Trigger pulse, 28 
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Updated data display, 77 
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64-66 
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sample-and-hold devices, 127-133 
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X vs. Y display, 221-225 
Y vs. T display, 213-221 
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Variable threshold flash converter, 
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X-Y display 
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THE BLACKSBURG GROUP 

According to Business Week magazine (Technology July 6. 1976) large scale integrated circuits or LSI 
"chips" are creating a second industrial revolution that will quickly involve us all. The speed of the 
developments irf this area is breathtaking and it becomes more and more difficult to keep up with the rapid 
advances that are being made. It is also becoming difficult for newcomers to "get on board." 

It has been our objective. as The Blacksburg Group. to develop timely and effective educational materials 
and aids that will permit students. engineers. scientists and others to quickly learn how to apply new 
technologies to their particular needs. We are doing this through a number of means. textbooks. short 
courses. monthly computer interfacing columns and through the development of educational "hardware" or 
training aids. 

Our group members make their home in Blacksburg, found in the Appalachian Mountains of southwestern 
Virginia. While we didn't actively start our group collaboration until the Spring of 1974. members of our 
group have been involved in digital electronics. minicomputers and microcomputers for some time. 
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- The design and development of the Mark·8 computer. featured in Radio-Electronics magazine in July 
l97 4. This is generally recognized as the first widely available hobby computer. It was based upon the 8008 
Jrocessor chip. Since then we have designed the Micro-Designer (MD· l) and the Mini·Micro Designer (MMD-
1). This last computer was also featured in Radio-Electronics as the Dyna-micro. 

- The Blacksburg Continuing Education SeriesTMcovers subjects ranging from basic electronics through 
nicrocomputers. operational amplifiers. and active fillers. Text experiments and examples have been pro· 
1ided in each book. We are strong believers in the use of detailed experiments and examples to reinforce 
Jasic concepts. This series originally started as our Bugbook® series and many titles are now being 
:ranslated into Chinese. Japanese. German and Italian. 

-We have pioneered the use of small. self-contained computers in hands-on courses aimed at microcom· 
puter users. Our expar.ding line of solderless breadboarding modules or OUTBOARDS® make the design 
and testing of circuits much easier than w~s possible in the past. Our educational hardware is marketed by 
E & L Instruments. Inc .. Derby. CT 06418. USA. 

-Our short course programs have been presented throughout the world. Two series of programs are of
fered. one through Tychon Incorporated and the other through the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University Extension Division. Each provides hands-on experiences with digital electronics and microcom
puter hareware and software. Continuing Education Units (CEUs) are provided. Courses are presented lo 
open groups. companies. schools and other groups We are strong believers in hands-on experience in 
these courses. so much time is spent in laboratory sessions. 

-Our monthly column. "Microcomputers Interfacing" appears in four domestic electronic publications as 
.vell as in four overseas periodicals. reaching about three·quarters of a million readers. The columns are 
:urrently being translated into German and ltalian. 

Besides our educational activities, our members have also been involved in microcomputer software 
development and scientific instrument automation. 

Mr, David Larsen and Dr. Peter Rony are on the faculty of the Departments of Chemistry and Chemical 
Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Mr. Jonathan Titus and Dr. Christopher 
Titus are with Tychon. Inc .. all of Blacksburg. Virginia. 
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MICROCOMPUTER-
ANALoc CONVERTER 
SOFTWARE & HARDWARE INTERFACING 

This book has been written to introduce the reader to the concepts 
and techniques of interfacing digital computers to analog devices. 
The designs and programs presented in this book are equally appli
cable to all of the 8080-type microcomputers, including the 8080A, 
8085, Z-80, etc. 

Jonathan A. Titus is the president of Tychon, Incorporated in 
Blacksburg, Virginia. Most of his current work involves tech
nical writing and the appl ication of microcomputers for data 
acquisition and control. He has written and coauthored a 
number of articles on computers for both professional and 
popular applications. 

Jon's first microcomputer experience was with the 8008 and 
his Mark-8 computer was featured as the first widely availa le 
hobby computer. His interests now center around the 8080 and 

. 16-bit microcomputers. 
He has coinstructed courses with the American Chemical Society and now 

works with the Tychon hardware and software course program. 

Dr. Christopher A. Titus is a microcomputer application engi-
neer with Tychon, Incorporated in Blacksburg, Virginia. He 
received his Ph.D. from Virginia Polytechnic Institute while 
working on microcomputer automated chemical instruments. 
He has co-authored a number of instrumentation articles and 
has had papers presented at major, national engineering and 
science conferences. 
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Chris has programmed with the Intel 8008, Intel 8080, and 
also the MOS Technology 6502 microcomputer. He has written J 
editor, assembler, disassembler, and debug software as well .M----- i i 
as complete operating systems for microcomputers. He is also a proficient PDP-8 
programmer and digital designer. 

Dr. Titus has been instructing in computer and related areas since 1973. His 
current interests include systems software, data-acquisiti on systems, and evalua
tion of hardware/ software tradeoffs. 

David G. Larsen is an instructor in the Department of Chem
istry at Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, where 
he teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in analog and 
digital electronics. He is co-author of other books in the 
Blacksburg Continu ing Education Series™ and the monthly 
columns on microcomputer interfacing. He is co-instructor, 
along with Dr. Rony. of a series of one- to five-day workshops 
on the digital and microcomputer revolution , taught under the 
auspices of the Extension Division of the University, that 
attract professionals from all parts of the world. 

Dr. Peter R. Rony is professor in the Department of Chemical 
Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State Univer
sity. Dig ital electronics and microcomputers will play an in
creasingly important role in process control, a subject of 
considerable interest to chemical engineers. He is co-author 
of many other books in the Blacksburg Continuing Education 
Series'" and monthly columns on microcomputer interfacing 
that appear in American Laboratory, Computer Design, Ham 
Radio Magazine, the German magazine E/ectroniker, and other 
U.S. and foreign magazines. 
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